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Introduction

Bruce W. Suter, AFIT

The Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) was pleased to host the international work-
shop on "The Role of Wavelets in Signal Processing Applications". This workshop, held
12-13 March 1992 at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, brought together leading
researchers from both the mathematics and signal processing communities. As such, the
workshop provided a forum for the interchange of ideas, practical experiences, and recent
advances. This invitation-only workshop was intentionally kept small in size in order to
encourage active participation by all attendees.

The purpose of this workshop was to gain a perspective of the role of wavelets in signal
processing, and to form a vision of where we should look as a research community. With
this in mind, the workshop sought to address the following objectives:

1. to highlight major accomplishments and limitations in the use of wavelets in applied
mathematics and signal processing,

2. to define the current status of wavelets research in these fields,

3. to present the challenges for future wavelets research in mathematics and in signal
processing.

In order to develop the workshop with these objectives and to stimulate discussions, brief
presentations were given by several of the attendees. The sponsor of the workshop, the
Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), requested that an official document be
generated to commemorate this workshop. As a result, attendees provided a paper to be
included in these proceedings, since these papers were not refereed by the organizers and,
it is acceptable for these papers to be submitted to other journals for publication.

In order to prepare the participants for meaningful discussions, the organizers requested
that each one answer the following questions, prior to their arrival, regarding an objective
comparison of wavelets against techniques in applied mathematical analysis and signal
processing:

1. For what problems have wavelets been shown to be clearly superior to all other known
techniques?

2. For what problems are the use of wavelets clearly inferior to all other known tech-
niques?

3. In what problems have wavelets shown promise, but, to date the wavelets-based
research results obtained are not superior to other known techniques?

While the participants were promised that their responses would not be published, their
contributions to these proceedings certainly reflect them.
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Summary

Jon Sjogren, AFOSR

The AFIT/AFOSR Workshop on "The Role of Wavelets in Signal Processing", some-
times known "Wavelets Workshop II" or "WW II", was unique in several respects. To

a great extent it was shaped by the course of the previous year's meeting, "Sympo-
sium on Applications of Wavelets to Signal Processing" (WW I). Last year's meeting,
also held at Wright-Patterson AFB, was an order of magnitude larger, having grown
considerably from the modest plans and expectations of its organizers.

The first Workshop was kicked off with a superlative series of tutorial talks, deliv-
ered mainly by Maj Greg Warhola, USAF. The tutorials were followed by invited pre-
sentations, which served to acquaint the diverse audience with specific wavelet method-
ologies and their applications, from spread-spectrum communications, electronic war-
fare, modeling of noise processes, feature identification in EEG and PET scans, to
speech and image comprebsion. A banquet and panel discussion brought out some
fundmental issues on the meaning and interpretation of signals. A focal point was the
question of how important wavelets "ultimately" would turn out to be, say in 10 years,
as a tool and technique in Signal Processing. On a scale of 0 to 10, responses ranged
from "1" to "10+". Electrical engineering researchers tended to hold the more skep-
tical position, while mathematicians (mainly "wavelet" mathematicians) took a more
exuberantly positive stand. Other observations included the importance of Conjugate
Quadrature Filters as a precursor to analysis via wavelets. Alan Willsky of MIT, though
technically not part of the panel, forcefully succeeded in raising the consciousness of
the participants regarding the dynamics of scale as a variable of value equal to time.
The festivities in 1991 were brought to a close as no one seemed to have a satisfactory
answer to an annoying but persistent question: "what means frequency?"

A significant achievement of both WW I and WW II was that the cultural gap
between theoreticians and practitioners was closed. This was evidenced by the large
variance of the "important" assessments. Evidently a mutual learning process is accel-
erating.

A few major "technical" themes stand out from the talks and discussions of
Wavelet Workshop II. I mention two: (1) time/scale analysis versus frequency anal-
ysis of signals, and (2) filter-bank structures versus discrete wavelet expansions to
name a few. As Leon Cohen pointed out in the lead talk, scale and "reciprocal fre-
quency" are related in a subtle way and cannot be taken as identical for all purposes
- the operator algebras that they generate are different. On the second point, it is by
now generally understood that discrete wavelet analysis can be completely carried out
with banks of subband filters, down- and up-sampling, etc. Clearly there are many
such filter bank configurations that may be useful in engineering systems, and em-
ploy adaptive features, which take into account varied distributions of particular signal
components and so forth, that will not likely be of much interest to a mathematical
theory of wavelets. But it is also coming to be acknowledged that studies made by the
mathematical-physicist pioneers in wavelets (such as involving regularity properties)
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are proving to be a significant consideration and guide in filter design. The lunchtime

talks and discussions brought out both of these points and other issues as well.

It has been forcefully expressed that all these remarks, and especially those of

Prof. Grossmann on the "History of Wavelets" at the Thursday dinner, be collected

and included in this volume. This is eminently desirable, but the use of recording

devices was ruled out as too inhibiting. In any case only a faint reflection of the

mood, the spontaneity, the depth of experience that welled up on those occasions,

could possibly be captured in print. We are consoled with the thought that future

work, publications and talks will owe something to the rare conditions of insight and

mutuality that prevailed for a short time.

Martin Vetterli applies multiresolution decomposition in channel coding to com-

mercial digital broadcast. Transmitting a coarse signal separately from its details will

allow a "gracefully degrading" received signal in this future broadcast environment.

Patrick Flandrin and Greg Wornell are both interested in signals with self- simih.r

qualities at different scales ("fractal"). Noise with a 1/f' spectral characteristic can

fall into this category. This self-similarity can be either stochastic ("fractional Brown-

ian motion") or deterministic. The wavelet transform is close to the ideal decorrelating

transform for fractional stochastic processes ("Karhunen-Loeve"). This gives a way to

estimate the "alpha" parameter among others. Wornell shows how a scheme of encod-

ing a message at several scales in a deterministically self- similar carrier can provide

robustness in "difficult" environments where conventional modulation falls short.

The talks of Alan Willsky and Robert Tenney were related and scheduled sep-

arated only by the first lunch and discussion. Alan's talk introduced the concept,

difficult to this writer, of stochastic processes defined on certair graphs, where cor-

relations can be inferred across levels, which represent different magnitudes of scale.

Bob Tenney demonstrated an interactive environment that has been built around this

theoretical framework: rapid estimation based on image data for background/terrain

that possesses self- similar characteristics. Such techniques seem especially suitable for

reconstructing "ground truth" from diverse data sources ("sensor fusion").

Stephane Mallat sees a need for adaptive, possibly non-linear transforms to com-

plement existing methods in time-frequency analysis. His "dictionaries" and "structure

books" allow more efficient representation of a signal that has disparate types of com-

ponent (sinusoidal, pulse, fractal) than would, say, a wavelet-packet basis on its own.

Ingrid Daubechies and Albert Cohen also approached the issue of making wavelet-

packets even more flexible and adaptive. A significant problem here has been to define
wavelet-bases for a finite interval. This is very recent mathematics, with substantial

ramifications for functional analysis. In addition, this may well amount to a conceptual

breakthrough for applications on the order of wavelet-packets themselves (which were

brand-new only two years ago!)

Alexander Grossmann's evening historical retrospective was inspiring and set the

mood for eloquent reminiscences by Thomas Barnwell and P.P. Vaidyanathan. Prof.

Grossmann recounted the early ideas of Morlet in seismic analysis and how collabora-

tion led to connections with unitary operators and their representations.
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Gregory Beylkin pointed out some of the unesthetic features of compactly sup-

ported wavelets, such as lack of symmetry or shift invariance. He remedies this situation

by considering shift-classes (bringing in the shift invariance), and using autocorrelation

functions of wavelets as a basis, replacing the unsymmetrical wavelets.

In addition to his exposition of the history of filter banks for subband coding,
Thomas Barnwell explained how a general setting using Lapped Orthogonal Transforms

can lead to analysis/synthesis systems with higher frequency resolution than available

with dyadic wavelets.
P.P. Vaidyanathan, concentrating in his historical account on the origin of the

concept of paraunitary matrices (which are key to a 'polyphase' analysis of filter-
ing/sampling) gave a succinct theorem for filter bank convolution, emulating the classi-
cal Fourier convolution theorem. Characteristically, P.P. immediately applies this to an
improvement in the coding gain that results from a subband coding/vector quantization
scheme, which uses band-by-band convolution in the synthesis step.

John Benedetto is a the master of sampling theory; the theory of frames in a
Hilbert space, motivated by Wigner-Ville (Gabor) wavelet methods, is seen to be the
right tool for expressing "interpolations" more generally than given by the Whittaker-
Nyquist formula, especially for irregular sampling.

Bruce Suter talked about his work with AFIT colleague and Workshop co- or-
ganizer Mark Oxley on variable length windows and weighted orthonormal functions.
This approach puts windowed ("short-time") Fourier analysis, which ostensibly is a lot
of ad hoc engineering, into a consistent and logical context.

The participants seems unanimous that this was a rare meeting. Months later
its special circumstances are recounted from Toulouse to I1 Ciocco, from Berkeley to
Oberwohlfach. It is not possible to reproduce the lively discussions that took place,
but the participants will all remember a bit of what was said, and by whom, and can
get in contact for elaboration. We expect to see some of the contentions and "resolu-

tions" that arose propagate to magazine articles and learned forums. The sine function
figures in the solution of Maxwell's equations, though it is not the only solution - is it
thereby God-given? (Kronecker's assertion about the natural numbers notwithstand-
ing.) More to the point, light does exhibit sinusoidal wave characteristics (before we
knew all about E&M). Thus "spectral analysis" lets you discover the element Helium.
Legendre gave us his polynomials (or God gave us Legendre) so that we can measure
the shape of the earth. Classical physics is old, and such breakthroughs will be rarer.
Wavelets did not leap to prominence as eigenfunctions of a differential operator (is

there a Bessel wavelet?) but they have a claim to mathematical natural-ness (bases
of Calderon), physical importance ("coherent states"), and are in tune with the Age
of Computation (sparsifying Toeplitz operators). Speaking from the point of view of
combinatorics/algebra, workers in this field as well would have stumbled sooner rather
than later onto Perfect Reconstruction Filter Banks.

There is surely no better proponent of the mathematics of wavelets than R.
Raphael Coifman. and no better proponent of an enlightened scrutiny of their po-
tential in signal processing than Alan V. Oppenheim. In Prof. Coifman's after-lunch
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remarks, he showed himself keenly aware of the complexities and trade-offs inherent
in applying a great new idea, and came close to declaring himself a born-again engi-
neer. Prof. Oppenheim, mutatis mutandis, acknowledged a renewed appreciatior, f,'r
the applied mathematics community's contribution just over the past year.

Some practical conclusions seemed to be in consensus. Wavelet-based methods
of themselves cannot compete in speech compression, with the algorithms derived over
decades by the expert speech modelers. For certain particular compression tasks (fin-
gerprint images?), nearly "raw" wavelet methods are running very strongly. One must
bear in mind that the various image and speech communities have not had time to
incorporate the best of wavelet methods into their tradecraft. Preliminary result:, in-
dicate that it is precisely a combination of time-scale (wavelet) and frequency, methods
that approaches optimality for a problem of importance such as estimating frequency-
hopping parameters in a "covert communications" scheme.

If another Wavelet Workshop is held in a few years (with a different name?), we
can anticipate some startling developments. On the oiie hand, multiresolution science
will be more firmly entrenched in Control Theory, Time-Series modeling, arid Dynamics.
On the other hand, revelations of mathematical appropriateness will emerge. Recently
it was seen how the Naparst equations for Range-Doppler imaging have a wavelet
transform interpretation. This leads to optimal solutions for an emitted radar waveform
in this imaging: they are elements of a wavelet basis! Another significant theoretical
observation is the utility of locally transforming in the Fourier domai-'. This holds
immediate promise for speeded-up and less expensive MRI scanning. These exciting
topics are among those that would be treated in a future meeting.

The Dayton Workshop was indeed a watershed in terms of consolidating the
achievements of the wavelet community. We feel that the Workshop succeeded if it
has made it easier for those interested to tap into the corps of tools, techniques and
understanding that transcends the collection of individual practitioners.
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ABSTRACTS OF THE WORKSHOP

A FILTER BANK PERSPECTIVE ON DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
Thomas Barnwell

Georgia Institute of Technology

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) can be modeled as special case of a general lapped
transform based on filter banks. Design methodologies for such systems are quite mature. A
fundamental issue involves the performance degredation implicit with the DWT as compared
with other similar but unconstrained transforms.

MULTIRESOLUTION REPRESENTATIONS USING THE AUTO-CORRELATION
FUNCTIONS OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED WAVELETS

Gregory Beylkin
University of Colorado at Boulder

In my talk I will describe a multiresolution representation of signals using dilations and
translations of the auto-correlation functions of compactly supported wavelets. This repre-
sentation was developed together with Naoki Saito of SchlumbergerDoll Research. Although
the set of dilations and translations of the auto-correlation functions does not form an or-
thonormal basis, a number of properties of these functions makes them useful for signal and
image analysis. Unlike wavelet-based orthonormal representations, this representation has
(1) symmetric analyzing functions, (2) shift-invariance, (3) natural and simple iterative in-
terpolation schemes, (4) a simple algorithm for finding the locations of the multiscale edges
as zero-crossings. It also leads to a non-iterative method for reconstructing signals from their
zero-crossings and slopes at these zero-crossings.

WAVELET BASES ADAPTED TO AN INTERVAL
Albert Cohen

Ceremade University of Paris IX - Dauphine

Orthonormal and biorthogonal wavelet bases have found many interesting applications in
signal and image processing (compression) as well as in fast numerical analysis. In these
applications, one always deals with a signal or a function which has a finite expansion in
space and/or time. The problem arises then of adapting these bases, usually constructed for
the analysis on the whole real line, to a finite interval, [0,1] for example.

In this talk, we shall describe and discuss the different possibilities to solve this problem
and the related algorithm. A construction obtained in a joint work with lngrid Daubechies
and Pierre Vial that provides with both a sharp analysis at the borders and a simple algo-
rithmic structure will be explained in more details.
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A SIMPLE APPROACH TO JOINT SCALE REPRESENTATIONS
Leon Cohen

Hunter College and Graduate Center of CUNY

Various authors have proposed representations involving scale and time or scale and fre-
quency. The distributions they obtained are very different from each other. \We will show
that there is a simple conceptual principle for obtaining joint distributions and show that
there have been two different notions of scale used. The approach presented clarifies this
distinction. We obtain the distributions previously given in a simple direct mannuer. The
concept of instantaneous frequencies is generalized to instantaneous scale and the uncertainty
principle for scale is obtained.

ADAPTED WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
Ronald Coifman
Yale University

Local variable length libraries of windowed trigonometric bases are dual versions of wavelet
and wavelet packet algorithms. Efficient parameter extractions and compressions for sounds
and images can be obtained by selecting best bases out of these libraries, in either frequency
or time domain.

NONSEPARABLE TWO-DIMENSIONAL WAVELETS
Ingrid Daubechies
Rutgers University

Many two-dimensional wavelet applications use a tensor product multiresolution analysis.
One can also construct "genuine" (non tensor product) two-dimensional multiresoluition
analyses, possibly corresponding to matrix dilations. A special case is given by "quincunx"
subsampling. The talk shows how orthonormal and biorthogonal bases can be constructed
for this case, and discusses their regularity

TIME-SCALE ANALYSIS OF SELF-SIMILAR SIGNALS
P. Flandrin

Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon

In a number of different physical situations (1/f noises, turbulence, texture analysis, ... ), we
are faced with fractal or multifractal signals for which it would be desirable to havo at hand
methods which would allow one to estimate efficiently the corresponding scaling laws or the
underlying self-similarity structures. The recently introduced techniques of time-scale anal-
ysis (wavelet transforms and generalizations) offer such a possibility, especially in the case
of locally self-similar signals, i.e. those for which scaling laws are time-dependent. Start-
ing from the idealized case of fractional Brownian motions, we will show which advantages
can be gained from such approaches, either for obtaining almost Karhunen-Loeve (doubly
orthogonal) representations via orthogonal wavelet bases, or for defining general classes of
estimators (aimed at scaling exponents) via bilinear time-scale representations which gener-
alize the usual \\igner-Ville distribution.
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COMPOSITE WAVELETS
Alexander Grossmann

Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

In some applications of continuous wavelet transforms, it is important to choose an analyzing
wavelet with very peaked analyzing kernel. There exist inequalities showing that. in a certain
sense, arbitrarily high peaking is not possible. However, wavelet reproducinhg kernels are
precisely broad-band ambiguity functions, and there exists in the radar literature an extensive
body of information which shows the way around these constraints. This information is
applied to the construction of custommade analyzing wavelets. Both analytic and numerical
aspects of the subject are discussed.

ADAPTIVE TIME/FREQUENCY SIGNAL REPRESENTATION
Stephane Mallat
Courant Institute

We proved that detecting the wavelet transform local maxima allows us to locate and char-
acterize singularities. A close approximation of the signal can be recovered from these local
maxima. Such an adaptive sampling of the wavelet transform has applications in pattern
recognition, compact image coding and noise removal. We are extending this technique to
a larger class of transforms that are local in the time/frequency plane. The transform is
adapted in order to obtain a compact time/frequency signal representation.

ON VARIABLE LENGTH WINDOWS AND WEIGHTED ORTHONORMAL
FUNCTIONS

Bruce Suter and Mark Oxley
Air Force Institute of Technology

A new formulation is presented for the analysis and synthesis of signals. This formulation
is composed of a variable length window and a linear combination of weighted orthonormal
functions. Tradeoffs in the specification of windows are considered. A sinusoidal example is
considered and a fast algorithm is provided for its evaluation.

ESTIMATION ON MULTISCALE NETWORK MODELS MODELS OF RANDOM
FIELDS

Robert Tenney
ALPHATECH, INC.

Multiscale treestructured models of twodimensional random processes are known to lead to
exceedingly efficient estimation algorithms. However, realizations of the processes defined
by these models contain artifacts atypical of most imagery, such as discontinuities along
quadrant boundaries. Augmenting these tree models with one-dimensional multiscale mod-
els along those boundaries removes the artifacts in samples of the process. However, it, also
transforms the tree into a network. This talk presents samples of this class of stochastic pro-
cess, along with a sketch of a general estimation theory which shows that (1) the complexity
of the statistics to be maintained by an estimator is independent of the depth of the model,
and (2) update of these statistics from a point, measurement, can be accomplished in time
strictly proportional to the number of pixels at the finest scale.

S. . .. . . ...... .....~ ~~ ~~~... .. .......... . .. . . .. . . . .. . ..
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PARAITNITARY CON VOLVER
P.P. Vaidyanathan

California Institute of Technology

The maximally decimated filter bank (perhaps with nonuniform decimation) can be regarded
as a transformation from time to time-frequency. Examples of special cases include the DFT
and the short time Fourier transform. The filter bank transformer has also been regarded
as the discrete-time wavelet transformation by some researchers in the community. Now, for
the case of the traditional Fourier transformation, the convolution theorem is well-known.
That is, convolution in time is equivalent to multiplication in the transform domain. What
is the corresponding theorem for the case of the filter bank transformer? The answer turns
out, to be particularly simple for the case of orthonormal (paraunitary) filter banks, and in
fact offers some practical advantages (coding gain) in finite-precision implementations. This
talk will address these issues.

WAVELETS, FILTER BANKS, AND APPLICATIONS
Martin Vet.terli

Columbia University

Recent results on the connection between wavelets and filter banks will be reviewed. These
include FIR/IIR constructions, as well as multidimensional ones.

The question of arbitrary linear tilings of the time/frequency or phase space will be
addressed, showing that short-time Fourier and wavelet decompositions are two special cases.

Finally, applications in compression will be discussed. It will be indicated that subband
coding schemes, which are essentially identical to wavelet methods, have been well studied
over the last 15 years and achieve interesting compression results, but no spectacular im-
provements.

MULTIRESOLUTION STOCHASTIC MODELS AND FRACTAL REGULARIZATION
Alan Willsky

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

In this talk we describe our continuing effort to develop a framework for modeling stochastic
processes at multiple resolutions and for developing efficient signal and image processing
algorithms based on these models. We also illustrate the potential of this approach in one
context, namely as the basis for the "fractal regularization'" of ill-posed image processing and
computer vision problems. Other potential areas of application will also be touched upon.
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WAVELETS, SELF-SIMILAR SIGNALS. AND FRACTAL MODULATION
Gregory NV. Worriell and Alan Oppenheim

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Orthonormal wavelet bases provide highly efficient r, presentations for several classes of self-
similar signals. One such collection of self-similar signals we refer to as dy-homogeneous
signals because they generalize the well-known homogeneous functions. These signals, which
are characterized in terms of a deterministic scale-invariance relations, can be categorized
into two classes; energy-dominated and power-dominated. We present wavelet-based con-
structions of orthonormal self-similar bases for the representation of such signals, as well as
efficient discrete-time algorithms for their manipulation.

Synthesis of dy-homogeneous signals is potentially important in a range of engineering
applications, including remote-sensing and conuntinications. In the communications context,
we demonstrate that orthonormal self-similar bases lead to an efficient strategy for embed-
ding information into a self-similar signal on multiple time scales. The resulting "fractal
modulation" strategy constitutes an interesting paradigm for communication that is natu-
rally suited for use with noisy channels of unknown duration and bandwidth.
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A Time Domain View of Filter Banks and Wavelets

Kambiz Nayebi, Thomas P. Barnwell III, and Mark J. T. Smith

Digital Signal Processing Laboratory
School of Electrical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Abstract systems include classical block transforms (DSTFT,
Discrete Cosine Transform, etc.) and Lapped Orthog-

In this paper, we consider a time domain approach to onal Transforms (LOT's) [3] as special cases.
the reconstruction problem for filter bank and wavelet Recent research on the design of perfect reconstruc-
decompositions. The development of this time domain tion analysis-synthesis systems has produced some sig-reconstruction theory has resulted in a unified design nificant results 13-8]. The invention of Conjugate
approach for uniform, nonuniform, low delay, and effi- Quadrature Filters (CQF's), perfect reconstruction fil-
cient analysis-synthesis systems. The theory is based ter banks with N = 2M, lossless analysis-synthesis
on FIR filters and can also be applied to the design of systems, perfect reconstructing modulated analysis-
perfect reconstruction systems based on wavelets for synthesis filter banks, and the design of nonuniform
multi-resolution analysis-synthesis systems. filter banks with rational sampling rate changes are

In this paper, the procedure for the design of gen- among the significant achievements within the last
eral decomposition and reconstruction systems, called decade.
Generalized Lapped Transforms (GLT), is discussed. The time domain formulation introduced in (6,9, 101
GLT's include many classical transforms and the provides a unified framework for the design of a wide
discrete-time wavelet transform (DTWT) as special variety of analysis-synthesis systems which includes
cases. The new design procedure is used to design all known structures based on FIR filter banks. In
wavelets and DTWT systems. Because of the general- the past, almost all decomposition-reconstruction sys-
ity of the framework, regularity and phase conditions tems based on filter banks where designed by analysis.
can easily be imposed on the wavelet. Also, because This means that the design was accomplished by a
the design procedure can be used to design nonuni- thorough and complete analysis of the system of in-
form band systems, systems with higher frequency res- terest. In the new time domain design methodology,
olution than dyadic wavelet-based systems can be de- a complete analysis of the system is not required in
signed and realized. A number of design examples are order to accomplish the design. In fact, the only infor-
included in the paper. mation that is fundamentally necessary in the design

process is the desired system structure. Obviously, for
1 Introduction the design to be possible, the system structure must

be consistent with the desired frequency resolution.
This design approach provides an elegant and pow-

Signal analysis and reconstruction based on filter erful procedure for designing systems which are not
banks has been a popular field of research over the completely understood analytically. For example, it
last decade. Many different time-frequency represen- was not known that it was possible to design low and
tations can be interpreted and implemented as fil- mininmum delay systems with perfect reconstruction
ter bank structures. For example, the discrete short- until they were designed using the time domain de-
time Fourier transform (DSTFT), which has long been sign technique [11).
used to generate spectrograms, can be implemented From a signal analysis viewpoint, analysis-synthesis
in a filter bank structure [1]. The discrete wavelet systems are used to project the input signal onto dif-
transform is also typically implemented using a tree- ferent signal subspaces each of which may have dif-
structured filter bank system [2]. From a more general ferent time and/or frequency characteristics. Enough
point of view, filter bank systems are time-frequency information is preserved in signal subspaces so that
block transforms in which the transformation matrix the signal can be reconstructed. It should be clear
is M x N and M < N (where N is the length of the that the class of analysis-synthesis systems based on
longest system filter). From this viewpoint, filter bank filter banks, which is perhaps better called the class of

'This paper was published in the proceedings of the 25th fixed overlapping block transforms, is very large and
Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems and Computers, includes many of the well known transforms as spe-
November 1991. cial cases. It is also obvious that there are infinitely

I I ~ ll nl ~ ll l ain I nnmffr •lnlw - -- ::I
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.INN"a bg.4 filters whose prototype filter impulse response is the
waft analysis window h(n). From a signal decomposition

point of view, the DSTFT may be interpreted as the
Xdecomposition of the signal into different sub-signals

k) using a set of basis vectors and their time-shifted ver-

sions. In the DSTFT, these basis vectors are definedby the analysis window and its frequency modulated

versions.

VW, The DTWT offers an alternative time-frequency
(known as time-scale) representation in which the res-

T( k) -I olution in the time-frequency plane is not uniform.
As opposed to the STFT in which th( signal is viewedT from a window of fixed size and shape, the DTWT is
based on a series of different windows which are re-

Figure 1: A simple block diagram of the generalized lated to a continuous wavelet function w(t).
lapped transform. Each window is of different length and corresponds

3sr
to a bandpass filter with a center frequency at
for j = 0, 1, ... In the analysis of the signal, the sig-

many unique time-frequency decompositions that can nal is decomposed into different sub-signals at dif-
be achieved using nonuniform band systems. These ferent resolutions. From a sliding window perspec-
transforms can be considered to be an invertible map- tive, the sliding rate of different windows depends on
ping of the signal onto the time-frequency plane. The their length. Thus, shorter windows are moved more
resolution in the time-frequency plane depends of the frequently than longer ones. This results in a time-
transformation characteristics, frequency representation that has high temporal reso-

The ability of the time domain approach to de- lution in high frequencies and low temporal resolution
sign systems with arbitrary nonuniform decomposi- (high frequency resolution) in low frequencies. From a
tions makes it possible to create a very large family filter bank perspective, the DTWT is an octave-bLnd
of overlapped block transforms with any desired time tree-structure in which the low frequency band is fur-
and frequency resolution (within the constraints of the ther divided into high and low bands and downsam-
uncertainty principle). Because of its ability to de- pled.
sign fixed lapped transform systems, and because the
DTWT is a fixed lapped transform, it can be used to Both the DSTFT and the DTWT can be con-
design wavelets with constrained regularity and phase sidered to be special cases of a more general time-
properties. The relationship between compactly sup- frequency transformation which we will refer to as the
ported wavelets and filter banks is described in recent Generalized Lapped Transform (GLT). The GLT in-
literature including [12,2]. In this next section, a gen- cludes DSTFT's, uniform band filter banks, DSTCTs,
eral view of analysis-synthesis systems as lapped trans- LOT's, and DTWT's as special cases. These are all
forms is presented. It is shown that the STFT and the examples of fixed lapped transforms, where the basis
DTWT are special cases of this general transform. In vectors do not change with time. The GLT also can
the remainder of the paper, a summary of the time include systems in which the basis vectors change with
domain framework and its applications to the design time. The time domain design procedure can be used
of wavelets and DTWT systems are presented. to design any GLT.

In the generalized lapped transform, the character-

2 Generalized Lapped Trans- istics of analysis windows and the resolution in the
time-frequency plane are only restricted by the re-

forms construction requirement of the input signal (equiv-
alently, the invertibility of the transformation). As in

In the DSTFT, the signal is typically viewed through the DSTFT and the DTWT, the GLT can be imple-
a lowpass analysis window h(n). To analyze the entire mented in a filter bank structure whose general form is
signal, the window is shifted in tine and the DFT of presented in Figure 1. In such a transform, the input
the windowed signal is computed. In the resulting rep- signal is decomposed into a set of sub-signals with dif-
resentation, the signal is mapped onto time-frequency ferent resolutions. To achieve such a multi-resolution
plane in which the time and frequency resolution is time-frequency representation of the signal, the signal
fixed. The resolution in the time-frequency plane is is passed through a set of upsamplers before the trans-
determined by the amount of the window shift, the formation is applied. The redundancy of the represen-
shape of the window function and the length of the tation is reduced by downsampling the sub-signals to
DFT. From a filter bank point, of view, the DSTFT is appropriate rates. The basis vectors are designed to
the decimated output of a bank of complex modulated have the required time and frequency characteristics.

2
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Figure 3: (a) Wavelet, ¢ko, generated from CQF-8, (6)
_________________________Wavelet tki.
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Figure 2: (a) Scaling function, 4o, generated from -0

CQF-8, (b) Scaling function 4€j, (c) A closer view of
4•o and 4'l in the range [8.5,4. 7]. ____o_______________,__0Time Domain Framework

The basic idea behind the time domain formulation
of analysis-synthesis structures is to determine the set -_____________________
of necessary and sufficient conditions for exact recon-o s
struction of the input at the system output. These
conditions are expressed in a proper matrix product Figure 4: (a) Synthesis scaling function, (6) Synthesis
form which is used in the design procedure. The con- wavelet, which corresponds to ck1 and Cb1.
ditions can be expressed as

Ais, =b, i=O0, 1,...,T- 1, (1) 4 Wavelet Design
where T is the shift-invariance period of the system. Intiseiohefxblty ftetmed an
The elements of matrix Ai are related to the analy- ntiseiohefxbityftetiedmn
sis basis vectors and elements of s, are related to the design procedure in designing compactly supported
synthesis basis vectors (133. The vector b, is constant, wavelets is illustrated. Examples are designed to ex-

After expressing the reconstruction conditions of the hibit the flexibility of the design approach in imposing
system (i.e. the invertibility conditions of the trans- regularity condition on the wavelet, low delay or lin-
form) in a matrix form, a cost function is defined as ear phase property on the wavelet, and their effects

on the wavelet. Both orthogonal and biorthogonal
Tr-i wavelets are designed and presented. To design or-

S= Z Iiars, - bdII. (2) thogonal wavelets, the synthesis filter coefficients are
1=0 chosen to be the time-reversed version of the analysis

filters. In designing biorthogonal wavelets, the syn-
This cost function is minimized (and brought to zero thesis filters are chosen to be
for perfect reconstruction, if possible) using an opti-
mization routine. Other system constraints which can go(n) = h1 (n)(-1)" (3)
not be directly incorporated into the formulation (such g~)= -0n(1" 4
as frequency responses) can also be added to the cost ~= -on(1~ 4
function for minimization. In the next section, the First, we consider the imposition of regularity con-
design approach is applied to the design of compactly straints on the wavelet. Figure 2a shows the generated
supported wavelets and DTWT systcms. scaling function from the 8-tap Conjugate Quadrature

30
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Filter (CQF-8). This scaling function is referred to as 5 Conclusion
00 in this paper. The relative irregularity of this func-
tion and its corresponding wavelet (V]O) shown in Fig- In this paper, the generalized lapped transform in its
ure 3a is obvious. Scaling functions are generated by general form is introduced. It is shown that the many
iterating the system lowpass filter eight times. To im- well known transforms, including the wavelet trans-
pose regularity on the wavelet, a zer-, at z = -1 is im- form, are special cases of the GLT. The time domain
posed on the lowpass analysis filter, no(n). To impose formulation of the general analysis-synthesis systems
similar regularity on the synthesis side, a zero at z = 1 based on FIR filters is used to design wavelets with
is imposed on the highpass filter, hi(n). Figure 2b different constraints. Constraints included the regu-
shows the scaling function of this system, referred to larity, a linear phase, a low delay, and the orthogonal-
as 01, which is much smoother than o0. Figure 3b ity. All these can be imposed using the same design
shows the corresponding relatively regular wavelet, 01. procedure.
Figure 2c shows a closer view of both the scaling func-
tions in the range [3.5,4.7]. Since the synthesis wavelet References
is different from the analysis wavelet, Figure 4 show
the synthesis scaling function and wavelet. To make [1] M. R. Portnoff, "Time-frequency representation of
the wavelet even more regular, two zeros are located digital signals arid systems based on short-time
at z = -1 for ho(n) and two zeros at z = 1 for hi(n). fourier analysis," IEEE Transactions ASSP, pp. 55-
The resulting scaling function and wavelet are referred 69, February 1980.
to as 02 and V,2, respectively. [2] M. Vetterli and C. llerley, "Wavelets and Filter

Banks: Relationships and New Results," Proceedings
To compare the regularity properties of the three ICASSP, pp. 1723 - 1726, April 1990.

wavelets, the spectra of the three scaling functions, [3] II. S. Malvar and D. 1i. Staelin, "The LOT: Trans-
4to(w), $1 (w), and 42(w), are compared. In Figure 5, form Coding without Blocking Effects," IEEE Trans-
4'0 and 4, are shown side-by-side for comparison. As actions on ASSP, pp. 553-559, April 1989.
seen from this figure, the high frequency components [4] M. J. T. Smith and T. P. Barnwell, "Exact reconstrcu-
of $D are significantly smaller than those of 40 which tion techniques for tree-structured subband coders,"
results in a smoother wavelet function. Figure 6 com- IEEE Transaction ASSP, pp. 434-411, June 1986.
pares 4P and 4)2. As seen in this figure, since 42 [5] J. P. Princen and A. B. Bradley, "Analysis/Synthesis
is generated from a lowpass filter with two zeros at Filter Bank Design Based on Time Domain Aliasing
z = -1, it has a higher decay rate than 4P. Cancellation," IEEE Transactions ASSP, vol. ASSP-

34, October 1986.

To understand the effects of imposing zeros at z = [6] K. Nayebi, T. P. Barnwell, and M. J. T. Smith, "The
-1 to achieve regularity, Figure 7 shows the log mag- Time Domain Analysis and Design of Exactly Recon-

structing FIR Analysis/Synthesis Filter Banks," Pro-
nitude response of lowpass filters used to generate 00 ceedings ICASSP, pp. 1735-1738, April 1990.
and r i. Having the same passband and transition [7] P. P. Vaidyanathan, "Theory and design of M channel
characteristics, a few dB loss in the stopband attenu- [maximally decimated QMF with arbitrary M, having
ation is the result of imposing one of the zeros to be perfect reconstruction property," IEEE t ransactions
at -1. on ASSP, April 1987.

[8] M. Vetterli and D. L. Gall, "Perfect Reconstruc-
To exhibit the flexibility of the design approach, tion FIR Filter Banks: Lapped Transforms, Pseudo

three more design examples are shown. Figure 8 shows QMF's and Paraunitary Matrices," Proceedings IS-
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phase. These correspond to a two-band system with [9] K. Nayebi, T. P. Barnwell, and M. J. T. Smith, "Gen-
16-tap system filters and two zeros at - = -1 for both eral Time Domain Analysis and Design Framework for
analysis and synthesis sections. Orthogonal wavelets Exacly Reconstructing FIR Analysis/Synthesis Fil-
can also be easily designed. Figure 9a shows the scal- ter Banks," Proceedings ISCAS, pp. 2022-2025, May
ing function and Figure 9b shows the corresponding 1990.
orthogonal wavelet function. The regularity in this [10] K. Nayebi, T. P. Barnwell, and M. J. T. Smith, "Time
case in achieved by imposing two zeros at z = -1 domain filter bank analysis: A new design theory," To
for ho(n). In the last example, the design approach be published Trans. on ASSP., June 1992.

is applied to design low delay wavelet decomposition- [11] K. Nayebi, T. P. Barnwell, and M. J. T. Smith, "De-
reconstruction systems. In these systems, both analy- sign of low delay FIR analysis-synthesis filter bank
sis and synthiesis wavelets have low group delay which systems," Proc. Conf. on Information Sciences and
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Figure 5: Magnitude of bo(w) (left) and 4l(w) (right) Figure 8: (a) Analysis wavelet, (b) Synthesis wavelet
in dB. with linear phase generated frcm 16-tap filters with two
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Irregular Sampling
and the Theory of Frames, I
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Invited Paper 2
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Professor Gottfried Kithe

Abstract. Irregular sampling expansions are proved in an elementary way by an analysis of
the inverse frame operator. The expansions are of two dual types: in the first, the sampled
values at irregularly spaced points are the coefficients; in the second, the sequer.:e of sampling
functions are irregularly spaced translates of a single sampling function. The results include
regular sampling theory as well as the irregular sampling theory of Paley-Wiener, Levinson,
Beutler, and Yao-Thomas. The use of frames also gives rise to a new interpretation of aliasing2
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Irregular Sampling
and the Theory of Frames, I

BY

JOHN J. BENEDETTO' AND WILLIAM HELLER

Prometheus Inc. Dept. of Math.
21 Arnold Ave. Univ. of Maryland
Newport, RI 02840 College Park, MD 20742

Dedicated to the memory of
Professor Gottfried K~the

Abstract. Irregular sampling expansions are proved in an elementary way by an analysis of
the inverse frame operator. The expansions are of two dual types: in the first, the sampled
values at irregularly spaced points are the coefficients; in the second, the sequence of sampling
functions are irregularly spaced translates of a single sampling function. The results include
regular sampling theory as well as the irregular sampling theory of Paley-Wiener, Levinson,
Beutler, and Yao-Thomas. The use of frames also gives rise to a new interpretation of aliasing.

1 Introduction.

The subject of sampling, whether as method, point of view, or theory, weaves its funda-

mental ideas through a panorama of engineering, mathematical, and scientific disciplines.

Sampling is so pervasive that excellent expositions and surveys abound; [BSS] and [Hi2]

are two such papers that are particularly appropriate for our perspective. Alas, our con-

tributions focus on an important result by K5the [K] (1936), on a new look at Duffin and

Schaeffer's theory of frames [DS] (1952) in light of the emergence of wavelet theory, and

on effective, elementary, and unifying methodL for irregular sampling in terms of frames.

Kbthe was the first to prove that all bounded unconditional bases are equivalent in a

given separable Hilbert space. An explanation of this result and its relationship with the

theory of frames are the conteiit of Theorem 2.5. Section 2 presents a crisp compendium

of frame theory with Theorem 2.5 as its focal point. To titillate the reader during this

'The first named author is also Professor of Mathematics at the University of Maryland, College Park,
MD 20742.' His work was supported in part by DARPA Contract DAAHOI-90-C-0667.
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dry compilation, we've pointed out yet another "first" by Vitali (V] in Remark 2.3. The

technical device we extricate from Section 2 is the inverse frame operator 5-1 for weighted

Fourier frames associated with the lattice {(na, mb)}, e.g., Definition 2.6 and Theorems

2.7 and 2.8; and this operator is our basic tool in proving regular sampling theorems.

Section 3 is devoted to classical regular sampling expansions of the form,

00

(1) f(t) = 1 f(nT)s(t - nT),
-=00

where T > 0 is the sampling rate, {f(nT)} is the set of regularly sampled values of

the signal f, and s is the sampling function. The point of Section 3 is to prove (1)

quickly in terms of frame decompositions. Regular sampling involves orthonormal bases

of exponentials, and S-1 is used as a multiplier, e.g., Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3.

An important consequence of this line of thinking is a new interpretation and explanation

of aliasing in terms of frames, e.g., Section 3.2.

Since our main goal is to prove irregular sampling expansions analogous to (1), we de-

velop the theory of weighted Fourier frames associated with irregular "lattices" {(an, bmn))

in Section 4.

Our results on irregular sampling are the subject of Sections 5 and 6. In Section 5,

irregularly sampled values of f are used in the expansions analogous to (1). In Section 6,

irregular translates of a single sampling function are used in the expansions analogous to

(1). These two expansions are dual in the context of frame theory in a way that is explained

in the text. The results in Section 5 use special frames associated with Kbthe's work,

and include the completeness and sampling theory of Paley-Wiener, Levinson, Beutler,

and Yao-Thomas. The results in Section 6 use ordinary frames, and lead to an algorithm

providing insight into the role of irregularly sampled values for the expansions of this

section. The irregular sampling of Section 5 involves bounded unconditional bases, and

S' is used in terms of biorthonormality, cf., our remark above, about Section 3, on the

role of S1.

We indicated at the outset that sampling ideas have diverse theoretical foundations and

catholic applicability. As such, the sequel to this paper has two components. First, there is

2
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a critical comparison in Part II of other approaches to irregular sampling, cf., the analysis

by Feichtinger and Grichenig [FG]. Second, as regards applicability, Part II contains

results dealing with aliasing, the algorithm, stability, and higher dimensions, all in the

context of our frame theoretic approach. We have already indicated our technical direction

for aliasing and the algorithm in Sections 3 and 6, respectively. In Part II, the aliasing

method is fully developed for the irregular sampling case, and an error analysis is conducted

on the algorithm for various truncations of the inverse frame operator. Our approach to

stability builds on the ideas of Yao and Thomas [YT], and ties in with the results of

Beurling and Malliavin [BM] and Landau [La]. Our approach to higher dimensions is

direct.

Besides the usual notation in analysis as found in the books by Hbrmander [H6], Schwartz

[S], and Stein and Weiss [SW], we shall use the conventions and notation described at the

end of the paper.

Finally, in this paper we have only proved convergence in the L' norm. All of our results

have been proved for other modes of convergence, and details are found in [H]. Also, we

have dealt exclusively with bandlimited sampling functions.

2 Riesz bases and frames.

2.1 DEFINITION. a. A sequence {g,,} H, a separable Hilbert space, is a frame if there

exist A, B > 0 such that

V EH, A 1f12 < i(fg.)12 < Bi1f 112,

where ( , } is the inner product on H and the norm of f E H is I1fII = (f,f)1/2. A and

B are the frame bounds, and a frame {g,} is tight if A = B. A frame {g,} is exact

if it is no longer a frame whep any one of its elements is removed. Clearly, if {g, } is an

orthonormal basis of H then it is a tight exact frame with A = B = 1.

b. The frame operator of the frame {g,} is the function S : H -+ H defined as

Sf = E(f,g.)g."

3
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The theory of frames is due to Duffin and Schaeffer [DS] in 1952. Expositions include

[Y] and [HW], the former presented in the context of non-harmonic Fourier series and the

latter in the setting of wavelet theory.

2.2 THEOREM. Let {g-} C H be a frame with frame bounds A and B.

a. S is a topological isomorphism with inverse S- 1 : H -4 H. {S-1 g,} is a frame with

frame bounds B-` and A-', and

Vf EH, f-= (f,S-g')g. n- (f, gn) S-'gn.

The first expansion is the frame expansion and the second is the dual frame expansion.

b. If {9n} is tight, 11g9nI = 1 for all n, and A = B = 1, then {g-} is an orthonormal

basis of H.

c. If {gf} is exact, then {g,,} and {S- 1 g,,} are biorthonormal, i.e.

V m,n , (gmS-1gn) = 6 mn.

2.3 REMARK. We comment on part b because it is surprisingly useful and because of a

stronger result by Vitali (1921) [V].

To prove b we first use tightness and A = 1 to write,

IIgmI 2 = IIgmI, 4 + j I(gm,,,gn,)1 2;
nom

and obtain that {g,,} is orthonormal since each IIg,,l1 = 1. To conclude the proof we then

invoke the well-known result: if {gf9} g H is orthonormal then it is an orthonormal basis

of H if and only if

V f E H, 11f 112 Z I(f,g9)1 2.

In 1921, Vitali proved that an orthonormal sequence {gn} 9 L2 [a, b] is complete, and so

{gf} is an orthonormal basis, if and only if

(2.1) Vt E [a,b], g- , j.(u)du12 = t -a.

For the case H = L2[a, b], Vitali's result is stronger than part b since (2.1) is tightness

with A = 1 for functions f = l[a.t].

Other remarkable and important contributions by Vitali are highlighted in [B].

4
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2.4 DEFINITION. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. A sequence {g.) C H is a Schauder

basis or basis of H if each f E H has a unique decomposition f = • c.(f) g-. A basis

{gn} is an unconditional basis if

3 C such that V F C Z, where card F < oo, and

V b., c. E C, where n E F and Ib.I _< ICnI,

II bZgll 5 Cl 1Cgnl.
nEF nEF

An unconditional basis {g-} is bounded if

3 A,B > 0 such that V n, A <__ IIgII - B.

Separable Hilbert spaces have orthonormal bases, and orthonormal bases are bounded

unconditional bases.

K6the's result mentioned in Section 1 is the implication, b implies c, of the following

theorem. The implication, c implies b, is straightforward; and the equivalence of a and c

is found in [Y, pp. 188-189].

2.5 THEOREM. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let {g.} _ H be a given sequence.

The following are equivalent:

a. {g,,} is an exact frame for H;

b. {gn} is a bounded unconditional basis of H;

c. {gn} is a Riesz basis, i.e., there is an orthonormal basis {un} and a topological

isomorphism T: H --+ H such that Tgn = u. for each n.

2.6 DEFINITION/REMARK. a. Given g E L 2(R) and sequences {an}, {bmn _C R. Define

(T.. g)(t) = g(t -an) and Eb,,,(t) = e2 ,hbm. If {Eb..Tag} is a frame for L2 (R) it is called

a weighted Fourier frame ,with weight g.

b. Fourier frames {Ebm. j were defined in [DS] for L 2[-T, T]. Gabor's seminal paper [G]

deals with "regularly latticed" systems {EmbT.ng}, where g is the Gaussian; and it turns

out that the Heisenberg group is fundamental in analyzing the structure of modulations

5
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and translations. As such, the names "Gabor" and "Weyl-Heisenberg" have also been

associated with these systems in the case of regular lattices.

c. {EbT.,,g} is a frame for L 2(R) if and only if {T..(Eb, g)} is a frame for L2 (R).

Also, our weighted Fourier frames will often be defined for L2(it). As such we note that

(E.. Tb,. )v = e 2wia.b,. Eb,. Ta. .

2.7 THEOREM. Given g E L2(R) and a,b > 0. Define

G(t) = jgF t - na)12.

Assume that there exist A, B > 0 such that

(2.2) 0 < A < G(t) < B < oo a.e. on R,

and that suppg g I where I is an interval of length 1/b. Then {EmbTnag} is a frame for

L 2 (R), with frame bounds b-'A and b-'B, and

(2.3) V f E L2 (R), S-'f = ..G"

2.8 THEOREM. Given g E L2 (R) and a, b > 0. Assume {En.Tmbn} is a frame for L2 (R).

Then

(2.4) S-'(EnaTm&b) = EnaTmbS-l 9.

2.9 EXAMPLE. a. Given g E L2 (R) and a, b > 0 for which ab = 1. If {EmbTnag) is a

frame then it is an exact frame. This remarkable fact (for ab = 1) can be proved using

properties of the Zak transform which we now define.

b. The Zak transform of f E L (R) is

Zf(x,w) = a1 /2 Zf(za + ka)e 2wikw

for (x,w) E R x A and a > 0. It turns out that the Zak transform is a unitary map of

L 2 (R) onto L 2 (Q), Q = [0,1) x [0, 1).

6
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c. If {EmbT,,og is a frame for ab = 1, it is a bounded unconditional basis (part a and

Theorem 2.5); and, in particular, the frame decomposition

V f E L2 (R), f = E cm,n EmbTn.g

(Theorem 2.2a) is unique. We shall verify that

Cm,n = (f, S-'EmbTnag)

(2.5) = j' fZ ,-W) e-2fimze-2vinwdx &o.

First, with the hypotheses that {EmbTnag) is a frame for L 2(R) and ab = 1, we compute

V F E L2 (Q), SzF = FIZgj2,

where Sz : L 2 (Q) -- L2(Q) is the frame operator for the frame {Z(EmbTnog)}. Thus,

(2.6) Vf EL L 2 (R), Sj 1 (Zf) = Zf

IZg2"

Next, using (2.6), we compute

V f E L2 (R), Zf = SzSzl(Zf)

= _(yg, Em,n)Em,nZg,

where Em,n(X,W) e2"mz e2win'. Consequently,

ZfVfEL2(R~), f = __•,~nnZl(mng

= _(fg,Em,n)EmibT.og,

so that (2.5) is obtained by the uniqueness of the representation.

7
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3. Regular sampling and weighted Fourier frames.

The theme of this section is to prove classical sampling results by frame methods in the

case that the inverse frame operator S' is a multiplier.

The Paley-Wiener space, PWt, is the subset of L2(R) whose elements are Q-

bandlimited, i.e.

PWn = {f E L 2(R) : suppf 1 9]}.

Clearly the elements of PW 0 are entire functions.

3.1 THEOREM. Given T,fl > 0 for which 0 < T < . Then

(3.1) VTEPW, f= TZ f(nT)TTd2, in L 2(R),

where d2,n is the 27rfI dilation of the Dirichlet function

sin td(t) = sin-

where f(nT) is the value of f at nT E R, and where TnT d2 ,•n is the translation

sin 21ril (t - nT)
TTd2,n(t) = d - nT) = (t - nT)

PROOF: Let g = d2 n so that 1) (n) and 11g112 = 1. Set a = T and b 2Q

so that ab = 2TM2 < 1. Note that

1§(-y - mb) =12"- a-e.,

supp§ g [-1,11], and <l-aQ]I : 1/a. Thus, by Theorem 2.7, {EnaTb•} is a frame.

Consequently, by Theorem 2.2a and Theorem 2.8,

(3.2) V f E L2 (R), f Z (f,EnT,,bS-')EnTb§ in L2(R).

Since supp j is compact, we have

V h E L'(t), S-'h = 2TfSh

8
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by Theorem 2.7; and, hence, (3.2) becomes

(3.3) Vf E L2(R), f = 2TQ2Z (f,E,.T,,,) T_..Ebg in L2 (R).

If f E PW'Q then

1 ( f C-nT), for m = 0

(3.4) (f, EnaTm O ) = 2  fIT f/#

0, for m 5 0.

The sampling formula, (3.1), follows from (3.3) and (3.4). I

The hypothesis, that f E PWn, was essential in both parts of (3.4); and the above proof

shows that only "t-information" (i.e., m = 0) is required in this case. When f is not

S-bandlimited so that aliasing occurs, phase information contributed by m # 0 is required

in the frame decomposition of a signal. To quantify this remark, we define the aliasing

pseudomeasure, at,n, on R as the distributional Fourier transform, at,n = At, where

each t is fixed and

Ztn= (e2ri(2mnt) - 1)(Timfll~f)) E LOO(A).

3.2 CALCULATION/DEFINITION. Let f E L2 (R) and assume 2TS1 = 1. Writing (3.3) as a

sum, E.=,n + E 0,n, we compute

(3.5) f(t) = T E f(nT) TT d2,,0() + T 1(f * at,n)(nT) TT d2,n (t).

The aliasing error of f at t for the low pass filter d2 ,n is

ae(f,t) = T E(f * at,n)(nT) T.Td 2,n(t).

Formally, standard calculations give

(3.6) Ilae(f,')Ik. < 2 1 jf(1r)Id 7 .

In the following result we use sampling kernels s with more rapid decay than d2,0. The

goal is better computational efficiency for low pass filters; the price to be paid is more

sampling.

9
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3.3 THEOREM. Given T, f > 0, for which 0 < T < -, and g E S(R) with the properties

that supp C [ -1, 1"], - = 1 on [-11, 11], and § > 0 on (-,,-11] U [Q, Set

G(-y)= §(- - mb)12 and s(t) )V(t),G
where Q + 2"T < b <. Then 0 < A < G(-y) _ B < oo,S E S(R), supp. =suppG,.=9-

on [-Q, Q], and

(3.7) V f E PMa, f = T Ef(nT)T,,TS in L 2 (R).

PROOF: The assertions about G and s follow from our choice of b.

Set a = T so that Isupp§ I = 1/a. Thus, using the fact, A < G(-y) < B, and Theorem

2.7, we see that {EnTm,}) is a frame. Since supp§ is compact, we have

V h E L2(R), S-' = T--h

by Theorem 2.7; and, hence, we have the frame decomposition

(3.8) V f E L2 (R), f = T E (f, EnTmb§)En,,Tb S,
mtln

where we have used the fact that S-I(EnaTm,) = EnaTmbS--' (Theorem 2.8).

If f E PlY0 , then (3.4) is again valid since § = 1 on [-Q, 02). The sampling formula

(3.7) follows from (3.4) and (3.8). I

3.4 EXAMPLE. a. In Theorem 3.1, {EnTmb4} is a tight frame with frame bounds

A = B = 1 in the case 2TQ = 1, where a = T and b = 2Q?. Clearly, (EnTmb§,EqaTpb§) is

1 if (n, n) = (p, q) and is 0 if m 0 p. If m = p and n j q then this inner product is

e2 w,(27T1)m (n--q)e 2r f(n - q) sin(2TMlr(n - q)).ýTffir( n :- q)

Thus, {En.Tmn}) is an orthonormal sequence if and only if 2Tf = 1. Consequently, by

Theorem 2.2b, {E,,Tmb•} is an orthonormal basis if and only if 2TQl = 1.

10
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b. Suppose 2TQ < 1. To construct g E S(R) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3

we proceed as follows, cf., [H] for a different construction depending on the Pythagorean

theorem.

We begin in the standard "distributional way" by defining

S(- 171)
?(-Y) = f0(c- I-y)D

where € E C'(R) vanishes on (-oo,0] and equals e-C/' on [0,00). Thus, b, E C•(fl) is

an even function satisfying the conditions, supp , = [-,E, c] and f k,(-y)d-y = 1. Next set

u, V= I 1v*lu* -v, U, VCR,

so that ?kuv is 1 on U and vanishes off of U + V - V. The function g will be defined in

terms of 4 as § = ?u,v * 0, where we shall now specify e, U, and V given 2TQ < 1. Let

U = [-u, u], where u E (Q, I-) is arbitrary, and let e = u - 11. Choose V = [-v, v] by

setting v = w--/-, where w = 2 +e. These choices are necessitated by a simple geometrical

argument, and the resulting function § satisfies the desired properties.

4. Weighted Fourier frames for irregular lattices.

In the case of irregular lattices, the following result is the analogue of Theorem 2.7 for

R.

4.1 THEOREM. Given f > 0 and let g E PWn. Assume that {an}, {bm.} are real sequences

for which

(4.1) {E.,} is a framenfor L2 [-' ,Q],

and that there exist A, B > 0 such that

(4.2) 0 < A < G(-y) <_ B < oo a.e. onR,

11
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where

G(-y) = Z1( - b..)1 2 .

Then {Ea. Tb,,4J is a frame for L2 (A); and {EinTbml is a tight frame for L2 (Rj) if and

only if {f E }ý) is a tight frame for L 2 [-fj, ] and G is a constant a.e. on R.

PROOF: I = [-•,•Q) and set I.m = I + bin. For fixed m, {Tbm.Ea..) is a frame for L2 (Im)

with frame bounds Al, BI independent of m. Thus, for all h E L2 (R) for which supph C

IM , we have

(4.3) Al L h-ZjU() - EZ (h,Tb.Ea.)I.J 2 - BI I]hiL2(I,),

Take any f E L2 (R). Because of (4.2), ý E L0 0(I); and, hence, hm,f = fTb,, E L 2(Im).

Also, since g is Sl-bandlimited, h,, vanishes off of I,,. Substituting hm,f into (4.3) and

summing over m, we obtain

(4.4) A, Z Ilnb.-II(,.) 2( 1 . I(<, (b.b ) Tbn.Ea.)I12 < B lIfTb --1i2(1,)
m m n m

We now compute

(,(Tbn§)•TbnE..)= j,.Tbm(§,En))

and, using the fact that g is P-bandlimited,

SjjIlI/,,•L2 (Jm) = J I.(.)12(- I(7 - bm.) I) d-y.
M

By these calculations, as well as (4.2) and (4.4), we obtain

(4.5) AA , If[ -• • _ I( ,b,. E. 1)2 <_ BBI Ulf 112

4 m n

Thus, {E,,Tb,.) is a frame for L2 (,). The characterization of {EaTb,,1 as a tight

frame follows immediately from (4.5). 1

12
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4.2 COROLLARY. Given the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and set Im = [-Q•, S1] + bin.

For each fixed m, {TbEa.} is a frame for L2(I") with frame operator S,, cf., (4.3),

{Ea.Tbm.. is a frame for L2 (I) with frame operator S, and

V h E L2 (R), Ah = ZTb.4S,(hTb.J9).

PROOF: We compute

sh = (h, T,. >)Eo. aT,,
m n

= E Tm.,j(E(h,,Ea.,Tbn)En.) 1j,).
m n

L ~ Tbm. ý(1:(h TbJ, 9,Ea.) ImEa n 1m)
m ni

-Z Tb.mSm(hTbJ). U

If "i" is any Borel measurable function for which G(-t) :_ B a.e. on 1, then • E L0 0(l).

The converse is a part of the following result.

4.3 THEOREM. Given ! > 0. Assume that {an}, {bm} are real sequences for which {Ean .

is a frame for L2 [-f, Q], and that there exist d, D > 0 ;uch that

(4.6) V m, 0 < d < b+ - 6bm < D < 2fl,

where lim,._c bm = ±00. Suppose g E PWn has the properties that § E L-(R) and

A = inf {[1(A)12 : A E I} > 0 for some interval I C [-SI, Q] having measure III = D. Then

{Ean Tb,,}) is a frame for L 2 (ft).

PROOF: It suffices to verify condition (4.2) of Theorem 4.1.

For each -y, G(-y) is a finite sum; and, in fact, this sum has at most [-] + 1 terms. Thus,

V 3, C(y) _ ([-Y1 + Q)lll 2Q B < oo,

and the upper bound is obtained.

For each -y E A there is a b' such that -' - b.. E I. Thus,

G(Y) _> IX(-r- b,)1 2 > A > 0,

and the lower bound is obtained. 1

13
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4.4 REMARK. a. Consider condition (4.1), used in both Theorem 4.1 and 4.3.

a.i. A sequence {an} g R has uniform density A > 0 if there exist constants L and

d such thac
V n, Ian -- I <_ L

and

V n # rn, Ian - amj > d > O.

Duffin and Schaeffer [DS] proved that if {anj has uniform density A > 0 and 0 < 2Q < A

then {Ea.) is a frame for L 2 [-2, n]. For a given sequence {a} 1C R let OR be the least

.pper bound of all Q for which {Ea. } is a frame for L 2 [-Q, Q]; SIR is the frar-e radius

of {anI. Duffin and Schaeffer's theorem can be rephrased and refined as follows: if {an)

has uniform density A > 0 then aR > '

Important work on this topic is due to [La; J], cf., [H]. We mention the following

fact which follows from [DS; J]. Suppose {E.j} is an exact frame for L 2 [-f2,g2]. Then

{Ea.} is not a frame for L2 [-j 1 , Q,] for any Q, > Q, and {Ea.} is an inexact frame for

L 2 [-_l, pl] for every 0 < Q, < Q. In this latter case we carn remove any finite number of

arbitrarily selected elements of {a,,} and still have a frame for L 2 [-_? 1 , fl 1].

a.ii. If an = na and a = - then {E 0.} is an orthonormal basis of L 2 [-Q, Q]. The

sequence {na) has uniform density A = !a

b.i. Given the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 in the case an = na and a = -. Then

(4.7) V f E L2 (R), S-1= "

To verify (4.7) note that {2---.)En.1 is an orthonormal basis of each L 2 (Im) and that

fTb_,, E L 2 (I.). Since {EnaTb,•) is a frame for L 2(R) we have

S] - 1: (f,EnaTb,ý)E..Tbg
m nx

(4.8) - Z (Tbg)(E (fTbj,Ena)Ena)
M n

= 20fG.

14
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Using S- 1 f instead of f in (4.8) we obtain (4.7).

b.ii. In Theorem 3.3 we used the commutativity of the operators S-' and E,,aTmb in

proving the sampling formula.

Now suppose we have the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 in the case a, = na and a - 20'

Then by part b.i. we have (4.7), so that

1 E..aTbm=
S= G

On the other hand,

1 E,.Tbm
M2 Tbm G

so that the operators S-1 and En.Tb,. are not commutative for irregular sequences {bin}.

4.5 EXAMPLE. Given the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. Then

V f E L 2 (R), f= z (f'S-'(EanTb §))E..Tb.. in L2(ft),

and so

(4.9) V f E L2(R), f(t) = • c.(t) T_..ag(t) in L2(R),

where

cn(t) = Z (f, e 2 riab", S-'(Ea. Tbm.§))Ebm.(t).

With various further hypotheses, (4.9) will be a "sampling" formula, cf., Theorem 6.2.

The point we make now is that the frequencies for Fourier frames on it provide the trans-

lation points on R for sampling formulas.

4

5. Irregular sampling -sampled coefficients and exact frames.

The theory of non-harmonic Fourier series was developed by Paley and Wiener [PW,

Chapte -'6 and 7) and Levinson [L, Chapter 4). Related work preceding [PW] is due to G.
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D. Birkhoff (1917), J.L. Walsh (1921), and Wiener (1927). The Paley-Wiener and Levinson

theory has been reformulated and analyzed in terms of irregular sampling by Beutler [Bel;

Be2] for completeness and Yao and Thomas [YT] for expansions. The Yao and Thomas

expansion was discovered independently by Higgins [Hil] using reproducing kernels; there

is also the interesting new work by Rawn [R]. In this section we shall state and prove this

irregular sampling expansion by frame methods. The coefficients in the expansion are the

values of the given signal at the given irregularly spaced sampling points, cf., Section 6.

Whereas we implemented S- 1 as a multiplier in Section 3, in this section we shall

invoke a formula, viz., (5.1), related to the fact that {S-'g,} is the unique biorthonormal

sequence associated to a given exact frame {g,}, cf., Theorem 2.2c.

5.1 PROPOSITION. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let {9g} C H be an exact

frame with inverse frame operator S-1. Then

(5.1) Vf eH, S-'f = (fh)h. in H,

where {hn} is the unique biorthonormal sequence associated with {9g}. In Darticular,

{S-'g.} = {h.}, and so S-1 is the frame operator of the dual frame {S-1 g9 }.

PROOF: Since {gn} is exact, {g.} and {S-'g.} are biorthonormal (Theorem 2.2c);

and since {f,,} is complete, we see that {S-'gn} is the unique biorthonormal sequence

associated with {gn}. (5.1) follows immediately from Theorem 2.2a. |

5.2 THEOREM. Given Q > 0 and {a,} g R, let t,, = -an, and assume {Ea. } is an exact

frame for L2 [-_2, Q]. Define s,(t) in terms of its involution 9,,(t) = sn(-t), where

(5.2) V t E R, = (t) 2

and where {hn} is the unique biorthonormal sequence associated with {Ean }. (In partic-

ular, gn E PWn.) Then

(5.3) VfEPWYn, f=Z f(tn)sn in L2 (R).

16
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where s,(t) = 9.(-t) E PWQ.

PROOF: Let g - (2--I" d2ffn and set bm = 2f1m. Note that

G(y) - l1( - b1)- ax.e

and supp& g [-11, 11]. Thus, since {E.J } is a frame, we can apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain

that {EanTb,,,§} is a frame for L2(R) with frame operator S. In particular,

(5.4) V h E L2 (R), h = Z(h,E,.Tb,,,)S-(E.,.Tb,) in L2 (R).

Similarly to (3.4), we obtain

1 f(-a.), if m = 0

{IO, (2Q) 
if m O

for f E PWn.

Let Sm be the frame operator for the frame {TbE,,.} for L2(Im), where Im [-!s, I] +

b,,. By Corollary 4.2, we have

(5.6) V h E L 2(R), Sh = ZT6,, S,,(h Tb,.,) in L2 (R).
m

From (5.6) and the definition of g we compute

Sf,= 2 - 2Qm) Sm(f(') 1(n)( - 2ftm))(y)

iSok(-)

for f E PWn, where the second equality follows since suppf _ [-SI, Q2]. Thus,

(5.7) -V f E PWM , Sf = ' Soj,

i.e., the action of S on L 2 [-Q,2 Q] can be realized by the action of -L So on that same

subspace of L2(R).

17
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Using (5.7), we can write

V f E•PWn, f =S-'S

1 S S'Sof,

so that, if we replace f by SoVI, we obtain

S-'_ 21l $ý- on L2[-1, j].

Therefore, since g E PWn,
S-'(E.. T, o)=S-'(E..)

= 2Q S 1 (E..R)

= (2Q)'/ 2So'(E0.. (n))

= (2Q) 1 /2 E (E.., h.)[..,f] hm
m

=(2fl)'/2 h.,

where the penultimate equality depends on the exactness hypothesis and Proposition

5.1. Substituting this information into (5.4) and (5.5) gives the reconstruction,

V f E PWn, = E (21)'/ 2 f(-a.)(2MZ)'/ 2 hn in L2 (R),

which, in turn, yields (5.3). |

5.3 REMARK. Levinson [L, Theorem 18] proved that if 11 > 0 and {an} g R satisfy

(5.8) supIn- 2Q aI < 1,1
n

then {E.,} is complete in L2 [-_2, Q] and has a unique biorthonormal sequence {h,} .
Kadec (1964) [Ka] provided the direct calculation proving that {E,. ) is a Riesz basis, i.e.,

exact frame, if (5.8) holds, cf., [Y, pp. 34-36] for a characterization to ensure that complete

sets with associated biorthonormal sequences are Riesz bases.

The bound "1/4" in (5.8) is best possible [L, Theorem 19].

The explicit formulas in the following result are proved in [PW, pp. 89-90 and pp.

114-116] and [L, pp. , .ff]. The calculations by Paley and Wiener were refined by Young

(1979), e.g., [Y, pp. 148-150]. The remainder of the proof is referenced in Remark 5.3.

18
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5.4 THEOREM. Given Q > 0 and {an} C_ R, and assume (5.8). Then {Ea,,} is an exact

frame for L2 [-Q,fl] with unique biorthonormal sequence {hn}; and 9n, defined by (5.2),

is

(5.9) 
in(t) 3(t)

where

(5.10) 3(t = (t-a0)11 (1- - 1
n=1 n a--n

5.5 EXAMPLE. Note that the sampling functions s,, defined in Theorem 5.2, are given

by

S'(0 S(t
s.(t) = '(t)

where

S(t) = (i - to) 11(1 - t-)(1 - )
n=1 t' -

and they have the property that

(5.11) V m, n Sn(tm) = (hn,,,Ejn = imn,.

This property of sampling functions is usually described by saying that {s } is a sequence

of Lagrangia interpolating functions.

6. Irregular sampling -irregular translates of a sampling function.

Our basic result in this section, Theorem 6.2, is dual to the sampling theorem, Theo-

rem 5.2, in the following way. Exact frames were required in Section 5 and the sampled

values of the signal were explicit in the dual frame expansion. Theorem 6.2 will use

general frames, and the frame, expansion will only require the irregular translates of a sin-

gle sampling function. The dual frame expansion was global in Section 5 and the frame

expansion is local in this section.

The following fact is clear.

19
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6.1 LEMMA. Give. .f f, E L 2(R), awd a1ssu1ie f E Lf, in L"(R). If y E L' (it I bt ,.j

f! = E f,,g in L 2 (R).

6.2 TiiEOLEM . Given Q > 0 and {a,,} C R, let t,, = -a,, and assume {E,,, 4 i,, ;, hr•.i, t),

L'2 [-Q 1 , Q11, for somne Q• > Q, with frame operator S. Let f/ E S(R) havr the lu(-p ,1t it"

that SlIppg C [-Q 1 , £f2] and ( = 1 on [-Q2, 0]. Then

(G.1) V f E P/'ll0 , f= Z(S-'(f 1(,)),EL,,)[_ ,) T,,ý E L(R).

where s -. (1'Ve choose "s" since it represenjts the "sampling" finction.)

PRooF: Since {E,,, is a frame for L- ,1 Q1,] and suf [- l, Q]. wc have

f = I ,,

(6.2) = Z(S-1 (f.l,), Ea.)[-nj,,n,] E..l(O,) in L (2).

In this expression, we note that S-1, being positive, is self-adjoint so that the 'rimc

cxpansion in Theorem 2.2a gives rise to (6.2). Also, the L2 [-_Q, i2l] ConivergcIIe flionI

our frame hypothesis can be taken to be in L2 (t(A) by extending all functions to be zero,

outside [-I, 1 ].

We have f = on A since 0 = 1 on [-Q, Q2] and 0 = 0 off of [-Q, Q]. Also.

SZ(s-1 (.f 1(0,)), Ea.,)_,,521a EL. 1(01,1)

= Z-•(s-' (f ,). E,,)V.._,.,] Lan 1(ný0) iv L 2 (R)

by Lemma 6.1. Thus, since s.upp J 1, Q- , . -ve obtain

= Z(S-' (fl~ Ea,, )[-n,.n.]o La ,, 171 L (2).

Taking the inverse transform gives (6.1). I

The following result allows us to be more cxplicit about the coefficients in (6.1) iII th,

case of exact frames and the Levinson (and Kadec) condition (5.8).

20
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6.3 THEOREM. Given 11 > 0 and {af} C R, let t, = -an, and assume

sup in - 2Q, an I <

for some Q, > Q. Then {E. I is an exact frame for L2 [-_111 ,il] with frame operator S

and unique biorthonorma) sequence {h.}. 'hrther, if we define in and . on [-Dl, Q I by

(5.9) and (5.10), then (9n)^ = hn (where h =- 0 off of [-I, ,7l]) and the coefficients of

(6.1) are

V n, (S-V( 1(n,)), = t),s(t)),

where f E P Wf .

PROOF: The exact frame and biorthonormal sequence conclusions follow from Theorem

5.4, as well as (5.9), (5.10), and the relation (.)Y - Tn. Letting H = L 2 [-S21 ,fQj in

Proposition 5.1, we have

V FE L 2 [_Il,i], S-'(F) = Z(F, hm.) ~1  ]hm.

Consequently, by orthonormality,

Vn, S-'(E..) = Z(E, hm)_0ý.,,)1 hm

= (Ea., hn)[.n,,f.,j hn

=" hno

Therefore, setting hn = 0 off of [-f1, f2 ] and noting that gn is real-valued, we compute

= (f, hT.)R

U ((t), gn(-t))

= (f(t),sn(t)),

for each f E PWn. I

21
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6.4 ALGORITHM. It is possible to estimate the coefficients in (6.1) without dealing with

exact frames. In so doing, we shall see to what extent these coefficients contain information

from the sampled values f(tj).

Let {Ea. } be a frame for L 2 [-_1I, Q] with frame operator S and frame bounds A and

B. Since

2_ B-A
(6.3) 2 IS' A B A <

A+B A+B

we have

(6.4) S-1 2 00 2A
A+ B DI- B A+

where I: L 2 [-2l1 , 1 1] --+ L2[-il, ill is the identity map, the norm in (6.3) is the operator

norm, and the convergence in (6.4) is the operator norm topology on the space of continuous

linear operators on L 2 [-_fl, fl,] (into itself).

Setting t,, = -a,, and using (6.4), the coefficients in (6.1) become

Cn (S-l(] 1(n,)), E-t.)i-n1,n1]

2 002

(6.5) A 2 - !(+) ES.) (f[-n,,,)
A Bk=o

for f E PWp, 11 < f~i. If we truncate the expansion (6.5) after the k = 0 term, then

2=n -- f(tn).
Cn=A+B t

Notation.

The Fourier transform f of f E L'(R) is defined as f(-) = f f(t)e- 2"1 '' dt, where "f"

designates integration over tlie real line R; f is defined on it (= R) and f is the inverse

Fourier transform of f. The Fourier transform is defined on L2(R), and, for fixed Q2 > 0,

P o = {f E L 2 (R): suppf [-S, Q]},

22
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where suppf is the support of f. A function (or distribution) f, whose Fourier transform

exists, is 11-bandlimited if supp i g [-S1, Q1].

Besides the LP(R)-spaces and the Schwartz space S(R), we deal with the space C'(R)

of infinitely differentiable functions and its subspace Cý'(R) whose elements have compact

support.

"E" designates summation over the whole discrete group in question, e.g., over Z x Z

where Z is the group of integers. The function 1s is the characteristic function of S C_ R,

IS] is the Lebesgue measure of S, and 1(0) =- ,n]. The function ,mnn is defined as

0 ifm 0 n and as 1 if m = n. The dilation f% of the function f is fx(t) = Af(At),

and the translation Ttof is Ttof(t) = f(t - to). Finally, the exponential function E, is

E(I) =2 t
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ABSTRACT to approximate quadrature mirror filters 151. The second

We propose a shift-invariant multiresolution representation consists in using biorthogonal bases 13] so that the basis

of signals or inmages using dilations and translations of the functions may be chosen to be exactly symmetric.

auto-correlation functions of compactly supported wavelets. In this paper, we propose a "hybrid" multiresolution rep-

Although this set of functions does not form an orthonormal resentation which utilizes dilations and translations of the

basis, a number of properties of the auto-correlation fune- auto-correlation functions of compactly supported wavelets.

tions of the compactly supported wavelets makes them use- In this representation, the exact filters for the decomposi-

ful for signal and image analysis. Unlike wavelet-based or- tion (similar to the quadrature mirror filters) are symmet-

thonormal representations, our representation has (1) sym.- rc. The auto-correlation functions of the compactly sup-

metric analyzing functions, (2) shift-invariance, (3) natural ported wavelets may be viewed as pseudo-differential op-

and simple iterative interpolation schemes, (4) a simple al erators of even order and behave, essentially, as derivative

gorithm for finding the locations of the multiscale edges as operators of the same order. This allows us to relate the

zero-crossings. zero-crossings in this representation to the locations of edges
We als( -tevelop a non-iterative method for reconstructing at different scales in the signal. The recursive definition of

signals from their zero-crossings (and slopes at these zero- compactly supported wavelets and, therefore, of their auto-
crossings)ointourrrepresentation. This methodreduese tero- correlation functions, allows us to construct fast recursivecrossings) in our representation. This method reduces the aloihstgertehemtrsouinepsntin.

problem to that of solving a system of linear equations. algorithms to generate the multiresolution representations.• Though it is not an orthogonal representation, there is a
simple relation with the wavelet-based orthogonal represen-
tations on each scale. We describe a simple reconstruction

1. INTRODUCTION algorithm to recover functions from such expansions.

The information about the local behavior of a function is 2. AN ORTHONORMAL SHELL
hidden in the decay (or growth) from scale to scale of the co-
efficients of the orthonormal wavelet expansions.Exploiting In this section, we introduce a shift-invariant representation

this property in applications, however, is not a straightfor- using orthonormal wavelets. We refer to the set of functions

ward exercise in part due to the fact that the coefficients of
the orthonormal wavelet expansions are not shift invariant. 4,.k(X)jj<i<o. o< <-j and {d 0,s(
In implementing multiresolution algorithms for image pro-
cessing and signal analysis, redundant representations are as a shell of the orthonormal wavelets (an orthonormal shell
being used in order to simplify the analysis of coefficients for short), where

from scale to scale.
Another difficulty in utilizing the orthonormal wavelets .(x) = 2- (2-'(x - k)),

for the analysis of signals in image processing is associated -j/2
with the asymmetric shape of compactly supported wavelets ob~k(z) 2 2 b(2)(x -

[4]. On the one hand, using compactly supported wavelets V(x) and O(x) are the scaliirg function and the basic
implies that the associated exact quadrature mirror filters wavelet. Note that for each j, {•,.s} and {tb.k) are 2j
are of finite size which is advantageous in computer im- times more redundant than {jjk} and {fj, k}. Let V0 be
plementations. On the other hand, the symmetric basis the vector space representing the finest scale of interest.
functions are preferred in image processing since their use The orthonormal shell coefficients of a function f E V 0 ,
simplifies finding zero-crossings (or extrema) corresponding f = -,0 o.&, are
to the locations of edges in images at later stages of pro-

cessing. There are two approaches for dealing with this {fd}i<,<5.. o<,<i<N-i and {sk
0 }o<k<N-i,

problem. The first approach consists in constructing ap-
proximately symmetric orthonormal wavelets and gives rise where the coefficients s- and d' are defined as

*Also with Department of Mathematics, Yale University, New /
Haven, CT 06520 k= j (•),.&(r)d.

To appear in Proc. ICASSP-92 1 IEEE 1992
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If f(x),,(x)dx" The coefficients {a2k-.)}<k<L/2 were used in [1] for com-
puting representations of derivatives and convolution oper-

Essentially, we do not subsample at each scale. We note ators in the bases of compactly supported wavelets. They

that the computational diagram of this algorithm is es- also have compact supports and vanishing moments:

sentially identical to the Hierarchical Discrete Correlation
scheme (HDC) (21 of P. Burt, which was designed for effi- suPp )(x) = supp *,(r) = [-L + 1, L - 1].

cient correlation of images at multiple scales. This repre-.+
sentation is redundant but contains ali orthonormal wavelet f x' %k(x)dx = 0, for 0 < n <L
coefficients of all circular shifts of the original signal i1l, and f M
its computational cost is O(N log 2 N). However, due to the +
asymmetric shape of the compactly supported orthonormal f+ x"4m(x)dx = 0, for 1 < m <L
wavelets, this representation might still be inconvenient forJ._Wý
signal analysis purposes. +

3. AN AUTO-CORRELATION SHELL 4,(x)dx = 1.

Instead of the compaztly supported wavelets we use their In addition to these properties, we have
auto-correlation functions, i.e. a a complete symmetry of the functions 4(x) and *'(x).

4,(X) = ] (y)v(y - x)dy, * 4,(C) _" 0 (ýL)' which meanis that the operator of con-
volution with vk1x) behaves essentially as a differential
operator (d/dx)

lk(x) = I (y);O(y - x)dy, * an iterative interpolation scheme induced by the func-
-00(z tion 4(z). By choosing appropriate wavelets, the cor-

to overcome a number of difficulties associated with the responding auto-correlation function 4(x) produce a

representations in the orthonormal shell, whole range of interpolation schemes starting from the
linear interpolation and up to the band-limited inter-

3.1. Properties of the Auto-Correlation Functions polation (generated by the sinc function) [8].

Let us summarize some useful properties of the auto- 3.2. An Auto-Correlation Shell
correlation functions of compactly supported wavelets. Or-thognalty f te wvele baes mples hatNow we define a multiresolution representation using the

auto-correlation functions of wavelets. We refer to the set

4 (k) = 6bo and %k(k) = boi, of functions

and Iz,.k(:r)~ and
,i,() + ,i,() = ,i(U/2), _ o_&<*N-i

or equivalently, as a shell of the auto-correlation functions of orthonormal
wavelets (an auto-correlation shell for short).

*(x) = 24(2z) -
•.z)= 2-" 2 4(2-'(x - k)

(Compare this, e.g., with the approximation of the Mexican
Hat function by the difference of two Gaussians functions). ý.j(x) 2-j/2 T(2-J(x - k)).

It is easy to derive the following two-scale difference equa-
tions for the functions 4,(x) and *l(x), The relation to the orthonormal shell is derived as follows.

First, we define functions based on orthonormal shell coef-

L/2 ficients.1 N'-i

4x)= 4ý(2x) + a12,...iI'(2z + 21 - 1),fz =Y spr-

I=-L/2+1

L/2 N-i

,I,(x) = 0(2x) - E ap_.. 4g(2x + 21- 1), f.(-) = d'p(x - k)

I=-L/2+i 
k=0

where {ak) are the auto-correlation coefficients of the Then, convolving f,(x) and fd(x) with 2-Sg(2-'x) and

quadrature mirror filter H = {h )}0<k<L-i, 2-'?t(2-'x) respectively, we obtain

a-k= 2 L-jk. hh+ for k = . ... L - 1,"A f(x) = J ff(y) 2 -',p(2-'(y - x))dy.

1=0

=2 for r1 (z) = f() 21',(2'(y - x))dy.
2k = 0 for k = 1, . .... L/2 - 1. .d ) f222•I,2• yx)y
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Finally, we set where

N-I f 2-1/2 for k = 0,
A Ef(x) -- k), Pk 2-/1alk for k = -1, ±3,. :-(L - 1),

k=0 0 for k = ±2, 4-4 ... ±-(L - 2),

N-1 and

Aj f(x) = Z V(x - k). = 2-'/2 for k = 0,k=0 
qk -pk otherwise.

The coefficients Sk and D-, are defined as "samples" of We view these coefficients as filters P = fPk--L+i<k<L-i
A~f(x) and Adf(x), i.e., and Q = {qk}--L+I<k<L-I which are symmetric and have

only L/2 + 1 distinct non-zero coefficients. Although this
A= . f(k) and D' = .Af(k). pair of filters is not a quadrature mirror filter pair, their

role and use in the numerical algorithms is similar. For
The auto-co-relation shell coefficients of a function f E Vo, example, for the Haar functions, we have

F, N/= -° ok, are

ODk)j<,<.,o<,<N-I and {S'0 }o<k<N._i. {Pk) =2-'/2 1212, D

As easily seen, { 41,,k) and {*j,&} are not orthonormal For the Daubechies's wavelet with L = 2M = 4, we have
bases of V, and Wi anymore. However, the representation 1 9 9 19 9
of functions in the auto-correlation shell, has the following {pi} = 2-'/2 1-6 ,0 1, -0, ,
features:

"* it is shift-invariant and contains the coefficients of all and for the "sinc" functions, we have

circular shifts of the original signal, {pk) = 2-'/2 {sinc(k/2)}+_

"* it is convertible to the orthonormal shell representa-
tion, Using these filters P and Q, we compute

"* it is completely symmetric, L-i

* zero-crossings of the auto-correlation shell coefficients Sk = E P1Sk+2j-11'
correspond to the multiscale edges, 1=-L+l

"* the computational cost is O(N log, N). L-i

We also point out an important relation between the orig- Dj = 9 qi+I

inal coefficients {sk} and the auto-correlation shell coeffi- 1=-L+1
cients, As for the reconstruction, we immediately obtain a simple

Proposition 1 formula, 1N-, -, ';- = (S '; + D')
NV-i N-I 2 k k

E Sio0• =k ' _•ki.' for j = 1....no, k = 0,..., N - 1. Given the auto-
k=O k=0 correlation shell coefficients {Dj ) ~ . 0<k<N-I and

N-1 N-1 {SI°}°-<-<N-"

E D jio* , = no

,=o ,=o S0 = 2-"°'2 s7 + •Z -J2 •,

See 18] for the proof. J=1

3.3. Fast Decomposition and Reconstruction Al- for k = 0,..., N - 1.
gorithms 4. RECONSTRUCTION FROM

Rewriting the two-scale difference equations for the auto- ZERO-CROSSINGS
correlation functions, we have

Since the operator of convolution with 'I(x) behaves, es-
L-i sentially, as a derivative operator of the even order, zero-

" "(x/2)= ps4(x - k), crossings in our representation are related to the multiscale
k=-L+1 edges of the original signal. We also have an efficient itera-

tive algorithm to "zoom in" at these zero-crossings (Dubuc's
L-i symmetric iterative interpolation 161,[7],8]). In this section,

--I(x/2) = 1 q'*(X - k), we briefly describe our reconstruction algorithm from zero-
2z k=_L+i crossings (and slopes at these zero-crossings).

3
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4.1. Computation of Zero-Crossings and Slopes (A')2k+l.i =

Using the symmetric iterative interpolation scheme men- for k = 0,..., N; - 1 and 1 = 0,..., N - 1 and S"° is a
tioned above, we compute the zero-crosing locations of the N. x N subriatrix where

set of functions {Eff0 D-k4(x -Dk)}_<,<:5, within the pre-

scribed numerical accuracy, e.g., e = 10- ". To compute the (S")k., -- l-0z(2"'k),

locations of zero-crossings, we recursively subdivide the unit
interval bracketing the zero-crossing until the length of the for k = 0,..., N, and I = 0,.... , N - 1.

subdivided interval bracketing that zero-crossing becomes Finally, the constraints such as the m-aximum distance be-

less than Lhe accuracy e. The iterative interpolation scheme tween zero-crossings should be imposed for some "sparse"

allows us to zoom in as much as we want a-.rund the zero- original signals (e.g., an impulse, a boxcar). This con-

crossing. This process requires at most O(-L log2 e) opera- straints may be expressed as

tions per zero-crossing. Once the zero-crossing is found, the
computation of the slope requires values at only 2(L - 2) B 0,

points around the zero-crossing 181. where B E R(2N.+N.) XN

4.2. The Problem of Reconstruction The problem may now be stated as follows:

We address the following problem- Given the coars-
est subsampled coefficients {s;'Ok)C•k<2 .-,_ and the Minimize [UA s - vii subject to B s = 0.

zero.crossings and the slopes at -these zero-crossings We obtain the least square solution
IX) vVJ})_<j .q .O<,,<N•-1' where N<, is the number of

zero-crossings of the function N-jI1 D`4(x - k), recon- i = (A'A + XBTB) A
struct the original vector { 4 )o<k<N1.
Proposition 1 provides a simple mechanism for defining a We note that our formulation is completely linear except

linear s * stem which relates the unkn' -n signal { ,' } and for the process of the zero-crossing detection. See [8] for
the values of the function *(z) and x.. derivative at the the details and examples.

integer translates of zero-crossings.
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Non-Separable Bidimensional Wavelet Bases

Albert Cohen and lnjgrid Daubechies

AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

ABSTRACT

We build orthonormal and biorthogonal wavelet bases of L2(R2 ) with dilation matrices
of determinant 2. As for the one dimensional case, our construction uses a scaling function
which solves a two-scale difference equation associated to a FIR filter. Our wavelets are
generated from a single compactly supported mother function. However, the regularity of
these functions cannot be derived by the same approach as in the one dimensional case.
We review existing techniques to evaluate the regularity of wavelets, and we introduce new

methods which allow to estimate the smoothness of non-separable wavelets and scaling
functions in the most general situations. We illustrate these with several examples.
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I Introduction

In the most general sense, wavelet bases are discrete families of functionls obtained by
dilations and translations of a finite number of well chosen mother functions. The most
well known are certainly dyadic orthonormal bases of LP(I), of the type

(1.1) .,(x) = 2-'2V,(2-,z - k) E Z, k EZ: .

These constructions have found many interesting applications, both in mathematics because
they' form Riesz bases for many functional spaces and in signal processing because wavelet
expansions are more appropriate than Fourier series to represent the abrupt changes in
non-stationary signals.

Several examples have been given by Meyer [Mel], Lemari6 [Le] and Daubechies [Daul],
generalizing the classic Haar basis in which the mother wavelet V' = X10,1/2)] - X11/2.,1
suffers from a lack of regularity since it is not even continuous. All are based on the concept
of multiscale analysis, i.e. a ladder of closed subspace {l'A)jEz which approximates L2 ( .),

(1.2) {0}0 .-. Vi C V'0 C V_1 .... L'(R) ,

(note that in some papers and in the Meyer's book, the converse convention is used, i.e.
1½ C V•+l) and satisfies the following properties,

(1.3) f(z) E Vp.€==f(2z) E Vy-1-c:::.*f(2jz) E VI,

(1.4) there exists a function ýo(z) in V0 such that the
set {fO(X - k)}kEz is an orthonormal basis for Vo .

Since Vo C V1, the scaling function o(x) has to be the solution of a two scale difference
equation,
(1.5) o(x) = 2 E c (2x - n).

nEZ
The associated wavelet is then derived from the scaling function by the formula

(1.6) lb(x) = 2 Z(-1)'• Zi-,, c(2x - n)
nEZ

In the standard interpretation of a multiresolution analysis, the projections of a function
f on the spaces V., are viewed as successive approximations to f, with finer and finer
resolution as j decreases. The wavelets can then be used to express the additional details
needed to go from one resolution to the next finer level, since the {f?(z - k)}kEZ constitute
an orthonormal basis for W,0, the orthogonal complement of V0 in V... The whole set
{V1k(z)j.kEZ forms then an orthonormal basis of L 2 (]p).

We are here interested in similar constructions adapted to functions or signals of more
than one variable.

The most commonly used method to build a multiresolution analysis and wavelet bases
in L 2(yn) is the tensor product of a multiresolution analyses of L2(Fl). In L2 ( 2 ) it leads
to a ladder of spaces Vj = 1", ® V0 C V.,- 1 generated by the families,

(1.7) Yz,y) = 2-':(2-)x - I:) ((2-jy - f•. k. I EZ
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Three wavelets are then necessary to construct the orthogonal complement of V0 in l.-1,
namely,

(1.8) )= ( (Y)

(1.9) O'(z,y) = O(X)•(y)

(1.10) IVC(X, t) = VxC)V'(Y)

Actually, the theory of multiresolution analysis, as it was introduced by S. Mallat and
Y. Meyer (see [Mal) and [Mel]) was first motivated by the possibility of building these
separable wavelets for the analysis of digital picture.

It is clear, however, that. this choice is restrictive and that it gives a particular importance
to the x and y directions, since q', and T.b match respectively the horizontal and vertical
details.

A more general way of extending multiresolution analysis to n dimensions consist in
replacing the axioma (1.3) and (1.4) by

(1.11) f(x) E II I f(Dz) E 1_-i

(1.12) There exists a function 0 in Vo such that the set
{O(x - k))kz,, is an orthonormal basis for V1/

where D is a n x n dilation matrix.
All the singular values A,,.. .,A,, of D must satisfy

(1.13) jA,,j> 1

to ensure that the approximation gets finer in every direction as j goes to -oo. Furthermore,
we require D to have integer entries. This condition means that the action of D on the
translation grid Zn leads to a sublattice r C Zn.

The number of basic wavelets required to characterize the orthogonal complement of V0'
in 1,1.. is in that case trivially given by the following heuristic argument. This complement
should be generated by the action of Z' on the basic wavelets, in the same way that V0
is generated by the action of Z' on (6, whereas V-1 is generated by the action of D-Z'•.
Consequently. each of the generating functions can be associated with an elementary coset of
D-'Z'/Z'• ,,- z/DZ: except one which corresponds to the scaling function (see figure 1).
Therefore. d = I det DI - 1 different wavelets are needed. Note that it is not strictly
necessary that the entries of D be integer to build wavelet bases using D as the elementary
dilation. However, the condition seems to be necessary for the existence of a multiresolution
analysis based on a single, real valued, compactly supported scaling function.

In this work we shall indeed focus on real valued, compactly supported scaling functions
and wavelets. Tlhev have the advantage that the sequence {c,)nEZ introduced in the two

scale difference equation (1.5) is real and finite. These coefficients play an important part
in the numerical appfications because they are used directly in the Fast Wavelet Transform
algorithm as decomposition and reconstruction filters. They constitute in that case an FIR
(finite impulse response) filter which can be implemented very easily. Furthermore, this
finite set of coefficients contains all the information about the multiresolution analysis since

3
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the functions c and 0' can be constructed as solutions of (1.5) and (1.6). Our starting point
to build wavelet bases will thus be a finite set of caefficieits and the associate two-scale
difference equation, rather than the approximation spaces Vj themselves.

I W

_ _ I - . .. . .

I I

Figure 1

Z2 and DZ2 in the case where D = (2 -1)
The scaling function and the four basic wavelets are indexed by an element of Z2/DZ 2

The main difficulty in this approach is the design of the FIR filter {c,•,•);o... " in such a
way that V and Vk are smooth and have orthonormal translates.

In the one dimensional case, it is shown in [Daul) that orthonormal wavelets can be
constructed by choosing a filter which corresponds to a particular case of exact reconstruc-
tion subband coding schemes, and which can be made arbitrarily regular by increasing the
number of taps in a proper way. Several contributions have followed, giving supplementary
information on the type of filter which has to be used (see [Me2I, [DL], [Col], [Dau2], [Co2],
[Dau3]).

In the present bidimensional case, the design of filters associated to "nice wavelet bases"
turns out to be more difficult because some of the one-dimensional techniques do not gen-
eralize trivially (or do not generalize at all!) to higher dimensions and new methods have
to be introduced. This article concentrates on the situation where D is a 2 x 2 matrix with
I det DI = 2.

We deibberately restrain ourself to this set of matrices for two reasons:

4
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* These dilations have already been considered by electrical engineers and seem to have
interesting applications in signal analysis and image processing. For example, since
only one basic wavelet is required, one may hope for a more isotropic analysis than with
the separable construction. Subband coding schemes with decimation on the quincunx
sublattice have been studied in the works of J. C. Feauveau [Fea) and M. Vetterli and
3. Kovacevic 1KV). Our work is complementary to their signal processing approach
since we investigate here the mathematical properties, such as the 1l61der regularity
of the wavelet bases associated to these schemes. This regularity is important when
one asks that the reconstruction of the signal from the coarse scales has a smooth
aspect (see section 11.2).

* These dilations are simple and our stud.) will be reduced to the case of two basic
matrices. However, the difficulties which appear in the evaluation of the regularity of
the corresponding wavelets are common to all the non-separable constructions. and
the techniques that we develop to solve this problem can be used for other types of
dilations. We believe that the set of integer matrices with I det DI = 2 constitutes an
interesting "laboratory case" in the general framework of multidimensional wavelets.

In the next section of this paper, we shall give an overview of different techniques which
can be used in the construction of one dimensional compactly supported wavelets. Some
new tools will be introduced specifically to be generalized and used in the multidimensional
situation.

The third section examines the possible subband coding schemes with decimation on
the quincunx sublattice and their general relations with non-separable wavelet bases.

In the fourth section, orthonormal bases of wavelets are constructed from such coding
schemes. We show that for the same filters, different bases with widely differing regularity
can be obtained, depending on the choice of the dilation matrix. Finally, we use a biorthog-
onal approach, in section five, to construct more symmetrical wavelet bases corresponding
to linear phase filters and allowing a more isotropic analysis. We shcw that arbitrarily high
regularity can be attained and we give some asymptotical results.

II The Construction of Compactly Supported Wavelets in
One Dimension: A Complete Toolbox

The purpose of this section is to review, in the one dimensional case, many different
techniques that can be used to buid regular wavelets from subband coding schemes, the-
oreticall' and numerical~y. Some of these techniques, like the Littlewood-Paley estimation
of smoothness, are not frequently used in the one dimensional case, but they turn out to be
,ery useful for the non-separable bidimensional wavelets. For more details, the reader can
also consult (Daul, [Mel], [Mal], [Vell, [Dau2], [Me2], [Co2] ...
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II.1 Wavelet bases and subband coding schemes

II.1.a The orthonormal case

Let {V-},Ez be a multiresolution analysis of LP(R). We can use the discrete Fourier trans.
form of the finite sequence lcR)nZNI, i.e. the trarsfer function

N,

(2.1) mo(wO) = ,E =
nEZ n=-,

to rewrite the two scale difference equation (1.5) that characterizes Vp(X). We suppose that
the c, are real. Taking the Fourier transform of (1.5) and (1.6) we obtain

(2.2) ;(2,) = To(w)o(w)

(2.3) a/,(2I) = e-" mo(w + ,) @(w) = ml(w)@(w)

Two fundamental properties of mo(w) can be derived from the multiresolution analysis
properties:

" Since {f(z - k))kEz is an orthonormal basis of 11o, the Fourier transform •(W) satisfies
a Poisson identity
(2.4) i I(w + 2nr,)2= 1.

nEZ

Combined with (2.2) this leads to

(2.5) Imo(W)1 2 + Imo(W + 7r)1 2 = 1

which may also be written as

(2.6) 2 , cc,C+2k = 6 k.o (= 1 if k = 0, 0 otherwise).
nEGZ

"* The denseness of {Vj}lEz in L 2 (R) is equivalent to @(O) = fp(z)dz = 1 (see [Mel],
[Mal) or [Col]).

Consequently, we have
(2.7) mo(0) = 1 and mo(7.) = 0

which may also be written as

X2 N2(2.8) Z c,, - 1 and 1, (-1)"c, o

n =/Z,'c n=N0

The subband coding scheme associated to our multiresolution analysis appears clearly in
the Fast Wavelet Transform Algorithm of S. Mallat [Ma2]. Let us recall how it works. The
initial data are considered as the approximation of a continuous function at the scale j = 0,

(2.9) So = (fly(z - k)), k E Z
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This allows the computation of the approximations and the details at coarser scair i.e.

(2.10) S' = 2--/ (f}'k) and D' = 2-- (fIV?,), j > 0."

(The coefficients are normalized in such way that if f =_ 1 locally, then S =1 irn that area).
The sequence JS,' z (resp._{D•.(z)is then derived from {S-')kEz by a convolution

with the filter mo(-,) (resp. ml(")) followed by a decimation of one sample out of two to
keep the same total amount of information, i.e.

= -Z S', D' = k (n1) I -
sI-

The algorithm then iterates on {SV.kEZ. Conversely, the sequence {Sk-}')kEz can be recov-
ered by applying the same filters mo(w) and mn(w) on {S})kEz and {D.}kEz after inserting
a zero betweeni every' pair of consecutive samples, and summing the two components (mul-
tiplied by two for normalization purposes), i.e.

s,-1 2Zc=._2.2k S + (-1)'. C2 k+l...D

k

All these operations, decomposition - decimation - interpolation - reconstruction, con-
stitute a complete subband coding scheme as shown on figure 2. The property of exact
reconstruction can now be derived in two ways. It is a natural consequence of the multires-

olution approach, since Vj = I!-+, e 14,+1 but it can also be viewed as a consequence
of formula (2.5) for the filter in0 . This qype of filter pair (m0 , inl) is known as a pair of
"conjugate quadrature filters" (CQF); they were first discovered by Smith and Barnwell in
1983 [SB1]. The design of FIR pairs, with real coefficients and perfect reconstruction, has
been generalized in [Daul). It also appears in [ASH], [SB2], [Vel).

HC,

Figure 2
Subband coding scheme corresponding to the FWVT algorithm.

The sign 21 stands for "decimation of one sample out of two" and 2T for
the insertion of zeros at the intermediate values.
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Since mo('ý) is regular (it is a trigonometric polynomial) and since mo(O) = 1, we can
iterate (2.2) to obtain

(2.11) w= mo(2I'w)
k=1

Given a conjugate quadrature filter mo(w) (i.e. a trigonometric polynomial satisfying (2.5)

and (2.7)), it is thus possible to define the scaling function, either as a solution of the two

scale difference equation (1.5), or explicitly with the above infinite product. However, this

does not always lead to a multiresolution analysis: the function P(x) = !Xlo,31 generated

by the CQF mo(w) - , for example, does not satisfy the orthonormality of the
translates. Orthonormality of the t(x - k) turns out to be equivalent to the L2 conver-
gence of the truncated products r,"(w) = l%= rno(2-kw)x[- 2n,. 2iwl(w) to 1_(w) (because

{f ,(x - k)}kE: is an orthonormal set as soon as (2.5) is satisfied).
More precisely. the following result characterizes the subclass of CQF filter leading to a

multiresolutioii analysis and orthonormal basis of wavelets.

Theorem 2.1 Let mo(w) be a Conjugate Quadrature Filtcr. Then, the infinite product
(2.11) leads to a multiresolution analysis if and only if there exist a compact set 1 C .
such that,

i) K contains a neighbourhood of the origin,
ii) IKI = 2r and for all w in [-7r, 7r], there exist n E Z such that w + 2n7r E K,

iii) for all n > 0, mo(2-'w) does not vanish on K.

The set K is said to be "congruent to -r., 7r modulo 27r" (figure 3). The proof of this
result can be found in [Col). It exploits the continuity of ion, the compactness of K and
mo(O) = 1 to show that (iii) is equivalent to O(w) > c > 0 on K. This is then sufficient to
derive the L2 convergence of the ý,, by Lebesgue's theorem. We shall use a multidimensional
generalization of Theorem 2.1 in the fourth section.

L.17 Qr 7
IT I_ 37M

Figure 3
Example of compact set congruent to [-r, 7) modulo 2r.

II.1.b The biorthogonal case

The conjugate quadrature filters are a very particular case of subband coding scheme with
perfect reconstruction, because identical filters (up to a complex conjugation) are used for
both the decomposition and the reconstruction stages. If we don't impose this restriction,
then the scheme uses four different filters: 7ho(";) and 7i,(,,;) for the decomposition, mo(w)
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and ml(w) for the reconstruction. Perfect reconstruction for any discrete signal is then
ensured if,

{ mo(,.) ho(w) + ml(,) ihl(w) = 1
(2.12) fho(w + 7r) mo(w) + rýh 1I(w + 7r) m ,I-(w) = 0

?fio(w) and rhl(w) may thus be regarded as the solutions of a linear system. However, to
avoid the infinite impulse response solutions, we shall force the determinant of this system
to be acikw, o € 0, k E Z. For sake of convenience we take o = -1 and k = I (a change of
these values would only mean a shift and a scalar multiplication on the impulse response of
our filters). This leads to

(2.13) mo(w) iho(w) + mo(w + 7r) iio(w+r) = 1r,

and
(2.14) m 1 (w) = -' rho(Ld + r), rF (,w) = C-' mo(, + r•)

The formulas (2.13) and (2.14) are thus the most general setting for finite impulse response
subband coders with exact reconstruction (in the two channels case). The functions mo(w)
and rho(w) are called "dual filters". It is clear that the special case mo(w) = fno(w)
corresponds to the conjugate quadrature filters of II.l.a. However, dual filters are easier to
design than CQF's. For example, if mo is fixed, rizo can be found as the solution of a Bezout
problem which is equivalent to a linear system. The coefficients of these filters can be very
simple numerically (in particular they can have finite binary expansion which is very useful
for practical implementation), furthermore they can be chosen symmetrical ("linear phase
filter"), a property which is impossible to satisfy in the CQF case.

We can mimic, in this more general framework, the construction of orthonormal wavelets
from CQF. Assuming that mo(O) = mho(O) = 1 and mo(r,) firo(7r) = 0, we define

+00
(2.15) 1(1) = I-i mo(2 -kw)

k=1

(2.16) i(2w) = mi(w)@(w)
+00

(2.17) @(w) = I-I ro(2-kw)
k= 1

(2.18) 0i(2w) = fl(W),3(W).

In ICDF). the following theorem was proved,

Theorem 2.2

IJf')=l mo(")Xi_2 ._..(,.) and',u(w)= 7-H n io(2-k,-) X[-.k-,.2 (,')

converge in L 2(r.) respectively to ;(w) and@(.'), then the following duality relations
are satisfied:

(2.19) (O(x - k)OP(- - k')) = 6k.k'

(2.20) (='t ,) 4 ,_ .1

9
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and for all f in L 2(LR) one has the unique decomposition

J

(2.21) f = Jim (f I (fjk1) ýj
j=-J kEZ

(in the L2 sense).

"* If p and ýo satisfy I@(w)I + ÷ •)1 < C(I + IWI)-112-' for some c > 0, then the families

{fObj.kEz and {'i''j.kE• are frames of L 2 (R).

"* When these two properties hold, then {•,k, ý)},kEz are biorthogonal (or dual) Ries:
bases of L2 (R).

Many examples of these systems can Le found in [CDFP and a sharper analysis of the
frame conditions is developed in [CD]. We now recall a practical way of constructing ; and
ý' numerically from a given subband coding scheme.

11.2 The cascade algorithm

In the last section we saw that the scaling function p(x) could be approximated, at least in
L2(R), by a sequence of band limited functions {f })>o defined by

ft

(2.22) M(w) = fJ mo(2-j) X[_ 2 R,,2.](W) )
j=1=

These functions are characterized by their sampled values at the points 2-'k (k E Z), i.e.,

(2.23) sA = •P(2-k)

This sequence can also be considered as the impulse response of the transfer function

"n-1
(2.24) S,(w) = 2" fj mo(2jw)

3=1

Sn( ) can be obtained recursively by the formula

(2.25) S,+1 (w) = 2mo(w) S.(2-.')

In the time domain, (2.25) becomes an interpolation scheme; the sequence s' is dilated by
insertion of zeros (Sn()--Sn(2W)) before being filtered (multiplication by 2m 0 (w)). We
have thus.
(2.26) Snl = 2Z C,.2k 5 k

kEZ

This iterative process, which computes the {f S) kEZ sequences from an initial Dirac sequence
60.k is called the "cascade algorithm". We illustrate it on figure 4 (our sequences are
represented by piecewise constant functions).

10
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Note that it identifies exactly with the reconstruction stage in the FWT algorithm

described in II.1.a. The scaling function is thus approached by the reconstructed signal

from a single approximation coefficient at a coarse scale. Similarly, the wavelet will be

obtained by starting the reconstruction from a detail coefficient at a coarse scale (and thus

applying ml(w) at the first step of the cascade).

e bo t

-tiz• 0 vz?

*I ho

-in 0 I/

w Wt) WM 9

' tZ)I I I v

-1 -l/Z 1 /2 1

-, 0

Figure 4
The cascade algorithm (from [Daul])

This• explains why subband coding schemes associated with regular wavelets are particu-

larly interesting: the smoothness of the wavelet determines the appearance of the coarse

scale components of the reconstructed signal. A smooth appearance is important for many

applications such as compression where a big part of the finer scale information is thrown

away.

!1
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In the biorthogonal case, the analysis and the synthesis wavelets (w and •,) need not
have the same regularity. As just discussed. smoothness is important for the reconstructing
function; the analyzing function needs only to be sufficiently regular to ensure that the
wavelet bases are unconditional, so that the F\WT algorithm is stable. Note that an im-
portant property on the analyzing wavelet is cancellation, i.e. vanishing moments, ensuring
small high scale coefficients for smooth regions in the function or signal to be analyzed.

Let us finalU* mention that this type of "refinement method" is well known in approx-
imation theory as "stationary subdivision" (e.g. [CDM], [DyL]). Most of these papers are
motivated by interpolation problems, where smooth curves or surfaces need to be con-
structed, connecting (or close to) given sparse data points. Consequently, they are mainly
concerned with what we call the reconstruction stage and they do not study the existence
of an associated subband coding scheme. This also means that they do not care about an
easy way of encoding or representing the extra "detail information" (-1,) that can be
added in going from one refinement level to the next one (I'-I1I). On the other hand,
the subband coding literature seldom inentions the importance of the smoothness appearing
in the cascade of the reconstruction from the low scales. Orthonormal and biorthogonal
wavelet bases lead to an elegant combination of these two approaches.

We now present several different methods to estimate the regularity of the way Žlets
associated to a given subband coding scheme. We shall concentrate on the regularity of the
scaling function which determines the regularity of the wavelet itself because O(z) is a finite
linear combination of translates of o(2x). Whatever the method used, if a global regularity
of order r is achieved, then the cascade algorithm also converges uniformly up to this order
(see [Daul], [DL], [Co2]).

1H.3 Regularity: the spectral approach

II.3.a A Fourier estimation of the H6lder exponent

Let us denote by C* the H61der space defined as follows. For a = n + f, • E [0, 1[, f E Cc
if and only if it is n times continuously differentiable and for all x $ y, i_(1)-f"( Vl < Cf

Define also
(2.27) T-' = {fI(1 + k~'i)0f() E LP) (a >_ O p> 1)

It is well known (and easy to check) that .7-•++ C .71 C C0 , for c > 0. For compactly
supported functions f, we also have

(2.28) f E C 0 f E jý,c

so that the decay of the Fourier transform can be used to evaluate the global regularity. To
estimate this decay in the case of the scaling function. it is possible to use the factorization
of mo(-'): due to its cancellation at ,= . we have indeed

(2.29) no((-0) =

12
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The infinite product (2.11) is thus divided in two parts. The first part, which comes from

the f-ctor (I+) gives decay, since

(2.30) +00 = fJ cos(2 ) k 2 sin(.o12)

The second part, which involves the factoi p(w), can be controlled by a polynomial expres-

sion. Indeed, since p(O) = 1 and p is a regular function. the infinite product generated by

the second factor satisfies

+ 00

(2.31) fj p(2 -k,) _< C II IP(2-kw)

Defining, for j > 0,

(2.32) B, = sup fi p(2 kw)

ax, d

(2.33) bj log B=
j log 2

we obtain
+400

(2.34) H p(2-kw) < C(Bj)Iog°(+j-j)/1og 2 < C(1 + IWI)b,
1k=1

and
(2.35) P(w)l < C(1 + IWO),'

Consequently, ýo is in •7• and C* if a < NI - - 1 for some j > 0. We see here that AN must
be large to allow high regularity since b, is always posit;ve. In fact, one can prove that if the
wavelet is r times continuously differentiable then it has at least r + 1 vanishing moments

(see [Mel), [Daul]), i.e. ( _L) ' (ýb)(0) = (m0)(r) = 0, for n = 0,....r + 1 and

thus N > r + 1. These cancellations are also known as the Fix-Strang conditions [SF);
they are equivalent to the property that the polynomials of order N - 1 can be expressed

as linea.r combinations of the {cp(z - k))kEz. However, these conditions are necessary but
not sufFlcient to ensure the regularity of the scaling function since the effect of N may be

killed by a large value of b,. Fortunately, this can be avoided by a careful choice of the filter
mo(.') (and. in the biorthogonal _ase, additionally rh0 (,.)).

In the CQF-orthonormal case, a particular family of FIR filters indexed by N has been
constructed in [Daul]. This construction uses the polynomial

'2.3C) PA',(Y) = YN1~i

(with the shorthand notation y = sin 2 (,.'/2)), which is the lowest degree solution of the

Bezout problem
(2.37) Px(y)(l - Y)A + y' PA,(I - y) = I

13
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The corresponding filters are defined b%

(2.38) ml ) 2 ) p(W)

with

(2.39) IPN(t= PN(Y) = PN (.2

The Fejer-Riesz lemma guarantees that there exists a FIR filter PA,(W) which satisfies (2.39).
It is clear that tile CQF condition (2.5) is equivalent to (2.36) and the conditions in Theo-
rem 2.1 are trivially satisfied with K = [-r,, r). For large values of N, the regularity a(N)
of the associated scaling function is approximately 0.2 N and the exact asymptotic ratio
between a(N) and AV can be determined. Intuitively speaking, this means that the contri-

bution of PNv(w) removes "eighty percent of the regularity" brought by the factor (
For this estimation, we need to optimize the inequality (2.35), i.e. find the best possible
exponent for the decay of @(w).

II.3.b Optimal and asymptotical Fourier estimation: The role of fixed points

Ne start by defining "the critical exponent of nio(w)":

(2.40) b = inf bj = inf max I log p(2kw)
.>0 .>OwE0 jlog 2 _ 1

Then, it was proved in [Co2) that under the hypothesis Ip(7r)I > Ip(0)j = 1 (satisfied in
the present case (2.39)), @(w) cannot have a better decay at infinity than Iwjb-N. If the
infimum b is attained for some finite j, b = bj, then this estimate is optimal.

How can we estimate the critical exponent? A first method consists in evaluating b, for
large values of j. Indeed, b is also the lmit of the sequence bj because the boundedness of
p implies bj <_ bj + 0(j/J). This may however require heavy computations.

In several cases, it is possible to use a more powerful method based on the transformation
7 :w - 2w modulo 27. and the fixed points of its powers 7, n > 0. Indeed, let w0 be a
fixed point of 7' for n > 0 and define its orbit L., = -r-wo, for j = 0 .. n - 1. Since p(w)
has period 2-., we have
(2.41) p("':' ') - p(-',), for aU I. > 0

and consequently
7,--

(2.42) n log I

Letting i. go to +oc. this leads to

(2.43) b > 1o)
-n lo-2 log i
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Fixed points of r lead therefore to lower bounds for b and upper bounds for the regularity
index. In fact they can do much better and provide optimal estimates for certain types of fil-

ters. Let us consider the smallest orbit of r different from J0), namely the pair {- 3 }.}
Note that, because our filters have real coefficients, Im0o(w)l and tp("-l are even functions so

that IP(')I = Ip(-Z')I. The following result associates the value IP(L)l and the critical

exponent b.

Theorem 2.3 Suppose that p(w) satisfies

(2.44) Ip('.')I ( 2 )P if 11_3( T
(2.44') lp(-,)p( 2-,) < p if -if - <_ IL - T .

Then

(2.45) b = log 2

Proof:

We already know from (2.43) that b > log P (3) " We now use the bounds on p to

find an upper bound for bh, j > 0. We can regroup the factors in (2.32) by packets of one
or two elements in order to apply either (2.44) or (2.44') on each block. Since only the last
factor can miss one of these two inequalities, we obtain

(2.46) p(2'w) 3 p sup 1Al,

and thus,

(2.47) b og [j -I log lp ( 2,,) I+ sup [log jp1](247 b <log 2 T

which leads to

(2.48) b < log- (

and to (2.45). n

The equality (2.45) means that the worst decay of (•) occurs for the sequence Wk =-3
n > 0. This is interesting, because (2.44) and (2.44') turn out to be satisfied in many cases
and in particular for the whole family of CQF defined by (2.38). (2.39). This is easy to
check directly for small values of N, since the inequalities can be rewritten as

(2.49) PN,(Y) _PN(, ) if Y < -

(2.4,9') PA,'(v) PA,(4y(l - ()) ( P ))' if 3 _S Y 1

15
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The discussion for general N is more difficult and we refer to [CC] for a complete proof of
(2.49). (2.49'). However, a similar result can be obtained in a simple way. To characterize
the asymptotical behavior of the critical exponent when N goes to +oc, one doesn't need

the full force of (2.44), (2.44'), however. It can also be derived from a weaker, asymptotically

valid inequality, as proved by H. Volkner in [V]:

Theorem 2.4 Let b(N) be the critical exponent associated to mro'(w) and a(N) the H6lder

exponent of the corresponding scaling function. Then

(2.50) lir b() log•3

-.- ,, N 2 log 2

and
a(AN) N - b(N) log_3

(2.50') tim = I= - o- 0.2075.
u--+o, A? Ng-+t, N 202og02

Proof:

This result can be viewed as a consequence of Theorem 2.3, but it can also be proved
directly by using some properties of PN(y). Let us write (2.36) in the following form:

(2.51) )= A, ( I +j (2yl

From (2.36) we see that PN (1) = 2 N-1; since PN is an increasing function between 0
and 1, we have
(2.52) PN _< Imax (4y, 2 )Ng-l = -jgNy)jN!-.

It is now trivial to check that (2.49) and (2.49') are satisfied if we replace PN(y) by g(y).
The same argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 leads then to

N-i 1 3o N-=
(2.53) b(N) N 1 log-----'2 2 log 2

2 log 2 4 2 log32

but from (2.43) we get
1N - 1 log 21 2) '\ V1

(2.54) b(N) _>log (3log2
log2) 21lg2 A 1-i 4

-> A'og2 log3.

2log 2
This proves the limit (2.50), and consequently (2.50') since the decay index of the Fourier
transform is equivalent to the H61der exponent when both tend to +oo.

The use of fixed points for optimal estimations of the spectral decay is thus very efficient
when one is looking for arbitrarily high regularity since a sharp asymptotical result is
rbtained. For small filters, this method does not give a good result because the error on the
exact regularity may have the same order as the value of the H6lder exponent itself. For
such filters. other methods. which take advantage of the small number of taps in the filter,
can be used to derive more precise estimations. We now describe these methods; the\, are
typically based on matrix computations.

1G
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II.4 Regularity: Matrix based sharper estimates

II.4.a The Littlewood-Paley approach

We first recall some aspects of the Littlewood-Paley theory. Let -y(z) be a real-valued,
symmetrical function of the Schwartz class S(R), which satisfies

j(w) = 0 if <wI 1 or >
(2.55) 2yw> 2 <w<(2.55) (L) > 0 if ;•< I <

so that the frequency axis is covered by the dyadic dilations of -y. Indeed, we have

(2.56) 0<C1 S 1 j(2j,)_<C2 if w#0.
3= -00

Define for any f in S'(IF.) the dyadic blocks Aj(f) by

(2.57) =j(f) = 2jy(2j') * f - -.i(f) = (2-'.)j

The Littlewood-Paley theory tells us that several functional spaces can be characterized by
examining only the LP norm of these blocks. This is the case in particular for the Sobolev
spaces 14"'-' and the H6lder spaces C*, a > 0. To do this, it is necessary to change slightly
the definition of C* when a is an integer; we shall say that a bounded function f is in C" if
and only if f,'- belongs to the Zygmund class A, i.e. there exists a constant C such that,
for all x and y, we have

(2.58) f (x ) + f"-(z - i) - 2f"'(X)j < Ci .Y

With this convention, the H6lder space C0 is characterized by the following conditions,

(2.59) IlAj(f)IIL- _< C2-*j when j > 0

(2.59') f is a bounded continuous function.

Note that the choice (2.55) for I, is arbitrary and that more general functions could be
chosen to divide the Fourier domain into dyadic blocks. To derive these types of estimates
on the scaling function ;, we introduce a tool which will be very useful in the bidimensional
case.

Definition 2.1 Let L2 [O, 2r] be the space of 2%r periodic, square integrable functions on

[0. 2,], and C[0. 2,] the space of 2-, periodic continuous functions. Then, for any mr(w) in
CI0, 2-,], we define the transition operator T, associated to rn(w) by

(2.60) { T, : L 2 [0, 2-,] - L 2[0, 2-,]

f--Tf(w) = m(0)f(1) + m( ++)f(+f,) .

17
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Note that when rn(w) is a trigonometric polynomial, the study of T,, can be made in a
finite dimensional space. More precisely, if we define

(2.61) E(N 1, N 2) = {Zhl"'' (hN, ..... hN 2) E CN2-NJ+I

then we have clearly

(2.62) (f, m) E [E(NI, N2 )]2 =Tmf E E(NI, N 2 )

This is due to the contraction w - • which appears in the definition (2.60) of T,,. If c,
is the nth Fourier coefficient of m(w), then the matrix of P, in the complex exponentials
basis is given by
(2.63) TO. = (2c 2 -. ) .

The size of this matrix P in E(N 1 . N2 ) is L x L with L = N 2 - N1 + 1. This operator
has been studied by J. P. Conze and A. Iaugi and several ideas presented below are due to
their work [CR], [Con]. We shall use it to derive Littlewood-Paley type of estimations for
the 1lblder continuity of the scaling function. For this, we need the following result:

Lemma 2.5 For all n > 0,

(2.64) 1(Tr..)f(w)dw = J f(2-'w) m(2-w)dw.
k=i1

Proof:

We prove it by induction. It is clear for n = 1 since

f~Tmf(~dw =+ m("+-r.)f(w.÷7,)] dw.~

~.Ir/22 J_ [m(W)f(W)+ m(,.+ )f'(W,+ )] dw

2 27 m(w)f((w)dw = J m (w) f (w) dw.

Assuming (2.64) for n, we obtain at the next step,

(T)'+ f ( ) d-,= ( T,)' T , f (L mf) d&

2,k=1

n(2-"-'L, + r)f/(2-'•- 1 'L + d,)] d.

-2n+1 'f i n I2k) [m(w) f (ý) + m (ý + )fw + r]c

r
1

Tr [n+l

k1. i _ (2-w)j f(2--,,-) cLd,

k1
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This concludes the proof. m

\\:e now suppose that m(w) is a positive trigonometric polynomial in EM = E(-M, Al
and that m(0) = I and rn(r) = 0. Then m can be factorized as

(2.65) m(,1) = cos (2) p('0)

where p(.,) is a trigonometric polynomial that does not vanish for W = r,. Note that
necessarily A' < A. From this cancellation property, we can derive,

Lemma 2.6 {1,1,..... -2N+} arf eigenvalues ofT,,n. The row vectorspj = (p'),t=_..

for 0 < j < 2N - 1 generate a subspace which is left invariant by T, and contains one eigen-
vector for each of thesc 2N eigeu values.

Consequently. the orthogonal subspare defined by

(2.66) F^, = Z 1 -, f 1 ,'hh. - 0, =0, .... 2 - I
,n=-M n=-Al

is right invariant by T,.

Proof:

The factorization in (2.65) is equivalent to the canceflation rules

(2.67) Z (-1) nJc, =0 for j 0,....2N- 1.
n=M

In particular, for j = 0, we have

1
(2.68) Z C2u = Z C2l+1 I (because m(0) = 1).

n n2

This means that the sums of each column in the matrix of T (2.63) are equal to 1 and that

po= (1. 1) is a left eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1. For 0 < j _< 2N - 1 we define
q, = pP = (q;,...., wve have,

(2.69) q= Zn~c2_

Thus. if f is even

'2.70) n, =C2,

and if f is odd

(2.70') q=)
(- ,1

19
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Using the binomial formula and the cancellation rules (2.67), we see that q, is a linear
combination of Pk for k = 0,...j. The coefficient of pj is given by the last term of the
binomial and is thus equal to 2-J. Consequently {pj}o=0.....2N,-1 is a triangular basis for the

left action of T,, and the eigenvalues are {2-'),=0,....2N-I. *

We now come back to the scaling function •, given by the infinite product

+ or,

(2.71) H(w) = I"J m( 2 -kw).
k=O

Theorem 2.7 Let FN' be the invariant subspace of T, defined by (2.66). If A is the largest
eigenvalue of T. restricted to Ft, and if IAI < 1, then, defining a = - ro2 log(A) (> 0),
we have,

* (t is in C-` for all > 0

* y) is in C* if the restriction of T, to thl invariant subspace F. of eigenvalue A is
purely diagonal (i.e. = AI).

These two estimates are optimal if ((w) does not vanish on [-7, r].

Proof:

Consider the trigonometric polynomial

(2.72) CN(W) = ( - cosw)N .

It clearly belongs to FN.
Consequently, for all n > 0,

(2.73) 2.Tr )CN(W)d& < (2 7,)1/2(fI(Tm)" CN(W)t 2 d•)1/2

< C(A + )' or CA' if TIF• = AI.

We now use Lemma 2.5 combined with the inequality
7T

(2.74) CN(w) Ž 1 when - < !,f <

This leads us to

-k

• "•<•< -. -w <"- C. <1- m(2 -) &
r

_< C C.(2-'C) m(2-kw) dL'

k=1

C (T..)' CN(i.;,)d.
2-

20
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Consequently the Littlewood-Paley blocks satisfy the inequality

(2.75) II.:()lLl < C2-(°-')J, ( > 0, a = -L log(A)
log 2

(2.75') Il;1,(I)IIL2 < C2`1, if T, IFi is purely diagonal.

Since 1I~jG()IIL- < IIj(()IIvL we obtain the announced regularity.
To prove that these estimates are optimal, we iieed to reverse all the inequalities which

have been used. First, note that since m(w) and ;(•) are positive, we have

IjAi( )IjL-o = JI,(&P)MIL,.
Let f.\ be an eigenfunction in Fx. WVe have

(2.76) / f('2-") ,i Th(2-k)t = ( =Ad- f(,,)dý >_ CA".
• °k=1

Note that we have supposed that f,\(w) dw € 0. If fx(w) dw = 0, then the argument

has to be modified slightly; see below (after (2.78)). Since we have supposed that ;9(w) does
not vanish on [-r., 7r], we have

1'1

(2.77) @(w) > CJJJ m(2-kw) for all n > 0 and jwj < 2'7r
k= I

Note that this hypothesis corresponds to the condition of Theorem 2.1 with K = [-7, 77].

In a more general setting, we could replace the integrals on [-2'r,, 2•r,) by integrals on
2K" and the same results would hold. Combining (2.76) and (2.77) gives

_2"?

(2.78) ] 1(ý(w)1 Ijf(2"w)!dw _> CA'.

(If fA(w) &d = 0, then a slightly more sophisticated argument will do the trick.

Lemma 2.5 still holds if the measure di, is replaced by any other measure of the type
g(;) dw where 9 is a 2w.-periodic, strictly positive, continuous function. We can always
choose 9 such that

fA (4ý.) g(,:) d ý 0

(2.76) then holds if dw is replaced everywhere by 9(w)'dw. Since g is strictly positive, this
modified version of (2.76) combined with (2.77), still implies (2.78).)

Since fA has a zero of order 2.Y at the origin, the function -,(z), defined by
, (.') = f.(-)t X-..(-)is convenient for the Littlewood-Paley analysis of H6lder regular-

ity less than 2NV. This is the case for (,: since 2N + 1 vanishing moments would be necessary
for a higher Hllder exponent than 2N (see [SF3, [DL] or [DyL]). Consequently (2.78) tells
us that ., cannot be more regular than C'. To pro\'2 the optimahty of Cc.' when TmIF, is

21
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not purely diagonal, it suffices to replace fk by a function gx such that Tg\ = Ag. + Aff
with u 4 0. This leads to

(2.78') J I gx( 2 -%d)j cb> CnA"

which proves the optimality of C".

The theorem is thus completely proved. .

Remarks:

* The estimates (2.75) and (2.75') can be found by an equivalent technique, using the
transition operator Ti, corresponding to the factor p(w) in (2.65). We simply consider
the largest eigenvalue A, and iterate T. on f 1. This leads to

@<(w)dw I< C-2P1w< ju r 12 IN' [ 1 P(2-kW )] &

< C2-2Nj (T,,)j1 dI.,,

_ C(Ap + c)j 2 -2Nj (or CA) 2 -2Nd if T,,/..,, = AI)

and thus P E C`-' with a = 21' - I . This estimate is in fact the same as (2.75).

Indeed, if A is an eigenvalue of Tm in FN, then its associated eigenfunction can be
written as

(2.79) 
ft = (sin2(W)) A (T )

Replacing m(w) by its factorized form in

(2.80) /V.Lf(') W2 M ( )m( ) + f -(W T-M +

we obtain, after dividing by [sin 2 (!) cos 2 (•)]A,

(2.81) Ap2A 9.() = g,, ( -p; (- ,

We see here that the eigenvalues of Tp are exactly given by pp = 2`2'A. This proves
the equivalence between the-two techniques.

* In general rm(w) is not a positive function. One can then define M(w) = Im(w)J2 and
use the operator TAI associated to M(_;). The result is an estimate of the L2 norms
of ' Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we derive the following corollary,

Corollary 2.8 Suppose that M(w) = Im(w)J 2 has a zero of order 21V at w r. Define A,

the largest eigenvalue of T51 on FN," and o = -2, log(AN2 . Then, ýr E H'' C CI".
where H' is the Soboler space of indez s. The value o is attained if T A1IF, = Al.

22
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Note that the Holder exponent has no chance of being optimal because we have used
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and @(,') is not a positive function. The Sobolev exponent
however is optimal. The regularity of compactly supported wavelets was estimated with

this method in [Daul].
The transition operator plays also a crucial role in the biorthogonal wavelet theory: we

show in Appendix A how it can be used to prove that the families {Ik').,.kE Z and { Vk),.kEZ
are unconditional bases, with weaker assumption than the boundedness of
(1 + [wD 1 12 *'(I@(w)I + 3(w)j) imposed in Theorem 2.2.

The optimal estimate for the global and local Ildlder regularity of al.y wavelet call be
estimated by another method developed by I. Daubechies and J. Lagarias in [DL). We now
recall its main points.

II.4.b The time domain approach

Let m(".,) = :,,=0' c,c'" be a trigonometric polynomial, such that m(O) = I and ni(r,) = 0.
We do not require that rm(w) be positive. Let p(z) be the scaling function defined by the
infinite product (2.71). It is at least a compactly supported distribution in 10, N1.

In the time domain approach, we represent •(z) by its "vector" form w(x): 10, !)_.,N

(2.82) [w(:)]. = 9(: + v - 1) n = 1,.. .,NV

From the two scale difference equation (1.5) we get

(2.83) w(:) : 0To w( 2 x) if x <

IT w(2x-1) if x >

where To and T7 are N x N matrices defined by

(2.84) (T0)ij = c2i-)-. 1 _ i~j < N

(2.84') (T)ij = c2 i-j 1 i,j N.

Using the notations

d,(z)= n'h binary digit ofz E [0, 1]

2z if -<

2 -. 1- if x> (binary shift)

we can rewrite (2.83) as a "fixed point" equation

(2.85) w(:) = Td,(X) w(-(Z))

This leads to an evaluation of w(z) and its derivative by an iterative process. The regularity
of the resul, depends of course on the spectral properties of To and T 1. Note that when
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m(w) has a zero of order L (as for the transition operator studied in the previous section),
then the space FL orthogonal to the vector p, = (nY7,=.. for j = 0 . L- 1 is invariant
by To and T1. This method gives sharp estimates on the local regularity in ý by considering
the products Td,,) ... Td. ,) for all n > 0. The main result on global regularity proved in

[DL; Theorem 3.1] is the following

Theorem 2.9 Suppose that there exist p < 1 such that, for all binary sequence (d ).,ez and
all m > 0, we have
(2.86) IlTd, Td, ... IFLII -< CP•

Define o =-IO- Then,log0.2

"* if a is not an integer, V belongs to C'

"* if a is an integer, ,-1 is almost Lipschit::

for all (x,t), Ip"-(z + 1)- W-:(z)S < C11 I log III I

Remark:

"* The "generalized spectral norm"

(2.87) p(To, TI) = lim sup max IITd 2 Td2 ... TdmlIL l1/"
rn-co dj.=O or 1

gives a sharp estimate of the global regularity. Note that it is in general superior to
the spectral radius of To and T1. When N is not too large it is possible to compute
the exact value of p(T1 , T2). For example, irn the case of orthonormal wavelets, the
optimal H6lder exponent was found in [DL] for N = 4, 6 and 8. The same evaluation
becomes more difficult for larger filters.

"* The generalization of this approach in higher dimensions is not trivial. In particular,
it involves nonstandard binary expansions depending on the dilation matrix which is
used. We describe these techniques in Appendix B.

As a conclusion of this review of reg larity estimators, we could say that these three
approach are complementary: the time domain method gives sharp results but it is only
practicable for small filters, the Littlewood.Paley estimates can be derived for longer filters
but they will be optimal only if m(w) is a positive function and finally, the Fourier approach
is less precise but appropriate to asymptotical results on very large filters. Let us also
mention that another method recently developed by 0. Rioul [Ri] and based on t'(.)
norms estimates of the iterated filters leads to interesting results; in particular, it is still
manageable for larger filters than .he time domain method of [DL).

We are now ready to deal with the bidimensional wavelets. We start by examining the
different subband coding schemes that can be used to build these non-separable multiscale
bases.

'24
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III Two Channel Bidimensional Subband Coding Schemes

As mentioned previously, we shall concentrate on the dilation matrices of determinant equal
to 2 or -2. In such conditions, the subband coding scheme that we consider split the signal
in two channels (instead of four in the separable case) and only one wavelet is then necessary
to characterize the detail coefficients at each scale. We first present a short summary of
the equations satisfied by these filter. They are immediate generalizations of the results
presented in I1.1.

I11.1 General conditions for exact reconstruction

As in the one dimensional case, the scheme that we are considering here is based on four
fundamental operations:

"* The action of two analyzing filters, one low pass ilo(w) = A0o(, 1 , ý'2) and one high
pass i')1(d) = -I,(wl, w2 )

"* Decimation on each channel by keeping only the samples on the sublattice r = DZ2

"* Insertion of zero values at the intermediate points of Z2/r

"* Interpolation by two synthesis filters, one lowpass Mo(w) = Mo(w1 , w2,) and one
high pass M,(w) = MI(wl, w2 ), followed by reconstruction of the original signal by
summation.

We see here that the conditions for perfect reconstruction will not depend on the dilation
matrix D but only on the sublattice r = DZ2 that is generated (different matrices may
lead to the same F). More precisely, there exist only two types of grid corresponding to a
decimation of a factor 2 in Z2:

"* The quincunx sublattice, shown on figure 5, is generated by the integer combinations
of (1,1) and (1,-1).

"* The column sublattice, shown on figure 6, is generated by the integer combinations
of (0. 1) and (2, 0). It is of course equivalent to the row sublattice, by exchange of the
coordinates.

The same arguments that were used in II.l.b show that perfect reconstruction is achieved
by FIR filters, if and only if they satisfy (up to a shift) the following equations, which are
similar to (2.13) and (2.14).

I in the quincunx case,

(3.1) o(--- .- o() + Mo(-'+ ,) = 1

and

(3.2) All M( + (f. n)), A;t(w) = - M 0(- (r, rfl.

'25
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• In the column case,

(3.3) Mo,)Alo(..) + Al 0(.+ (•r, 0)) Mfo(w. + (r, 0))

and
(3.4) M1 (w) = -'l; Ao(ýd + (Or, 0)), MAf(.) = -'•" Mo(.' + (,, 0))

I I

I 
i

SI I ,

* I 1

I I ,

* I

Figure 5 Figure 6

Quincunx decimation Column decimation

If the analysis and synthesis filters are equal, we find two generalization of the CQF condition

(2.5). The formulas (3.1) and (3.2) become

(3.5) IMo(w)! 2 + IMo(w + (r, = 1, MI(w) = e-'-+) AMO(W + (r, ,))

whereas (3.3) and (3.4) become

(3.6) IMo(,.;)12 + IMo(L- + (0. 0))1• 1, M1 (w) = e'•" Mo(,' + (,, 0))+

As in the one dimensional situation, we want to build from these schemes the associated

scaling function which can be viewed as the limit of the cascade-reconstruction algorithm.

111.2 Non-separable scaling function and wavelets

If c,, are the Fourier coefficients of Mo(w), i.e.

(3.7) ATo(w) = IO(L,ýw1  2) = C- m w +-'nw2)
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Then. the associated scaling function 6(z) = 0(.Tl, z2) satisfies a two scale difference

equat.on
(3.8j 0(T) = 2 Z c,., O(Dz - (m, n))

wm .7

and its Fourier transform can be expressed as an infinite product

(3.9) 0(w) = f Mo(D-kw)

which is convergent if and only if MO(0) = 1.

This scaling function has compact support if and only if Mo(w) is an FIR filter. We
see from (3.9) that 0 will be highly dependent on the choice of D. For the same sublattice
and the same filter, tht results can be completely different for different D. The column

sublattice for example is generated by both matrices D1 = ' ) and .

but Ihe first one cannot lead to an L2 scaling function. Indeed, we would have

-4-cc,

01 (0. 2nr) = J1 AMo(Dik(0, 2n,)) = 1
k=1

for all n > 0. But since 01 is compactly supported and belongs to L2 (y,), it is also in L'(t)
and its Fourier transform should tend to zero - infinity. We can also remark that only the

eigenvalues of D2 have their modulus strictly superior to 1.
The choice of the dilation matrix is thus very important. In fact. although the equations

(3.1)-(3.2) are different from (3.3)-(3.4), the choice of the sublattice is less important:

Indeed, for any dilation matrix D1 such that D, 2 2 is the column sublattice, we can define

(3.10) D2 = PDIP-' with P = 1 1)

Clear'1 y, the image of Z2 by D2 is now the quincunx sublattice. Then, for any filter Ml(w)

satisfying the column-CQF conditiun (3.6), the corresponding scaling function d1 can be
written in the following way,

=1 fl AT' (D-,.)
0--k

k=1

+CO

= 1 (P-DkpW)

where 02 ;s also a scaling function defined by

{3. 11 k=l

A•(,.) = , (P-1 _2 )
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Sice P- , we have

AM(f)' 2 +I- + (r", r))1= - M2(•. W• + W) + IMo(Af I (. +, d21 ÷,d2 + 2,)12

And thus MCI satisfies the quincunx-CQF condition (3.5). A similar result holds of course if
W'e start from two dual filters MAi and M'ol which satisfy (3.3). This shows that the scaling
functions associated to D1 and D2 are linked by the simple relation 02(z) = 61(Pz).

Consequently we can restrain our study' to the quincunx case. More generally, if D, and
D2 satisfy
(3.12) D 2 = PD 1P-'

where P is a matrix having integer entries and determinant equal to 1, then we also have
the same type of equivalence between the scaling functions. For this reason, we shall only
consider the two simplest dilation matrices of determinant 2, which cannot be related as in
(3.12) since they do not have the same eigenvalues:

(3.13) R (Rotation of- and dilation of V]"

and

(3.13') S (1 11 (Symmetry around 8and dilation ofV2

In both of these cases the image of Z2 is the quincunx sublattice. The wavelet ¢ is then
defined by
(3.14) ý(Dw) = M1 (w)ý(w) D = Rtor S,

where MI(w) is defined by (3.5) in the orthogonal case, and by (3.2) in the biorthogonal
case where we also have a dual wavelet defined by

(3.15) ib(Dw) = M2(w)d(w) D = R or S.

The goal is now to design filters leading to regular scaling functions and wavelets. We end
this section by_ presenting two important families of filters. The regularity of the associated
6. Vb, o and x will be estimated in section IV and \7 by different techniques which all are
natural generalizations of the one dimensional tools that we introduced previously.

111.3 Filter design

III.3.a The orthonormal case

Recall (see [Daul]) that in 1D, the CQF filter can be designed in the foflowing way, in order
to obtain wavelets with an arbitrarily high regularity:

1) For a given number N of vanishing moments. define rn0 by

(3.16) =rO"! ~Cos2 ~) A~i2()
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where PA,(y) is a polynomial. solution of the Bezout problem

(3.17) y"' PN,(l - y) + (1 - Y)"' PN(Y) = I

The minimal degree choice is given by PN'(y) = + (N3-.+i) ,

2) Find the function mo(w) by using the Riesz lemma which guarantees that there exist

a trigonometric polynomial solving (3.16).
Unfortunately, this last result does not generalize to higher dimensions. We thus have

to find other means to build trigonometric polynomials which satisfy (3.5). One possi-
ble method is the '-polyphase component" construction used by Vaidyanathan [Va] and
M. Vetterli [Vel, [VK]. It is based on the remark that Alo(W) satisfies (3.5) if and only if the
polyphase matrix

(Mo(d) +Ao0w + (r,,r, )) Ali + (+(,Tr)(w) +M(W (,,) A3-li(w + (z,.,))
(3.18) /'0() = Vz

is unitary for all w. Since the product of two polyphase matrices is also a polyphase matrix
for a third pair of filter, infinite families can be constructed by multiplying elementary
building blocks of the type (3.18) as soon as we know some simple filters which satisfy

(3.5). The disadvantage of this method is that it does not furnish the vanishing moments
in a natural way. Recall (see [Mel]) that the N times differentiability of the function V,
implies
(3.19) I•,(w)L S C (},i. N+] + IW2IN+) (II - 0)

and thus Mo(w) has necessarily a zero or order N + 1 at the frequency W = (r, r). This
can also be viewed as the Strang-Fix condition (see [SF)) for the regularity of the scaling
function o.

The simplest way to build such filters with N arbitrarily high is to remark that if moo(w)
is a 1D solutiun of the CQF equation (2.5), then the 2D filter defined by

(3.20) Mo(w) = Mo(wj, w 2 ) = mo(wj)

satisfies the equation (3.5). It is apparently a good candidate for building regular wavelets
since it has the same order of cancellation in (r,, r,) as mo(w) in r,. This allows us to build
an infinite family of filters with an arbitrarily high number of vanishing moments by posing

(3.21) Mo'(w) mn(w2)
N

where {m0 (w)}N>o is the family of filters designed in [Daul], defined by (2.35), (2.3,) and
(2.38). Note that the filter (3.21) has a unidimensional structure but since the dilation D
contains either a rotation or a symmetry, the final analysis (using iterates of the filter) is
performed in all the directions of the plane. In section IV.. we shall take a closer look at the
associated wavelets and their regularity. If D = R, then one can also derive another family
of "almost' one-dimensional filters M0 from unidimensional mo (they get again fanned out
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to other directions by applying R`). Explicitly,

Mo(no2 (-= m(~W2 ) + 2o (W &2 +

+ -- ( 2 7 rn(W W -- )/2

This construction corresponds to a filter with taps on two diagonals, h,,, -- 0 if

nl 0 n2 and n, - -n 2 + 1. It is easy to check that this Mo satisfies (3.5) if rno satis-
fies 1mo(W)1 2 + jmo(w+ r)12 = 1. If too(0) = 1, mo(r) = 0, then Mo(7-,r) = 0 follows, so

that M 1 , as defined in (3.5), satisfies M,(0,0) = 0. as it should. One easily checks, how-
ever, that 49, Mo(7r, r) and 9,Mo(r,, 7r) cannot both be zero for these examples, so that the
corresponding bases cannot possibly by C'. Only the small examples are therefore of any
interest; it seems possible (numerical experiment) to construct a continuous € corresponding
to a 4-tap filter in this way.

III.3.b The biorthogonal case

The filter design is clearly easier in the biorthogonal situation. One can start from a given
filter Mo(w) and find the dual M'(f0(w) by solving linear equations.

In particular we can look for filters which have more isotropy than those of the family
(3.21). Here, again, the one dimensional theory can help us to build families of filters in a
simple way. Several examples of real and symmetrical dual filters have been designed by
the authors and J. C. Feauveau in JCDF).

In these one dimensional construction the symmetry allows us to use the variable
y = sin 2 (•) and to write the transfer functions as

(3.22) mo(w) = p(y) and rho(j) = (y)

where p and 3 are two polynomial satisfying

(3.23) p(y)P(y) + p(G - y)3(2 - y) = 1

In two dimensions. consider the variables y, = sin2 (i) and y2 - sin 2 (•2). If the filters
are symmetrical with respect to the vertical and the horizontal axes, the duality condition
in (3.3) can be rewritten as

(3.24) P(yI, Y2)P(y1, Y2) + P(1 - Yl, 1 - y2 )P(1 - Y1, 1 - Y2) 1

where P(yI, Y2) = Mo(PI., w 2 ), P(yI, Y2) = A).(il, w2 )

We see that a possible choice for P and P is given by

(3.25) P(P, Y2) = P(IY + (1 - o)Y)

(3.25') P(yl, Y2) = P(oyI + (1 - o)y 2 )
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where a is in 10. 1]. For an optimal isotropy it is natural to choose a = 1; in this case
the diagonals are also symmetry axes. This choice is known in signal processing as the
McClellan transform of the 1D filters p and P. Using the variable z = ½( -+ Y2) we can
thus write
(3.26) Mo(w) = p(:) and i"o(,o.) = j(z)

where p and 3 are polynomials satisfying (3.24). These polynomials must also satisfy

(3.27) p(O) = P(0) = I and p(l) = P(1) = 0

which are necessary for the construction of wavelet bases. Note that we have

(3.28) := - sin' (t-) + sin'= ' - - c - c-

and thus z can be regarded as the transfer function of the filter which computes the discrete
Laplacian with the formula

1

(3.29) (AdZ)m,, = (4Zm.n - zm-i,n - z,,+1.n - zm,,•,•I - 2m,,,+)

Since a Laplacian scheme has frequently been proposed in image processing to detect
the edges with a maximum isotropy (see JAB], EM]), it seems tempting to use z or one of
its power as a high pass analyzing filter (and thus 1 - z as the corresponding low pass
synthesis filter). This can be achieved in a very simple way, by a method already used to

build biorthogonal bases in L2(2.). Recall that PN(z) = N-( -A + j z. is the

lowest degree solution of the Bezout problem

(3.30) N PN(1 - z) + (1 - )NPN(z)= 1

If we fix the reconstruction low pass as MoA(w) = (1 - z)' (so that the analyzing high pass
is, up to a shift, the Nth power of the Laplacian), then a possible choice for the dual filter
is given by
(3.31) A.jL(W) = (1 - -)L PN+L(Z)

where L is a positive integer indicating the cancellation order of M•0 at w = (,, .). L
has to be chosen large enough so that both functions p(x) and ,(z) satisfy the necessary
conditions to generate a pair {j•, V'k14)jEZ.kE V of unconditional Riesz bases (see Theorem 2.1
and Appendix A). We shall examine the properties of these functions and give an estimate
of the minimal value of L in Section V.

We have now at hand two families of filters, orthonormal and biorthogonal with an
arbitrarily high number of vanishing moments. We still have to know if these filters allow
us to build wavelet bases with an arbitrarily high regularity like in the one dimensional case
([Daull, [Co2j). As we shall see in the two next sections. the results of our investigations
are very surprising and show that the multidimensional situation contains a lot of new
difficulties from this point of view.
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IV Orthonormal Bases of Non-separable Wavelets

Let us consider the family of CQF filters defined by

(4.1) Moiw,,,) = "n'(wj)

with

(.)m()I Cos2 ()N -i( - +)[sin2()]
)=0

and the associated scaling functions for the dilations S and R:
Co

(4.3) @,.s(,W) = f M0o(S-Y,)
k=1

(4.4) ON.,R (w) = fJ M0o(Rkw).
k=

IV.1 Orthonormality of the translates

A first requirement is that the Z2-translates of 0NAS and IýN.R are orthonormal. This is
a necessary and sufficient condition to generate multiresolution analyses and orthonormal
bases of wavelets.

Theorem 4.1 For all N > 0, the functions PN,,s and 4A',R have orthonormal translates
and generate wavelet bases of the type 2-j'l2 '(D-jx - k), j E Z, k E Z2, D = S or R.

Proof:

By a trivial generalization of Theorem 2.1, this orthonormality is ensured if and only if
I (w)' I > C > 0 on a compact set E congruent to [-r7, 7r]2 modulo 2rZ2 which contains a
neighbourhood of the origin.

It is clear that Mf(w) vanishes only on the vertical lines w, = (2k + 1)7,, k E Z.
Consequently we see that the simple choice K = [-r, r2 is not convenient since for both
dilations, we have
(4.5) D-(r, i,) = (•,.0)
and thus
(4.6) o(r,.)= 0

Recall that in the one dimensional case, the trivial choice It' = -r,,. r] was convenient for
the family rmN(w). Here we have to use a compact set K slightly different from [-r, r]r

so that D-A'Kn fl = (2k+ 1)r,} is empty for all j > 0 and for all k in Z. This can be
done very easily by removing small neighbourhoods of (r, r) and (-7, -, ) and translating
them by (-2r-, 0) and (27r, 0) as shown in figure 7.

One checks easily that all the sets D-) K for j > 0 are contained in the strip • _< -
S> 0 where M'(w) does not vanish.

We now have to check the regularity of the scaling functions which have been obtained.
We shall see that the results are completely different depending on whether one chooses S
or R as the dilation matrix.
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Figure 7
The convenient compact set K congruent to [-r, 7,]2:

Neighbourhoods of (-,. r) and (-r, -r) have been shifted so that ; does not vanish on I"

IV.2 The symmetry dilation case

In this case the dilation matrix is S )and its inverse is S- 1S. Since

M,'(,) = mbN(,). we have to consider the sequence {[gS-') )j>O for a given , = (,: .
Clearly. it has the following form:

1 1 1 1

-(-] -- 2) 4 -; + Id2), -W ... ; + W2), 2' 1 ..

Since S- 2 = 'I. the odd and the even parts are simple dyadic sequences and this leads to:

(4.7) os') =

or

where ýý,N is the one dimensional scaling function. The associated wavelet is defined by

(4.9) L',NOs(-') = -"• . A')(^..S(.) = 'A'(,-1, +-'.1-2) ýA'(W1)
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or

(4.10) PA'.S(') = 4PN(Z2) pA,(zl - --2 )

We see here that the scaling function and wavelet are hi. Lhis case separable in the sense that
they can be expressed directly in terms of the one dimensional functions (A and v,.'. This

separability can be explained by the fact that S is similar to the matrix 2 '), which is

simply a dilation by a factor 2 (in one) direction, followed by an exchange of the axes. The
regularity can of course be made arbitrarily high since it is directly given by the H61der
exponent of ý,,v.

Remark:

Theorem 4.1 is not necessary here to prove the orthonormality of the translates since it is
a trivial consequence of the separability formulas (4.7) and (4.8).

We now consider the case of the matrix R which is by far less trivial.

IVN.3 The rotation dilation case

We now have R = (1 - and R` = (1 - ) .The sequence {[R-jw)l}> 0 is

then,

1 1 1
2W+ W2), 2W2, 4 - +W2 4 Wi (W 2),

1 1 1 11
--2 -(WI - W2 )1 -(WO, 1W J),L2
8 16 16 T22

Here the first power of R-I proportional to the identity is R` = -'I. Consequently, it is
not possible to use the one dimensional scaling functions and wavelets to express the 6N
and bjv in a separable way. We first consider the case N = 1 which corresponds to the Haar
filter. The result of the cascade algorithm with this filter shows how different the situation
is when R is used instead of S.

IV.3.a The twin dragon

For M(,);= ) the function 61,R satisfies

(4.11) 61.R(Z) - 01 .R(RZ) -- l.R(R• - (1,0))

and

(4.12) = i71 Ac(R-L )

By iteration of the cascade algorithm, one finds that o is the characteristic function of a
well known fractal set called the -twin dragon" (see J[K) shown in figure 8. This set can be
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Figure 8
The "twin dragon" set A

defined directly in the complex plane as

.(4.13) C, (k 2 T /f CmEN E {O, }N}

and it is clear that O.R = XA solves (3.41) since we have

(4.14) A= (2.-i)AU( (---)(A+ 1)' R--AUR-(A+(0,1)).

The self similarity of -1 is thus expressed by the two scale difference equation (4.11), blt
furthermore. since the family {J1.R(z - k))k4z2 is orthonormal (by Theorem 4.1) and since

JAI = 0ý1.R(O) = 1. these integer translates constitute a fractal tiling of the whole plane
P2 (similarly to the squares obtained in tensor product situation with the same filter).

This beautiful property has been remarked independently by W. Madych and K. Grbchenig
[MG] and W. Lawton and H. Resnikoff [LR]. More generally, such tilings can be derived by
cons.iering a two scale difference equation of the type

d

(4.15) (Dz + ej)
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where D is a dilation matrix and {e,}... are d representatives of Z/DZ'

(d = Idet DI). This scaling function and the corresponding wavelet do not seem how-

ever of great interest for image processing: not only are they discontinuous but the set of

discontinuity is a very chaotic fractal curve. Nevertheless the twin dragon is important in

estimating the regularity (local and global) of the wavelets with dilation matrix R. Indeed.

if we want to generalize the method of [DL] (see Section 11.4.6). it is necessary to consider

the expansion of any point in C in terms of the power of (i•,)(~ R-'), which also means

that the point is considered as the limit of a "dragonic sequence" {AAjEz with Aj C A,-,
and JAi) = 2-3. These "dragonic expansion" techniques are described in Appendix B.

Let us now examine the functions obtained with higher order filters which have more

vanishing moments.

IV.3.b Higher order filters

We are interested in the family of scaling function NR. . > 1.

Recall that in the one dimensional case, the asymptotic result ensuring arbitrarily high

regularity (Theorem 2.4, Section 11.3.6) is based on the value of rao (±•) since {2- 20

is a cyclic orbit of -- 2w modulo 2r. In the present case similar considerations for a fixed

orbit of w - Rw modulo 2r, 2 , lead to an opposite result: arbitrarily high regularity cannot

be obtained by increasing the number of vanishing moments. More precisely, we have

Theorem 4.2 For all N > 0, the function 4^NR is not in C'(lP2).

Proof:

This is of course true for N = 1 since we obtain the twin dragon. For A' > 1, we shall prove

a stronger result: the decay at infinity of •,N.R(w) cannot be majorated by CjWIl (which

is a necessary condition for A'.R to be in C' because it is a compactly supported function).

For this we consider the orbit of w ~- Rw modulo 27.-Z given by the four points 47 ~),

(2~,~),(2~,~)and ).Let us denote vo 5-0, ~ and r, R'vo. One

checks easily that
(4.16) iN..R(Vo)l = CA. # 0 for all .N > 0.

We then have, for all ." > 0.

(4.17) 0oNR(V2)I =

From the definition of mr' we have

(4.S) n~ [cos' ()] 0 Fi (sin2 ()
and we know from (2.51) that

(4.19) P,(y) < (4y)"'-. if - < y K- 1.
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Becaus co• 2 (L) > cos 2 (L) = , we can write

Beas cos) = 1 sn2gjN[o2~ )
SL7, 12 [sin 2 (r) N [4COs2()

wih- [sin 2 () [ 4 (- 2 )

and.(V) ths sinc - si 22J/2.2 ~)~ 11/

C I - siS0.6115 < 1.this ends the proof..

S• °*.................. ..... i............O..-*°•°°°'°

No°0

Nd

00

Figure 9

Approximation of the scaling function :2R

In fact. these wavelets do not even seem continuous although we have no mathematical

proof of it. A simple look at the result of the cascade algorithm for the 4 taps filter (which
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corresponds to a .55 H6lder continuous one dimensional wavelet) shows how chaotic the

functions 0R.N can be (figure 9). Tile design of FIR filters leading to regular wavelet bases

with R as the dilation matrix seems to be a difficult problem. Using a polyphase component

approach M. Vetterh and J. Kovacevic ([K%7], p. 32) have constructed a filter for which the

result of the cascade looks continuous but no infinite family with arbitrarily high regularity

has been designed so far.

The main difficulty which makes this design unpracticable is the absence of the R.iesz

lemma in more than one dimension and thus the impossibihty to start by designing the

square modulus of Mo(w) in an appropriate way. Apart from this problem, the CQF filters

(in particular the family (3.21) that we have introduced) cannot be symmetrical. We must

keep in mind that one of the interests of the quincunx grid decimation is to have a more

isotropic analysis; this is only achieved if the filter coefficients are themselves symmetrical

around the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions.

These two reasons encourage us to construct biorthogonal bases of wavelets from dual

filters for which the RJesz lemma is not necessary and linear phase can be achieved.

V Biorthogonal Bases of Nonseparable VWavelets

Let us recall the family of dual filters introduced in III.3.b. It is based on the variable

z = (sin 2 (f.) + sin 2 (f)). We have chosen,

(5.1) M'(,�~1, ) = (1 - z)N

and

(5.2) Mo.L(,) = (1- z)L PN+L(Z)

where L is still to be fixed.
A first remark is that the action of the dilation matrices R and S on the variable z are

equivalent. This is due to the fact that z is invariant if we exchange w, and w2 or if we

change the sign of one of these variable. We shall thus consider a dilation matrix D which

can be equal to R or S. To express its action on z we still need the two variables

(5.3) y = sin 2 (L ) and Y2 = sin 2 (-)

We then have,

1 D 1
- - -(Y1 + !/2) --- (y, + y2 -

2 yly2)
2 2

D z (4,(l- y) + 4 Y2(0 Y2)) (Y-( Y2,+
22 2

.-- : 2 •(y, . - 2y, )2 ...

\Ve shall at first study the scaling function ol associated to the filter M, (w) 1 - :. because

it is the elementary building block for the famil.v ON(= ( )',).
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V.1 The quincunx Laplacian scheme

The coefficients of M1(,) are centered around the origin and have the following form:

(5.4) x 1 4 1

Note that this is the simplest symmetrical filter (with respect to the horizontal, vertical and
diagonal directions) which satisfies the cancellation condition M.(r, )= 0. To estimate
the decay of ol(w) we could hope for a bidimensional formula equivalent to

(55)+0 sin W
(5.5) fi cos(2-ýw)=

k= 1

used in the one dimensional case. Note that (5.5) is based on the iteration of
sin w = 2 sin (L) cos (v). Unfortunately, similar relations do not exist in the bidimensional
case for the dilation matrix D. In particular the infinite product

+00

(5.6) 1(w) 1 1 Mo(D-jw)
k=1

has no simple expression and one checks easily that, unlike (5.5), it does not have uniform
decay at infinity. Indeed, let us consider the sets {(2-, L)) and { (27r., 2) , (2S, 0)}.
These are two cyclic orbits of w - D2w modulo 2rZ2 and modulo the exchange of coor-
dinates and sign changes which do not affect the variable :. Consequently, if we define

Vj= D' 2, t and uj = D' j ~ we have, when j goes to ±oc,

cos2 • + Cos'
(5.7) Pi(vj) ~ C 2 CIv 1 I-°

and

Cs2 2~s " j/2-(5.8) Cd~7  [~S 2 + )Cos 2 ( ~j)]1/

with

2 FCos' (7") + cos2 Li(5.9) o = -og2 log 2 - 2.83

and

(5.10) w= log2 log 2 cs 2  2.68 # a3.

Still we would like to find a global exponent for the decay of 6]1(w) at infinity. For this
we shall introduce an '-artificial- function which will play the same role as cosw in (5.5).
We define.

sin ( + sin 2 (-'-'-- )
(5.11) C(W) = sin 2 -"-) + 2  , C(O)= 1S[sin' + sin' (3
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Contrarily to M ,C(.)() is not a trigonometric polynomial, but it is a bounded regular
function which vanishes at the point (7r, wr) with the same order of cancellation as Md(w,).
Moreover, it satisfies by construction,

(5.12) f" C(D-3w) = 2 [sin 2 ( 2) + sin (•)] < C +t)-

The decay of this infinite product is now uniform and, for this reason, C(-,) will play an
important role in the construction of our dual bases. For the moment, by comparing C(w)
and Mo1 (w), we obtain the following result,

Proposition 5.1 The decay of oq(w) at infinity is controlled by

(5.13) ,(,) O < 0(1 + 1,01)-2

Furthermore, this exponent is globally optimal, i.e. there exists a sequence {wj}).>O such
that hm)-+o0 KI5 = +oo and 10i(w-3 )j _ Civl- 2.

Proof:
Using the variables yj = sin 2 !- and Y2 = sin2 ýa we can rewrite C(w).

2 2
/ + y2 - 2Y1/y2 0( - Y)Y2 + (1- Y2)Y(5.14) 0(w,) =

Y] + Y2 Y/ + Y2

We thus have
(1 - Y1)y2 + (1 - 12)y1 (1 - Yv) + (1 - Y2)

c(,,)- Mo(,,,) =
YI + Y2 2

(1 - Y1)(Y2 - yI)+ (1- 12)(y] - Y2)
2(yi + y2)

(y _- y2)2 >0

2(yi + y2) -

Thus M0(w) < C(w) and by (5.12) 101(w)l < C(1 + wj)- 2. To prove that this exponent is
optimal we consider a small vector p # 0 in IP.2 and define

(5.15) , ) + p

so that

(5.16) 01 (wL)= f (DJk(-r, 7.) +D'p)
k=1

Let us divide this product in three parts:

(5.17) o~w)= H(~ )+ D'pj TIM (DI 7~,-~) +D

S[M�M ((r. ,) + D-'p)]

A(j) B(j) C(j)
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One checks easily that a),(r, 7r) # 0 and thus. for j large enough or choosing p smaji eno"-h,

we have C < C1 <_ A(j) S 1. It is also clear that for I < k < j-1, Ao1 (DJ(-), =,I and

that for t > 1. M'(DVtr, r)+a) > 1-Cliall for a small enough. with C > 0. Consequently,

if p has been chosen s.aall enough. 1 > B(j) ? 1', 1 [1 - C2-'IIpIIl > C 2 > 0. Finally since

(r. 7r) 's a second order zero of M0o(;). the third factor satisfies

(5.18) 2-CC 3 [ CD-3 p1j' <_ C() _ C411D-'pl 2  2-C 4I'plI2

This shows that 03(wj) behaves like 2-' - p) 1-2 when j goes to +oc and the proposition

is proved. w

Note that from the decay of o1 /w) we canno! even conclude that it belongs to Ll(pF: 2 )

or that a,,,. ) is a continuous function. Yet bot. are true; we are going to prove tis by

the Littlewood-Paley method exposed in I1.4.a. The filter M((w) and the scaling function

q1,(w) are particularly well adapted for this approach since they are positive so that the
regularity estimatiorn is optimal (because JjAj(0 )JLjj - JJAj(, )iiL.; see §I1.4.a).

Proposition 5.2 The optimal global Halder exponent for 4 1(z) is

o = 2 log -N = 1.

Proof:

We consider the transition operator defined by

(5.19) TF(Dw) = M1(W;) F(w) + Af (,,+( ,,t)) F(w+(i,,i,)).

As in the one dimensional case T can be studied in a finite dimen:.zonal space but

this subspace cannot be defined as simply as E(N,. N2 ) in (2.61). One way of finding an

invariant subspace is to apply T to the zonstar' I and then iterate it on the characters
e(k~w3+k212) which are obtained until a stable set is attained. With MO corresponding to
(5.4), this subspace is trivial, since T1 = 1. Lemma 2.5 then guarantees the integrability

of dý, hence the continuity of ol. To estimate the H6lder exponent of 6 1 we need a larger

subspace, which we obtain by iterating T on 2 and on cosi 1 +cosW 2 . The size of t-'- matrix
representing the action of T on this subspace can be seriously reduced 'oy exploiting the

svrN.metries, i.e. the invariance under w, -- 1 . wd- - w2 and , -- 2 .

Using the subspace E g~nerated by the basis

(5.20) e6 = 1. e2 = cos, L-+ cos .CO = cos(,3 +,O,2)-+ CCs(Y.2 -;)

we obtain the following matrix

1 0
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which has the eigenvalues {1, +,/-" The two last eigenvalues correspond to the
subspace Eo C E defined by

(5.22) Eo = {F(F ) E E. F(0) = 0)

Similarly to the one dimensional case, we iterate T on the positive function c, - ie 2 which
is clearly in Eo and this leads us to

(5.23) fk/24IILO fi2(IILO( 4)

where A./2(01) is the Littlewood-Paley block corresponding to the region
D'([-r, 7r]2 )/D3-' ([-tr, 7r

2 ), situated at a distance 2j/2 of the origin. Consequently,
if we define

(5.24) o 2 log - ~ 0.61Fo g-2 4

it follows from (5.23) that

(5.25) (1 + lwl)* •,•(w) E L'(R2 ) and €1(x-) E C"(10) .

Consequently 01 is H6lder continuous with regularity 0.61.

This property appears in the graph of 41 on figure 10 (obtained by the cascade algorithm)
which presents a smooth aspect with several pointwise cusps. Note that this regularity is
not sufficient to derive a better decay of 4i(w) than Pwo-°'0 l; Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 are
thus complementary.

Remarks:

* Note that, since we have

(5.26) Mc(w) + MI(w+ (r., r)) = 1

we can derive the L1  convergence of the truncated products
€1, = ]-,j= MO(D-j') XDl--,,r]2)(w) with the same method as in the orthonormal
case for the L2 convergence (Theorem 2.1). This leads us to a Poisson summation
formula
(5.27) • 1(w+2kr) = 1

kEZ2

which is equivalent to

(5.28) 61 (n1 , n2 ) = 1 if n n2 =0, 0 if (nj, n2 ) E Z2/{0)

This interpolating property of 01 has been noticed in approximation theory by Deslau-
rier and Dubuc (DD]. It explains the four cusps surrounding the center at the points
(0. 1). (1.,0). (0.-1) and (-1,0) which are visible on figure 10. However, a sharper
analysis shows that the isolated points where 61(x) = 0 are an infinite family.
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"- --....... .......... ".....

C.D

°-04

0

Figure 10
The scaling function da(x)

"* As mentioned in section III.3.b. the variable z = ½(YI + Y2) can be replaced by, more
generally, :.\ = AyI + (1- A)y2 with A E 10. 1); MoA(L) = 1 -- z\ is still positive. Let us
now distinguish the dilation matrices R and S. Then, a similar analysis in the case
of D = R leads to a 5 x 5 matrix in the basis

( 1 . f 2. e3 , 6, C5) = (1. cos . cosW2, cos(w1 + W2 ), cos(w - ,.'2 ))

2 A 1A 0 0
0 0- 20

(5.29) TA 0 2 002 0 A A

0 0 1-A 0 0

and numerical computations show that the "isotropic value" A = ½ gives the highest
index of regularity. The lowest index of regularity is attained for A = 0 or 1. Note
that A = I corresponds to the convolution product g(z) = XL * XL where A is the
twin dragon introduced in IV.3.a. The H6lder exponent is then a = 0.47.

"* To estimate the decay of •(') (= (,A(w)) 2 ), one can again use the function C(w,') of
Proposition 5.1. in a slightly different way. Remark that, if we define
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(3(w) = 1 - z= 1 - y. then

(I - Yj)Y2 + 01 - Y2)YI
C(W) - G(W) = + Y2 0 -YY)

Y11 + 312

31(1i - 312) > 0 if Y, 1Ž32Y1 +- Y2

and

2C(w)- G(w) = 21(1 -31)32+ (1 - Y2)j] G (1- )
Y1 + Y2

_-- (1- )(y2-- y ) + 2y, (I-- y2) >--0 if Y2 > y1_

Y1 + Y2

On the other hand

(5.30) JI(1)- ]'i G(Rkw)
k=1

to majorate 14(w)) for 22 < Iw1 < 2 2 we only need to majorate the j first factors in
(5.30). Since R rotates of L, half of the factors can be majorated by C(w) and the

others by 2C(w). This leads to

(5.31) I4(w)1 _ C2 I'M C(R-w)
1<k< ( .

and thus
(5.32) X(w) < C(1 + Iwl)-

It is easy to check (in a similar way as for 01(w)) that this estimate is optimal. An

immediate consequence is that the Fourier transform of the twin dragon characteristic

function XA satisfies
(5.33) A(w) _< C(1 + Iwo-1/2

which was not obvious since we did not have a formula similar to (5.5) for :A.

We now return to the construction of our biorthogonal bases and attack the problem of

obtaining isotropic wavelet bases with arbitrarily high regularity.

V.2 Biorthogonal wavelet bases with arbitrarily high regularity

We now consider the whole family of filter {MoM'(w), MoL(w)}A.L defined by (5.1) and

(5.2).
A first remark is that the regularity of the functions 6]v increases linearly with IV. More

precisely. since

(5.34) ON(x) = (*)A+1 (z)
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we can use the characterization of the optimal decay exponent for oi(•.) established in
Proposition (5.1) to estimate the regularity index o(N) of pN(x). This leads to

(5.35) 26'- 2 < o(A') < 2I"

and thus

(5.36) rm 2N 2.
IV-+0C N

The estimate (5.36) is of course more interesting for large values of N than for small values
where the error is comparable with the regularity.

For N = 1. we have seen that o = 0.61.
For N = 2, the Littlewood-Paley approach is still reasonable; using the symmetries

reduces the size of the matrix to 9 X 9. Analyzing the eigenvalues, one find that J2 is in Co
with a :- 2.93. The function o2 = ol * P, looks very smooth indeed on Figure 13.

For A' = 3, the matrix becomes too large to tackle by hand. In all cases the regularity
of the wavelet WIL will of course be the same as that of oA,. The problem is now to find
the appropriate dual function for the analysis. More precisely we want to design the filter

(5.37) 0A'L = (1 - )L PN+L(Z)

by choosing the number L in such way that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 (in its bidimen-
sional generalization) are satisfied, i.e. that we have at least

(5.38) < C(I 4 > 0

To show that such a choice is possible for any value of N" (i.e. for an arbitrarily regular
synthesis function), we need an asymptotical result of the same nature as Theorem 2.4.

We want to be sure that the regularizing action of the factor (1 _ z)L can compensate the
inverse effect of PI'+L if L is large enough.

Using a similar approach, we consider the simplest fixed point of w - Dw modulo 27_.-'2 ,
and mod ulo sign changes and the exchange of wl and W2. This fixed point is WO = 2(1, ±:~)
which corresponds to Zo = Z(wo) =

We now decompose jI,.L into three factors, by introducing the function C(w) defined
by (5.11):
(5.39) 0.(w) = IC(W)]L [Q(.;)]L PA,+L(:) = IC(w)]L B',L(w)

with
Q(w) o•(w) _ (yi + y2)( 2 - yj - y2)

-C(w) 2 (y, + Y2 - 2 y1Y2)

We already know from section II.3.b that

(5.40) PA,(Z) _< (4 :)N-1 if > I

From the Bezout relation (3.30). we also have

(5.41) PA') < (I _)
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Consequently, we can roughly majorate PN(z) by

(5.42) PJy(z) :min (--L-. max(4z,2) if E 10,i1

Defining H(w) = min (-_ max(4:,2)) and G(w) = JI(w)Q(d), (5.39) leads us to

(5.43) ifoN'.L(w) 5 [c(4d)]L IG(w)) [H(w•)]^'.

We are now facing a similar situation as in Theorem 2.4 where we had shown that the
function g(y) = max(2,4y) = h(w) satisfied

rh(w) = g(y) g( g if Y :
(5.44)

(5.44) jh(-w)h(2w) = g(y)g(4y(I - y)) :5 [g()2i

In the present case. although we do not dispose of any simple mathematical proof, numerical
evidence shows that we have{ G(w)G(Dw) <_ [G(wo)]2  or if not,
(5.45)

G(w)G(Dw)G(D2w) < [G(wo)) 3

and similarly
SH(w)H(Dw) < [H(o))2 or if not,

(5.46)

1J(w)H(Dw)H(D
2w) •5 [H(wo))3

These two statements are illustrated respectively in Figures 11 and 12. On a) and b) of
each of these figures we have plotted the functions max (F(w)F(Dw), [F(wo)]2) - [F(wo))2

and max(F(w)F(Dw),F(D2w); [F(wo)] 3) - [F(wo)]3 for F = G and H (the coordinates
are (Y1, Y2) E [0, 1]2). On c) the support of a) and b) are shown to be disjoint regions in

[0, 1]2.

We now estimate A,.L(w). From(5.39) and (5.43) we get

6= fi [c(D+o) LBA..L(D-kw)
k=J

_<~ N~+I1-L • xLD••

C(I + !1)-2L G (D-k-w) I H(D-kw)
I<k< 2 1*( +_ý)I< k< 2 log() -+ ,.I

Using (5.45) and (5.46) to divide these products in groups of two of three factors which
satisfy one of the inequalities, this leads to

C l2 L +o lOl

(5.47) le.tG( ) _ C(1 ± 1)- -, j 2o, .
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a) Graph of Gi(Yi, Y2)-= max (G'(w)G'(Dw); [G'(wo)]') IG(wo))2

I'.

4- d

ao

b) Graph of G2(Y 1, Y2)= max (G(w)G(Dw)G(D2w), [G(wo)] 3) - [G(wo)3

V r 
-)

c) Compared supports of G((, , y2) and G2(l1, Y2)

Figure 11
Graphic proot ofG f (5.45)
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00

a) Graph of Hi(yi, Y'2) =max (JI(w)H(Dw), [H(W0 )]2 ) -[lw)

ay

0

b) Graph of H2(Yl. Y2) = max (H(w)H(Dw~.)H(D2w), jH(wo)]3 ) -[H(WO)1
3

c) Compared supports of HI(yi, y2) and H2(Yl, Y2)

Figure 12
Graphic proof of (5.46)
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or

(5.4 7') .. ( ) < C (I + P,;)2L ~c- 1)+2N 8•

with
wihlog(G(wo) ) log( H ("'))

= log- w) 0.907 and l - 2 1.322.
log 2 o2

Fortunately o < 1. This means QL.N'(z) can be made arbitrarily regular by choosing L large
enough. In particular, (5.38) will be satisfied if we have

(5.48) 2L(o- 1)+2AB < -]

The smallest L such that MAl aid N.L generate unconditional mu]tiscale bases is therefore
given asymptoticUlly by

(5.49) L(N) O log5 - log2 - _
7-a log16 - log 15 -A' =

This asymptotical estimate is moreover optimal. Indeed define w= DjW= Dj (-, ýL).
Because of the fixed point property of wo, we clearly have
(5.50) CN4'

with
(5.51) -log (=L(W))

log 2

From the definition (5.2) of MO?.rL, we get

-N.L~w (,)L P+ ~

(3> ( 2A'-'L-1 5 +L-1

> C(3)L (5)+L =C 15)L '
- 2\16 2

and thus

- C + 2L 2NA
jog2 2og2

= C + 2L(I-o)-22A'.

It follows that the estimate (5.49). if true, is certainly optimal. While we expect (5.45),
(5.46). hence (5.49). to be true. we have unfortunately no rigorous proof. However, we can
prove inequalities which are slightly less strong than (5.45), (5.46). leading to a non-optimal
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but rigorous estimate for L(A'). More precisely, we can prove that fl = [-r. 7r]' can be
split up as f = flS Ufl 2 U 2 3, with

(5.52) G(,) G(Dw) < : E Q 2

G(w) G(Dw) G(D 2w) < ý3 w E 03

with ý/2 = .9588 < 1, resulting in (5.47') with

logor = L_ - .93982.

If we use the crude estimate H(w) < 4 for all w E [-7r, -r], corresponding to 03 = 2, then
this leads to

L(N) ~_ -N -,, 32.959 N ,
]-o

this factor is about twice as large as in (5.49). The detailed proof of this estimate is in
Appendix C.

All these results can be summarized in the following theorem:

Theorem 5.3 The family of dual filters {MoN(w), M (W)} N.L> generates biorthogonal

bases of compactly supported wavelets with arbitrarily high regularity. For large values of
N, the H61der ezponent of d'N(x) is equivalent to 2N and the minimal choice for L is
asymptotically proportional to A',

(5.53) L(N) = KNV

with 14.215 < KC < 32.959.

Here the upper bound on K is not tight, and we expect K = 14.215 to hold, as indicated
above.

Remark:

By taking L larger than L(N)., c(.L can also be made arbitrarily regular. However, in
many applications such as coding, approximation, data storage and compression, we do
not really care about the regularity of the analyzing functions ' and ý; only the synthesis
function zb and 6 have to be smooth since this property is important for the cascade-
reconstruction algorithm. This justifies the choice of the minimal value L(N) such that

the families {2j/2 Vt-'.L(Dj' - k)}jEz, kEZ 2 and V/2 ;A'.L(D'x - k)},Z. kEZ2 are uncon-

ditional dual bases of L2(P.). Recall that the existence of frame bounds is essential for the
stability of the subband coding scheme.

We end this section by taking a closer look at the size of these dual filters.
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V.3 Size and optimal implementation of the dual filters

The asnmptotical ratio -. -- 14.2 is big in the sense that the filter f may have a

very large number of taps. More precisely. a polynomial P(:) of degree p corresponds to a

filter with p2 + (p + 1 )2 nonzero coefficients. For example, if N = 3,

LA'l = L -(A

is according to (5.49) a polynomial of degree p = N + 2L(NV) = 87 in z. Consequently it is
the transfer function of a filter with approximately 1350 taps!

It seems thus that the dual filter is, eveni for small vaJues of N, much too large for a
realistic implementation. This is not quite true for several reasons.

First. one can factorize the polynomial PN+L(N)(:) and express ifMN0 ''L as a product of
p monomials in :. By applying successively these monomial filters instead of using directly
their product. the number of multiplications per sample in the filtering process is reduced
from order p2 to p. Note that this complexity reduction associated with the factorization
is due to the multidimensional situation and does not occur in the ID case.

Second, the filter corresponding to the variable z, i.e. the laplacian discrete scheme, has
coefficients coo . and ci.0 = c-l.0 = coi = co,-1 -. It can thus be implemented

by using binary shifts instead of multiplications. This is very important since a binary
shift is usually performed 10 times faster than an addition and 100 times faster than a
multiplication in most processors. This shows that only the additions count here. If I is the
time for one multiplication, each monomial filter will generate one sample in approximately
3_t and the same operation will take . for the whole filter. For N = 3 and p = 87. this
corresponds to the complexity of a 52 tap filter which is much more reasonable than the
first estimation.

Finally, for small values of NV, it is clear that the asymptotical estimate (5.49) of L(.N)
is far from sharp, just as. in 1D, the asymptotical estimate on regularity of section II.3.b
was ill-suited to small filters.

A better estimate for L(N) can be found by checking that the optimal decay exponent

for6(w) is exactly determined by the value of A1*. at (o More precisely recall

that we have
AM.L(,) = fCy)IL B,'L(•)

For the small values of A' and L considered below, one can check by the same graphical
arguments that the inequalities (5.45) or (5.46) are also satisfied by BA'.L(W'). i.e.{ BA'.L(w) BA,.L(Dw) S [BA'.L(WO)) 2  or if not,
(5.54)

B^,.L(I-) BN.Lt'Dw) BAU(D.dD,) _5< [BP,..z(w0)]s

In order for (5.38) to be satisfied. we therefore only need

(5•55) 2PV,(W) L_ -
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r44N0

Figure 13
The scaling function 62 (= 1 * d1)
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and this will be sufficient for these small values of A' and L for which (5.52) holds. Using
the definition (5.2) of Ait' we obtain:

"* for N = 1, L(1) = 3

"* for A' = 2, L(2)= 12

"* for A' = 3, L(3)= 22

Clearly these estimates are much better than (5.49). Finally, L(NV) can be even more
reduced, for small values of A', if an even sharper criterion that the frequency decay (5.38)
is used to ensure the existence of frame bounds. We show indeed in Appendix A that the
spectral analysis of the transition operators To and T0 corresponding to the functions IM0o2

and IM•o0 2 cali be used to derive both the frame property' and the L2 convergence needed
to .rave a pair of dual RJesz bases. In JCD] we prove that this criterion is sharp so that the
value of L(N) is here optimal. Unfortunately the matrices of To and to can be very big,
even for smal] A' and L.

For A' = 1, we now obtain L(A') = 2 so that the two filters M'• and if' 2 are of small
size. We show on figure 14 and 15 the scaling functions and wavelets obtained from such a
choice.
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Appendix A: A sharp criterion for frame bounds

We want to give here a better result than Theorem 2.2 to characterize thi dual filte: pair

(too, 740) which lead to biorthogona] Rjesz bases of wavelets. The method that we show

here uses the transition operators associated to the positive functions lrnofa and Ifn0I2 (see

Section I1.4.a).
First, recall that the ký, , ¢ and 7' are defined by

S(•) : J mo(2-w), 41(2ý) =m;(w) ;(w)
k=3

(A.1)
€N'•) = I •o(2-k•~), i¢(2.) = •()(•

k=I

As mentioned in Theorem 2.2 the duality relations (2.19), (2.20) and the decomposition for.

mula (2.21) are ensured as soon as the partial products
= - too(2-w) X'1 .•.z.r]r(w) and •(w') - f= 1 iho(2-kw) xl?.,vr.)(w) con-

verge in L2 (P.) respectively to @(W) and @(w).
The main difficulty is then to obtain the frame bounds A, B, A and B all stricty

positive such that for all f in L2 (R),

(A i1fi' <• Z. (fklý)k1) -< B U11f12
j.kEZ

(A.2) •. fI12[ < 1: 1(fj¢•l 2 2~~t
- j.kEZ vkj:5B1i

It is sufficient to obtain the two upper bounds of (A.2) because the lower bounds are

then obtained by using (2.21) and the Schwaxz inequality which give

/ ~ 1/2,

(A.3) 11R v iof-') 2 D11/2.-j~l

In JCDF] we used the following assumption

(A.4) 1(1 2  < b(w)12 _ C(I + IWf)--

which can also be formulated with c and t instead of th and w. Here, we shall prove

the L' convergence of { k'. ý,,),>0 and the frame inequalities (A.2) using weaker assump-

tions. More precisely let To and to be the two transition operators associated to the

functions jmoo 2 and fnoIf2, as defined in Section 11.4.a. They both operate in two spaces of

trigonometric polynomials EX, and Ejý. We have proved in Lemma 2.2 that the subspaces

Fi- = {f E EALf(O) = 0) and F,ý, = {f E EfIf(O) = 0) are invariant under the action
of To and fo. The following result gives a sharp characterization of the dual filter pairs
associated to biorthogona] wavelet bases.

Theorem A.3 Let A (resp, A) be the largest eigenvalue of To (resp. to) in the subspace

Ft, (resp. Fý, ). Then if JAI and AIl are both strictly inferior to 1, the functions tW and i)

defined by (A.]) generates biorthogonal Ries: bases of wavelets {, 'k) j,kEZ-
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Proof:

We shall prove here that this condition on the eigenvalues of To and to is sufficient to obtain

biorthogonal wavelet bases. In fact. it is also a necessary condition. This result is detailed

in JCD).
We first show that V and v! are in L2(R). As in Theorem 2.7. we apply T(" to the

function C2 (w) = 1 - cos-' which is in FA, and by using Lemma 2.5, we obtain

_<(.,Id c5 C,('-,)1, ,,

because - > ~-Since we also have Z < 1, it follows that the dyadic blocks in the
Littlewood-Paley decomposition of : satisfy the inequality

(A.5) I-j(')L' < C2-'" for some c> 0

This proves that cp and V are even better than L2 : They belong to a Besov space B"
(C L2:()) for some c > 0. We shall use this property to prove the frame inequalities.
Similarly c and b belong to B3'.O for some Z > 0. To prove the L 2 convergence of the
sequence , to ý:, we remark that since mo(O) = 1, for a in 10, rJ small enough we have

(A•.6) I1,1 <5 C =' I€•,1 _ C > o.

We now introduce the sequence defined by

(A.7) m2)= kI

k--2

It is clear that ('(w) converges pointwise to @(w), but (A.6) also implies n:(-)l _
for all r > 0. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we get

(A.8) nM I1, - Ill= 0

We now use the hypothesis on the eigenvaJues to evaluate the L2 norm of the difference

J Is,,(w) - •(w)l•'d•' = j K}•(w)1 2d•'

< C2-` C 0

Consequently c,, converges to z,: in L 2(R) and the same holds for , and s.
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It remains to establish the upper frame inequalities in (A.1). We shall obtain them by

using the following lemma.

Lemma A.2 Let r' be a function in L2(1.) such that for some > >,
(a.•)Z ) I'l ( + 2k')•- <- C,

(A.9) Z V,+27)v :
kEZ

(A. 0) • 1: ,2•,,[ 5 C2

,.EZ

uniformly in,.a. Define, forj, k inZ, 0'.(z) = 2-ik/'(2--k). Then, for all f inL•2V(),

(A.11) I I(fI V'I',' I <- C) C2 I111f11'

)..kEZ

Let us first assume that this result is true to conclude the proof of the theorem. We thus

have to check that there exist a a > 0 such that (A.9) and (A.10) are satisfied for vi and W7.

To check (A.10), we define 1, = [-2)÷ r, -2j7r]) U 12)r, 2j'+r.). For j 1< 1, we can use

the cancellation of '(w) at the origin to obtain

(A.12) max 14b(w)I < C2V for J < I.

For j > 2, we know that •(±22'r.) = 0 since i(2kr) = 0 for I. E Z \ {0). We thus have

max <a~w1 /d It~

< 2j (W) b

< b() 2 dw~ [.2 d(w) 2 ]1/2

The first factor can be majorated by 2-1j because we have proved that V5 belongs to B"'.

The second factor is finite since it is proportional to f lztb(z)1 2 dx and ýb is a compactly
supported L2 function and consequently

(A.13) max 1,(i.')I < C2-, for j > 2.

Combining (A.12) and (A.13) we see that (A.10) holds for all c > 0, since we have

m ax Z I:2'W 1: ma 1b(W)I
WEE2€EZ ,EZ W I

< C 2c) [ 2-
< C2(a)
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We now check that (A.9) is satisfied for some o > 0. Because the wavelet satisfies
V(4k) = 0 for all k E Z. we can derive

t~~k(-' + 2ktI!2 2o' + /2r,2 (; 1 ~d
::: < Z: I" '£ d..

<5 12 - al d w(,-)I-

:5 12 - al [J ý(w&22j / 2 d 1/2

We already saw that the second factor was finite (in the proof of (A.30)). The first factor is
also finite for o small enough. indeed, using V, E B"' and the l6)der inequality, we obtain< z (wI'd, p+1'-°

< C 2j32c(-))

We thus have to choose o > 0 such that a - 2c(1 - a) < 0, i.e. a < -. Since the same

results also hold for the dual wavelet ý, the theorem is proved modulo the Lemma A.2 that
we now tackle. IUsing the Plancherel and the Poisson formulas, we derive for any f in L 2(Ip)

4 2,
Z: I~fl'•)l =- ' 2J (,..,) i•(2.•..) e-?)k•J &

kEZ k4 C EZ

1 Z 2j 1f (2-w) k)C"d. 1
kEZ..,

2r

< - 9 Z j(2--(w + 2t-) ) v/(" + 21,-). .(,

2' ~ /

< 2-) J \r 4. 2t-,.

<2- 12 (VI(r( &)1 ik'. + 2&r)1') ( jt(w +2)17-)I- d-
2-'. fE-

< C, 2, If(2-"w)12 1L(w)1l d-

=C, 1. Ij~b(2j,ý)j2 d,;
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Summing on all the scales j E : and using (A.10), we get

(A.11) 2_ I(f1'" C- 2r J1 IJ(')!d' = c1c2 IlII 2

and this concludes the proof. .
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Appendix B. Dragonic expansions.

In this Appendix we want to show how the one-dimensional techniques'iii [DL] can be

extended to multidimensional situations. As an example we discuss the two-dimensional

case, with the dilation matrix R (1 "

A first multidimensional extension of [DL) can be found in [Mo]. Even though he looks
at general matrices, Mongeau effectively reduces his analysis to pure dilations by considering

the smallest n such that 7 = D' is a multiple of the identity, and rewriting (by iteration)

the two-scale equation so that it involves only .D. This procedure can drastically increase
the number of different terms in the equation. We choose here to work directly with D = R
itself.

When the two-scale equation is one-dimensional. and the dilation factor is 2, the regu-
larity at z of the function a, solving the equation is regulated by the binary expansion of X
(for dilation factor J, the same role is played by the p-ary expanssion). Moreover, F. and in
particular supp(6) is tiled with integer translates of the interval [0, 1), which can be viewed
as the set of numbers equal to the decimal part only of their dyadic expansion; if A' such
tiles are needed to cover support 0, then the two-scale functional equation can be rewritten
as an equation for an A'-dimensional vector-valued function involving two matrices To and

Ti. The spectral properties of To, T, then determine the regularity of 0, both local and
global [DL].

In the two-dimensional case with dilation matrix R, the role of elementary tile is now
played by the twin dragon set A. It is defined by

(B.I) A = E p2; X -R-pj wherepj EL = Z/RZ2 = {(0,0), (1,0))}

Under the standard identification of R' with C, with (y y) n- z + iy, L can also be written
as

(B.2) .A = {EC; = Zd.,( ) where d, = 0orl}

This set A is compact. has fractal boundary. is selfsimiar,. and its Z2 -translates tile the
plane. The indicator function of A is the solution to the two-scale equation

0'z) = C(R-) -.- 6(,:-(1,0))

(see [GM]). A is called the twin dragon set [K). We shall give the name draponic expansions
to expansions of x or z as in (B.1), (B.3). Note that (as in the binary case) some points

may have two different dragonic expansions. e.g. .01000 ... .1011111 ...

(This example also illustrates that addition follows rules very different from the binary case.
since .0100... + .0100... = .1111 ... .)

Suppose we are interested in various regularity properties of L.-solutions 6 of

(B.3) 6(z) = _ : 6(Pz - k)
kEA
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where A is a finite subset of 2'. Such solutions are uniquely defined up to normalization
and have necessarily compact support. One cani determine the minimal set r C Z2 so that
R-1 (F + A - L) C F; then support 0 C U -4r( -+ C). The equation (1B:3) for 0 can be

rewritten by defining the IFl-dimensional vector v(z) by

(B.4) v1 (x) = o(z-j) j E F, .E L

we have
rj(,T) -Z CR,+d 2(.)-k Vk(?Z)

where dj(z) is the first digit in the dragonic expansion of z

and rx is the point obtained by dropping dl(x) from the

(sasme) dragonic expansion of x, rx d +i(x)(2f)'

Equation (B.4) can be recast as

(B.5) v(X) = Td, (r) v(rx)

where (TO)jk = CR..-k, (T1)ik = CRj-k+(1.O)

We have completed a setup analogous to that of [DL). The question is now whether the
proof techniques of [DL) still work in this case. The answer is basically yes. For instance,
we still have

Theorem B.3 Assume that the ck in (B.3) satisfy

Z= Z cRn+(1.o) = .

Then el = (1, 1,...,1) is c common lefteigenvector of To, T, with eigenvalue I for both
matrices. Define El to be the one-dimensional subspace orthogonal to e6. If there exist
A < 1, C > 0 so that

(B.6) I;Td, ... Td IEIf < CA'7

for all possible dj = 0 or 1, all m E R, then the LV-solution 6 to (B.3) is H6lder continuous
with exponent a = flog AI/ log v2_.

This is the analog of Theorem 2.3 in [DL). Two different strategies of proof are given in
[DL]. The first one involves piecewise linear spline approximants; this technique would be
hard to generalize here because of the fractal boundary of our domain building blocks L-+k.
A second strategy. which does not use splines at all. but leads to longer proofs, is explained
in the Appendix in [DL]: this strategy generalizes to the present case. The main point
we have to check to make sure the proof carries over is whether elements that are close
necessarily have dragonic expansions with the same starting digits. In the one-dimensional,
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binary case, if two dyadic rationas z, y are closer than 21-', 1: - yj < 2 -', then : and y

have binary expansions with coinciding first mn digits. (If e.g. r < y < z + 2'". then the

expansion froom above" of z - ending in al0 zeros - has the same first m digits as the

expansion "from below" of y - ending in all ones.) This is crucial in the proof. and allows

to extract H6lder continuity from the condition (B.6). We therefore have to check whether

a similar property holds in the "dragonic" case.

By analogy we shall call draponic rationals all the points in L for which a terminating

dragonic expansion can be written. Typically dragonic rationals also have other, non-
terminating dragonic expansions. For each dragonic rational z the terminating expansion
is unique; we denote its digits by dy(x), j E H.

Let us also introduce the notations Ro, R 1,

Roy = Ry, R1 y = Ry + (1,0),

or T Ry = Ry + d(1.0), with d = 0 or I

Take now a fixed dragonic rational z, and assume that do(z) = 0 for j > .7. All the
y E L that have the same first J digits d°(z), j J J, constitute a little dragon j(:z)
themselves,

A z = R-'X R- A

: itself is the image of (0, 0) under the same map R` R-2 . The set L is tiled by 2"

little dragons of the same size as Aj, all translates of Aj. For every such little dragon, we
call the point corresponding to (0,0) the "bottom'. and the point corresponding to (0.1)
(the only other point in Z2 nA) the "top". If z is a dragonic rational with at most N nonzero
digits, then z is the bottom of -.j(z) for all J > X.' (But note that the "orientation" of
L#(x), as indicated by the line connecting bottom and top, changes with J!). It follows
that : is on the border of these L.(x). If x is not at the edge of A itself, then there must
exist another little dragon Aj(y) so that x is the top of Aj(y) (since L. is the union of all
the 2J possible dragons .,j). Since the top (0, 1) of L is given by the expansion .112111 ... ,
we can therefore find another dragonic expansion for x, ending in all one's, and with the

same J first digits as y,

d( = d(y) forj <.7, d(Z) = for j > j.

We have seen how to obtain the two expansions for a dragonic rational -. We now want
to show that if another dragonic rational y is 'close" to ., then at least one of its expansions
starts with the same digits as one of the expansions for x. Define

p = max {r; B((0,0); r) C LU (A - (0,1)))

where B(y; A) is the open Euclidean ball centered at y with radius ,A. Suppose X is a dragonic

rational with dP(=) = 0 for j > J. Take rn > J, and consider the set

S= E A;I y - x p2
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There are two possibilities: either 2 is on the border (A of A. or it isn't. If z E aA, then

has no common interior points with A. so that B, C A,,,(a). and the terminating expan-

sions of all y, E B/, has the same first rn digits do(z), .= 1.m. If z i' aA. then

R-1 (A - (0.1)) C A: this set is then a little dragon A,,,(:) of which z is the
4 ir) ... do

top. In this case B,,, C L,.(r)U A,,,(z). so that every point y E B,,, has a dragonic expan-

sion with either the same first m digits as de(z) (if y E Am(Z)) or as dl(z) (if y E A, (z)).
This is the main ingredient needed to make the proof of Theorem 2.3, as sketched in the
Appendix in IDL), work in the present case.

One other point that needs checking is whether the existence of two different dragonic
expansions for - doesn't lead to inconsistencies for the definition of v(z). If de(z) = 0 for
j > J, then d0(z), d'(z) are linked by

N' N

-" = ( R-(1,0) = (x) R-)R(2, 0) + R-(0. 1

for A' > J arbitrary. One can then compute v(z) in two ways, using the two expansions.
The following computation shows that they lead to the same result: for k E r,

) .... ) ]

=" Z CRk+d., (z)(.O)-mj ... CjN,,_, +d,:()(1.O)-rn (. )

= ) ... My + ]=(.), .c ,^_÷ ,()•o-• vOOj•+o

ma ) ... r m,.

The reader can now check that the proof in [DL] indeed carries over to prove Theo-
rem B.1. Similari>y. one can prove differentiability of 6 under stronger conditions on T0 , T1 ,
similar to Theorem 3.1 in IDLY. Finally. the same techniques can aiso be used for local
regularitv estimates. but these are a bit more tricky, and require further study of the prop-
erties of dragonic cxpansions. in practice, the matrices ToIZ,. T1JE, are often too large to
permit a rigorous estimate of A in (B.6). However, A is bounded below by the quantities
p(Td, --...Tdiz:, )'. and this leads to upper bounds for the H6lder exponent a.

Examples.

1. g(Z) = g(Rz: (1.0)) - g(Rz) + • -- (1. 0))
The solution to this equation is the convolution XL• - xL. where x,6 is the indicator
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functio, of the dragon set A tsee also the second remark following Proposition 5.2).
In1 this case T has 10 elements. The largest spectral radius of TdIE, is obtaafned for

0. pjT01jL) = .847810 .... corresponding to a lower bound A > pCToiEh ) in

). or a H6lder exponent o < .47637 .... Via other methods (using the transitioli

operator T of (5.19)) one also derives that this value is a lower bound. This global

H6lder exponent is attained in dragonic rationals, in particular in (0, 0).

Note that when Mo is positive, as in this case, the transitioi, operator T is already
known to give optimal results. One easily checks that the matrix representing T is in
fact a submatrix of Tc,, so that it is not surprising that they have a common eigenvalue!

2. &(z) = ho0d(Rz) + hl I(Rz - (1,0)) + h2d(kz -(-1. )) + h 3 6(A - (0 1)),
with ho = .506970418225, hl = -. 207072424345, I,. = .493029581775.

h3 = .20707242435. This is an example from the family described a l the very end
of I1I1.3.a. It leads to an orthonormaJ wavelet basis. Ih this case 111 = 24: the
parameters have been chosen so that p(TOIEý = p(T1IL, ) • .714. Plots of approX-
imations to 0) seem to suggest that o might be continuous, but we have no proof.
If it is, then its Hilder exponent is bounded above by log[p(ToTI E, )2/2]/ ogV\/2
log(.90649)/ log V/2 .28327.
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Appendix C. Proof of the inequalities (5.52) for G(.').

The function G is defined as
--r -cs-sn +sngH•

-7- + sin+ sin

with H(w) = h (sin2- 'd + sin)2

1 0 < <1/2
and h(t) = 1 <

4V 1/25• 1

We want to prove inequalities for G(•), G(Ld)G(Dwd) and G(w)G(D.')G(D'w), where

D(w , &,2 ) is either (w, + w2 , 4d - w2) or (w) - W2, 4d) + W2). (Since G is invariant for
the interchange of wj.w 2, it does not matter which definition of D is taken, D = _R of
D = S.) To prove these inequalities it is convenient to use different variables,

S = S(W)= sin -- +sing , p=p(W)=sin -sin -
2 2 2 p~~ 2 2

We then have
G(w) = s(-s)h( = 27(S,)

Moreover,
s(Dw) = 2(s - p), p(Dw) = 4(s -p).

As w ranges over [-r, r], (s,p) fill out the domain A defined by

S= {(s,p); 0 <s <1, max(O.2.s - 1) •5 p < •s2 )

In terms of these new variables, we therefore want to study 7/(s,p), 77(S.p) 77(D(sp)) and

7(,s-p) r(b(.s,p)) 77(!Dý(s,p)), for all (s.p) E A, where D is defined by

5(s, p) = (i, 4) = (2(.s - p), 4(s2 - p)).

Note that D maps A twice onto itself (both A n {is < 1/2) and A rl {s > ]/2) get mapped

to a. of A). Moreover D has one fixed point, (so,po) - (•, •), corresponding to

Sr(o, pO) =16
We shall prove that L = A, U L 2 U A3 , where

(C.1) ?(s,p) 5 ( on A1

(C.2) 77(s.p) i7(b(s, <p ) on L 2
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(C.3) 7s,P) rn(D(sp)) n(bD2(s,P)) - ( on .'3

The value of ( will be fixed by our estimates be)ow: our goal is to ot't ' < 1.

Choose 0 = vJT'A and define the region Li by

A1={6P) E A; 1 (2 - ,I>) if s <1 /2.

2p 2< s- s(1 -s) if s> 1/2}

Since 
2 if -si! 2 , if

77(sP) 2(s - P) s-p

we autornatically have

(C.4) r/(s,P)<O Oi o -A).

By the definition of 77 and b, we lhave to distinguish four different regions when studying

72(.,P) =
ifs < 1/2, p 5 s-1/4

2(,z-'# - 4(s - Ws + p)

2s9(1 -) 
if s< 1/2, ps-1/4

7)2(S, P)
"s2(1 - s) s(-s) ifs > 1/2. p Ž £ - 1/4

i - =7 -s -2s2 + P

4s2( -)(1-) 8$2(1 - s)(s-)(-2(s - P)) if > 1/2, p <- s - 1!/4

We define A2 by

(s, p)E L; p</.r

U{J(s,p) EL >1/2 , p 2! .8s -81)

A 2 1 L L .1. - o n a f ll o f A 2 j

Since 3(l - Z) -< 1/4 for a3 • E j0,jT we have (•P) - -+=)

Since moreoverp ( -ps 2 wehave

2(.(S. P) S [4 2 - 4 (1 <

on L23
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On 2.2 n {(Js,p) E A; p > ,. - 1/4). one easily checks that rn(s,p) -
satisfies bp r 0 everywhere, It folows that rn achieves its maximum on the boundary
of this domain, given by the three pieces p = .0, with 1/2 < s < .9. p = 1- /4 with
1/2 < s < .7, and p - 2as - o with .7 < s < .9. One easily checks that the maximum
value of rn on this boundary is .9.

Similarly one checks that 77 achieves its maximum on L2.2 r {(Sp) E A; p 5 - 1/4)
on the boundary of this set; again this leads to rn _ .9.

It follows that

(C.5) i7s(S,p) < .9 o2 on all of A .

It remains to determine an upper bound on irt(s,p) = 77(s,p)r.(b(.5,p))Y7(b2(sp)) on
\(A- U • • 2 ) = {(s,p); 2.,- I < p < s2, p P 5- c'( 1-6s - .81) Since

7 gs( -s) is strictly. increasing, we have A\(A) uL2) C A3 = {p), 2s - I < p < s2,
P) = 1.&.si - .81 < 7) < 1.Ss - .81), where s, is the solution to .- s 2(--s) = 1.82-.Sa.
in L 3 one has to distinguish 4 subdomains, corresponding to different expressions for 73,
namely A 3.1 = A 3 fr{P ? P), P 2>2,- 1, p < 2(s- 1/4)2), A3 .2 = A.3 r{p 2 2(s- 1/4)2,
p :5 s - 1/4}, A 3 .3 = L3 n jp >. - 1/4, p _ 2(.s - 1/4)2} and L 3.4 = L 3 n {p > s - 1/4,
p < s(s - 1/4)2). On L•a1, L.3 .3 and A3 .4 one checks explicitly that pr3h , 0. On A,, the
exact expression for 773 is too complcated, but one can replace it by an upper bound,

29(1 - s) 25'(2 - Z) 2C(2 -S)
s-p s-p.. •-

_2,c(1 -s) T 2.1s (-$I)_ 16.9 (2- sq)N)- Z)=-< _. = P P %(S,,p).

This upper bound again satisfies a, 3 " 0 on A3.2 -. It follows that 773 on L 3 is bounded
by the maximum of 773 on the boundaries of A3.2, -3.3. L 3,4 and of %3 on the boundary of
L 3.2. Explicitly, for all (S,p) E A3 ,

(C.6) 173(S,p) S F3(S1 ,p1 ) = .88145650226...

This numerical upper bound is larger than (.9)3/2: it follows therefore from (C.4) and (C.5)
that we have proved (C.1)-(C.2) for ( = Irf3 (,`s,pi)]1/3 = .958812370442...
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Scale and Inverse Frequency
Representations

LEON COHEN*

CAIP Center, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08855-1390

It is shown that there are two basic ideas regarding scale. One is inverse frequency and the
other is scaling of frequency functions. An explicit expression for the scaling operator is given
and its general properties are derived. A general approach for obtaining joint scale representations
is presented. Joint representations of scale and time are obtained and a method to generate an
infinite number of such distributions is given. The results of Bertrand and Bertrand, Marinovic
and Altes are obtained as special cases of joint distributions involving scale and inverse frequency.
The expression for instantaneous scale is derived. The uncertainty principle involving scale and
time, and the minimum time-scale uncertainty signal is obtained.

CONTENTS Therefore, if there were a way to obtain the char-

Introduction and General Approach ............. Sec. 1 acteristic function we could find the distribution

Scale Operators .............................. 2 function. The characteristic function is an average,
Method of Evaluation ......................... 3 namely the average of ejia+jCb,
Joint Distributions With Scale .................. 4
General Class ................................ 5
Instantaneous Scale ........................... 6 M(6,C) = (eJ~a+3Cb ) (1.3)

Eigenfunctions and Eigenvalues ................. 7
Uncertainty Principle for Scale .................. 8 and generally can not be obtained without know-
Inverse Frequency ............................. 9 ing the distribution. However, the essence of the
Distributions of Time and Inverse Frequency .10 method we present is that indeed one can calculate
Wavelet Transform........................... 11
Conclusion ................................... 12 the characteristic function directly from the signal.This is done by associating operators with physical

quantities, a method first proposed by Gabor and

1. INTRODUCTION Ville for time and frequency and generalized by

AND GENERAL APPROACH others.
One calculates averages by "sandwiching" the

Our aim is to study scale and describe a general operator between the signal and its complex conju-

method for obtaining joint representations of scale gate. In particular, if a quantity is represented by

with time or frequency. The fundamental idea is the operator C(T, W) where T and W are the time

to use the characteristic function method which we and frequency operators then its average value is

now describe. The characteristic function of the obtained by way of

joint distribution, P(a, b), is
(C)=Jst) c(T, 1) w ) dt (1.4)

M , = ei a+ '(b P (a ,b) da db . (1.1) 
J

where s(t) is the signal. (Operators will be denoted

The distribution is obtained by in calligraphic letters. We generally assume that
they are Hermitian and that their eigenfunctions

1 bf are normalized to a delta function.)
P(a,b) = -J]]M(fC) - d. df . (1.2) To apply this to our case suppose we have two

quantities a and b and suppose these two quantities
* Permanent address: Hunter College and Graduate are represented by the operators A and B. We

Center of CUNY, New York, NY, 10021. define the characteristic function operator by
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2. SCALE OPERATORS

M(•,C) = '+s (1.5)

The fundamental operators are the time and fre-
quency operators, T and W, which in the time and

and the characteristic function is then the average frequency representation are given by [7]
of

dM ,)= (M£(•,C)) . (1.6) T"--, ; W -. -- (time domain) (2.1)

Using Eq. (1.4) we take d
T, - Z ; W - w (frequency domain).

r (2.2)
M(s, ) = s'(t) ej('A+jCB s(t) dt . (1.7) They satisfy the commutation relation

In Eq. (1.7) A and B have to be expressed in the [7T, W] = T" WT" = j. (2.3)

time representation. However any other represen-
tation can be used. In particular, in the frequency The frequency operator translates a time func-

representation, tion, f(t) according to

M(ý,o = J S*(w) e 'jA+j4 H S(w) dw (1.8) ed'rW f(t) = f(t + -r) (2.4)

where S(w) is the Fourier transform of s(t) where 7r is any number.

S(w) ) ( /s(t) e-'- t dt . (1.9) A. Time scale operator

We propose the following operator for time scale

In that case we have to express the operators in S= (TW + WT)". (2.5)
terms of frequepi - variables.

Once M(•c,) is obtained the distribution is cal-
culated by Eq. (1.2). That is the basis of our The reason for calling S a scale operator is because
method. We now face two issues. First we must of the following action on time functions, f(t),
find the scale operator and secondly we must have
ways of evaluating quantities like Eq. (1.7). We
address these two issues in the next two Sections. ejCSf(t) = ec/2 f(ect) , (2.6)

We also point out that because A and B are op-

erators there is an ordering problem. For example,
one can take the characteristic function operator to where a is any number parameter. That is, ej3s
be scales time functions in analogy with ej'w which

translates functions in time. The scaling factor is

= ejA/ 2 ej3 e.jCA/ 2  (1.10) e'. Note that the S is Hermitian and that ejus is
unitary as is the case with the frequency operator.

We list some properties of the time scaling oper-
Since in general operators do not commute this will ator which we will subsequently use [8]. First we
give a different answer than Eq. (1.7). For each note that it can be written in the following alternate
different ordering a different characteristic function ways
is obtained and hence a different distribution. This
is the reason why we have an infinite number of S = TW - !j = WT± +-j (2.7)
distributions [6].

2
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The commutation relation of the scale operator with obtained for one of the operators it will be easy to
the time and frequency operators are transcribe to the other.

The relevant commutation relations for the fre-

[T,S] = jT (2.8) quency operator are

[WS = -jW . (2.9) [T,SF] = -jT, (2.20)

[W,SF] = jW , (2.21)

In addition the following commutation relations will [T, [T, SF11 = 0, (2.22)
turn out to be important [W, (W, SF1= 0 (2.23)

[T, [T,S l] = 0 , (2.10) [SF, [T, SF] = , (2.24)

[w, [P, S1] = 0, (2.11) [SF, [W, SF) = PP. (2.25)

[S, [T-,S] = T (2.12)

[S,[W, S] = W. (2.13) 3. METHOD OF EVALUATION

There are two general methods that have been
The time scale operator has the following effect devised to evaluate expressions like Eq. (1.7). The

on functions of frequency, F(w), first is by direct evaluation as per the following
prescription [16,8]

ea's F(w) - e/ 2 F(e-'w) (2.14)

e jA+J(Bs(t) J G(t,t') s(t') dr' (3.1)

B. Frequency Scale Operator where

Eq. (2.14) suggests that the frequency scale op-
erator is appropriately defined by G(t,t') = J ej, u'(A,t') u(A,t) dA\. (3.2)

SF = -S (2.15) and where A and u are the eigenvalue and eigen-

functions of
- -½(TW + WT) (2.16)

{ ýA + (B ) u(A,t) = A u(A,t) (3.3)

j ~- TW -WT -!j (2.17) The second approach is simplification of the op-

erator ej•A+j(B . This problem arises in many fields

Its operation on time and frequency functions are and has not been solved generally. However sim-
plification is possible for special cases. The most

eISFF(w) =Cv F(ecw (. common special case is when A and B commute
= ) (2.18) with their commutator, [A,B]. That is the case

for time and frequency. However that will not be

ejaSrf(t) = C-012f(e-t). (2.19) the case for the scale operator. However, as can be
seen from Eq. (2.12-2.13) the scale operator and
time operator satisfy a commutation relation of the

The time and frequency scale operators are simply form
related to each other and hence once relations are [A, B] = 0 + aA (3.4)

3
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For this case [8] M(8, a) = ] s'(e•12 t) e2 Jetmflh(°/2)/° s(e-U/ 2 t) di

+ ejpto/a ejMAl eics •dA. (3.5) (4.4)

To obtain the distribution we use
where

S1 {1 -(0 36 P(t,) = dO . (4.5)

Substituting Eq. (4.4) for the characteristic func-

tion, we obtain, after some simplification, that

4. JOINT DISTRIBUTIONS WITH SCALE
1 [ a' eja

The concept of a time-scale representation was P(t, a) = -.I 2sinh(a/2)

first considered by Bertrand and Bertrand [1-31 in

their pioneering work. They derived a particular
distribution using group theory and generalized to =(et/2  a ) s(eO/2  da.
the wide band ambiguity function. Subsequently 2sinh(a/2) 2sinh(a/2)
Marinovic [13] and Altes [1] considered the issue (4.6)
from different perspectives and also derived a dis-
tribution. It is different from the one obtained by This is a joint representation for time and scale.
Bertrand and Bertrand. We shall show that these
two distributions are fundamentally different. One A. Marginals
deals with scaling as defined by the scaling operator
and the other deals with inverse frequency. Inverse The marginals of a joint distribution are the den-
frequency will be discussed in Section (9). sities of the individual variables. To obtain the time

We now derive a distribution of time and scale marginal we integrate out scale
using Eq. (1.7) for the characteristic function oper-
ator. We shall use t and a to denote time and scale
respectively and use 0 and a for the corresponding P(t, a) da = Is(t)12 (4.7)
variables in the characteristic function. The char-
acteristic function is

This result is expected since Is(t)t2 is the time den-
M(0, a) = [s(t) e JT+jaSrs(t) dt . (4.1) sity. To obtain the density of scale we integrate out

J time. The result is

Using Eq. (3.5) this becomes J P(t,a) dt = I--- I s(ex) ex/ 2 ejax dx 2

M(O, a) = J s'(t) e jf'7 T ej~csr ej 7-s(t) dt (4.2) (4.8)

This density for scale will be discussed further in
Section (7).

with

B. Other Distributions
a Suppose we use the following characteristic func-

tion operator,
Straightforward algebra reduces this to

4
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M.(9, a0) = e•oSr/I ejeT e•jF/rl 2 . (4.9) kernels produces different distributions. The gen-
eral class is [6,7,5]

to obtain a distribution. The characteristic func-
tion is then P(t,a) = f MG(O,a) e- t -•* dO da (5.2)

M(O~' ) s'(t) eCSF/ 2 je e°Sr/F2 s(t) dt d
(4.10) - (o,),) edO d'(5.3)

and direct evaluation leads to Which particular characteristic function is chosen

as the base is not important, but rather motivated

M ) s-(e/12t) eJ-ts( ,/ 2t) dt. (411) by convenience. Suppose we chose the one given byM a IEq. 
(4.4).

The distribution is P(t,a) 1 J/ 2 U) 0NO '0r)

P(t, a) = TL / M(O, ao) e-j" -- "' dO do' (4.12)
e- J'-Joa+2 J~usinh(v/ 2 )/a s(e-l/2"u) dO dt da

(5.4)
which gives If we choose the one given by Eq. (4.11) then

P(t, a) = 11- J S(ev/ 2t) e_.oa° s(eC0/ 2t) da. P(t, a) = -1 f s*(e' / 2u) eO,_)oUa+au
(4.13) 42I

This distribution was derived by Marinovic t13) and
Altes [1]. It also satisfies the marginals, Eqs. (4.7- (O,oa)s(e-/ 2 u) dO dt da (5.5)
4.8).

How is it that we may obtain two different distri-butions? In fact, we will obtain an infinite number Ecj. (5.4) or (5.5) may be considered a general class
butinsIn actwe illobtan a ininit nuber and any other distribution is obtained by appropri-

of distributions. The reason is that different or- and any othe dsrn i n a
derings of the operators produce different distribu- ate choice of the kernel.
tions. However all these distributions are connected
as we discuss in the next Section. 6. INSTANTANEOUS SCALE

5. GENERAL CLASS WITH SCALE Since Eq. (1.4) allows us to calculate the aver-

age of any function ',e can use it to calculate the

As in the time frequency case we can obtain a average scale,

general class of time scale distributions. One de-
fines a generalized characteristic function by (SF) =Js'() SF s(t) dt (6.1)

MG (O,) = 0(O,U) M(O, U) (5.1)
If we express the signal in terms of the amplitude

where M(6, a) is any particular characteristic func- and phase

tion and 0(0,a) is the kernel. Choosing different
;(t) A(t) ej5(') (6.2)
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thent or local value. Comparing Eq. (6.8) with Eq. (6.9)
suggests that we take for instantaneous scale

SF 8(t) = [(tA'/A + ½),- t'(t)] s(t) (6.3) a2 = -i .'(t) (6.10)

Substituting in Eq. (6.1) one straightforwardly ob-
tains The average scale is given by averaging the instan-

taneous scale over all time as per Eq. (6.4).

(SF) = t '(t) A2 (t) dt (6.4) Also, the conditional spread of scale for a given
J time may be taken to be

For the scale bandwidth, B, we have 2 A' 1)2
2al = g + (6.11)

B2 = / .'(i) (SF - (SF) )2 s(t) di 65
B- Similar to the above considerations one can show

that scale for a given frequency is given by

= J I (SF - (SF) .5(t)12 dt (6.6) a 'w .( .2a•= w ¢i,b(). (6.12)

- ()F - (SF) 2 (6.7) where 0 is the phase of the spectrum.

Direct calculation leads to 7. EIGENFUNCTIONS AND EIGENVALUES
OF SCALE

B 2 = J - + A 2 (t) dt The significance of solving the eigenvalue prob-

lem for an operator is that it gives a means of
obtaining the density for that quantity. Also the

+/ ( t •'(t) + (SF))2 A 2(t) dt (6.8) eigenvalues give the range of the possible values.
J For scale, the eigenvalue problem is

This equation can be interpreted in the following SF n(a,t) = a r(a,t) (7.1)
way. Consider any two variables, z and y, which
have a joint density. The standard deviation of y
can be expressed in terms of the conditional stan- Since the scale operator is Hermitian the eigenval-
dard deviation, avl=, and the conditional average ues will be real and eigenfunctions complete. There-

(y ),. The relation is [9,10] fore any function s(t) can be expanded in terms of
the eigenfunctions

U2 a P(T)d. (f y - ) )2 P(z)d--' (6.9) s(f) = ]F(a) q(a, t)da (7.2)

where P(x) is the density of z. The conditional with the inverse transformation
value is what is commonly called an instantaneous

t Primes denote differentiation with respect to the F(a) = / s(t) 17*(a, t) dt (7.3)
argument. J

6
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The density of scale is then 8. UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE FOR SCALE

P(a) = IF(a)J2  (7.4) is For arbitrary operators the uncertainty principle

In the time representation the scale eigenvalue AA AS > ½11 ([A, B])I, (8.1)
problem becomes

where (AA) 2 is the standard deviation of A given

at ()(a,t) = a 71(a,t). (7.5) by

and the solution is (AA)2 = Js'(t) (A - (A) )2 s(t) dt (8.2)

1 -ja log t S177(a,t) = v r2 _7r (7.6) = I(A.- (A)) s(t)l2 dt (8.3)

These satisfy the completeness relations = (A 2 ) - (A) 2 
. (8.4)

00f rf(a', t) 71(a, t) dt = b(a - a') (7.7) Similarly for B.
0O For the case of time and scale we have

J f'(a,t') i7(a,t) da = 6(t - t'). (7.8) AT ASF >_ 2-1 ([TSF]) S (8.5)

From Eq. (7.3) we have that for any signal Using Eq. (2.8) this gives

AT ASF 2! '1(t)l (8.6)

F(a) = / s(t) 7}*(a,t) dt (7.9)

where (t) is the mean time.

1 r ea logt One can obtain the signal which minimizes the
3 /s(t) dtr. (7.10) uncertainty product. In general one solves the fol-

lowing equation

The density of scale is then

(5B- (B)) s(t) = A(A•- (A)) s(t) (8.7)
P(a) = IF(a)12  (7.11)

whereSeJst) a log t 2=([B)

d1(t) dt (7.12)v/2-, I' (- [A,'3]) ss
Vi- A_- -(8.8)2(AA)2

s( eC) dZ/2 ejZ dx (7.13) Specializing to time and scale

which is the same as Eq. (4.8) which was obtained ( +tj d _ (SF S(t) = \(t - (t) s(t)
as one of the marginals of the joint distribution of -2 d t (8.9)

time and scale.
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where where wo is some reference frequency. We shall
use r to signify inverse frequency values to keep

([T, SFD a distinction between inverse frequency and scale,
2([At) 2 F] (t)2 (8.10) where we have used a. We now give some properties

of the operator X.
The commutator of the inverse frequency opera-

and where (t) and At are the mean time and tor with time is

duration respectively. The quantity (SF ) is the

mean scale given by Eq. (6.4). The solution of Eq.

(8.9) is [T,W] = J (9.2)
4"0

s(t) = c t12 e-' • -j (Sr) In(t/ (0)) (8.11) and the uncertainty principle for time and inverse
frequency is therefore

where c is a normalizing constant and
AxT" AZ, > ½1[7", oW-1]) (-• (9.3)

01 - 2( At)2  (8.12)

Also the minimum uncertainty signal is easily de-
rived. We do it in the frequency representation.

1 = (• (At) 2 (8.13) Using Eq. (8.7) we have that the minimum time-
2 k(Ai)2 inverse frequency signal, F(w), must satisfy

We now address what minimizes frequency and d w)(. Z )
frequency scale uncertainty. The equation we have
to solve is (9.4)

( d s(t) (_j d (w where

+jr--- (SF =A - ( s A= _["¢,7] ) (9.5)
S(8.14) 2(AR)2 =)2

with The solution is

A =([WSF) = (w) (8.15) F(w) = cwale-a2w-i(t)w (9.6)
2(AW) 2

The solution is with

(8.6) ___ (R)(.7
s(t) = (t + A)-j(Sr ' -112+A<W) (8.16) (S F)2 Q2 = ()0 .•

(2A7Z) 2  W2O- . 97

The eigenfunctions of 7Z in the frequency repre-

9. INVERSE FREQUENCY sentation are obtained from

Wc define the inverse frequency operator by - u(r,w) = r u(r,w) (9.8)

7Z = W(9.1) which gives

8
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u(r,w) = 6(w -wor). (9.9) = S*(w+ .O)S(w- 04)expULJT I W -+ ]d.; .
J e 2

(10.4)

In the time representation they are
The distribution is

w0  jwot/r 1A1 rfu(r, t) = -~ eJ'o/ (9.10) 1 +f
""u2r r P(t,ir) = S(w + ½-)S(w -

We note that in the time representation the in-
verse frequency operator is an integral operator, , . Woa I +2 ].vere oeraor xp~~Ein J e-Jit-Cad~du dw (10.5)

W= Wo (9.11) which after considerable simplification gives

10. DISTRIBUTION OF TIME P(t,r) f ( \.osinhu/2)
AND INVERSE FREQUENCY

We now obtain joint distributions of time and s'(w°u• eu2) S(_ _ w -u )_-(16

inverse frequency by two different methods. The 2r sinh u/2 2r sinh u/2

first method is a direct application of the general
approach presented in the Introduction. However, This distribution was obtained by Bertrand and
since inverse frequency is a function of frequency, Bertrand by different methods [2,3,4].
rather than an operator, there is a simpler method
for this special case. This is presented as method
two. B. Method 2

Since inverse frequency is functionally related to
A. Method 1 frequency we can use the standard methods for

tranformation of variables
We use the method presented in the Introduc-

tion with the two operators being T and 7Z. The
characteristic function is P(t,r) dt dr = P(t, Lw) dt dw. (10.7)

M(r, ) S=[S(w) e3UT+)UnS(w) ,d . (10.1) where P(t,w) is a time frequency distribution. In
J particular we take

One can show that r = wo/w , (10.8)

e= r+j]xS(W) S(w-O)expý"-O-'In dw dr = -wo/w 2 dw (10.9)

(10.2) r2=- -d (10.10)
woo

Therefore
and therefore

M(r,U) = S'(w) S(ww-O)expL[j -ln w - d P(t,r) = '-0 P(t,woor). (10.11)

(10.3)

9
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What distribution should we use for the time fre- A. Marginals
quency distribution? We can use any one, since
they are all related by way of the kernel. If we use The marginals are easily obtained
the Wigner distribution

P (t,w ) = 
I 

- ½ T) J. T  s(t + S T)dr I P (t,r) dr = IS(t)2 (10.19)

(10.12)

P(t, r) dt = -IS(wo/r)1 2  (10.20)
we obtain

P(t, r) = wo W(t,wo/r) (10.13) As before the time marginal is as expected, Is(t)12 .
P r2 The inverse frequency marginal can be understood

from the following considerations. The distribution

1: - S'(t--½7) - s(t+rr)dr (10.14) of frequency is

2rr 2 (

P(W) = IS(W)12 , (10.21)
= 1W / S. (wo/r - 0/2) e-j't S(wo/r - 0/2)dO. h

2ir T2 J (10.15) hence the distribution of r is

Any other time frequency distribution can be P(r) = P(w) (10.22)
used. In fact the general class of distributions can drd
be used to obtain the general class of time and
inverse frequency distribuitions. The general class wO(.
of time frequency distributions is [5,7] - IS(1o/r)l' (10.23)

P(t,1) e=G.T ,+ie,,¢(O, 1) which agrees with Eq. (10.20).

11. THE WAVELET TRANSFORM

s*(u- ½7)S(U + ½-r)dudrdO . (10.16)

The modulus squared of wavelet transform can

Using Eq. (10.11) we have a general class for time be viewed as a joint representation of time and

and inverse frequency "scale". The wavelet transform is

P(i, r) =4 1WO °! ! ej~t-j.-°w/r+j.eu((0,) WT(t, r) - s(u);b'(• )du (11.1)
Ptr)=4,2 r2 J7 _1_

S*(U - ½7)S(U + 1r)dudr dO. (10.17) where we have used r instead of the traditional a.
The reason we have done so is that it will turn out
that in the wavelet transform it is inverse frequency

In terms of the spectrum this is that comes in. The density of time and r is

P(t1W) I W -j-fr,[,o/r +j-ru0(0,7) PV4'T(t,W) = [1WVT(t,r)1 2  (11.2)P~tý)- r2 _r2

We now address the relation of this distribution to
S'(u + ½8)S(u - ½0) dOdidu. (10.18) the type of distributions discussed in the previous

10
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sections. The first to consider a possible relation- by Eq. (4.8) and the density of inverse frequency
ship with time frequency distributions were Jeong by Eq. (10.20).
and Williams [11,12] and Rioul [14] using different Also, a way to see that they are very different is

approaches. Jeong and Williams [11,12] showed in to consider their commutator. The commutator of

a simple and direct way that the distribution given SF and R is

by Eq. (11.2) can be obtained from the general

class of time frequency distributions by taking an [SFJ] = -jX (12.1)

appropriate kernel and evaluating the distribution

at inverse frequency. Rioul [14] showed that it

can be expressed as a convolution of two Wigner That is, scale and inverse frequency do not com-

distributions. Posch [17] then generalized this to mute. That is an indication that they are quite

show PWT can be expressed as a convolution of different in their physical values. Which of the two

any two time frequency distributions. Rioul and mathematical constructs is better suited to describe

Flandrin [15] used these relationships to define a our intuitive notion of "scale" remains to be seen.

general class of time and scale. We emphasize that Perhaps both. Perhaps neither.
"scale" as used in these works simply means inverse
frequency. The distribution given by Eq. (11.2) is

a member of the general class given by Eq. (10.17).

To explicitly obtain the kernel one expands Eq. I would like to thank Drs. Fineberg, Flanagan,

(11.2) and puts it in the form given by Eq. (10.17). and Mammone for their kind hospitality during my

The kernel is then sabbatical at the CAIP center. Support from a

grant awarded to CAIP by Rome Laboratory of the

0(0,-r) = 27r - e3l`7o/rs(r0, r/r) (11.3) U. S. Air Force (F306 02-91-C 0120) is gratefully
wO acknowledged.
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Abstract

By construction, time-scale methods are well-suited for analyzing process (such
as 11f processes) which axe characterized simultaneously by nonstationsrities
in time and self-similarity properties in scale. In this respect, wavelets offer a
natural possibility of time-scale analysis which is particularly powerful in the
case of fractional Brownian motion (fBm): for instance, it is shown that milud
conditions can ensure orthonormal wavelets to provide almost Karhunen-Loive
expansions of fBm from which the scaling exponent can be estimated. Interesting
scaling properties hold for continuous wavelet transforms too, especially when
generalizing fBm to the case of locally self-similar processes. However, it is argued
that, in the continuous case, a more general class of time-scale distributions (from
which the wavelet transform is only a special case) can be used with possibly
increased performance, e.g. for estimating local scaling exponents.

1 Introduction

In a large number of physical phenomena (e.g. in turbulence), self-similar
processes with a 1/f-type spectral behavior over wide ranges of frequencies
are observed. Although of great importance, the study of processes of this
kind is faced with a number of difficulties (such as the slow decay of the
correlation structure) which call for specific models and adapted analysis
tools.

One such modeling has been proposed in [21] and is referred to as
fractional Brownian motion (fBm). Among other properties, it possesses
that of being statistically self-similar, which means that any portion of
a given fBm can be viewed (from a statistical point of view) as a scaled
version of a larger part of the same process. This is of course in the spirit
of wauelets [5], which can all be deduced from one elementary waveform by
means of shifts and dilations.
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On the other hand, recent works [13] [26] have emphasized the fact that
wavelets are only a special case within a more general class of time-scale

distributions, some of them with possibly better properties.
It is therefore the purpose of this paper to summarize a number of

results concerning the usefulness of wavelets for analyzing (possibly modi-
fied) fBm (11] [12), as well as to present the more general framework into
wavelets fit, suggesting hence companion ways of time-scale analysis for
self-similar and 1/f-type processes.

2 Self-similar and 1/f processes

2.1 Practional Brownian motion

Fractional Brownian motion (fBm) is a natural extension of ordinary Brow-
nian motion [21]. It is a Gaussian zero-mean nonstationary stochastic pro-
cess BH(t), indexed by a single scalar parameter 0 < H < 1, the usual
Brownian motion being recovered from the specification H = 1/2.

It is a nonstationary process since [30)

_1(BH(t)BH(s)) = _(Itj2H + ISl 2H - Its2)

2(2.1)

var(BR (t)) 2 It I2H,

where C stands for the expectation operator. As a nonstationary process,
ifBm only admits an average spectrum [30][8]

i2

SEH(w0) =wj 2l+- (2.2)

which makes it well-suited for modeling 1/f-type processes.
Increments of fBm are stationary and self-similar in the sense that the

probability properties of the process BH(t-+ s)- BH(t) only depend on the
lag variable s with, moreover

(BN(t + as) - BH(t)) 1 la I (BH(t + s) - BH(t)), (2.3)

where = means equality in distribution.
One of the key problems related to the analysis of fBm is the estimation

of the self-similarity parameter H, which can be interpreted as a scaling
ezponent governing the fluctuations of the increment process.
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2.2 Locally self-similar processes

It is clear that, in man), situations, fBm can appear as a too restrictive
model and more or less ad hoc modifications are required. One such mod-
ification is to drop the assumption of global self-similarity (characterized
by only one value of H governing identical scaling properties at all scales)
and to replace it by a milder requirement of local self-similarity. In such
a case, only small scale behavior is concerned and the scaling exponent R
is allowed to be hime-dependeni. This corresponds to processes z(t) such
that the local fluctuations of their increments satisfy

C ([x(t + 7) - z(t)]2) - [71211t , T - 0. (2.4)

The I/f spectral behavior of such processes is mainly dependent on
the average value of J(t) over timc but the "spectrum" of all the possible
values of H(i) provides an additional information on a possible mullifroc-
oal mechanism underlying the observed process, which is of considerable

importance [14] [22].

3 Wavelets and self-similar processes

Two important features are to be taken into account when analyzing fBm
or locally self-similar processes: nonstationarity and self-similarity. This

suggests to look for some analysis which would be time-dependent and scale.
dependent, respectively. As a result, wavelet analysis [5] which, by nature,
is a time-scale method, appears as a natural possibility. First attempts for
analyzing or synthesizing fBm via wavelets can be found in [8) [19] or [29];
most of the results given below provide a brief account of a more complete
study reported in [12].

3.1 Orthonormal wavelets

Let us first consider some discrete orthonormal wavelet decomposition of a
given iBm BH(t). By definition, wavelet coefficients are given by [19][23]

d,[nj = 2-j/2 J BH (t) (2-t - n)dt, j E Z,n E Z, (3.1)

where 0k(t) is the basic "mother" wavelet, required to satisfy the admissi-
bility condition [17]

00 0b(t)dt = 0. (3.2)

The simplest family of orthonormal wavelets is the Haar system
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f+1 0O<t<1/2
OWt) -1 1/2_<t <1. (3.3)

0 otherwise

For any given resolution 2J, the wavelet mean-square representation of
fBm is

BH(t) = 2- J12j(2t) +0 2'/2 +.0s.(t/= a-•: n [46(2-jt-n). 2 -/ Z dInj0(2-,f-n),
f=l- =-00 l-00

(3.4)
where equality is to be understood in a mean-square sense and where the
ajpprozimation coefficients

a,[n] = 2-2j BH(t)0( 2 -Jt - n)dt (3.5)

are computed with the help of the "scaling function" (or "father wavelet")
0(f) associated with jb(f) 119] [23). In this picture, the wavelet coefficients
are interpreted as details, i.e. as a measure of difference in information
between two successive approximations.

For each scale 2j, the wavelet coefficients dj [n] form a discrete sequence
of random coefficients but, although the family {2-./ 2'b(2-jt - n),j E
Z, n E Z} is an orthonormal system, there is a priori no reason for them
to be uncorrelated. The explicit correlation structure of the wavelet coef-
ficients can be derived [12], one of its consequence being that, when nor-
malized according to jj[n) = (2j)-(H+1/)d[rn], wavelet coefficients of iBm
give rise to

"* time sequences which are self-similar and stationary in the sense that,
for any j, £(d.,[n]dj[m]) is a unique function of n - m, namely

£(dj[n)dj[rn]) = - (- ,(r _ (n _ M))l7l2Hdr), (3.6)

with 7¢(r) = f . (t)(i -,)d-;

"* scale sequences which are stationary in the sense that, for any n and
mn = 2)-kn associated with synchronous time instants, £(dj[n)tk[m])
is a unique function of j - k, namely

r((4[n~jdjf2knI) = 2 -+' A.(2j-k, r)rjHdr)(H+112)

(3.7)
with A (a,r) N/6- f +' ()( - r)dt.
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(Both results have first been established in the case of continuous wavelet
transforms, the former in [8] and the latter in [28].)

One key feature revealed by this structure is the stationarity of detail
sequences at any resolution, nonstationarity of fBm being in fact encoded in
the approximation sequences for which we get the time-dependent variance

var(ao, ]) = H- -I o (Y*(,r) - 20(r - n))7l 12Hdr ) (2')2H+l. (3.8)

Variance of wavelet coefficients follows the power-law

var(dj In]) -VO- •(H)(2j)2H+1, (3.9)

wheje VO(H) is defined by

V,*,(H) - - j ,(.r)jrjH' dr. (3.10)

Therefore, the fBm index H can be easily obtained from the slope of
this variance plotted as a function of scale in a log-log plot [19) [15]

]og2 (var(dj[nf)) = (2H + 1)j + constant. (3.11)

An example is given in Figure 1.
In general, wavelet coefficients of tBm are correlated in both time and

scale and more can be said about this correlation [27] [12]. The ideal
situation would correspond to special cases for which perfect decorrelation
could be achieved. In such a case, the wavelet decomposition would provide
us with a Kahrunen-Loive-type expansion 129] and it would then play the
role of a whitening filter especially adapted to self-similar processes (e.g. for
the estimation of H according to eq. (15) via empirical variance estimates).

Although this goal cannot be strictly achieved, it turns out that the
simplest orthonormal wavelet system, i.e. the Haar system, approaches
such a doubly orthogonal decomposition when H = 1/2, i.e. for ordinary
Brownian motion. More precisely [12], if we let di[n),j E Z,n E Z be the
Haar coefficients associated with ordinary Brownian motion (i.e. fBm with
H = 1/2), the correlation of dj[n] with Haar coefficients at finer scales
k < j is such that

C(d,{n]dk•m]) = 0 (3.12)

outside of the (cone-shaped) time-scale domain defined by indexes (n, k)
such that 2 i-kn < m < 2 I-k(n + 1) - 1. Moreover, we get for each scale

£(dj[n)d,[m]) = var(dj[n])6&m (3.13)

and the correlation in scale varies as 2 5(k-)/2, for synchronous time in-
stants.
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Figure 1. Wavelet analysis of fractional Brownian motion
The analyzed signal is a simulated Mim with R=1/3 (left) and empirical variance
estimates of the corresponding wavelet coefficients (Daubechies 6) are plotted as
a function of scale in a log-log plot (right). According to eq. (15), this is supposed
to be a straight line. whose slope leads to the estimate R = 0.34.

The Haar system does not provide, stricto sensu, a doubly orthogonal
decomposition of ordinary Brownian motion. However, the correlation be-
tween distinct Haar coefficients decays as a power-law of scale and is zero
for a given scale. Some extensions of this behavior can be considered by
retaining the Haar system as the wavelet basis while replacing the partic-
ular value H = 1/2 by different values in the range 0 < H < 1 [12). It
reveals in fact three different regimes associated to the three possible sit-
uations 0 < H < 1/2, H = 1/2 and 1/2 < H < 1. The first two cases
correspond respectively to an approximate decorrelation (fast decay) and
a perfect decorrelation (only one non-zero coefficient) whereas the last one
is associated to a long-term correlation (slow decay)

C(dj fn[dj [m]) - 0 (in - M12(H- 1)) (3.14)

when In - ml > 1.
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From a frequency point of view, the decay properties of the coefficients
correlation is governed by

C(d•[n)d,[m]) =

- 2sin(( H)r(2H + 1)... 1  ( w ( 2+, (3.15)
L. 1, 12,H +IJn )~ (2)

where %P(w) is the Fourier transform of 0(t). This heavily depends on
the behavior of %P(w) at the zero frequency, and hence on the number of
vanishing moments of 0(i).

More prerisely, if Vb(t) has at most R vanishing moments, i.e. if

_+j t'b(t)dt = 0, r < R, (3.16)

then it is not possible to prevent divergence of Ij1(W)I 2 Iw-((21H+l) at the zero
frequency if the fBm index H is such that H > R - 1/2. As a consequence,
the correlation of the corresponding wavelet coefficients has a slow decay
and the asymptotic behavior [12]

C(d,[n)dj[m]) - O (In - M2C-MR) (3.17)

when In - m) > 1: this is exactly the Haar case (R = 1) for which the
divergence situation corresponds to the fBm range 1/2 < H < 1.

This drawback is easily overcome as soon as a wavelet with R > 2 is
chosen, the quantity R - 1/2 being then ensured to exceed the maximum
value of H within its range, i.e. 1. As expected, the pathological situation
of a slow decay of the wavelet coefficients correlation, which results jointly
from the low regularity of the Haar system and from a particular range of
H, is no more encountered for more regular choices (e.g. any Daubechies'
wavelet [6] such that R > 2), large R's leading to almost uncorrelated
coefficients [27). (A simulation illustrating this fact is given in [11].)

3.2 Continuous wavelets

Given a mBm of index H and its continuous wavelet transform TB, with
wavelet h(t) [17]

TB,, (f,) = I BH(u)h" du, (3.18)

it can be shown that, as in the orthonormal case, time stationarity is ob-
served at any scale [8]
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C (TB,,,(t, a) TB .(8,a)) = L2 +00~ 7,h - ! ri) r21d7) a211 ~
(3.19)

as well as scale stationarity at any time [28]. Moreover, it turns out that
the second-order stationarity of the wavelet transform (together with the
seVl similarity of its correlation structure from scale t'o scale) is in fact a
characteristic property of mBm, as pointed out in 125).

One of the most attractive properties of the continuous wavelet trans-
form is that, in the case of a locally self-similar process x(t), the small scale
behavior of the increment process is directly mirrored by the small scale
behavior of the wavelet transform of z(t) [1], namely

C (j[(i + r) -_(i)] 2 ) _ ITi2 H(t) , ' - 0

= (3.20)

C (IT,(t,a)12) - o2H., +, , a - 0.

Therefore, if we want to measure the local scaling exponents H(t), what
is required is a procedure ending up with

I log£ C IT.(', a) I')

H(+) = -log

in which the unavailable ensemble average £ (T,(t, a)l2) is replaced by
some efficient estimate.

It has been observed that the crude estimate IT,(t,a)12 leads to a high
variability for k(t), suggesting refined analyses such as maxima tracking
in the wavelet representation prior to local least-squares fits "amplitude vs
scale" in log-log coordinates [2). Another approach is to consider time-scale
analysis from a more general point of view, wavelets being only one possible
solution.

4 Time-scale energy distributions

The purpose of a time-scale representation is to describe the information
contained in a signal in terms of time and scale, simultaneously t10]. One
useful information is energy, which in some cases can be obtained by inte-
grating the representation (then referred to as an energy distribution) over
the whole time-scale plane. This is especially the case for the scalograrn
(i.e. the squared modulus of the wavelet transform [13]) since we have for
any finite energy signal -(t)

+ o IT (t, a) 1, -t d, + (j12".
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However, it turns out that the same property holds for other distribu-

tions too, as discussed below.

4.1 A general class

By construction, the role played by the scalogram in time-scale analysis is

very similar to the one played by the spectrvgram (i.e. the squared modulus

of the short-time Fourier transform) in time-frequency analysis. We know

that, within this latter framework, a much larger class of time-frequency

energy distributions exist: it is referred to as the Cohen's class [4] and reads

C,(t,v; 1) = VwV(u, n) n(ut -t, n- v)dudn, (4.2)

where 1I',(t, v) is the so-called Wagner- Ville distribution

W, (t, V) +0 z - - z* _-: e-i2 "'dr (4.3)

and Il(t,v) some arbitrary parameterization function with the only con-

straint

Jj+II(t,v)dtdv = 1. (4.4)

The interest of Cohen's class is at least twofold. First, it provides a

unification of different definitions which are simply characterized by differ-

ent parameterization functions. Among the simplest examples, it is easily

checked that the specification fl(t, v) = Wh(t,P) is associated with

2

C..(ti,IV; Wh) = +] z(u)h'(u - t)e-i2 w" Idu 1, (4.5)

i.e. with the spectrogram. This latter appears therefore as only a special

case within the more general framework of Cohen's class. Second, its pa-

rameterization provides a natural way of deriving specific definitions from
requirements imposed a priori.

In this respect, it is known [9] that, for a number of theoretical rea-
sons (marginal properties, localization in both time and frequency, esti-
mation of instantaneous frequency,...), the Wigner-Ville distribution is to
be preferred to the spectrogram and that, for more practical reasons, a
useful approximation of it is the so-called smoothed pseudo- Wigner- Ville

distribution whose parameterization function is separable, i.e. of the form

11(t, v) = 9(t)H(v), which leads to the formulation

C, (t, v; 9H) JJ h(r)g(u - t)(u + 2Z(U - e2  vVdud(.

(4.6)
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By analogy with the time-frequency case, it is expected that a compan-
ion situation could exist in the time-scale case. It has been shown that a
natural counterpart of Cohen's class does exist [13] [26], the general class
of time-scale energy distributions being

Q1(t, a; n,) = -(u, n)n ( ,.-,an) dudn. (4.7)

This general formulation is in fact deduced from the time-scale covari-
ance requirement

z.,(t) = -3•z (Lc •.) r*..(t,a; H) = 11, (H-L ;, (4.8)

imposed to bilinear forms [26].
Within this framework, the scalogram appears as only a special case

associated with the choice I/(t,v) = Wh(t,v), exactly as the spectrogram
does within Cohen's class and, again, other choices can be preferred in
some circumstances. This can be the case for the family of affine smoothed
Wigner-Viik distributions [13) associated with the separable specification
II(t, v) = g(t)H(v), and whose expression reads

f2~( ~ ~ H cc 'f).) ( L~~~~ (u dud'r.

(4.9)

4.2 Time-scale energy distributions and self-similar processes

The existence of a whole family of time-scale energy distributions offers a
great versatility which does not necessarily reduce the problem of estimat-
ing scaling exponents to the use of scalograms. Loosely speaking, time-scale
analysis can be thought of as a natural counterpart of time-frequency analy-
sis, local scaling laws playing the role of instantaneous frequency. Precisely,
we get [16], as a generalization of eq. (24),

&([f(z + 7) - 0(t)12) ~ I 2H() 0

(4.10)

£ (Q.(t, a;i/))~a2H(')+I , aM- 0
for all the distributions Q, such that their parameterization function IH has
a 1D partial Fourier transform

whc h) = j (I, ,)-1 2 ","d, (4.11s)

which satisfies
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2 = 0. (4.12)

This holds in the case of the scalogram since, then,

f(, = H V )H- (V -ý) :* fr(,ý = H(ý)H-(O) = 0
(4.13)

because of the admissibility condition on h(t). This holds too for affine
smoothed Wigner-Ville distributions such that

G(ý)H (2 =0 (4.14)

This latter case is o' particular interest since, by controlling indepen-
dently g(t) and h(t), we can come up, at will, with more or less smoothed
versions (in time) of scalograms [13]. Therefore, given one recorded signal,
affine smoothed Wigner-Ville distributions can be viewed as estimators of
ensemble averaged scalograms for which the scaling property (24) holds.
Within this interpretation, the above condition (39) ensures the estimator
to be unbiased, whereas the time smoothing involved in the estimation re-
duces the variability of Hl(i). As expected, this modified procedure leads
to effective improvements in the case of processes whose H(t) is a piece-
wise constant or slowly-varying function [16] and its effectiveness for more
general locally self-similar processes is currently under investigation.

5 Conclusion

Time-scale analysis is a powerful framework for characterizing self-similar
processes. In the case of global self-similarity (e.g. fractional Brown-
ian motion), orthonormal wavelet decompositions are particularly efficient
whereas the study of local self-similarity has been preferably conducted,
up to now, with the help of continuous wavelet transforms. In this respect,
and with the idea that the estimation of local scaling exponents has to be
performed locally, across scales, it has been argued that time-scale distri-
butions more general than wavelet-based distributions can be used with
possibly increased performance.

However, it has been recently shown [24] that local scaling properties of
a (multifractal) self-similar process can be directly characterized by global
scaling properties of some partition function built upon a wavelet trans-
form. In this respect too, it is an interesting question to study how such
an approach could be combined with the more general class of time-scale
energy distributions discussed here, with the orthonormal framework (and
its computational efficiency), or even with scale-based dynamical models
[3].
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1. Introduction

A fundamental problem in discrete signal processing is to find a numerical representation

that is well adapted in order to perform processings such as compact coding, noise removal,

feature enhancement, pattern detection or recognition. Most classical methods build signal

representation with linear transforms, generally based on filtering technics. Some linear

transforms such as the Karhunen-Loeve decomposition or wavelet-packets [1] can be adapted to

the global signal properties. However, if the signal includes local patterns of very different types,

such as edges and sinusoidal waves, the transform will not be adapted to at least one of these type

of patterns. Fig. 3(a),4(a),5(a) show examples of such signals, composed of a sum of sinusoidal

waves of different frequencies, plus a Dirac. Depending upon the relative energy of the

sinusoidal waves and the Dirac, the best basis algorithm of Coifman and Wickerhauser [1) will

choose either a Dirac representation (Fig. 3(b)) or a sinusoidal representation (Fig. 5(b)), or an

intermediate representation (Fig. 4(b)) A remarkable property aspect of the wave-packet algo-

rithm is that it chooses an orthogonal basis, however, the rigidity of this orthogonality can yield

instabilities in the choice of the basis.

In this paper, we introduce a new non-linear operator, that defines local adaptive

transforms. Although it is non-linear, this transform has an energy conservation law, as an orthog-

onal basis decomposition. The signal is decomposed into elementary structures, that match best

its local patterns. These structures can well localized functions in the time/frequency plane, or

This research was supported by the NSF grant IRI-890331. AFOSR grant AFOSR-90-0040 and ONR grant
N00014-91 -J-1967.
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other basic waveforms.

Section 2 introduces the basic theory of structure books. Section 3 describes in more details

the particular examples of structure books built with local time/frequency transforms. Numerical

examples and signal processing applications are given in the last section.

2. Structure Books

This section defines the decomposition of signals into structure books and the properties of

this decomposition. The signal is decomposed into a sum of elementary waveforms that belong

to a given set, called the dictionary. Depending upon the dictionary, the resulting transform can

have very different properties. Let H be a Hilbert space. Let D = (ei)EI~ be a family of normal-

ized vectors that belong to H. The family of vectors D is called a dictionary. The index set 1

might not be countable. We call C a choice function of D. Such a function associates to each

nonempty subset E of D an element ej that belongs to D, and we write C (E) = ej. The axiom of

choice guarantees that such a function exists.

The operator T subtracts to any vector f of H its projection on one particular vector ej of D,

that is chosen among the ones that have large inner products with f. Let oa be a constant such that

0< a < 1, and

S =Sup I <f ei> 1 (1)

Let us also define

E ={eiED / I <f ei>I- S}1 (2)

Let ej = C (E). The operator T is defined by

Tf =f -<f -ej> ej .(3)

It follows that

11fll 11 11Tf 112+ I <f' e,> 1 . (4)

To perform a full decomposition, we iterate on the operator T. We denote T' the iteration n times

of the operator T. For any n > 0 there exists C' E D such that

Tn+lf Tnf -<rnf .erl> C' (5)

The vector f can be decomposed into

rn-I

f = (Tnf-Tn+lf) + T"'f, (6)
n=O

where Tof- f. AS 2 conscr•uc.c . f wx.. ... ; c obtain
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M--I
= <Tf, e!> e + T m f. (7)

ii=0

Equation (5) yields the energy conservation equation

11f11 2  I<T nf,ej>I2 + IT"mf1 2  (8)
R=0

Let us denote by V closure of the space of vectors that are linear expansions of vectors in the dic-

tionary D. Let W be the orthogonal complement of V in H. Because of the energy conservation

equation (8). one can prove that when m goes to +--, Tmf converges weakly to the orthogonal

projection of f on W. We say that the dictionary is complete, if and only if V = H. In this case,
Mr-IW = 0 1 and hence T'f converges weakly to 0. This means that the sum Z <T'f, e!> e!
n=O

m-I
converges weakly to f. In general, the type convergence of Z <Tnf, e7> el depends upon the

n=0

properties of the dictionary D. A detailed analysis of this convergence is under preparation [3]. In

this short paper, we rather concentrate on the practical applications of this transform to discrete

signal processing.

In signal processing, we manipulate finite discrete signals that can be considered as ele-

ments of a finite dimensional space H. One easily can prove [3] the following theorem that

guarantees that for finite discrete signal, a structuring transform provides a complete and stable

signal representation.

Theorem

If the space H has a finite dimension, Tnf converges in norm to the orthogonal projection off on

W. If the dictionary D is complete, then

f= <Tf , e'>e , (9)
n=0

and

11f11 2 = < I<'Tf,e'>12  (10)
n=O

We call a structure the information given by (e , <Tnf, ej>) and structure book the

sequence of structures [(e' , <Tf, en>) )j . This theorem proves that a structure book is a

complete and stable representation, of finite signals. In finite dimension, an example of choice

function is implemented by selecting the first vector encountered in the dictionary data base, that

satisfies
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I~, ej1=Max[ <f, ej>1](1

3. Time/Frequency Dictionaries

The dictionary that is used to build the structure book must be adapted to the class of sig-

nals that is considered and to the particular applications. Local time/frequency dictionaries are

often well adapted to characterize patterns cf very different types. To create a signal representa-

tion that is invariant by translation, the dictionary must be composed of elementary waveforms

that are translated on the signal grid. Let us suppose that the signals have P samples, and are

periodized to solve border problems. Let (ek)I sk .•s be a set of elementary discrete waveforms

and ep by the translation of ek by p:

ekp(n) = ek(n-1)).

We build the dictionary D ek] Suppose that a signal f is dccomposed into a

structure book given by

[(ep , <Taf' ep>)] "EN

If the signal is translated by I samples, one can easily prove that the waveforms of the structure

book are translated out not modified and are given by

S(ek,+tl , <T" f , e" p>) )

In the following, we call shifting dictionary, any dictionary that is built by translating a set of ele-

mentary waveforms. One can easily prove that the dictionary is complete, if and only if there

exists two constants A > 0 and B > 0, such that for all frequencies co, their discrete Fourier

transform ek(CO) of the signals Ck satisfy

K
A < 1 Ik(co) 12 < B . (12)

k=I

The wavelet transform and multiscalc window Fourier transform provide two particularly

interesting local time/frequency dictionaries. If we want a representation that is invariant by scal-

ing by any power of s > I, we build a dictionary that is composed of wavelets dilated by sm,

m E Z, and translated on the signal grid. In this case, the structure book corresponds to a non-

linear wavelet transform. The signal f is decomposed into a sum of wavelets translated and

dilated. Although it is not an orthogonal wavelet transform, equation (10) proves that we have a

conservation of energy.
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To compute a discrete representation which is invariant by translation, dilation and modula-

tion, we define a dictionary by dilating, translating and modulating a window function. The

structure book defines a signal decomposition that is local in the phase plane. It regroups the

waveforms of the time/frequency plane, that match best the signal patterns.

The general algorithm that computes a structure book is illustrated by the block diagram of

Fig. 1. The algorithm requires to find a waveform in the dictionary, whose inner product (corre-

lation) belongs to the set E defined in (2). For this purpose, we build a data base of correlation

coefficients that carries the correlation of the signal with each waveform of the dictionary. The

inner product of a signal with a translated waveform can be written as a convolution. For a shift-

ing dictionary, this data base is thus computed by convolving the signal f with each elementary

waveform, which can be done with fast Fourier transform. We then choose one correlation coeffi-

cient whose absolute value is maximum, subtract the corresponding waveform to the signal, as in

equation (3) and update the correlation coefficients, This operation is repeated untV°, the total

energy of the selected structures is close to the signal energy.

Shifting dictionaries have the advantage of building signal representations that are shift

invariant, but they require substantial amounts of computations. The wavepackets [11 define dic-

tionaries, where the structure book can be computed efficiently. Orthogonal wavcpackets are

computed through a cascade of Quadrature Mirror Filter bank decompositions [4], along a tree,

where each node has M sons, generally 2 for one-dimensional signals, as illustrated by Fig. 2. If

we put a Dirac at the root of this tree, the discrete waveforms that are generated at the nodes of

the tree are the wavepacket functions. The corresponding dictionary is a set of translated verrions

of these elementary waveforms. These wavepackets can be regrouped into a set of orthonormal

bases. Coifman and Wickerhauser [1], showed that the wavepacket tree provides a local signal

decomposition in the time/frequency plane. As opposed to the best basis algorithm, we extract

from this tree a set of elementary waveforms that are not mutually orthogonals but that can match

locally the signal patterns. For wavepackets, the update of correlation coefficients can be imple-

mented efficiently with finite impulse response filters as the ones of Daubechies [2]. The selec-

tion of the correlation coefficients is done by using hash tables [3). After processing the structure

book, the reconstruction of a signal from a structure book is simply done by adding the

waveforms of the structure book, as indicated by equation (9). The same type of computations

can be performed for signals of any dimension. For wavepacket dictionaries, this algorithm can

be efficiently implemented for images.
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4. Numerical Experiments and Signal Processing Applications

This section presents numerical resuls for wavepackets dictionaries as well and signal pro-

cessing applications. In order to give a better understanding of the structure book properties, we

compare the structure book with the optimal wavepackct basis. Fig. 3,4 and 5 show each of these

transforms for a Dirac embedded into a sum of sinusoidal waves. The wavepacket makes a global

time/frequency localization choice that is controlled cither by the Dirac of the sinusoids. On the

contrary, the waveforms in the structure book are locally adapted to the signal properties. The

structures therefore match the signal, independently from the relative global energy of the Dirac

and the sinusoidal waves, as it can be seen in Fig. 3(c), 4(c) and 5(c). Each block shown in these

figures corresponds to a structure. The darker the block, the larger the correlation coefficient.

The dictionary waveform of a signal structure can be viewed as a signal pattern and the

correlation coefficient as the amplitude of this pattern in the signal. This signal representation has

applications for pattern detection, recognition, noise removal, signal enhancement and compact

coding. We illustrate the application to pattern detection and noise removal with several exam-

ples. Fig. 6 shows a simple example of signal separation. We know a priori that a Dirac yields

highest correlation coefficients, for a wavelet time/frequency localization. Fig. 6(b) shows the

structures of the whole structure book given in Fig. 5(c), that have a wavelet type time/frequency

localization. Fig. 6(c) is the graph of the signal reconstructed from the selected structures shown

in Fig. 6(b). The Dirac is clearly restored, with little remaining oscillatory component. Fig. 7(a)

shows a Gabor function (Gaussian modulated by a sinusoidal wave). Fig. 7(b) is the sum of this

Gabor function with a white noise. The total energy of the noise is much larger than the energy

of the signal. Fig. 7(c) shows the best basis selection, which is completely driven by the white

noise. Fig. 7(d) shows the structure book, where the Gabor function clear appears as a very dark

box. This Gabor function is easily discriminated, because its energy is much more concentrated

than the energy of the white noise. In Fig. 8(a), the input signal is a set of two Diracs, that can be

viewed at radar impulses, for example. To these two Diracs is added a color noised shown and the

sum is shown in Fig. 8(b). The Signal to Noise Ratio is -15.09 db. Fig. 8(d) shows the structure

book of this signal. The structures of larger energy arc noise components. However, one can

recognize two elongated bars due to the Diracs. As previously mentioned, Diracs like any singu-

larities, yield structures whose time/frequency localization are wavelet type time/frequency local-

ization. To restore the impulse components of the signal, wc thus select the structures of the

structure book, that have a wavelet type time/frequency dccomposition. These structures are

shown in fig. 8(e). The signal reconstructed from these structures is shown in Fig. 8(c). The

Diracs have been partly destroyed but are now clearly visible. Let us emphasize that this algo-

rithm works well because the noise has a different type of time/frequency localization than the

•ignal. After the noise rcmoval, the SNR is 0.21 db, which represents a gain of -15.3 db.
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The structure book representation can be used for applications such as speech recognition,

where we know perfectly what is the information, but also to problems where we try find whether

there is any "information" in a signal, and how to extract it. There are many such issues in medi-

cal signal pru-'essing, where new sensors such as high resolution blood pressure sensors, yield

measurements that we do not know how to interpret.
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Fig.3(a) Dirac with sum of sunusoides. (dirac amplitude is 25)

Fig.3(b) Time/frequency representation of the the best basis.

.............................. .............................. .............. -.-.. ...

...............

Fig.3(c) Time/frequency representation of the structure book. Each rect-

angle represents a particular structure which indexed by its position in the

r~hnse nlane. The darker the rectangle, the 1arfer the correlation coefficient.
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Fig.4(a) Dirac with sum of sunusoides. (dirac amplitude is 12)
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Fig.4(b) Time/frequency representation of the the best basis.

. ..........

..c rati o n b.................................................

Fig.4(c-) Timne/frequency representation of the structure book.
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Fig.5(a) Dirac with sum of sunusoides. (dirac amplitude is 4)

.'-. -'~ '.~"''- '. ~ . . . . - - . .-.-........ ..... .........

Fig.5(b) Time/frequency representation of the the best basis.

Fig.5(c) Time/frequency representation of the structure book.
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Fig.6(a) Dirac with sum of sinusoids (same as in Fig.5(a)).

Fig.6(b) Selected structures from the structure book shown in Fig.5(c).

Fig.6(c) Reconstructed signals from selected structures. -
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Fig. 7(a) Gabor function (Gaussian modulated by a sinusoidal wave).

Fig. 7(b) Gabor function plus white noise.

______- - ---- - ---

Fi&.7(c) Time/frequency representation of the best basis.

...... ........

Fig.7(d) Time/frequencY representation of the structure book.
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Fig.8(a) Signal diracs.
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Fig.8(b) Diracs with colored noise. (SNR=-15.09 db)

Fig.8(c) Reconstructed signals from the selected structures. (SNR=.21
db)
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ON VARIABLE LENGTH WINDOWS AND WEIGHTED

ORTHONORMAL FUNCTIONS

Bruce W. Suter and Mark E. Oxley
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Abstract

A new formulation is presented for the analysis and synthesis of signals. This formulation

is composed of a variable width window and a linear combination of weighted orthonormal

functions. Tradeoffs in the specification of windows are ezamined. A sinusoidal example is

considered, and a fast algorithm is provided for its evaluation.
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I. Introduction

In short time Fourier analysis, a signal is multiplied by a window and then the Fourier

transform is computed (see, for example, Oppenheim and Schaefer [1]). The result of this

transformation is not uniquely defined unless the window is specified. Towards this end,

Harris [2] provides an encyclopedic presentation on windows.

These windows can be chosen to offer a great deal of flexibility for the user, but any

win(lowing process inevitably limits the accuracy of real time spectral estimation. In an

effort to overcome some of these limitations, Princen and Bradley [3] presented a technique

that utilized a basis made from the product of a wildow and a sinusoidal function. The

generality of their results was limited by the assumptions that the windows would be of

constant length and would have fifty percent overlap with adjacent windows.

Using an approach which is conceptually similar to the earlier work of Princen and

Bradley, Cassereau [4] introduced and Malver [5] further investigated a technique called the

Lapped Orthogonal Transform (LOT). Although Malvar also constrained the windows to be

of constant length and to have fifty percent overlap, he [6] was able to obtain perceptual

improvements in the coding of speech through the "elimination of noise (extraneous tones)"

that was associated with the edge effects of traditional windows. Recently, Akanasu and

Wadas [7] applied Malvar's LOT to the coding of images and found that the energy com-

paction of LOT to be superior to block transforms for all cases considered. Generalizing the

work of Malvar, Coifrnan and Meyer [81 provided conditions for windows of variable length.

Building on this body of lnowledge, a more generalized formnulation is presented

for the analysis and synithesis of signals. This formulation involves a family of weighted
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orthonormal bases of functions and a family of windows. Each window may vary in length,

in peak amplitude, and in percent overlap with other windows. The following discussion will

be limited to one dimensional functions, but the extension to multidimensional results can

be achieved, in a straight-forward manner, by representing higher dimensional functions as a

tensor product of unidimensional functions, as it is usually done in transform image coding

[9].

II. A New Paradigm

We begin by partioning the Real line R with the strictly increasing sequence

I{,jlJ E Z) so that R = UjEZ[aj,,aj+l. For each j E Z let {fjklk E N} denote a real

weighted orthonormal basis defined on the interval I = [aj, aj+1 ] where orthogonality is

measured with respect to the weight function pj(x), that is,

ja'+i fj,k(x)fj,l(x)pj(x)dx = bk,l.

a J

At each point aj we center an interval, namely [aj - cj,aj + cj] with cj > 0. And to

guarantee that this interval does not overlap with the interval centered at aj+v we require

c.,+l + 6j <. a.+l - aj. Observe the redundancy with the overlapping intervals and R =

U,Ez[al - 6j, a.+, + cj+l]. We define the extensions fj.k by constructing the odd extension of

f.,k on (a,- .a,) and the even extension of f,.k on (a,+, a,+, + (j+,). Specifically, fIlk can

2
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be expressed as

0 , <X<_a7-C.,

-fjk(2a, - x) , a( - cj < x < a,

f,,() = .f,,k(-X) , a3 < x < a,+,

.fj.k(2aj+l - x) , aj+l < X < aj+L1 + cj+l

0 , (j+ + (.7+1 < "< (.

Let jfj denote the even extensions of p3 about both endpoints, specifically,

0 , -oo<x<_a.-cj

pj(2aj-x) , - j < x < aj

P,,(x)= p3(z) , < x < a_+,

pj(2aj+l - x) , aj+l < x < a j + l + ,j+l

0 ,aj+l + +j+l : x < oo.

To simplify notation, let gi.k(X) = V/-j(x).fj,k(X).

Let wzi(x) denote the window function supported on the interval (aj - (j, aj+1 + c+i)

having a peak amplitude of Aj. The amplitude-normalized window zij(x) is given by

,.,(x) = wj(x)/Al.. We choose amplitude-normalized windows Tj(x) with the following
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properties (see Coifman and Meyer [8]):

(a) ivj (x) = 1 for x E (aj + ej,aj+l -- j+,)

(b) zi3(x) = 0 for x V (as - cj,aj+l + cj+,)

(c) tbj(as - s) -- ibjl(aj + s) for s E [-Ej, j

(d) tip(x)+tbT_,(x) = I for x E [a - c,,aj + cj]

Now we form new functions ujk(x) which are sup)ported on the interval (a, - j, a3+1 + -- +1)

for each k E N. Each function is the product of the amplitude-normalized window Thj(x)

and the symmetric extension gj,k(x), that is, uj,k(x) = tbj(x)gj,k(x). A proof of the theorem

that {Uj,ktj E Z, k E N} is an orthonormal basis for L2 (R) is given in Suter and Oxley

[11].

III. Continuously Differentiable Orthonormal Functions

If f,,k is chosen to be continiously differentiable on (aj, a,+,) then the extension fj,k may not

be continuously differentiable on (aj - cj,aj+1 -+-j+l). From the signal processing point of

view, "noise" may be generated as a result of piecing together f 1,k(z) with its odd cxtension

at x = a, and even extension at x = aj+1 . To minimize this "noise" the following regu-

larity conditions are imposed on fj,k at the endpoints to guarantee that fj,k is continuously

differentiable on (as - cj, c +.1 + cj+l)-

(a) .f,.k(aj) = 0 and f,k(a.) exists

(b) fs.k(G,+i) exist.s and .f.3,k(a3+,) = 0.
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As an example, assume fj,k(x) has the form of a sinusoidal function on [aj, aj+lI, in particular.

.fj,k(x) = Aj,k sin Wj,k [a-:aj
[aj+l -- aj

where Aj,k and wj,k are to be determined. By construction fjk(aj+l) = 0 and both f~i,k(%+])

and fj,k(aj) exist. The condition .fj,k(aj+l) = 0 yields

A2,k ( jt a) cos j,k =0"(Jk a,+, -- aj)

hence, choose wj,k = 7r(k + 1/2) for each k E N and j E Z. XVe choose Aj,k such that J,k

has unit energy norm, so

fj+ A2, ksin 2  r(k +1/2) x - a1  dx = A-,1 aj+l aj
aj+1  1)- aj 2

yields the orthornormal basis

fj((X) = 2-2 sin r(k + 1/'2) X[ -aJ)/jk~)= aj+a--j _1 a,+i - ajj "

Ccfma~n and Meyer presented this orthonormal basis in their recent paper [8]. Notice that

the weight function pj(x) I for j E Z has a continuously difiwrentiable extension f3•( ).

IV. An Example of Windows

In section II, conditions were given for the aniplit ude-norinalized(l window function ?i,(.).

In this section, we give an exalnI)le of 2i'"(x). Assume the form of window in the interval

51
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[a,+, - j+, aj+l2 -+ j+ ] to be

zj(x) = cos(Bj{x - [aj+l - cj+i]}) for aj+1 - c <+1 x < a3• l + -j+I

which, by construction, satisfies the condition tbj(aj+l - j+) = 1. At the other endpoint,

we require i1j(aj+j + Ej+l) = 0. Hence,

cos(1,2cjl) = 0

implies the choice Bj = 7r/4Fj+l for each j E Z. therefore

lbj (x) = cos 4 f x {x- [a-+l-ei}) for ai+l - c+_ x <-a+l + 3+"

Invoking symmnetry, the window function becomes

0 , -- < x•< a - cj

sin (--;; Ix - [aj - Ej]) , aj - ej __ x < a. + F-j

bj (x) I= 1 ,aj + ej x aj+l - cj+l

cos ( 4 x-- [aj+1 - f-j+1 , aj+1 - E3+1 x < aj,+ , +r--j+l

0 , aj+l + (j+ x < oo.

The advantage of this window is its simple implementation. The disadvantage of this window

is that it is not differentiable at z = aj - cj and x = aj+1 + cj+1 . Examples of windows which

are differentiable at the endpoints are given in Suter and Oxley [11].

6
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V. Coefficient Evaluation

Let s(x) be a measured signal with finite energy, that is, s E L2 (R). Expanding s(x) in

terms of the orthonormal basis {uj,kll E Z, k G NJ yields

s(x) = E Z ttj.'(X)
)EZ kEN

where (Ij,k = (s, U1,k). The coefficients 0a,k can be rewritten as (see [11] for the details)

&j,k = J' h,(X)f 3 ,k(X) ap(X)dx,
a3

where

s(x)zbj(x) - s(2aj - x)tbj(2aj - x) , aj x < aj + ej

h,(x) = s( )Wz() , a- + •j < x < .j+l - cj+l

s(x)zbj(x) --- s(2aj+l - x)zbj(2aj+l - x) , aj+l - cj+l <! x < aj+3 .

VI. Coefficient Evaluation for Sinusoidal Functions

This section is a summary of the algorithm required to generate the coefficients of input data

function using, Jie sinusoidal basis example of section 1II. The derivation of the following

algorithm is provided in [11].

Assume that the signal s(.) is sampled at. the rate b > 0. Let aj be chosen at the

sampled x's so that a3 +i -aj = bNj where Nj is a positive integer. Thus, there are A' samples

taken in the interval (a,. a,+,], and we denote xj = a, + 61 for I - 0, 1. ... ,-,1. Choose c, =

6.1l, where AM, is also a postive integer. The nionoverlapping condition, (,+] + (j < a(3+1 - (,
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implies Mj+j + Al, < N1. For each jEZ we perform the following steps:

(1) Obtain data s(xjj) for a3 - e j xjj •! a,~l + f-j+i

that is, Il M,.,0, Aj+Aj,

(2) Multiply s(x11,) by window tZij(x 1,j) for 1 = -M,,..., 0,1Aj ,... 3 ±,+.

(3) Fold in the sequence by defining

s~jjtbxj)- s(2aj - x1,i)zbj(2a 1 - X1,1) ,a 1 :5 x1,i • a1 + cj

H1,1 = (xj,i)tZ'1(x1 ,i) ,a, + f-j •! xj,j : aj~l - -l

s(x1 ,i)zZ'1(x1 ,j) + s(2a,+l - xj,,)tj~z(2a1j+l - xj,,) ,a 1~l - (-j+l • xjj :5a•

for I = 0, 1, .. ,N,.

(4) Define new array

#J=H1,1 sin 7r for 1=0,1,..., N1

(5) Define the even extension of ~

/3 1.A'1 0 A < 1 < N, - 1.

flj,2N I -A. I<2 - .

(6) P~erform ani FTT of length 2A', on /~jj (see foi- exainple,Fecrguson [10]) and definie

lSN
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(7) Interpret the results of the FFT

a To -- 63D j,o

aT T +T
a,,k 0 j,k- 1 -' 2 6NDj,k

Qjk approximates the coefficients aj,k.

VII. Reconstruction of Signal Using Sinusoidal Functions

In this section we give a summary of the algorithm to reconstruct the signal using the

sinusoidal basis example of section III. The derivation of this algorithm is provided in [11].

Assume we have the set of coefficients {aj,kjj E Z, k E N}. We wish to reconstruct

the signal s(x) at the values of xj,j = aj + 61 for each j E Z and I = 0,1,..., Nj. (See section

VI.) For each j E Z perform the following steps:

(1) Define odd extension of a,.k for k = 0,1,2,... Nj - by

aj,k < I < Nj-1
Orj,k=

I -- (tj,2N,-k-1 Arj < 1 < 2]\3- 1

(2) Perform a I"FT of length 2Nj on &jk for k = 0,1,2, ... ,2Nj - 1 and produce the

sequence

Hj1. = $f62 . e7 ( 2[j C--- 72J, )
2AJk=O

(3) Reconstruct the signal on the interval [aj, a+] at the data points .'jz = aj + •1 for

I = 0, 1,2,.. ., Nj by using

9
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Hj -1 ,t
2tbjI (j,,j = a

ij(2aj - xj,,)Hj-.,N.,, -I - Zbj(xj,,)Hj,, aj < xj,j < aj + Ej
S3,1 =Ij.

a j + •j < Xjj • aj+l - cj+l

zbj(xj,I)Hj,l- -j(2aj+l - xj,l)tt 3+±,N,-, aj+l - c•. 1 < xZj,l < a .+l

The values S.. will approximate the signal evaluated at Xj,i, that is, Sjj "; s(xj,l).

VIII. Conclusions

A formulation was presented for the analysis and synthesis of signals. This formulation

permitted (a) a variable window length, (b) a variable percent overlap between windows,

and (c) an arbitrary orthionormal basis inside the analysis interval. A sinusoidal example

was examined and a fast algorithm were provided for both coefficient evaluation and signal

reconstruction. It is important to note the complexity of both the spectrum generation and

reconstruction are of the same complexity as the Fast Fourier Transform. Future planned

work include (a) utilization of polynomial basis functions and (b) application of this general

approach to the analysis of speech signals and the synthesis of computer graphics.
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MULTI-RESOLUTION ESTIMATION FOR
IMAGE PROCESSING AND FUSION

Robert. R. Tenney'

Alan S. Willsky 2

This paper introduces a set of estimation algorithms based on multi-resolution models of
random fields. The models of interest include statistical representations of terrain and other
geophysical phenomena. Their structure employs a series of successively finer representations of
the process. The estimation algorithms exploit this structure to combine information from different
areas, perhaps at different resolutions, into updated estimates of the process variables. The
algorithms extend recent work on estimation for stochastic tree processes; the descriptions of the
images of interest require a somewhat more general structure than existing tree processes permit.
We present a general theory of estimation on acyclic graphs, and specialize the results to one and
two dimensional processes where thie scale-to-scale relationships are midpoint deflection
processes. Applications of this work will include anomoly detection, change detection,
segmentation, and reconstruction with data from imaging sensors.
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OVERVIEW

Real-time video sensor technology has become quite mature, and therefore relatively
inexpensive and widely used. Computing power continues to drop in cost, particularly when an
algorithm can be structured to march massively parallel architectures. However, algorithm
technology has not yet matured to the point where that computing power can be applied to real-time
video processing for much more than simple image enhancement.

In addition, newer imaging techniques exploit very different physical phenomena which,
while not providing the clarity expected from video sensors, can provide information about
important phenomena that otherwise would be extremely difficult to observe. The lower signal to
noise ratios of these sensors demand algorithms based on statistical and dynamic techniques,
instead of the prevalent, largely deterministic approaches to feature extraction and identification.

The purpose of this effort was to develop efficient estimation algorithms to recover
important information from real-time video imagery - information which is vital to subsequent
monitoring or control applications. To achieve this goal, the algorithms must meet five criteria.
First, they should have an efficient computational structure, measured in terms of the total number
of numerical operations required. Second, they should have a high degree of structural regularity
which can be mated with parallel computing architectures. Third, they should be based on explicit
models of the physical processes which generate the imagery of interest. Fourth, those models
should be statistical in nature, as Bayesian probability theory remains the most complete
mathematical representation of uncertainty. Finally, the point of departure for this work is that
those models have a multi-scale structure - where large structures find representation at coarse
scales of the model, and local structures appear at the finer scales.

The mathematical approach taken here is more general than necessary, in order to remove
any dependencies on the particular topology of the multi-scale model. The basic estimation theory
derives from the properties of Bayesian networks, where a network representation highlights direct

1 ALPHATECH, Inc., 15 Mall Road, Burlington, MA 01803 (617) 273-3388 x227

2 Room 35-437, MIT, 77 Massachusetts Avenue. Cambridge, MA 02139
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statistical connections among an arbitrary set of variables. The application of the basic theory to
image processing then becomes an exercise in represennng the scale-to-scale dependencies of an
image in terms of these networks.

The most evocative application of the class of models investigated here is in environmental
or terrain reconstruction. The same models studied here have been widely used to generate
synthetic, fractal landscapes in the training and entertainment industries. A slight change in a
generating function permits synthesis of images with a granular or crystalline structure. This work
addresses two questions: 1) are multi-scale models able to represent real physical processes of
interest?, and 2) do they lead to computationally efficient estimation algorithms? The answer to
both is "yes", and the major product of this work is a foundation for algorithms which estimate the
parameters which characterize the process.

OBJECTIVES
Conventional image processing techniques operate directly on the spatial, pixel-level data of

an image. Alternative techniques, inspired by the multi-scale functional bases of the affine wavelet
transform, represent the image at successively finer levels of detail, and allocate processing power
across scale as well as space. Potential advantages of these techniques include 1) the ability to
explicitly represent processes which truly are a product of multi-scale phenomena, such as ocean
waves; 2) the ability to process data which comes from sources of different resolution (scale),
such as synthetic aperture radar and overhead infrared photography; and 3) the ability to obtain
computational advantages from the allocation of processing power to appropriate scales and spatial
areas, such as for image segmentation.

Model-based approaches to signal processing require a model of the process of interest,
which includes (hypothesized) causal connections among the random elements of the signal.
Multi-scale models range from the simple (where the random elements are coefficients on a set of
dyadic, affine wavelet basis functions) to the complex (where successively finer scales of the
signal representation are complicated functions of variables expressed at coarser scales).

Model-based techniques will only be successful if the resulting algorithms are accurate and
efficient. Accuracy results from an inherent compatibility between the structire of the model and
the structure of the process of interest. Efficiency is largely the result of regularity in the
computational structure of the algorithms which are derived from the model. The chances of
establishing regularity in an algorithm are greatly enhanced if the model has some degree of
regularity as well.

Given this context, the purpose of this effort is to investigate whether multi-scale models of
image production could lead to accurate and efficient estimation algorithms for image processing,
with the long-term goal of embedding such algorithms into real-time image processing systems for
image enhancement, object detection, or parameter estimation. Accuracy results from an approach
which calculates the optimum estimate of each variable of interest, so that performance
degradations result only from model mismatches and fundamental physical principles, not from
approximations built into the solution algorithm. Efficiency results from the regular structure of a
multi-scale model, where each refinement layer has the eame structure as any other-, layers differ
only in numerical size and in scale-related parameters. To maintain accuracy, the mathematical
foundation adopted for this work is Bayesian probability theory; to maintain efficiency, the multi-
scale models have the same structure as both affine wavelet decompositions and mid-point
deflection models of synthetic terrain, both of which lead to exceedingly fast computational
techniques in other applications [2, 3, 5, 6, 18, 19, 27].

MODELING APPROACH

This section presents the iationale for investigating multi-scale models of multi-dimensional
random fields as the basis for a new class of estimation algorithms. Subsequent sections will
provide an overview of the mathematical elements of the models, key issues that drive estimation
algorithm design, and exampnles of the processes that can be treated in this framework.

AFIT Workshop On Wavelets and Signal Processing 2 TP-329
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Models

Mathematical model building has been an essential element of scientific progress ever since
the Renaissance. Building a model of a physical process that closely replicates observed behavior
is substantial evidence that the process is in fact well understood. Models take many different
forms, and it is difficult to generalize about them, but there appears to be an interesting shift in
modeling perspective taking place at the end of the twentieth century.

Prior to Newton, models were largely static: a collection of relationships and numerical
invariants. Newton and Leibnitz established a line of modeling techniques that is even more useful
today than in the seventeenth century. Differential equations, and their stochastic counterparts,
have led to magnificent successes in the analysis, estimation, and control of a myriad of physical
processes. Their applicability to image processing problems, however, has been limited by two
factors. First, prevalent digital computing techniques impose limitations, based on numerical
effects, on the range of scale which can be employed in algorithms based on this class of model -

the choice of step size in numerical integration being but a simple example of the tradeoffs
imposed. Second, their extension to multi-dimensional processes, i.e. partial differential equations
and their stochastic counterparts, has not yielded a class of models whose sample functions appear
realistic for many applications contexts.

Fourier solidified an alternate view of physical processes based not on incremental change
over time, but on composition of a large collection of elements which extend across all time.
Representing a signal as a weighted superposition of basis elements immediately allows a wide
variety .of scales to be represented and, at least for one-dimensional signals, allows one to
synthesize samples with a high degree of verisimilitude for many applications. Even better, it leads
to extremely fast digital techniques for both synthesis and analysis. Again, there are limitations.
The fundamental reliance on linearity restricts the class of phenomena which can be captured by
these models. Also, one cannot use these models as synthesis tools for two-dimensional images
- the set of transform coefficients which correspond to realistic images, at least in the optical
spectrum, cannot be easily characterized.

Common to both perspectives is the fact that models built on differential or spectral
structures have a great deal of difficulty synthesizing realistic images of common physical entities
such as terrain. If a model cannot reliably synthesize samples which are representative of the class
of images of interest, the risk of model mismatch leading to ineffective algorithms is undoubtedly
high. Nonetheless, many of today's best image processing techniques do in fact rely on various
combinations of differential or spectral techniques, although not always based on a common,
clearly specified model.

What alternative is there? The emerging field of wavelets [6, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23] can be
viewed as yet another superpositional model, offering an enlarged set of basis functions .o
represent non-stationary effects. This view is much too restrictive, however. The affine wavelet
transform, and the multi-scale models it implies [17, 35], opens the door to an entirely new kind of
causality based on neither incremental change nor superposition: causality from scale to scale. To
fully exploit this class of models without inheriting the weaknesses of other spectral models
requires some modification, however. One key modification is to introduce explicit coupling
between the wavelet coefficients at successive scales, coupling that effectively reduces the
enormous number of degrees of freedom presented by wavelet models.

The resulting multi-scale models lead to a fundamentally different perspective on a random
process. They capture a notion of successive refinement: the fine features of the process may be
dependent on the presence or absence of coarse features, but not the reverse. These models
explicitly represent some form of scale-to-scale causality, and they need not be linear. Multi-scale
techniques have proven extremely efficient in other applications, so empirical evidence suggests
that estimation techniques inferred from a multi-scale model should also be extremely
computationally efficient.

AFiT Workshop On Wavelets and Signal Processing 3 TP-329
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Example

Consider simple, one-dimensional Brownian motion. The Ito calculus provides a precise
description of this stocnastic process based on an incremental model. Weiner provided a model of
the same process based on the superposition of sinusoids with random phase. What is a multi-
scale model of the same process?

The simplest multi-scale model of Brownian motion employs the (non-orthonormal)
wavelet basis illustrated in Figure 1. A series of approximations to the sample path are constructed
by adding weighted translates of the basis function at successively finer scales. The basis
functions are continuous, so each approximation must be continuous. If the weights are drawn
from Gaussian distributions, then the joint distributions between all pairs of points in any
approximation are Gaussian also. If the Gaussian distributions for the weights are shift-inlariant,
and have variances proportional to the length of the support set of the relevant basis function, then
the statistics of the approximations approach those of Brownian motion. In fact, they are identical
to Brownian process statistics at values of the independent variable s that map into the peaks of the
basis functions at any scale n or coarser (since all basis functions at finer scales are zero at these
points).

x

o s

o 1

(a) Triangular basis fnctio
a1 two scales S

(b) Successive refinement
through superposition

Figure 1: Wavelet Model of Brownian Motion. The independent variable, s, lies in the unit interval, and may be
interpreted as time. The process value at s is x(s). (a) The "tent" functions of the basis set the entire basis set

consists of all dyadically scaled and integrally translated versions of the tent. (b) Construction of a sample path of
Brownian motion by superposition of weighted basis functions. Weights for each basis function must be

independent of one another and drawn from zero-mean Gaussian distributions which are stationary in s. and which
have variances that decrease by a power of 2 at each successively finer scale.

This is a wavelet interpretation of a class of midpoint deflection processes which have been
used to construct fractal signals [15, 24, 31, 33, 37, 38]. At each scale, the model constructs a
value for the midpoint of the process over a set of equal intervals. At the next scale, it builds
midpoints for each half-interval of the intervals at the preceding, coarser scale. The linear tails of
the tent function simply interpolate values that have not yet been completely defined - the value of
the process at a point that is not a midpoint of an interval is simply a linear combination of the
process values at the neighboring points which have been defined.

Ignore the interpolation, and focus just on that finite set of points which have been
completely defined by a finite number of scales. These points are at values of s which are integral
multiples of a negative power of 2. The midpoint of an interval between two neighboring values of
s at one scale can be directly constructed: average the values of x at the endpoints (interpolate), and
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then add an amount drawn from a Gaussian distribution. Repeating this process leads to a
midpoint construction process, where the stochastic process is defined over an expanding set of
points which, in the limit, are countable but dense in the set of real numbers.

Figure 2 shows the data dependencies embedded in such a midpoint construction process.
Assuming that x(O) and x(l) are given as boundary conditions, a sample of the process can be
generated by successively subdividing intervals, and synthesizing a value for the midpoints of
those intervals. For Brownian motion, it suffices to make the computation of each midpoint
dependent only on the process values at its interval's endpoint, jnd on a draw from an
independent, Gaussian random variable.

x(112)
x(114 (314)

X(/9 x38X(518)2 X(1)

Figure 2: Data Dependencies in a Midpoint Construction Model. Circles denote values of the process at successive
interval midpoints. Rectangles denote computations that construct the midpoints at the next level of refinement.
Arcs indicate the process values on which these computations may depend. The output of each rectangle may also

depend on a random value drawn from some specified distribution. For Brownian noise, these computations consist
of linear averagmg (with equal weights) to which a draw from a z=o-mean Gaussian distribution is added. The

variances of the distributions decaease by a factor of 2 from scale to scale.

Figure 3 shows the representation, at the 8 coarsest scales, of one sample path of a linear
midpoint construction process. Viewed as a synthesis model, generation of such a sample path is
extremely efficient due to the sparse nature of the dependencies. In fact, the dependency diagram
of Figure 2 clearly depicts the structural self-similarity of the process, as the decomposition of any
interval at one scale proceeds exactly as does the decomposition of any other interval at any other
scale. Adding the requirement that the variances of the Gaussian distributions be proportional to
the length of the interval being bisected assures that the process is statistically self-similar as well
(and that the auto-correlation function of the process matches that of a Brownian process, at least
for the values of s for which samples have been constructed).

Of course, there is no reason for the midpoint computations to be restricted to a linear-
Gaussian structure. Nor need the values of the process at each value of s be restricted to a scalar.
For synthesis, evaluation of discrete, nonlinear, or vector-valued functions is little more
complicated than evaluation of a linear function. This is the point at which our work departs from
the limitations of multi-scale models supported by wavelet representations.

Viewed as an analysis model, recovery of the representation of a sample path at coarser
scales from fine scales is even more simple. The representation at scale n is simply decimated, by
a factor of 2, to form the representation at the next coarser scale.

Viewed as the basis for estimation techniques, it is unclear whether models of the form
shown in Figure 2 offer computational advantages - although similar tree-structured models have
led to substantial speedups [4, 8, 9, 11, 32, 351. (This is precisely the question which this work
answers, in the affirmative). Estimation techniques will be simplest when the midpoint
construction functions are linear-Gaussian, but even these can be used as the basis for linearized
techniques when nonlinearities appear. (T'he results developed here deal with arbitrary probability
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distributions, but only the linear-Gaussian case is known to lead to an exact, finite-dimensional
implementation.)

The superficial similarity of samples of the two-dimensional analog of this model to terrain
cross-sections has long been recognized [25, 28, 29, 301. (It is not entirely appropriate as a terrain
model, as the c ons'nuction process does not prevent isolated depressions which, in real terrain,
would be filled with lakes.) Nonetheless, this work is based on the supposition that multi-scale
models generate much more realistic representations of terrain than can be efficiently generated by
either differential or superpositional approaches, particularly when the generating fincrions are
allowed to be nonlinear. Moreover, the self-similar structure of the model which lies behind this
sample impart a self-similar structure to the estimation algorithms derived from it, leading to
extremely efficient reconstruction techniques.

Scale I Sae

Seale2 Scale 6

I Scale 3 Scale 7

*Scale 4 Scale 8

Figure 3: Refinement of A Sample Path from a Linear Midpoint Construction Process. Midpoints are constructed
as linear averages of neighboring endpoints, to which noise is added. This sample uses triangular distributions for

these increments in lieu of the computationally more expensive Gaussian distribution.

Thus the contribution of this work is the extension of optimal estimation theory to multi-
scale modeLs which, at the very least, can realistically represent terrain and other fractal textures.

MATHEMATICAL APPROACH

To avoid unnecessary dependencies on the specifics of a problem, the technical approach is
based on models described as acyclic nets of random variables. One example of such a network is
that of Figure 2 for one-dimensional processes; another appears later for square tessellations on a
two-dimensional random field. Because the results apply to any acyclic net, a foundation exists for
immediate transfer to other sensor topologies, such as triangular or hexagonal covers of an image.

AFIT Workshop On Wavelets and Signal Processing 6 TP-329
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Markovian Nets
The key assumptions that lie behind the results described in this work can be illustrated

with Figure 4. As a synthesis tool for random processes, this network describes a partially

ordered set of (pseudo)random computations. Some variables are given, or are drawn from
initially specified distributions. These variables lie in the minimal places (with respect to the partial

order defined by the directed arcs) of the acyclic graph.

Figure 4: Parns of a Markovian Net. Circles denote places which hold the basic random variables of the process.

Rectangles denote transitions, such as t., which represent stochastic operators that transform variables in input

places to variables in a unique output place. Directed arcs specify the inputs I(tm), and output O(tm), of each

transition. The bipartite graph must be acyclic, so the arcs also impose a partial order on the places and transitions.

Those places which precede tm in this partial order are in its past. P(tmn); those which succeed it are in its future,
F(WmJ; and every other place is in the unordered set U(tm).

All other places contain random variables derived from these initial variables. Each

tangsition is characterized by a probability distribution on the random variables in its output places,

conditioned on the values of the variables in the input places. In a synthesizer of a (pseudo)

random process, this mechanism could be implemented either as a random draw from that
conditional probability distribution, or as some deterministic operator applied to the values of the
inputs and some exogenous random variable. In either case, a conditional probability distribution

on the output variables, given the input variables, characterizes the statistical relations imposed by
each transition.

'T e key mathematical assumpiaon required by this work is that the output variables of a

transition depend only on the inputs and independent, exogenous randomness. Formally, this

requires an independence assumption to the effect that the values of the outputs of a transition are

equally predictable whether (1) only the inputs to the transition are known, or (2) each and every

vanable in the past and unordered sets of places (see Figure 4) are known. Clearly (1) is a (small)

subset of (2). This independence assumption is analogous to the Markovian property required of a

state-space description of a conventional Markov process; hence these graphs are called Markovian
nets.

AFIT Workshop On Wavelets and Signal Processing 7 TP-329
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Examples
Figure 5 contains three examples of random processes depicted as Markovian nets. These

serve as familiar cases for illusuandon, and for which estimation algorithms are known (at least for
the first two examples). The algorithms developed in this work reduce to those known algorithms
for the special cases of Figure 5(a) and (b).

n-i x,2
a) Standard diacrwe tune Mariov pvces

b) Discrete index, quadrant causae
Markov random field c) Multiscale sccessive refinement process

Figure 5: Common Random Processes Expressed as Markovian Nets. a) Discrete time Markov process, where the
random variable in each place is the state of the process at a given time index. b) Discrete two-dimensional Markov
random field with a generator that specifies the field value in terms of three neighbors. The upper and leftmost field

samples are taken as boundary conditions. c) Multi-scale model of a one-dimensional process. This structure is
highly replicated, but is more general than that of Figure 2.

x1 x2 x3

14 L 5 16

x 10 xll1

Figure 6: A Simple Markovian NeL Arcs denote explicit statistical dependences- many implicit dependencies must
factor into estimation algorithm design as well. For example. xlo and xlj share common dependencies on x2 and
x3. Special cases of this net useful for checking results include those where transitions simply copy all inputs to

the output. or where outputs are independent of the inputs.

Figure 6 shows a small Markovian net useful for illustrating the fundamental issues to be
addressed by estimation algorithms. It resembles a fragment of the net in Figure 5(c), with four
"scales" of data. Of pamcular importance is the fact that xlo and x11 share statistical dependencies
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at the coarsest scale (x2), an intermediate scale (x5), and a fine scale (x8). When a measurement of
x1l becomes available, the estimate of xio must be somehow revised. If estimation algorithms are
to exploit the regularity of multi-scale models, then the algorithm must stop out some of the fine
level derail as an update to the estimate of x8, pass some remaining information back to the
intermediate scale to update the estimation of x5, and then to the coarsest scale to update the
estimation of x2. Moreover, it must then construct an estimate for x1o which properly combines
the revised x2, x5, and x8 estimates. To make matters more complex, it must separate information
about x2 from information about X3, both of which influence the measurement of xII.

This example will carry through the following discussion of the general results of this
effort; the algorithms described there will be transferred to the much more complex stuctures
required for multi-scale models of one- and two- dimensional stochastic processes in a later
section.

GENERAL RESULTS
The objective of an estimation algorithm is to compute estimates of imperfectly known

random variables in response to a measurement taken of one of them. Since Markovian nets use a
probabilistic description of uncertainty, these estimates ideally come from properly updated,
conditional probability distributions. The algorithms which result from this work specify how to
compute those distributions, regardless of any specific structural assumptions (e.g., self-similarity,
linearity, or Gaussianness). The algorithms are basically straightforward applications of
Chapman-Kolmogorov prediction, and Bayesian update, equations to a set of probability
distributions.

The key research issue addressed in this work was not how to update distributions, but
rather what is the proper set of probability distributions to manipulate? The unimaginative
approach to estimation on Markovian nets works with the joint distribution on all of the random
variables. This approach fails to exploit any simplifications made possible by the top3logy of the
net itself - and it is well known that much simpler approaches are available for some of the
network topologies shown in Figure 5.

Two important algorithms resulting from this work identify the proper set of distributions
to manipulate. The first algorithm finds a set of distributions sufficient to allow one to construct
estimates of all of the random variables given distributions on variables in the minimal (initial)
places of the graph, and the transition probability distributions. This set is also adequate for
updating distributions based on a measurement of one of the initial variables. The second
algorithm auaments the first set with some additional distributions required to backpropagate
information from an intermediate or terminal place to other random variables. This section presents
neither the graph theoretic algorithms which determine the requisite set of distributions, nor the
estimation algorithms themselves; its objective to convey the types of manipulations performed by
the algorithms and an intuitive justification for them.

Prediction

Given a Markovian net, what are the best estimates of the random variables that can be
made prior to a measurement? This is the prediction problem, and is answered in the fullest by
providing a probability distribution for each of the random variables in the net. Such a probability
distribution is not given as part of the net; it must be derived from the distributions on the variables
in the minimal places, and from the transition probability distributions.

The example net in Figure 6 shows why computation of these probability distributions is
not immediate. Consider x11. It is a function of both xs and x9, and perhaps some exogenous
noise. To compute the distribution on x11, one must in general have the joint distribution on x8,
xg, and the noise. If these are all independent, one can construct the joint distribution in a simple
manner. In this case, they are not: x8 and x9 share a common dependence on X2, so (except in
degenerate cases) they are not independent. Hence one must compute the joint distribution on both
x8 and x9 in order to arrive at a distribution for x11.

AFIT Workshop On Wavelets and Signal Processing 9 TP-329
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Figure 7 shows the set of probability distributions which must be computed as intermediate
steps towards finding prior distributions on each of the random variables in the net. It shows a
sequence of computations of probability distributions which is sufficient to derive estimates of each
random variable in the Markovian net. For example, the right half of the diagram shows the
intermediate steps needed to compute a distribution on x11. The first major product of this effort is
a graph theoretic algorithm to derive such a net for any given Markovian net, along with the
equations specifying each computation in terms of basic manipulations on arbitrary probability
distributions.

Ji 4t 2 X4 t X616

X 5t 4 5 ts 5 •

t7 t 8t

Figure 7: Sufficient Statistics for Prediction. Places enclose sets of random variables found in the underlying
Markovian net of Figure 6. These are the sets on which probability distributions must be computed. Grey
transitions compute the output distribution as the product of two marginal distributions. White transitions

marginalize a joint distribution to obtain a distribution on one random variable. Placement of these is somewhat
arbitrary. Black transitions transform an input distribution to an output distribution using a transition distribution

from the underlying net. The labels on these transitions indicate the corresponding transition in Figure 6.

An important corollary captures the special features of linear-Gaussian nets. In these, the
output of each transition (which may, of course, be a vector) is restricted to be a linear combination
of the inputs, to which an exogenous Gaussian random variable is added. Also, the distributions
on the variables in the initial places must be Gaussian. In this case, all of the distributions
necessary for prediction remain Gaussian, so means and covariances of these distributions suffice.

The result of this part of the work is a specific algorithm to identify that part of a Markovian
network's structure which can be exploited to simplify the prediction problem. The degree of
simplification obtained depends, of course, on the topology of the net.

Update

Given a measurement of the random variable in an input place, the algorithm mentioned
above can compute all of the posterior distributions. One only needs to replace the original
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distribution at that place with the posterior distribution after a Bayesian update, and repeat the
prediction process. If the measurement is taken elsewhere, however, things get more complicated.

To see that the distributions identified in Figure 7 are insufficient for the update process,
consider a measurement of xul. Figure 7 suggests that it can be used to update the distribution on
x1,, and then the joint distribution on xs and xg, and so on back to the joint distribution on x2 and
X3. From the latter, one can construct an updated distribution on x2 alone, which then can be
propagated along the other half of the graph as if a direct measurement of x2 had resulted in the
update. The problem with this approach it that the update of the joint distribution on xs and x9
resulted in an (implied) update to the distribution on xs, but this does not get factored into the
computation of the updated distribution on x7 and xs in the prediction phase. Somehow, the
update to the distribution on xs must be transferred between the two sides of the graph using some
other mechanism. -.

That mechanism involves some additional statistics which augment those required for
prediction alone. Called crosslink statistics, these preserve information on variables which appear
in two or more unordered places in the prediction graph. The second major product of this work is
another graph theoretic algorithm which determines where crosslink statistics are needed, along
with two algorithms which respectively initialize and update them. The combination of the
prediction statistics and the crosslink statistics are sufficient to update all of the distributions on
individual random variables in the Markovian net.

x "

I'V

t t

Figure 8: Suf~ficient Statistics for UpdLaze. Thc two crOSSlink places, L2 and L5. correspond to the two transitions
in the Markovian net which are referenced more than once in the prediction ne.. The statistics associated with these
places can take one of several forms, but all preserve information on the random variable~s comtmon to the input and

output places of the connected transiu.ons. In particular, L5 statistic• preserve information on x8. When a
measurement from a place is obtaned, the directionality of some arcs must be reversed, and added to crosslink arcs,

to deterrmne the order of the update computations.

Figure 8 shows the crosslinks required for the example of Figuare 6. These statistics are
adequate regardless of the origin of a measurement, although the order in which the distributions
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are updated does depend on the origin. Note that the crosslink statistics transfer information not
only about x2 and xg, but also about x5. Referring back to Figure 6. xs is also in the common past
of x1o and xtl, so a measurement of xll should update an estimate of xS, which in turn should
affect the estimate of xIo.

As with the prediction problem, Gaussianness is preserved under updates from linear-
Gaussian measurements. In this case, the updated distributions remain Gaussian, and are
completely determined from their means and covariances.

SPECIFIC RESULTS
With a general theory of estimation on Markovian nets available, estimation for multi-scale

models becomes a special case. When applied to Markovian net descriptions of one- and two-
dimensional random fields which have a high degree of structural regularity, it is not surprising
that the resulting estimation algorithms are also highly regular.

One-Dimensional Processes
Figure 2 showed a Markovian network representation for a multi-scale model of Brownian

motion. It also suggested a much richer class of stochastic processes, as the transition
distributions need not be based on linear-Gaussian transformations. Since the general results in
estimation on Markovian nets described above do not rely upon linearity or Gaussianness,
sufficient statistics for estimation on arbitrary multi-scale models of one-dimensional processes
may be identified.

x I

x& X&j
x(1

4 141/4 3/43/

1/16~ x31 1/46 x11 16 'M 116 31416 51

Figure 9: Sufficient Statistics For Prediction In a One-Dimensional Multi-Scale Model. Place labels indicate values
of the process at specilic points in time. Tr'ansition labels indicate the time to which a midpoint generated by thar

transition corresponds. Note that each sample in the interior of the unit interval appears in two places.

Figure 9 shows the network required for prediction in one-dimensional multi-scale
processes. The sufficient statistics are simply joint distributions on process values at interval
endpoints. They are connected in a tree structure, showing that the regularity of the lattice in
Figure 2 imparts a regularity to the prediction process. Note that this diagram does not represent a
Markovian net: the operation of transitions with identical labels is not independent, as each
generates the value of the process at the midpoint of the interval associated with its input.
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Figu•e 10 shows the crosslinks necessary for updates. The crosslinks connect places
representing neighboring intervals. They account for the fact that a measurement of a process
value is statistically related to the process values at the endpoints of that interval - and of all other
intervals in which it is nested. Therefore, the update process propagates outward from the
measurement point (through coarser scales) as estimates of endpoints over the enclosing intervals
are revised, and then inwards (through finer scales) as estimates of values inside other intervals are
updated to reflect revisions in the endpoint estimates.

x(O) 

x 112

14 1/4 314 3/4

X(0)xO1) x(1 12)x(4

1/6 36 /6 76 96 4' 111 41/ 156

Figure 10: Suf~ficieznt Statistcs for Update In a One-Dimensional Multi-Scale Model. Crosslinks connect places
containing duplicate process values. Crosslink statistics may be merged with the prediction statistics at the
immediately preceding places to reduce this structure to a tr-ee. The complexity of the update statistics are

ndependen of the number of scale~s included in the model.

The most important property of these multi-scale models is that the cornplexiry of the
sufficient statistics does not depend on the number of scales included in the mode!. This limits the
computational effort required to perform an update, and the size of the data structures required to
support that process. In fact, for processes that suit the representation of Figure 2, the complexity
of the update process, for a single measurement, is linear in the total number of sample points.

What this work does not address is the question of parameterization of the distributions onthe variables in the places in Figure 10. For linear-Gaussian models of the type illustrated in
Figure 4, all required distributions are Gaussian. For other processes, finite parameterization of
the conditional distributions at each place may not be possible.

Nonetheless, other forms of the transition probability distributions are important. For
example, Figure ii shows a highly nonlinear transition mechanism to construct values of the
process at successive midpoints. This divides the unit interval into segments of constant process
values. Segment boundaries can be determined through scale-to-scale causality by repeatedly
assigning the midpoint of an interval either to one of the segments in which an endpoint is
contained, or to a new segment. By restricting new segments to appear only when an interval's
endpoints are in different segments, segments remain connected. The process value over each
segment is determined by the value assigned to the first point that falls into it. Figure 12 shows a
typical sample of one of these midpoint selection processes.
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Figure 11: Example of Nonlinear Midpoint Construction. For each interval, the value of !he process is determined
as a function of the values at the endpoints of the interval. (a) If the endpoint values are equal, the midpoint value is
set equal to them. (b) If the endpoint values differ, then with some specified probability the midpoint may take on a

completely new value drawn from some distribution (e.g., uniform over the range of the process). If it does not.
then one of the endpoints is selected, and its value copied to the midpoint.

Scale Scale ll5 l hl1.....ll..

Scale 2 Scale 6 i IlIlIllll llllhlll*lll**llll,,*

I IiScale 3 Scale 7

Scae 4Scales ~

Figure 12: Sample Function of a Nonlinear Midpoint Construction Process. The eight coarsest scales of the

evolution of a sample function from a midpoint selection process show how new segments are created when their
first point is constructed, and extended by the assignment of midpoint values to one of the endpoint values. The

endpoint values at scale 1 are set to 0.5 (left) and 0.0 (right) at the start of the construction.
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The sufficient statistics for a midpoint selection process remain the same as for the midpoint
deflection, or Brownian motion, processes: the joint distributions on process values at the
endpoints of a nested set of intervals. Unlike the linear-Gaussian case, there is no obvious finite
parameterization of these distributions. If, however, the number of levels which can be assigned
to segments is small, then it is possible to store this joint distribution explicitly.

With the requisite distributions on hand, estimation algorithms for one-dimensional multi-
scale processes become straightforward specializations of the general algorithms. For the
processes discussed here, the algorithms are in fact equivalent to known algorithms for estimation
on tree structures.

Two-Dimensional Processes

Image processing requires treatment of two-dimensional random fields, not just one-
dimensional processes. Two-dimensional fields also admit a multi-scale Markovian net
representation, although the topology of the Markovian nets becomes somewhat more complex.

X .1 x(1/'2.1) x0.11

x(0.3/4)xIZ

x(O,/2) x(l/4,1/2) x(1/Z,12) x(11X2)

x(0,O) x(l/2Z0) x(1,0)

a) Generator for one quadrant b) Successive refinement of upper left quadrants

Figure 13: Markovian Net Representation of a Quadrant Decomposition for a Two Dimensional Random Field. a)
Each quadrant inherits one comer value from a coarser scale, and three from the current scale. These are inputs into
operators which determine process values at boundary midpoints and the center of the quadrant. b) Nesting quadrants
permits refeinem through an arbitrary number of scales. Note that each value of the process ultimately influences

the construction of eight other process values.

Figure 13 illustrtes one way to represent a two-dimensional field with a multi-scale
Markovian net. The unit square is the domain of interest, and it can be divided into four equal
quadrants. These quadrants may be recursively decomposed in a similar manner to give a quadtree
structure [7]. However, the random variables of the Markovian net cannot be associated with just
these nested quadrants, or the Markovian scale-to-scale independence assumption would preclude
exact matches at boundaries between quadrants. Instead, each quadrant can be characterized by the
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values of the random field at its four comers, and one-dimensional multi-scale processes inserted
to describe the boundaries between quadrants.

As a synthesizer of samples of random fields, the model of Figure 13 operates as follows.
Assume process values have already been determined at the four comers of a quadrant. Generate a
value for the midpoint of each edge of the quadrant using the one-dimensional midpoint
construction techniques presented earlier. Note that these midpoint values will be available to finer
scale operations affecting both quadrants on either side of the boundary. Finally, generate a value
for the process at the center point of the quadrant, and notice that all information necessary to
enable the construction of the process in each sub-quadrant is now present.

Figure 14 shows the complete network for a three-scale model of a two-dimensional
random field. It consists of 21 copies of the generating structure from Figure 13(a), nested in a
quadtree structure. Unlike conventional quadtree representations, however, it includes embedded
one-dimensional processes along quadrant boundaries. The samples generated by these processes
affect the generation of samples in both quadrants at finer levels. This way, the sample fields
described by the model may remain continuous, and avoid the boundary artifacts of tree models.

Figure 14: Top Three Scales of a Markovian Net Representation of a Two-Dimensional Field. The topology of the
net is quite sparse and highly regular. although it cannot be reduced to an equivalent tree model. Note that each
boundary of this net is just a one-dimensional multi-scale model, and that other one-dimensional models appear

along internal boundaries.

This representation of a two-dimensional random field is clearly not a tree. Nor can it be
reduced to a tree by some manipulation such as augmentation of the set of variables stored at each
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place without making the number of variables stored at each place proportional to the depth of the
model Since the complexity of the statistics required by the optimal estimation algorithms is at
least proportional to the complexity of the set of variables in the places, such a structural reduction
would have unacceptable impacts on algorithm complexrv. This is the model structure which
motivated the work on a general approach to estimation on Markovian nets des'ribed earlier.

The graph theoretic algorithms which identify the structure of an estimator for a Markovian
net can be applied directly to this network. Figure 15 illusrates one element of the structure
required for prediction - an element corresponding to one quadrant. Several copies of this
structure must be combined into a tree in order to prescribe the prediction structure for an entire
model.

C C %

Figure 15: Prediction Statistics for One Quadrant's Decomposition. Each 5 x 5 array represents 25 samples of the
random field at the finest scale shown for the generator of Figu= 13(a). Darkened cells indicate which sample ,alues

are included in the set at each place. Transition labels refer to the transitions in the standard generaior of Figure
13(a).

To understand the structure of these prediction statistics, first examine the four boundaries
of the quadrant. Each of these is a one-dimensional process. The prediction statistics for one-
dimensional processes appeared in Figure 9, and turned out to be distributions on process values at
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the two endpoints of an interval. This is precisely what Figure 15 shows for the exterior
boundaries: each place holds process values for the endpoints of a segment at the coarser level (at
the top of each boundary tree fragment) or at the finer level (at the bottom of each fragment)
corresponding to the two half-intervals.

Figure 16: Update Structure for Two-Dimensional Processes. Crosslinks appear as cur-'ed arcs, without places. In
this net. crosslinks connect more than two transitions due to the complexity of LtI. connections in the basic

Markovian net model. Connected transitions correspond to the same transition in Figure 13(a), and all introduce the
same sample value into their output places.

The 17 places in the interior of the diagram also form a tree. The Toot of the tree contains
sample values at the four comers of the quadrant. Four of the leaves contain the sample values at
the four comers of the subquadrants, a!lowing these structures to be concatenated into a full tree.
The remaining four leaves are the roots of another tree for the one-dimensional processes that form
the boundaries between the subquadrants. The remaining 8 places are intermediate steps needed
since each transition only introduces one new variable into the statistic set at a time.

To complete the treatment of two-dimensional fields, one must add the crosslinks which
convey update information between the branches of the prediction tree. These appear in Figure 16.
As with the ine-dimensional case, the crosslink arcs have no directionality here; that is imposed
by the source of a measurement. The purpose of the crosslinks is the same as discussed above:
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when information from a measurement is propagated up the prediction tree, the part of it that
pertains to the variables introduced at this scale must be preserved for the time when update
information propagates back down the other branches of the prediction tree.

The most important feature of this update structure is that, once again, the complexity of the
statistics requiredfor prediction and update are independent of the number of scales included in the
model. Thus the computational load required to update all variables in the modelfrom a
measurement taken at one point is proportional to the number of nodes in the prediction tree, which
in turn is proportional to the number of pixels in the two-dimensional image.

Recall that the objective of this woik was to develop accurate and efficient estimation
algorithms based on multi-scale models of two-dimensional random processes. This objective has
been met: the algorithms introduced here are the most accurate possible, as they explicitly
reconstract the conditional probability distribution on each variable in the process. As can now be
seen, they are also extremely efficient, as the computational effort required to process an update is
simply proportional to the size of the process.

APPLICATIONS

Work is not complete, however. Establishing the general structure of estimation algorithms
for multi-scale models of two-dimensional random processes is an important, but not complete,
step towards the ukimate goal of real-time image reconstruction, fusion, and identification. To see
where additional work is necessary, consider some potential applications.

Problem Requirements

There are three broad classes of application for this work: static image analysis, dynamic
image analysis, and image fusion. All but the first impose real-time computing constraints, and
hence a close match between algorithm structure and available computing structures. Most
importantly, however, one can now consider novel approaches to classical problems which can be
posed as estimation problems within the structure investigated here, and rest assured that the
solutions will inherit the computational regularity and simplicity of the general algorithms
developed to date.

First, consider static image analysis. Important problems in this area include segmentation,
texture identification and classification, and anomaly detection. All three problems can be posed in
terms of multi-scale Markovian network models. Midpoint construction models provide a
statistical characterization of a wide variety of irregular boundaries, such as shorelines. Different
coefficients in linear-Gaussian transformations can lead to a wide range of spatially-invariant
textures, such as pasture, woodland, or ocean surfaces. Combinations of the two provide models
of landscapes whose sample fields are strikingly realistic. An estimator build for these models
could not only reconstruct estimates of the field values at all sample points, but also estimate model
parameters and segment boundaries. Such algorithms will require computationally realizable
approximations to the exact algorithms derived here, analogous to the generalized likelihood ratio
techniques for failure detection (as a solution to the segmentation problem), the extended Kalman
filter (for model parameter identification as part of texture classification), and model mismatch
evaluation (for anomaly detection).

One can view dynamic images as a three- or four-dimensional random field, with the time
dimension having the property that information need only propagate in one direction along it. Too
complex to illustrate, but easily represented in a digital computer, are the multi-scale Markovian net
models for these higher dimensional processes. Temporal causality may allow substantial
simplifications, just as it does in conventional Markov processes. For example, one can use the
model of Figure 14 to describe the initial frame of an image sequence, and also (with different
parameters) to describe the changes from frame to frame. Tracking moving boundaries and
detecting changes in textures become two-dimensional analogs of tracking and detection algorithms
for conventional time series.
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Finally, image fusion algorithms must process image data at different scales, with different
centerpoints and orientations, often involving different physical phenomenologies, into a
composite representation of an area of interest. Representing different sensor scales is natural in
this modeling environment; unfortunately, most phenomenological models have differential or
spectral foundations instead of an explicit multi-scale structure. Therefore, a model identification
algorithm, again based on linearization techniques similar to the extended Kalman filter, would be
effective in estimating model parameters directly from imagery.

CONCLUSIONS

This work set out to investigate whether multi-scale models of random fields could lead to
accurate and efficient estimation algorithms. It accomplished that objective, with affirmative
answers. The estimation algorithms compute the exact posterior distributions on process variables
given a measurement taken from any location, at any scale. They operate in time that is
proportional to the size of the field of interest; this efficiency results from the essential fact that the
sufficient statistics for estimation in a multi-scale model are of complexity that is independent of the
number of scales employed.

With respect to practical implementations of the algorithms developed here, questions
outnumber answers. The linear-Gaussian equations provide a finite-dimensional realization of an
optimal estimator for one special case, but others may exist. Nothing is yet known about potential
simplifications when one is presented with a set of measurements taken over a region of the image,
instead of at a single point. Nor have linearized versions of the algorithms for use with mildly
nonlinear problems been constructed. Nor, indeed, has duality been exploited to derive multi-scale
optimization algorithms based on the same model structure.

Therefore, we conclude that the domain of multi-scale stochastic process models is
exceedingly rich. We also conclude that they lead to highly structured and efficient algorithms
which solve a wide class of estimation problems associated with that model. These algorithms
offer the potential of vast simplifications for a variety of image analysis problems, as well as a
basis for extensions into even more important applications such as real-time, video tracking.
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Abstract. A maximally decimated filter bank system (with possibly unequal decimation ratios in
the subbands) can be regarded as a generalization of the short time Fourier transformer. In fact,

it is known that such a 'filter bank transformer' is closely related to the wavelet transformation.

A natural question that arises when we conceptually pass from the traditional Fourier transformer

to the filter bank transformer is: what happens to the convolution theorem, i.e., is there an analog

of the convolution theorem in the world of 'filter bank transforms'? In this paper we address the

question first for uniform decimation and then generalize it to the nonuniform case. The result

takes a particularly simple and useful form for paraunitary (or orthonormal) filter banks. It shows

how we can convolve two signals x(n) and g(n) by directly convolving the subband signals of a

paraunitary filter bank and adding the results. The advantage of the method is that we can quantize
in the subbands based on the signal variance and other perceptual considerations, as in traditional

subband coding. As a result, for a fixed bit rate, the result of convolution is much more accurate

than direct convolution. That is, we obtain a coding gain over direct convolution. We will derive

expressions for optimal bit allocation and optimal coding gain for such paraunitary convolvers. As

a special case, if we take one of the two signals to be the delta function (e.g., g(n) = 6(n)), we can

recover the well-known bit allocation and coding gain formulas of traditional subband coding.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.1(a) shows the A! channel maximally decimated digital filter bank, which has been

studied by a number of authors in the past decade. Here Hk(z), Fk(z), 0 < k < M - 1 are the

set of analysis and synthesis filters. The notations I nk and I nk denote the nk-fold decimator

and interpolator (unpsampler) as defined in several earlier references [11-[5). The boxes labeled Qk

denote quantizers which quantize the subband signals Xk(n).

The relations between filter banks and wavelet transforms have been known for some time 161-

[12]. An excellent magazine article appeared recently [10), revealing this connection explicitly. It is

well known that wavelet transforms provide more flexibility (in terms of time-frequency resolution)

than the traditional Fourier transform. In this paper we deal only with discrete-time filter banks

(both uniform and nonuniform decimators will be considered). It is known that discrete time filter

banks can be considered as discrete time wavelet transformations. Here the analysis bank can

be viewed as a transformation from 'time' to 'time-frequency'. We will simply refer to this as the

filter bank transform, and the decimated subband signals zk(n) will be called the transform-domain

signals. The synthesis bank is regarded as the inverse transformer (assuming perfect reconstruction,

that is, i(n) = x(n)).

Aim of the paper.

The advent of these transforms leads us to ask the question, "how do the standard properties

of the Fourier transformation generalize to the case of 'filter-bank transforms'?" For example,

what is the extension of the convolution theorem? To introduce the main topic of the paper,

let y(n) denote the convolution of two sequences x(n) and 9(n), i.e., y(n) = '-,, z(m)g(n - in).

According to Fourier transform theory, the transform of y(n) is related to those of z(n) and g(n)

as Y(e"' ) - .X(e"')G(e')), i.e., convolution becomes 'multiplication' in the transform domain.

Now consider the 'filter bank transformer', with the decimated subband signals regarded as the

'transform domain'. What is the 'convolution theorem' in this case? To expand on this question,

consider Fig. 1.1 where we show x(n) and g(n) as the inputs to two copies of the filter bank.
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The transform domain 'coefficients' corresponding to x(n) and g(n) are the sequences zk(n) and

gk(n), respectively. How should we combine Xk(n),gk(n), 0 < k < Al - 1 so that the convolution

Fm x(m)g(n - m) can be obtained from these, assuming there are no subband quantizers?

In Sec. 2.1 we will derive this convolution theorem for the case of uniform filter banks (i.e.,

nk = M for all k). The result takes an exceptionally simple form in the case of paraunitary filter

banks [2], [12]-[14]. More specifically, the convolution x(n) * g(n) is reduced to computing the

convolutions zk(n) * gk(n) and adding. This will be stated more precisely in Theorem 2.1 (equal

rlk) and Theorem 2.2 (unequal nk). In Sec. 2.2, the result will be extended to the case of filter

banks with nonuniform decimation ratios. Once again, it will be shown that when the synthesis

filter coefficients form an orthonormal basis (this being the extension of the paraunitary concept),

the 'convolution theorem' takes a special simple form. Even though the uniform filter bank is a

special case, we have chosen to treat it separately first, because it is much simpler, while conveying

most of the ideas well.

Usefulness.

The motivation for obtaining these 'convolution theorems' does not originate from a desire to

obtain algorithms that are faster than the many well-known fast convolution technique. (Indeed,

the 'state of art' for fast convolutions is already very advanced). The actual motivation comes from

the fact that we can quantize in the subbands, and reduce the roundoff error (for fixed wordlength)

by proper bit allocation schemes. Thus, instead of quantizing z(n) and then convolving with g(n),

we can now quantize Xk(n) and then convolve with 9k(n) and add the results for all k. When

performing this quantization in subbands, we can exploit the subband energy distribution and

perform optimal bit allocation. In this way, we obtain increased accuracy for a given bit rate. That

is. the system offers a coding gain. This idea is very similar in philosophy to subband coding [15]

(e.g., see Chapter 11 of [16]. and Chapter 1 of [17]). In a spirit similar to that described in the above

references, we can define a coding gain for the paraunitary convolver. In Sec. 3 we will present a

detailed study of this coding gain. We will obtain the optimal bit allocation formula, and study the

2
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coding gain under optimal bit allocation. Unlike in usual subband coding, the paraunitary subband

convolver can provide a coding gain > 1 even if x(n) has a flat spectrum (i.e., is white).

It is important to notice that the computation of the subband signals xk(n) itself involves

filtering. If this filtering complexity is comparable to the direct convolution of x(n) and g(n), then

the above technique is clearly unworthy. It has potential applications only when x(n) and g(n) are

very long sequences (in comparison with the lengths of the analysis filters Itk(z)). An useful special

cases arises when the analysis filters have length _< M (which is analogous to transform coding).

We will see that, even in this case, substantial coding gain can be exhibited.

It is meaningful to try to maximize the coding gain by optimization of the coefficients of the

paraunitary filter bank (for a fixed order). Such an optimization is easier to formulate in the special

case where the filter bank reduces to the transform coding system (to be described in Fig. 4.1 later,

where T is a unitary matrix). This is a specical case of paraunitary filter banks (with constant

polyphase matrices). We consider it separately, and address the problem of optimal choice of T

(under the optimal bit allocation constraint). This, then is the generalization of the Karhunen-

Leove transform (KLT) [16],[18],[19], for the case of unitary convolvers. We will formulate the

problem in terms of two autocorrelation matrices, but uldike in the KLT problem, a closed form

solution for T (e.g., in terms of the eigenvectors) is not possible. We will consider a numerical

example based on speech signals, and show that the coding gain of the convolver is very close to

the theoretical upper bound, if the matrix T is taken to be the DCT matrix. This observation

parallels a similar well-known result in orthogoral transform coding of speech (16].

Outline. In Sec. 2.1 we derive the convolution theorem for paraunitary filter banks with

uniform decimation. This is extended to the case of nonuniform filter banks (nr not identical

fo-r -I k) in Sec. 2.2. In this case the paraunitary property is replaced with a generalization

(orthonormality). Section 3 presents a derivation of optimal subband bit allocation, as well as the

corresponding coding gain expression for the paraunitary convolver. Once again, the uniform case

will be considered first, and then generalized to the nonuniform case. Even though the former is

3
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strictly a special case of the latter, we have chosen to treat them separately. This is because of the

simplicity of the uniform case, which at the same time brings out many of the important features.

In Sec. 3.4 we show how the well-known coding gain results for traditional subband systems can

be obtained as special cases of the convolver coding gain expressions. Section 4 consider a further

specicalization of the uniform paraunitary convolver, with analysis filter lengths constrained to be

< M. This is, in principle, the extension of transform coding problem, to the case of convolution.

It has the advantage that we can further maximize the coding gain by optimizing the transform

matrix (generalization of the KLT). Section 5 presents several numerical examples, and provides a

relative comparision of the coding gain, for different test conditions.

Notations and basics.

1. Bold faced quantities represent matrices and vectors. The notations AT, A' and At represent,

respectively, the transpose, conjugate, and transpose-conjugate of A. The accent 'tilde' as in

H(z) stands for transposition, followed by conjugation of coefficients, followed by replacement

of z with z-'. On the unit circle H(z) = Ht(z).

2. The M-fold decimator I M and interpolator I M (or expander) are defined as in (1],[2]. Thus

the input output relation for the decimator is y(n) = x(Mn), and for the interpolator it is

x(n/M), n = integer mul. of M

y(r) = M0, otherwise.

In this paper, all decimation and interpolation ratios are positive integers. In equations, the

notation a(n)lIM denotes the decimated sequence a(Mn). (The vertical bar is omitted where

it is unnecessary). With A(z) denoting the z-transform of a(n), the notation A(z)IJM denotes

the :-transform of the decimated version a(.Mn). Let A(z) and B(z) be rational functions and

let K and L be integers. The following identity can be easily verifed:

(.4(:x")B(Z))ý' = (.4(z)(E(z)J,))".(1)

3. z(n) * g(n) denotes convolution of x(n) with g(n). The sequence z(n) * g'(-n) is the deter-

ministic cross correlation between x(n) and g(n), and has 2-transform X(z)G(z).

4
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Polyphase notation

For the case where n. = Af for all k, the system of Fig. 1.1(a) can be redrawn as in Fig. 1.2

where E(z) and R(z) are M x M matrices. Defining the analysis and synthesis filter vectors as

h(z) =[Ho(z) H,(Z) ... HIIM.-()I T,f(z) = [FO(z) F,(z) ... FMI(z)]T (1.2)

we have

h(z) = E(z:A)e(z), fT(z) = e(z)R(z"), (1.3)

where e(z) is the delay chain vector, i.e.,

e(z) = [1 .-' ..- ( -i] (1.4)

E(z) and R(z) are, respectively, the polyphase matrices of the analysis and synthesis banks.

2. CONVOLUTION THEOREMS FOR ORTHONORMAL

FILTER BANKS

2.1. Filter bank with equal decimation ratio in all branches

First consider Fig. 1.1, with nk = Al for all k. The convolution theorem is obtained by

analyzing this in absence of the quantizers Qk. Assume that the set of filters {Hk(z),Fk(z)} are

chosen to satisfy the perfect reconstruction property, i.e.,

,X(z) = X(z), G(z) = G(z). (2.1)

Using the fact that the M-fold upsamplers have outputs Xk(ZM) and Gk(zl), we can express k(z)

as =-l X k(z")Fk(z), and similarly for G(z). Using these together with (2.1) we obtain

M-1 Al-i

X(Z) = Z .Xk(:,)Fk(-), G(:)= 1 Gk(Z"')Fk(Z). (2.2)
k=0 k=0

Now consider the quantity X(z)G(z) (with the 'tilde' notation as defined at the end of Sec. 1). We

have
Af-I Af-I

X(Z)G(z) E 1 A .k(- (2.3)
k=O m=O

5
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The inverse z-transform of X(z)G(z) is equal to the convolution of z(n) with g'(-n) (i.e., the

determininstic cross correlation between x(n) and g(n)). Similarly Xk(7)Gm,(z) represents the

convolution of the subband signals Xk(n) and g9(-n).

Paraunitary or orthonormal filter banks.

The above equation reduces to a much simpler form (the double summation reduces to a single

summation) when the filter bank is paraunitary [12]-(14]. In this case the polyphase matrix E(z)

satisfies

E(z)E(z) = I, (2.4)

and we choose R(z) = E(z) for perfect reconstruction (so that R(:) is also paraunitary). In this

case the analysis and synthesis filters are related as Fk(z) = Hlk(z), that is, fk(n) = h;(-n).

In order to ensure that Fk(z) is stable, we assume that the analysis filters are FIR. Thus, hk(n)

and fk(n) are FIR with same length. A paraunitary filter bank satisfies the following properties,

regardless of the exact nature of Hk(elw) (i.e., regardless of filter quality) [12).

1. The energy of each analysis filter equals unity, that is fJ' IHk(ej')1'dw/27r = 1.

2. The analysis filters are power complementary, that is, F-k IH,(ej'')• 2 = M.

3. Since fk(n) = h7.(-n), we have IFL(ejw)I = [Hk(eJw)I. So the above two properties hold for

the synthesis filters as well.

(Notice, in particular, that in the case of idea brickwall filters, to be shown later in Fig. 3.3, the

first two properties are evident.) The paraunitary property of R(z) is equivalent to the property

that the synthesis filters satisfy an orthonormality condition [101-[121, that is,

E fk(n)f;,(n + Mi) = 6(k - m)b(i). (2.5)
n

In the z-domain this can be rewritten as

(Fk(Z)i,(Z))I J= 6(k - m). (2.6)

6
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Simplification of the convolution formula

Using the above orthonormality condition, Eq. (2.3) leads to

(A!)= X (Z)G (2. 7)
k=0

This can be rewritten in the time domain as

At-I

(x(n) * g(-n)) , = E xk(n) * g;(--n). (2.8)
k=0

In the time domain, the left hand side represents the Mf-fold decimated version of the convo-

lution of x(n) with g"(-n). The kth term on the right hand side represents the convolution of the

subband signal xk(n) with g(-,). Summarizing, we have

Theorem 2.1. Paraunitary convolution theorem. Consider the two copies of a maximally

decimated filter bank as in Fig. 1.1, with FIR analysis and synthesis filters, and nk = M for all

k. Ignore the quantizers Qk. Assume that the system has perfect reconstruction (i(n) = z(n) for

any x(n)) and that the polyphase matrix E(z) (Fig. 1.2) is paraunitary (equivalently the synthesis

filters are orthonormal, i.e., satisfy (2.5) or equivalently (2.6)). Then the M-fold decimated version

of the convolution x(n) * g*(-n) can be computed by computing the convolutions zk(n) *g(-n),

0 < k < Al - 1, and adding them. >

In order to obtain all the samples of the convolution x(n) * g'(-n), we have to repeat the

above operation Al times, by replacing g(n) with g(n - i), for 0 < i < M - 1. We can represent

these operations mathematically as

AM-I

(ziX:Xk)) jM = k0 0 <_ z<<M1 (2.9)k=O

where G(')(z) is the subband signal obtained by replacing 9(n) with g(n - i). Assuming that x(n)

is an input sequence and that g(n) is a fixed filter, the quantities G(,')(z) are fixed (i.e., can be

precomputed).

Application in decimation filtering. As a special situation, imagine that g'(-n) is a

decimation filter for x(n). This means that the result of convolution z(n) * g'(-n) is decimated
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by some factor D. In this case, we do not have to repeat (2.9) for all values of i. For example if

D = M/2, we only have to perform (2.9) for i = 0 and i = AI/2.

Comments on complexity. Computational complexity is not the main adv':ntage of the

method of subband convolution. Assume for simplicity that x(n) and g(n) are N-point sequences.

Then direct convolution of z(n) and g'(-n) (without using standard fast techniques) requires N'

multipliers. Assuming that N is much larger that the lengths of the subband filters HI(z) (so that

the multiplications required to implement analysis filters are negligible) the signals Xk(n) and gk(n)

have lengths = N/Af. Each subband convolution requires nearly (N/M)7 multiplications, so that

the total number of multiplications for all the Al values of i in (2.9) is niearly N 2 again. It is true

that we can employ the FFT, or even the fast 'short convolution algorithms' in the subbands, but

again this is not the main point of the discussion.

The above reasoning does not hold if the analysis filters have length comparable to those of

x(n) and g(n). In this case, the complexity of the analysis bank becomes comparable to the direct

convolution of x(n) with g(n), and the method is not useful.

The actual advantage of the (paraunitary) subband convolver is that it allows us to allocate the

computation-' accuracy (i.e., bits) among the subbands, resulting in a coding gain as elaborated in

Sec. 3. In fact considerable coding gain can be obtained even in the special case where the analysis

filters have small length (e.g., < M), as discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

2.2. Orthonormal filter bank with unequal decimation ratios

Now consider the case where the decimation ratios nk in Fig. 1.1 are possibly unequal integers

such that
M-I

- = 1..10)
k=0 nk

This condition implies that we have a maximally decimated system. The design of such systems

has received attention recently [20], [21]. Such a system can be regarded as a discrete time wavelet

decomposition system. The analysis bank is the 'wavelet transformer' and the synthesis bank the

inverse transformer. Assuming perfect reconstruction (i.e.. i(n) = x(n)) we can express the signal

8
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x(n) in terms of the synthesis filters Fk(z) and the wavelet coefficients Xk(z) as follows:

M-1

X(z)= 7 Fk(z).Yk( :n, ). (2.11)
k=0

i.e., in the time domain,
Al-1

X(71) = Z Z Xk(t)k1I - Tlk), (2.12)
k=O t

The doubly indexed set of sequences

ik.A(O)--fk(n - nk•) (2.13)

are therefore the 'basis functions' for the expansion of X(n).

Orthonormailty (nonuniform case). The above basis is said to be orthonormal if

E bk, ._(n) = 6(k - m)6(t - i). (2.14)
n

In terms of the the synthesis filters, the orthonormality property is

Sf).(n)f• (n + nk, - nmi) = 6(k - m)b(t - i). (2.15)
n

This is a generalization of the orthonormality property (2.5) which followed earlier from parauni-

tariness. Let nk.m denote the greatest common divisor of nk and nn, i.e.,

nk,m = gcd (nk,nlm). (2.16)

We can then rewrite (2.15) as 122]

Z f,(n)f•,(n + 'nk,mP) = 6(k - m) 6 (p) (2.17)
n

(see Appendix A). In the z-domain this is equivalent to

(Fk(:),m(z)) I = 6(k - m). (2.18)

A simple example of a perfect reconstruction orthonormal filter bank with unequal nk is obtained

by use of a binary tree etructure with paraunitary polyphase matrices at each level [10]-[12]. This

results in filter responses that have an octave spacing.
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Derivation of the convolution theorem (nonuniform case).

Assume that we have perfect reconstruction, i.e., X(:) = X(z) and G(z) = G(z). Using the

expression (2.11) for X(:) and similarly for G(z), we have

A l- I A - If-i.1

X(z)G(z) = E Z Fk(Z)Fmý(Z)Xk(Zf&)mZ") (2.19)
k=O m=O

Let L be the least common multiple of the decimation ratios, i.e.,

L = lcm {nk}. (2.20)

For 0•< k,m < M - 1 we then have

L = nkPk, L = nkpk~m (2.21)

for some integers Pk and pk,m. Consider now the L-fold decimated version of X(z)G(z). Using the

above decomposition of L and the identity (1.1), we can write

(AFk(Z))/n(z &/ ,- )G m (Z n_ /fl& ') (2.22)
(X(zF),) (Z) = M-i'-I

k=O m=O) ipk,\

Using the orthonormality property (2.18) this simplifies to

Af- I

(X(z)~(:()) IL = z (Xk(Z)&ýk(Z)) ~P,, (2 .23a)
k=O

Equivalently, in the time domain

=xn*'(n), E (zk(rt)*9Z(-n))j, . (2-23b)
k=O

To obtain all the samples of the convolution x(n) * g*(-n), we have to repeat the above with the

shifted versions g(n - i),O < i < L - 1. This result is summarized as follows.

Theorem 2.2. Convolution theorem for orthonormal nonuniform filter-banks. Consider the

maximally decimated filter bank of Fig. 1.1, and ignore the quantizers Qk. Let

L = lcm {n,}, nk., =gcd (nk,n,,). Pk =L/nk and Pk,,v = Link.,,. (2.24)

10
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Assume that the system has perfect reconstruction (i(n) = z(n) for any x(n)) and that the synthesis

filters are orthonormal, i.e., satisfy (2.17) or equivalently (2.18). Then the L-fold decimated version

of the convolution x(n) *g'(-n) can be computed by computing the pk-fold decimated versions of

the convolutions Xk(n) * gZ.(-n), and adding them. We can obtain all samples of the convolution

by repeating this for L successively shifted versions of g(n). 0

From a computational complexity view point, the comments following eqn. (2.9) continue to

hold. It can be shown that the number of multiplications for a direct convolution z(n)* g"(-n) are

nearly same as the total number of multiplications required to perform all the necessary subband

convoiutions. (This neglects the multiplications required to implement the analysis filters Hk(:)

and assumes that the lengths of Hk(z) are much smaller than those of x(n) and g(n)). The coding

gain of the nonuniform orthonormal convolver will be derived in Sec. 3.3.

3. CODING GAIN OF PARAUNITARY CONVOLVERS

Fig. 1.1 shows the paraunitary convolver with quantizers inserted in the subbands of x(n). We

will first consider the uniform case (nk = Al for all k). The nonuniform case will be addressed in

Sec. 3.3. Assume that g(n) is a fixed filter with no quantizers in its subbands (This assumption

can be removed, but only with considerable loss of simplicity of mathematics). For simplicity of

analysis we assume that z(n),g(n) and the filter coefficients in Rk(z) are real so that zk(n) and

gk(n) are is real. This enables us to deal with quantizers that operate on real inputs.

Let bk denote the number of bits per sample of zk(n), permitted by the quantizer Qk. Thus

the average bit rate is
At-]

b = : bk., (3.1)
Alk=0

i.e., on the average, we have used b bits per sample of x(n).

Because of the quantization in the subbands. the output of the paraunitary convolver is different

from the ideal result x(n) * g'(-n). To analyze this error, we replace the quantizers Qk with the

noise sources qk(n) as shown in Fig. 3.1. Consider the paraurnitar'' convolution formula (2.8). In

11
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the presence of quantizers, we are actually computing

M-1

Z X~)+ qk(fl)) *g(n.(3.2)
k=0

(According to the realness assumption the conjugate sign is redundant, but we show it for consis-

tency with previous sections). The quantization error is therefore

M-1

q(n)= Z qk(n) *gZ(-n). (3.3)
k=O

The noise model

To perform a statistical analysis, we will make the following assumptions:

1. x(n) is a zero-mean wide sense stationary random process so that the subband signals zk(n)

are zero-mean WSS with some variance, say, aoj. We consider g(n) to be a determininistic

sequence.

2. The quantization error qk(n) is zero-mean and white, with variance O', . Also qk(n) is uncor-

related to qm(i), k 5r m, and to the input x(n) (hence to the quantizer input Xk(n)).

It should be noticed that the above assumptions are reasonable as long as the bit rates bk are

moderate or high [23]. In any case, in the absence of such assumptions, it is not usually possible

to find an expression for error variance.

3.1. Expression for the error variance

Let acr, denote the variance of Xk(n), and a2, the variance of the quantizer error qk(n). In

order to equalize the overflow probabilty across all the M subbands, these two should be related as

a. = co "2 -2b . (3.4)

(See, e.g., Chap. 4 of [16)). Here c is a constant, identical for all subbands (which is a valid

assumption if all 'k(n) have similar type of distribution, e.g., all Gaussian).

12
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Using (3.3) and the noise model assumptions stated earlier, the variance of q(n) can be ex-

pressed as
M-I

~qn) 0', Z: U19ZIk(e)1-

k=O t (3

cZ 2  Z gk(C)j.
k=O

This is for i = 0 in (2.9). For arbitrary i, the filter 9(n) is replaced with g(n - i), and the above

equation is modified to
M -I

o, 2  c 2-2b 0 ,2 E Ig~'YDI 2. 0 < i < M (3.6)
k=O t

where gk )(n) is the kth subband output in response to g(n - i). The dependence on i is removed

by averaging over all i. The resulting average variance of q(n) is given by
Af-I

O7 .Pu = ,., k (3.7)
k=O

where
A-I

k_ g••.)= (3.8)
i=0 t

The inner summation above represents the energy in the kth subband in response to the input

g(n - i). The outer summation removes the dependence on i. Thus a2 is proportional to the

average energy of g(n) in the kth subband. Using the paraunitary property, it can be shown that

_,k 02/M is the total energy in g(n) (see eqn. (3.22) later).

The 'PU' in the subscript in (3.7) is a reminder of 'paraunitary'. Equation (3.7) gives the

average error variance (over a period of length M), and is independent of time.

3.2. Coding gain of the paraunitary convolver

Now consider direct convolution x(n) * y"(-n). Suppose x(n) is directly quantized to b bits

before convolution. Denoting e(n) as the quantization error, the result of quantization is [x(n) +

e(n)]*g"(-n) so that the error is e(n)*g'(-n). Under usual noise model assumptions, the variance

of this error is

7120.p =1 (3.9)

13
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where a,2 is the variance of e(n), which can be expressed. similar to (3.4), as a2 ca2 2 6 , where

,2 is the variance of z(n). Thus

q.PCM = c,; " ly(n)[) (3.10)
n

The ratio
C2
"a-

Gpu(AI) = .PCM (3.11)

is the coding gain of the paraunitary convolver. The argument M is a reminder that there are M

subbands in the system. Substituting from (3.7) and (3.10), this becomes

2-2 'a2 E g(n)12
Gpu(M) = X (3.12)

In this exresin a2
In this expression, rh is the variance of the kth subband signal derived from the input X(n), and

k > 0 is related to the k subband of the filter g(n). And b is the average bit rate (3.1). Notice

that or, and akr depend on the analysis filter response Hk(ej').

Optimum bit allocation

Under the average bit-rate constraint (3.1), we can maximize the coding gain by optimally

allocating the bits bk among subbands. The idea is very similar to the counterpart in subband

coding [161. For this we note that the numerator of (3.12) is independent of the bit-allocation.

We on:. have to miminize the denominator. For this we invoke the arithmetic-geometric mean

inequality [24) (AM-GM inequality) which says this: if Pk,0 < k < M - 1 is a set of nonnegative

numbers, then
I f-I A1-I I/f

Af E Pk 1 (J7 Pk) (3.13)
k=O k=0

with equality if and only if Pk = P for all k. Using this in conjunction with (3.1) we can show that

1 A-i > 2 -2 J C2 1/ (3.14)T7 E 2 -2 zhk2  H > 2 -I k

k=O k=O

with equality if and only if all terms on the left side above are equal. Since the quantizer variances

9r are given by (3.4), we see that the above condition for equality implies

2 = W2 2 -2bk - constant
ok

14
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The output noise variance due to the kth quantizer (kth term in (3.7)) is therefore independent of

k.

We obtain the formula for the optimal bit allocation by setting all the terms on the left side

of (3.14) to be equal. The result is

bk. = C + -log2(az, ao). (3.15)
2

for some C. By using (3.1) we can eliminate C and obtain
2 .1 0.5Af-I 2 2

bk =b +0.5 log2 (a;,,,a1.) - -TI F, log2 (ax, a/c (316

k0

This is very similar to the expressions which can be found in [16], [17] for traditional subband
coding systems. The difference is that the product az 2 appears in the place of a2. Thus, the

energy of the signal as well as the filter 9(n) in the kth subband determine the bits bk. For high

bit rate coding, the above expression is useful. As in subband coding, bk might turn out to be non

integral, and sometimes negative if b is not large enough.

Optimum coding gain. The optimum coding gain is obtained when equality holds in (3.14),

i.e., when all the terms on the left side of (3.14) are equal. This optimum value is

G~~ 2u E,,~t a Ig(n )12

Gp.optima(M) = X _ X (3.17)1]IC~)IM a2 1/M

Notice that the above analysis holds for any filter-bank convolver with paraunitary polyphase

matrix, regardless of the the quality of the filter responses. The filter responses will in turn deter-

mine the values of cr2 and a2 for fixed g(n) and x(n).

Lemma 3.1. Gpu.0 ptjmi(M) Ž! 1 regardless of the choice of paraunitary filters Hk(z). .)

Proof. We will rewrite the optimal coding gain (3.17) by expressing C2 in terms of 2,, and

19 g(n)•2 in term of ak..

The variance of the output of Hk(Z) is also the variance of the decimated subband signal zk(n)

so that

2 2

a x ," SZX(eI'))Hk(ej"))1'd%. (3.18)

15
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where Sz(eOw) is the power spectral density of x(n). The paraunitary property k(z)E(z) = I

implies E.-= IHk(ejw)1 2 = Af. By computing k C72, from (3.18) we therefore obtain

TZ , = 0 . (3.19)
k=O

Next consider the signals generated by the filter bank in response to g(n - i) (Fig. 3.2). Define

the vectors
g(Aln - i)

,•1g(M1- I - i) 9 0)(n)
= ( . ,) g(I)(n) = . , (3.20)

.g(Mn - M + 1- i). W_

for 0 < i < Al - 1. The superscript i is a reminder that the input is 9(n - i). Using the paraunitary

property, we conclude [121

Zfg')(n )]tg')(n ) - E[g(i)(n)]tg()(n). (3.21)

n n

The left hand side is the energy 1 9g(n)• 2 . Combining this with the definition (3.8) of a2, we

obtain

Z 1(flH2 E Q k, (3.22)
n k=O

Substituting (3.19) and (3.22) into (3.17), we arrive at

1 NI,-I IL 1 f-I kOkOQ

GPL.,optim,,(M) = " I.IM (3.23)

Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality we conclude that Gpu,o0 ptm,,(M) >_ 1. " 7

Notice that the above proof uses the paraunitary property. The property Gpuop ,•a (M) > 1

cannot be claimed for a convolver based on an arbitrary filter bank (i.e., without paraunitary

property). The appearance of the arithmetic-geometric mean ratio in the coding gain has been

observed in other contexts in traditional subband coding applications. It has been formally proved

for the case of ideal brickwall filters and for the case of orthogonal transform coding [16). Such an

expression has also been used for other types of (non ideal) filter banks [251. The true justification

for such use is based on the paraunitary property. as shown above and in 126).

16
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In general the gain can exceed unity for two possible reasons. First the subband variances a,,

could be different for different k. And second, the quantity 0 k may not be the same in all subbands.

Special cases.

Paraunitary filter banks are special cases of a more general class of perfect reconstruction filter

banks [2],[3]. However, they cover a wide range of practical filter banks. In fact, some of the

approximate reconstruction systems (viz., the pseudo QMF banks [27]-[30]) are known to satisfy

the paraunitary property 'approximately' (see [31]), even though these approximate systems were

developed before paraunitary filter banks were reported.

1. A special case of paraunitary systems, primarily of theoretical interest, arises when the filters

Hk(ej') are equispaced ideal brickwall filters as shown in Fig. 3.3. In this case

Fk(e) = H(eJ) 0 otherwise, kt passband (3.24)

and it can be shown that E(ejw) is paraunitary (see Sec. 6.2.2 of [12]). In this case, we have

X Jk=th band SX(eaw)dw/27r (3.25)

where Sxx(ejw) is the power spectrum of x(n). Thus, the coding gain is greater than unity as

long as x(n) does not have same 'variance' in all the consecutive frequency bands. The system

(3.24) will be called the ideal SBC (subband coding) convolver.

2. A second special case of theoretical interest arises when Hk(z) = z-k for all k. In this case

the above results still hold (since E(z) = I which is paraunitary); and the coding gain can be

verified to be unity.

3. Case of white input. Now consider the special case where z(n) is zero-mean and white. Let

the response of the filters Hk(e)') be arbitrary except for the FIR paraunitary property. Then

aC is identical for all k. This follows because paraunitariness implies in particular, that the

energy fJ j)Hj(e )[L'd_/2r is identical for all k: (Appendix B). In this case, the coding gain

can still exceed unity, because o 2 may not be identical for all k.

17
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3.3. Coding gain for the nonuniform orthonormal convolver

In the nonuniform case. Eqn. (2.23) gives the L-fold decimated version of the convolution. To

obtain all samples of the convolution, we repeat this operation with g(n) replaced by g(n - i), i.e.,

(0igk(n) replaced by g.. (n) for 0 < i < L - 1.

With quantizers inserted as in Fig. 1.1(a), we can replace them with noise sources qk(n) as in

Fig. 3.1. With x(n) and g(n - i) used as the filter bank inputs, the error in the computation of

xk(n) * [9k)(-n)]" is therefore .. k=0 .(n) [9•'l(-n)]". Proceeding as before, we find the variance

of this error to be
Af- i

Z E Z 00I (3.2G)
k=0 n

Averaging over the L values of i, we obtain the average variance of the error q(n) in the convolution

as

Af-I M -I
2 r 1 E=) -i Z E 2-2b (3.27)

k-0 k=0

The subscript I stands for 'orthonormal' filter banks. This is the 'output error variance' of the

convolver. Here we have used (3.4). Also, we have defined

k= (M/L) 9 Z '(n)lr (3.28)
j=0 n

The bit rate for the kth subband is bk/nk. Assume that the total bit rate is constrained to be

b. Then the bit rate constraint is

- •k b. (3.29)
k=O nk

To obtain the optimal bit allocation, we can minimize a,. under the above constraint by use of

the Lagrange multiplier method. That is, form the Lagrangian 0 = o - A(Z-ik= •, -b) and

set aQ/Obk = 0. This results in the set of equations

.)2bk = D o2  0< kO in- 1. (3.30)

18
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where D is a constant independent of k. t Taking logarithm and using (3.29), we can evaluate the

constant D to be
9)2b

D =, I/n, (3.31)

Substituting this into (3.30) and taking logarithm, we obtain the following formula:

2M- log2 (n 2

bk = b + 0.51og 2(n7107 ) Z -Z0.5 L (3.32)

for optimal bit allocation. Under this condition, the variance of the kth quantizer noise is given by

= 2 ~ 2C = c2 -2b Hj f- o 2 ( a, 2n ,) I/ n ,
-c' " ,,7lk (3.33)a, =c2" •,-Dain, &ink

which is proportional to 1/(a4.nk). With optimum bit allocation, the output noise variance con-

tributed by the kth quantizer (kth term in (3.27)) simplifies to c/(DMnk), and is proportional to

1/nk. The the total output noise variance is

Nt-I c c2-2b &f- 1 a2 ) 2 /n(
I,± D Z 1/nk =5M (3.34)

k=0 1=0

The coding gain, defined as G±(M) = 2,PCM/O , can now be calculated. Thus, using (3.10) and

(3.34) we obtain

G±(M) = /,n,, (3.35)
I T M - nia 2, a 2)

Notice that these results reduce to those in Sec. 3.2 if we set nk = Al for all k. Another special case

of interest in many applications (speech and image coding) is the filter bank with analysis filter

responses as in Fig. 3.4. The responses have an octave spacing and correspondingly increasing

bandwidths (constant Q filter bank). Such a system can be generated by use of a tree-structured

system, where one of the two signals from the previous stage is further split into two in the next

t The fact that this represents a minimum rather than maximum can be verified in many ways.

For example one can verify in this case that the Hessian of the Lagrangian [32] is a diagonal matrix

with positive elements.

19
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stage [10], and so forth. The orthonormality property can be satisfied in such a system by use of

2 x 2 paraunitary polyphase matrices at each level of the tree. The above theory can be applied

for these systems, with

no = n= = 2n2, = 47)3 "

3.4. The special case of traditional subband coding

The results derived above for the paraunitary convolvers (uniform as well as nonuniform) can be

used to derive the optimal bit allocation and coding gain for orthonormal subband coding systems,

i.e., systems of the form in Fig. 1.1(a). This is done by setting g(n) = 6(n). Under this condition,

the quantity g( I)(n) is the decimated version of h k.(n - i), where hk.(n) is the impulse response of the

analysis filter Hk(-). Using the fact that the analysis filters have unit energy under the paraunitary

constraint, one can verify that nk = Mf/nk. Substituting this we obtain the reconstruction error

variance, i.e., variance of x(n) - 2(n) in Fig. 1.1(a). This can be obtained from (3.27) as

Mf-I

(3.36)
nk=

The optimal bit allocation rule reduces to

bk = b + 0.5log2(a,()a - 0.5 " (3.37)

and the optimized coding gain becomes

C.jj(M) =T (3.38)

Since a2 = Mink in this case, we see from (3.33) that the variance ao2 of the kth quantizer noise

is independent of k, and is given by

Af-I

S= c2 -- 7 (a2.)I/n, (3.39)
1=0

The contribution to the output noise variance aIq.., coming from the kth quantizer (kth term in

(3.36), is proportional to 17nk.

20
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Summarizing, the above expressions are applicable to an)y subband coder (possibly unequal

decimation ratios, but maximally decimated) with orthonormal filters, under the noise model as-

sumptions stated at the beginning of Sec. 3. The further special case where nk = M has been re-

ported in many references in the past [16],[171,[25]. All these references assume ideal nonoverlapping

subband filters, but that assumption is not necessary as the above analysis shows; orthonormality

(paraunitariness in the uniform case) is really sufficient.

4. GENERAL ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORM CONVOLVER

The optimal coding gain (3.23) depends on the choice of the paraunitary matrix E(z). A

natural problem of interest here is the choice of optinuit paraunitary E(z) of a given degree J (for

fixed number of cha~nnels M) which further maximizes the coding gain. In general this is a difficult

problem, although some progress can be made in the special case where J = 0, i.e., E(z) is a

constant unitary matrix T. This is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). We will now consider the optimization

problem for this special case. This special case is particularly attractive because the analysis filters

Itk(z) have length _< M (which could be much smaller that the lengths of x(n) and g(n)). In this

case the complexity of implementing the analysis and synthesis filters is negligible (compared to

the complexity of the convolutions zk(n) * gZ(-n)), and can therefore be disregarded. However,

significant coding gain can still be achieved, as we will demonstrate later.

With T taken to be unitary, i.e., TtT - I, the system is a paraunitary perfect reconstruction

filter bank [2]. This is similar to the orthogonal transform coding system [16]. The convolution

theorem (Theorem 2.1) clearly continues to hold in this case. and so do the coding gain expressions

of the previous section. We will now address the problem of finding the optimal T that maximizes

the coding gain (3.17) under optimal bit allocation. It will again be assumed that the signals

x(n),g(n) and the matrix T are real. We will first simplify the expression (3.17) by writing a:2

and o2 directly in terms of T.

Expressions for cr., and o.

21
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First refer to Fig. 4.1(a). Define the vectors ,(n) and x(n) as

r x(.Afn) rXO(71) 1
X(Atn - 1) '1(n)

i(n) = . 1, x(n)= .(4.1)

L(Mn- M+ 1) I _2 A n

Then x(n) = TR(n). Assuming that a'(n) is WSS, the vector processes R(n) and x(n) are WSS.

Define the autocorrelations

R = E[R(n)Rt (n)], and R.,, = E[x(n)xt(n)!. (4.2)

Then

Rxx = TfxxTt. (4.3)

The quantity oa, is the diagonal element [Rxx)kk so that the product of these (which appears in

the denominator of (3.17)) is given by

1-I - -I

J7 Z f T~T)k (4.4)
k=O k=0

Next refer to Fig. 4.1(b). Define the vectors j(i)(r) and g(I)(n) as in (3.20). We then have

g( )(rn) " TR(')(n). Thus

Af-i

=k E E(g(i)(n)[g(U)(n)]t) kk(from the definition (3.8))
i=0 n

(A-I tTf) (4.5)

-(T E ) )
t=•0 n

where
AI-I

R'gg = Z ZjI')(n)ij(')(n)]t (4.6)
'= 0 n

Summarizing, the coding gain (3.17) can be expressed as

'TC(A) = an. I/M (4.7)
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The subscript TC stands for 'transform codinp'. The expression (4.7) holds under the optimal bit

allocation condition (3.16). The unitary matrix T should be chosen so as to minimize the product

in the aenominator.

Properties of the matrices k,, and Rgg. The A! x Af matrix R-., is the autocorrelation

matrix derived from a scalar WSS process x(n), and is therefore Hermitian, Toeplitz, and positive

semidefinite. It is also positive definite unless z(n) is 1.harmonic (i.e., the pow, - spectrum is made

of impulses 6(W - .k)). It can be shown that R.gg also has all these properties, i.e., Hermitian,

Toeplitz and positive definite unless G(ej') is made of impulses. (See Appendix C). In .'act it turns

out that [Rgg]lm = ,, g(? )g"( + k - ,n)) so that it ;s a determininstic autocorrelation matrix.

The problem of finding the optiml transformation T therefore reduces to the following: given

the M x Al Hermitian. Toeplitz and positive definite matrices Rk, and Rkg, find a unitary matrix

T such that

f(TfLxxTI)k 1" (TfkggTt) (4.8)
k=O k=O

is minimized.

Given a Hermitian positive definite matrix P, consider the product Fk=0-I TPTt where T

is constrained to be unitary. It is known that this product is minimized if and only if the columns of

Tt are eigenvectors of P. (This i., how the traditional Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) is obtained

(16]). Under this condition TPTt is diagonal. However, in our case, two positive definite matrices

are involved. T7• rproulem of finding a single unitary matrix T that minimizes the product (4.8)

does not appear to have a simple. known, solution.

If the matrices f.. and R99 are diagonalizable by the same unitary matrix T, then this T

maximizes the coding gain. This condition for simultareous diagovalization is equivalent to either

of the following two _onditions [33):

1. R,,,, and R. cc imute. i.e.. Rx-,,xRg = RggRxx.

2 . R.xxLRgg is Hermitian.

For the special case of 2 x 2 real matrices (i.e.. .1' = 2. and z(n).g(n) and T are real), the above
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conditions are satisfied for the following reason: The matrices R.. and R. are 2 x 2 symmetric

Toeplitz, so that they are also circulant. But circulant matrices commute [34]. The two matrices

are simultaneously diagonalizable by the unitary matrix

T -= -[I . (4.9)

With this choice of T the coding gain reduces to

1
GTc(2) = (4.10)

V - i) - P-1)

where Pz = E[x(n)z'(n - 1)]/ao., and p9 = 9g(n)g'(" - 1)/ 1g(n)•2 . For example, if p, -

p9 = 0.95 then the coding gain is G7"c(2) = 10.26.

Bound on the coding gain.

For a Hermitian positive definite matrix P, we have [P)ij Ž! det P with equality if and only if

P is diagonal. Using this we see that the gain (4.7) is bounded as

GT¢([) < C2• E,, lg(n)l2 C2 EZ Ig(n)J2 4.1

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In the following examples, we will demonstrate the coding gains of the paraunitary convolvers.

The signals x(n),g(n), and the number of subbands M are chosen as follows:

1. Number of subbands Al = 6 in all cases.

2. Many choices of g(n) are used. but all of these are such that G(e-'w) is lowpass as demonstrated

in Fig. 5.1. All choices have the same bandedges. To obtain different stopband attenuations,

we change the length of g(n), but retain the same band edges for G(elw).

3. The input signal z(n) is taken to be an autoregressive process of order five [i.e., an AR(5)

process]. Th,' autocorrelation coefficients R(k), for 0 < k < 5. are obtained from Table 2.2 of

116) (lowpass speech source). Where necessary, the power spectrum S. 1(&) is computed as
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= /•/1 + F-,, ane->w1 2 where a(, are the autoregressive coefficients (obtainable by

solving the optimal fifth order linear-prediction problem [16]).

Fig. 5.2 shows the coding gain of the paraunitary convolver (with optimal bit allocation) as a

function of the stop band attenuation of G(e-"), for three cases. The topmost curve corresponds to

the ideal SBC convolver. In other words, the analysis and synthesis filters are as in Fig. 3.3 (ideal

brickwall filters (Eq. (3.24)). The bottom curve is for the DCT convolver, that is an orthogonal

transform convolver (Fig. 4.1) in which the matrix T is taken to be the 6 x 6 DCT matrix. (Four

types of DCT matrix have been defined in the literature: we have use ' the one in Eq. (12.157) of

[16].) t The middle curve shows the upper bound ('4.11) for the orthogonal transform convolver. It

is interesting to note that the DCT system is only about 0.5 dB worse than the bound. The ideal

brickwall SBC convolver is about 2.5 dB better than the DCT convolver. The DCT convolver,

however, is very simple to implement (less expensive than good filters approximating the ideal SBC

filters). In all the above ca.ses the coding gain improves with 'the attenuation of G(e-') because the

AM/GM ratio in Eq. (3.17) improves.

In the above experiment suppose we take g(n) = b(n). Then the coding gain of the convolver

is equal to the coding gain of the traditional subband coding system. For the ideal SBC filters,

this value is G = 6.72 dB, and for transform coding with DCT this is 5.3 dB (consistent with

experiments on speech coding; for example, see page .542 of [16]). Thus, the additional gain seen

in Fig. 5.2 is contributed by the filter G(ej') parti:ipating in the subband convolver.

We have not shown plots of the coding gain with respect to the number of channels M, as it

does not reveal more insights than what is already known in subband coding practice [16],[36).

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have introduced the convolution theorems for filter bank transfomers. Both

t The motivation for the use of the DCT is that, in traditional speech coding, it is known to be

an excellent substitute for the optimal (KLT) transform.
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uniform and nonuniform decimation ratios were considered, and the theorems simplified for the

case of paraunitary and orthonormal convolvers. Expressions for optimal bit allocation and the

optimized coding gain were derived, and numerically demonstrated. The contribution to coding

gain comes partly from the nonuniforunity of the signal spectrum S,,(C&'), and partly from nonuni-

formity of the filter spectrum IG(e 3 ')1j2. Thus, even if .(n) is nearly white, the coding gain can be

large. With g(n) taken to be the unit pulse function b(n), the coding gain expressions reduce to

those for traditional subband and transform coding, many of which are well-known.

The paraunitary (more generally orthonormal) convolver has about the same computational

complexity as a traditional convolver, if the analysis bank has small complexity compared to the

convolution itself. Such, indeed, is the case in the special case of the orthogonal transform convolver

(Fig. 4.1) where the analysis filter bank has filter lengths < Al (number of bands). In spite of this

simplicity, the coding gain obtainable can already be quite significant. Even though there is no

closed form expression for the optimal orthogonal convolver matrix T, we could derive an upper

bound for this (for fixed M), and the DCT matrix offers a gain very close to this bound for the

case of speech signals.

Appendix A

If k = m we can rewrite (2.15) as ,,,fk(fl)fZ(" + nk(t - i)) = 6(t - i) and (2.17) as

, fk(n)fZ(n + nkP) = 6(p). Evidently these imply each other.

Next let k mrn. First assume that (2.1.5) holds. Recall nk., = gcd(nk,n,,). Thus, there exist

integers a and b such that 7nka - 71nb = nk.m. Therefore, given any integer p there exists integers

t and i such that nkC - ni = nk.,,p. Thus the left hand side in (2.17) can always be rewritten

to resemble the left hand side of (2.15). Since k 0 m, this left hand side is indeed zero, so that

the left hand side of (2.17) is zero as well. Conversely let (2.17) be true. Given a pair of integers

t,i we can alwvays write n•k. - nZ = 7k.,•p for some integer p. So the left side of (2.15) can be

rewritten to resemble the left side of (2.17). Since k 7 n, (2.17) says that this is zero, so that the
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same follows for (2.15).

Appendix B

If the filter bank in Fig. 1.1(a) (with nk = A for all k) is paraunitary, then the matrix R(z)

(Fig. 1.2) is. in particular, paraunitary. This imples (2.5) which in turn means F,, Ilfk(n)l 2 = 1.

Since perfect reconstruction is achieved by choosing fL(n) = h;(-n), we also have T,, Ihk(n)12 = 1.

So all the analysis filters have the same energy.

Appendix C

Since ft,,. is the autocorrelation matrix obtained from a scalar WSS process x(n), it is positive

semidefinite. It is therefore positive definite if and only if it is nonsingular. If this matrix is singular,

then there exists v 5 0 such that vtRxxv = 0, i.e., E[[vfO(n)12] = 0, i.e., vOR(n) = 0. In other

words, there exists an FIR filter V(z)=45 + vj:-' + ... + v•_.-,-. such that the output in

response to the WSS process x(n) is zero. Thus if S.•(ej') denotes the power spectrum of x(n),

then the power spectrum of the output is Sx(ejw)IV(e.w)I 2 = 0. Since the FIR filter V(z) can

have at most Al - 1 zeros on the unit circle, this means that the power spectrum has the form

S(e) - cOP.(w - wi.). i.e., x(n) is a harmonic process. Thus, unless z(n) is harmonic,

R.. is positive definite. This is a well-known fact [35], and is reviewed here only for completeness.

Next consider R.gg defined in (4.6). Using the definition of g(')(n) in (3.20) we see that

[Rtggpq = Z g(Mn - i - p)g'(Mn - i - q))
t=O n (C.1)

= g(C - p)g"(C - q) = R,,(q - p)

where R9 9(k) is the deterministic autocorrelation of the sequence g(n). Thus R98 is a determnininstic

autocorrelation matrix and has all the properties of , It can be written as
fi (g (n )- I

(99 (= n) (- 1) ... 9(n - M + I)] (C.2)

Lg(n - Af + 1).

If this is singular, then there exists a vector c $ 0 such that c t Rgc = 0. Thus, for each n in (C.2),

we must have c6g(n) + crg(n - 1) + ... c•_f9g(n - AM + 1) = 0. where at least one ci is nonzero.
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Proceeding as in the previous paragraph. we see that this happens only if 9(n) is either zero or

made of at most Al - I impulses.
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Fig. 1.1. The maximally decimated filter bank, (a) with input x(n). and (b) with input g(n).

Fig. 1.2. Polyphase representation of the filter bank with equal decimation ratios.

Fig. 3.1. The quantizer and its noise model.

Fig. 3.2. Response of the filter bank to a shifted input.

Fig. 3.3. Magnitude response of ideal brick-wall analysis filters. Synthesis filters for perfect reconstruc-

tion have the same magnitude responses.

Fig. 3.4. Magnitude responses of ideal analysis filters, for a well-known class of nonuniform filter banks.

Fig. 4.1. The orthogonal transform convolver. (a) x(77) is input to the filter bank, and (b) shifted g(n)

is input to the filter bank.

Fig. 5.1. A typical magnitude response of the filter g(n) used in the experiment.

Fig. 5.2. Demonstration of the coding gains of paraunitarv convolvers.
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Fig. 1.2. Polyphase representation of the filter bank
with equal decimation ratios.
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Fig. 3.1. The quantizer and its noise model.
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Fig. 3.4. Magnitude responses of ideal analysis filters, for a
well-known class of nonuniform filter banks.
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Fig. 4.1. Th'e orthogonal transform convolver. (a) x(n) is input
to the filter bank, and (b) shifted g(n) is input to the

filter bank.
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Fig. 5.1. A typical magnitude response of the filter g(n) used in the experiment.
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Abstract

The use of an adaptive tree structure using wavelet packets as
a generalized wavelet decomposition for signal compression was re-
cently introduced by Coifman, Meyer, Quake, and Wickerhauser [1].
The idea is to decompose a discrete signal using all possible wavelet
packet bases of a given wavelet kernel, and then to find the "best"
wavelet packet basis. Unlike the work in [1], in this paper, we employ
a framework that includes both rate and distortion. A fast algorithm
is formulated to "prune" the complete tree, signifying the entire li-
brary of admissible wavelet packet bases, into that best basis subtree
which minimizes the global distortion for a given coding bit budget.

Arbitrary finite quantizer sets are assumed at each hierarchical level of
the basis-family tree. Finally, a DCT -wavelet packet" basis quadtree
segmentation is described as an inage coditig application in a JPEG
environment, with good improvemeijt sbh'nw: over non-adaptive JPEG
quantization.
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1 Introduction

Source compression for stripping redundancy from typical highly correlated
sources like speech and image waveforms has been studied extensively. Some
popular techniques addressed in the literature include vector quantization
(VQ), linear predictive coding, linear transform coding (like the KLT and
the DCT), and subband coding as well as various hybrid combinations of
these.

VQ is a popular and powerful scheme for compressing correlated discrete
signal sets whose characteristics have been "trained" initially, but its com-
plexity grows exponentially with vector dimensionality. Linear transforma-
tions like the DCT arc less computationally demanding, but owing to their
"fixed" non-adaptive nature, their compression potential relies heavily on the
stationarity of the signal. For non-stationary sources, Jinear transforms or
prediction techniques generally fail to exploit all of the source redundancy
present. Hf one could combine the adaptability of VQ with the speed of linear
transform coding, one could achieve a coding scheme which adapts to signal
non- stationari ties without sacrificing computational ease. Wavelet packets,
introduced by Coifman, Meyer, Quake, and Wickerhauser (CMQW) 11, 2), to
be described in section 2, permit exactly this combination, and offer a flexi-
ble yet computationally non-overwhelming framework in which to undertake
efficient signal compression.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief description
of the background information on which the rest of the paper is founded,
while also outlining the scope of applicability of this work and its relation to
existing literature. Section 3 highlights the intuition and main idea of the
algorithm. Section 4 states the problem formally, while section 5 undertakes
a fast solution to the problem. Section 6 flowcharts the complete algorithm.
Finally, section 7 provides an image coding application using quadtree seg-
mentation, based on our fast algorithm.

2 Background and scope of this work

This section deals with a brief explanation of wavelet packets, a summary of
bit allocation techniques based on operational rate-distortion theory, a brief
citation of existing literature and the contribution of this paper, as well as

2
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the scope of applicability of the algorithm described here.

2.1 Wavelet packets

Wavelet packets (WP) were introduced recently by CMQW as a family of
orthonormal (ON) bases for discrete functions of RN, and include the well-
known wavelet basis and the Short-Time-Fourier-Transform-like (STFT) ba-
sis as its members. While a brief description of wavelet packets, together with
an intuitive feel for what they represent, will be provi d here, the interested
reader is referred to [1] and [2] for a detailed and m. _matical treatment of
the subject.

Wavelet packets represent a generalization of the method of multiresolu-
tion decomposition, and comprise the entire family of subband coded (tree)
decompositions, from which the optimal decomposition subtree can be se-
lected, to maximize compression by permitting the signal characteristics to
be matched "on the fly." Thus, the potential of the CMQW wavelet packet
decomposition scheme lies in its cap.city to offer a rich menu of ON bases,
from which the "best basis" can be chosen. If one represents the complete
subband decomposition of a discrete signal set in RN as a regular analysis
tree of depth log A' (see Figure 1), the CMQW approach permits a decom-
position topology to be picked corresponding to any pruned subtree of the
original tree, i.e. any subtree sharing the same root as the original tree. This
is obviously isomorphic to all permissible subband topologies (see Figure 2),
with the collection of terminal nodes (leaves) of every pruned subtree repre-
senting the entire library of permissible ON bases with which to decompose
the original signal.

Thus, this decomposition might be used to code independent segments
of a given non-stationary signal. It enables the coder to exhibit, for ex-
ample, a STFT-like characteristic (regular tree) at one source instance, a
wavelet characteristic (logarithmic tree) at another instance, or any interme-
diate characteristic (arbitrary WP subtree) at yet other instances, to best
match the signal's non-stationary statistics. See Figure 2. In this power-
ful scenario, the popular wavelet and STFT decompositions are mere special
cases of permissible WP structures. To emphasize, the CMQ\W ON decom-
position enables each internal tree node (ON basis parent-member) to spawn
off, as its replacement, branch nodes (ON basis child-r ..!mbers) that provide
a complete, disjoint basis cover for the space spanned by their parent. This

3
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All possible depth-2 decompositions

STFT tree Wavelet tree

Arbitrary Wave-Packet trees

Some permissible depth-3 decompositions

H O(z 
2t

Figure 2: (a) All possible binary wavelet packet decompositions of depth
2. (b) Some typical depth-3 binary wavelet packet subtrec decompositions.
Note that H, and H0 represent the "low pass" and "high pass" analysis
filters.
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property is vital to the development of the fast pruning algorithm, as it en-

ables the coding rate and distortion corresponding to any node in the tree to

be additive over the rates and distortions associated with the branches em-

anating from that node, with respect to an 12 norm (like m.s.e or weighted

m.s.e) criterion.

2.2 Quantization and bit allocation

The problem of bit allocation, where a given bit budget must be distributed
efficiently among a set of given admissible quantization choices, is a classi-

cal problem in signal compression that has received exhaustive treatment in

source coding literature [3, 4, 5, 6]. A classical framework for source cod-
ing is Shannon's rate-distortion theory, which deals with minimization of

source distortion subject to a channel rate constraint, or the dual problem of

minimization of channel rate subject to a distortion constraint. A practical

coding environment involves a finite set of admissible quantizers, character-

ized by their (operational) rate-distortion functions, ranging from convex

[3] to completely arbitrary [4]. These quantizers are used by the allocation

algorithm to determine the best strategy to minimize the overall coding dis-

tortion subject to a total bitrate budget constraint. We use this framework

to seek our best basis \VP and best quantizer choices.

2.3 Related work and contribution of this paper

While the adaptivity and the speed best-basis search of [1] are unmistakable,
the cost criterion and the coding (quantization) method used there to exploit

this speed and flexibility are somewhat ad hoc. In this paper we formulate

a fast algorithm, for a given total coding bitra te budget, to pick the optimal

\VP basis, together with the optimal quantizer choice for that optimal WVP

subtrce, for each of the independent segments or -blocks" that the signal

comprises. Optimality is with respect to a global distortion criterion that is

additive over the signal blocks, e.g. m.s.e or weighted ' m.s.e. We conduct

our best basis hunt in a rate-distortion (R-D) framework that considers both
aspects (i.e. rate and distortion) of the coding problem. This is a gener-

alization of the treatment in [1, 2) where a one-sided "entropy" or m.s.e.

'In image processing applications, these weights may be designed, for example, to be

commensurate with those of the Human Visual System.

6
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distortion criterion is used. Our approach could be viewed, in its quadtree
application, as an extension of the work by Shoham and Gersho [4] to provide
a fast algorithm covering hicrarchies of admissible quantizers. It may also
be regarded, in its quadtree segmentation application, as a generalization
of Chou et. al's (G-BFOS) algorithm [61 to the case where monotonicity
constraints of rate and distortion with tree depth are removed. Figure 3
(a) gives an example of a rate-distortion characteristic that is constrained to
be monotonic with tree depth 2, as identified by a single transition from the
"merge" to "split" boundaries, a constraint that is necessary for the quadtree
algorithm mentioned in [6]. Figure 3 (b) shows a non-restrictive case, where
arbitrary transitions between the "split" and "merge" regions are permit-
ted. A practical contribution of this paper involves the description of the
results of a quadtree-based image compression application using a family of
DCT "wavelet packet" bases. Our application is similar to that of indepen-
dently done work by Sullivan and Baker [7], who performed efficient quadtree
segmentation using VQ. Our example uses classified quantizers in a JPEG
(DCT-based) [8] coding environment.

While bit allocation strategies for various coding environments have been
formulated in the literature, the problem of using arbitrary quanlizers in a
generalized rnultiresolu lion wavelet decomposition framework has not, to the
best of the authors' knowledge, been addressed.

2.4 Scope of applicability of our algorithm

It must be emphasized that the DCT-basis family tree of our application and
the standard basis tree employed by [7] are not strictly WVP trees, which are
derived recursively using Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF) filter banks or us-
ing multi-resolution wavelet analysis (whose equivalence has been established
112, 9]). The scope of applicability of our algorithm extends to all classes of
structures which permit the construction of a hierarchy of basis covers for the
input signal space. While this obviously includes structures like quadtrees
and orthonormally transformed (e.g. DCT) quadtrees, to be described in
detail in Section 7, other powerful structures such as the CMQW multires-
olution decomposition wavelet packets and hierarchical subband coders are
also applicable. As an example, our algorithm could be used to determine

2i.e. as the tree grows, the rate increases and the distortion decreases

7
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Figure 3: "Split/Merge" boundaries shown for (a) Monotonic case to which
the G-BFOS algorithm is constrained, and (b) Non-restrictive case.
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quantitatively, such important coder design considerations as the optimal de-

composition depth for subband coding, or a performance comparison of filter

banks of different kernels and topologies, or to determine an efficient DCT

quadtree structure in a "hierarchical" JPEG application, as will oe explained

in Section 7.

3 Basic idea of the algorithm

NWe convert our budget-constrained search for the best wavelet packet basis
(and best quantizer) sequence into an unconstrained one by minimizing the
composite Lagrangian cost functional J(A) = D + AR, where A', the optimal

Lagrange multiplier for the given budget constraint, is found by a fast iter-
ative scheme. The mathematical details and formal treatment are provided
in Sections 4, 5, and S. The translation into an unconstrained formulation

makes it feasible to deal with each signal block independently. It also converts
the problem into a fast iterative search for an operating point on the convex

hull 3 of the composite operational rate-distortion curve. This is a function
of the input signal characteristics, the wavelet kernel picked to generate the
library of wavelet packet bases, and the set of admissible quantizers for each
wavelet packet tree level.

As will be shown, at optimality, all nodes of all subtrees representing the
sequence of signal blocks, must operate at "constant quality slope A". See

Figure 4. For a given A =1 AD/AR 1, we populate each node of each tree
blor7' independcntly with the Lagrangian cost function associated with the

best quantizer for that node. The best quantizer for a particular tree node
is that one which "Ii ," at absolute slope A on the convex hull of the oper-
ational R-D curve for that node, as shown in Figure 4. Then, by applying,

n parallel for each signal block, the pruning criterion of Figure 4 recursively
on every node, starting from the full-depth tree and proceeding towards the

root, we find the sequrnce of best wavelet packet bases and associated best

quantizers with which to code the signal. The recursive algorithm exploits
Bellman's optimality principle by eliminating quickly a host of suboptimal
subtrecs from contention for the optimal solution, in a manner reminiscent
of the popular Viterbi algorithm, and is similar to the pruning condition of

[1), which, however, does not use our Lagrangian cost function. Finally, we
3 i.e. the convex boundary of R-D points (see Fig. 3)

9
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Figure 4: Lagrangian cost pruning criterion for "quality criterion" A for each
parent node of the wavelet packet tree. This condition is used recursively to
do fast pruning from the complete tree depth towards the root to find the
optimal subtree for a given A.
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show a fast way of iterating over the Lagrangian multiplier A, in a convex
search using Newton's method or bisection methods [10], to find the optimal
A' satisfying the given budget constraint.

4 Formal Problem Definition

Without loss of generality, we will consider the problem of a binary wavelet
packet decomposition tree of a discrete input signal (vector) of size N in
12(N) (sI,s 2,... ,SN). See Figure 1. Though omitted for convenience, each
branch of the analysis tree consists of thc appropriate filter: high-pass filter
(HPF) H0 for the upper child and low-pass filter (LPF) H, for the lower
child, followed by a decimator by 2 (see Figure 2), with the correspond-
ing synthesis tree consisting of an upsampler followed by the corresponding
syntbesis filters.

The analysis and synthesis filters of each branch satisfy the standard
orthonormality conditions of paraunitary perfect reconstruction filter banks
(PRFB's (9]). As is well known, iterating the orthonormal filter templ;, es to
the complete tree depth results in an equivalent generalized multiresolution
decomposition tree (i.e. wavelet packet tree) whose nodes represent a family
of orthonormal bases [1, 2]. As shown in Figure 1, we assume that there are
M signal blocks to be coded independently, each of size N. To help provide
a clear notation-free understanding of our algorithm, we introduce a "toy"
example that we will invoke at various points in this paper. The example,
shown in Figure 5, is that of coding a length-4 signal block, using the often-
cited Haar basis (or sum and difference filters, using filter-bank jargon) as
the wavelet packet kernel. Figure 2(a) shows the possible decompositions for
the given signal.

Let us define the following terms to be used in the formulation:

"* M : number of independently coded signal blocks.

"* N : number of elemecnts in each signal block (assumed to be one-
dimensional, without loss of generality).

"* T : complete wavelet packet tree (STFT tree), for each signal block, of
depth log N -s shown in Fig. 1.

"* t : an), node of T, inte al or terminal.

11
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Figure 5: Toy example showing wavelet packet decomposition for a length-4
signal block using the popular Haar wavelet kernel.
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, S _• T : pruned subtree of T, i.e. a (wavelet packet basis) subtree of
T that shares its root; thus, S corresponds to any admissible wavelet
packet basis.

S: set of leaves or terminal nodes of subtree S.

" qa(t) : set of all admissible quantizers for node t E T. The toy example
at the end of this section presents some admissible quantizer choices
for a particular case.

" Q.(S) : vector set of all admissible quantizers for the collection of
individual leaf nodes of subtree S ={qa(tj) x qA(t 2 ) x ... x q,(t),
where {ft, 12,... t,) E S, is the complete set of leaves or terminal nodes
of S.

" n7, b,, c,: : (see Figure 1) the Jth (of the possible 2; choices) node, basis,
and coefficient vector respectively, at the ith tree-depth or "scale" (for
i 1,2,... ,logN). Note that b represents the RN-basis members
associated with node n, while c" represents the inner product of the
signal with the basis vectors in b,. See Figure 5 for a Haar basis kernel,
where the length-4 signal is broken down into all possible wavelet packet
coefficients for the complete depth-2 binary tree. Note also that to
simplify notation, {t, bi and cl} will be invoked where convenient.

" Dq(t), R9(t) : distortion and bitrate, respectively, associated with quan-
tizing wavelet packet coefficient vector c, of node t using quantizer
q E qa(t).

" DQ(S), RQ(S) : distortion and rate, respectively, associated with cod-
ing subtree (or wavelet packet) S using quantizer Q E Q,(S). In
our case, they are both linear tree functionals; i.e.: Total distortion
= DQ(S) = £E: Dq(t) and total rate = RQ(S) = 1E. Rq(t).

The problem to solve, then, is that of finding, given a total budget of
Rbudget to code M independent signal blocks, that sequence of (pruned) sub-
tree best-bases S -< T (for i = 1,2.... , Al) together with their associated
optimal quantizers Q' E QR(S*) which minimize the global coding distortion.

"ated mathematically, this boils down to determining D,,i, = •M= DQ i(S,
vn nere

13
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D,(* = rmin m min (1)DQ:(S;) s,_E-< ( [Q,)Q.(s,(

M

such that Rio,. 1 = IRQ.,(S,) _< Ri,.s,, (2)

where Rbdpe, is the given bit budget constraint.

Toy Example

As an examplc, suppose we want to find the best wavelet packet basis corre-
sponding to the Haar wavelet kernel for an input signal s = 1109,23, -9S, 13],
with one block and dimension 4, i.e. N=4, M=I, for a coding budget of 21
bits, for the following classes of admissible quantizers for each tree level: Sup-
pose we have three grades of uniform quantizers (coarse, medium, and fine)
having step sizes of 16, 4, and I resp., or equivalently, a granularity of 16,
64, and 256 levels (using 4,6, and 8 bits) respectively, assuming a quantizer
dynamic range from -128 to +128. As shown in Figure 5, for convenience,
the tree scales are denoted by the labels A, B, and C. At full tree-depth C,
the quantizers 1,2, and 3 denote the fine, medium, and coarse scalar quan-
tizers for each of the 4 wavelet packet coefficients CI, C2, C3, and C4. At
depth B, the quantizers 1,2, and 3 denote the Ifine,fine). Imedium,medium),
and lcoarse,coarse) combination of quantizers applied independently to each
of the wavelet packet coefficients BI and B2. At the tree root A, similar
vectors of the three different grades of scalar quantizers are available to code
the 4-D coefficient. Assume a m.s.e distortion criterion.

Note that the wavclet packet coefficients are the inner products of the
input signal with the respective basis vectors (see Figure 5):

co = [109,23, -9S, 13)
cl = [-60.S1,7S.49) ; '- [93.34,-60.1]
c, = [98.51; 4 = 12-5);c3= f-IOS.s; c2 = f2-.5)

Figure 6 shows the rate-distortion curves for all possible basis subtrees
in our example, for the permissible quantization choices. Thus, for example,
co = [109,23, -9S, 13) would be quantized to [10S,24,-96, 12] (for a total

14
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squared-error distortion of 7.0) with the medium grade (step-size 4) quan.
tizer, and so on.

5 Fast solution

We solve the constrained problem of Equation (1) by converting it to an
unconstrained problem using Lagrange multipliers. This section spells out
the unconstrained approach, and explains how our problem is a hierarchical
extension of that presented in [4]. A fast pruning algorithm is used to remove
suboptinmal subtrees that would not otherwise have been eliminated if %,e had
resorted to a "flattened" version of our problem to emulate that solved in

[4]. Solving the unconstrained problem for different positive values of the
Lagrange multiplier results in the tracing out of convex hull points of the
rate-distortion curve. The optimal convex hull point we solicit is that with
the minimurm distortion while not exceeding the given rate budget.

5.1 Unconstrained Optimization Approach

Instead of solving the constrained optimization problem (1), let us consider
the following unconstrained formulation. Let us introduce the Lagrangian
cost functional corresponding to the Lagrange multiplier A > 0, for each
signal block i, of basis subtree Si -< T and subtree quantizer set Qi E Qa(Si),

J,(A) J.(SiQ,)) (3)
DD.,(S,. + A RQ, (Si; (4)

EZ[D9 1(t + A R91(t] 5

where the last equation is written in terms of the leaf nodes of the subtree,

as a result of the subtree rate and distortion functions being additive over
its leaf nodes.

We now develop, by a simple extension of Theorem I in [4] to include the
ensemble of wavclct packet bases S -< T as well as their associated quantizers

Q(S) E QA(S), an equivalent unconstrained problem. This formulation is at-
tractive because it decomposes the original problem into independent parallel

15
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Figure 6: Toy example R-D curve at tree-deptb 0 (A), depth 1 (B1,B2), and
depth 2 (C1,C2,C3,C4). Note that B1 refers to the HPF output, and B2 to
the LPF, and similarly (CI,C2) are the HPF/LPF outputs of the BI input,
and (C3,C4) of the B2 input. See Figure 5.
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optimizations for each signal block i = 1,2,... Ar. Mathematically stated,
for a fixed value of A, the unconstrained problem specified below is solved for
S., Q, for i = 1,2,... ,M (for the "correct" fixed value of A , which is a func-
tion of the given budget constraint, and the hunt for which will be described
later, we solve the original problem to within a convex hull approximation):

J(A)= A(S.,Q') (6)
= min JA(Si, Qi) (7)

S, -_T Q.EQa(Si)

= rai inim [DQ.(S,) + ARQ,(S,)] (8)
S, <T Q.EQa(S.)

rin rin Dmq(t) + AR9(t)]. (9)S. -<7" 9Eqa(t )

In order to make notation less cumbersome, if we consider the problem of a
single wavlet packet tree (i.e. A = 1), with extention to Af > 1 being trivial,
due to the parallelization of the problem, the problem becomes determining:

DQ.(S.) = min minDQ(S) s.t. RQ.(S*) _5 Rbudye,. (10)
s Q

Thus, the unconstrained problem of Eq. (7) becomes finding:

J'(A) = Jx(S',Q') = rain min [DQ(S) + ARQ(S)). (P1)
S-<T QEQa(S)

The above approach identifies, for a fixed positive A, an optimal operating
point on the convex hull of the composite rate-distc -on curve for the spec-
ified problem. If the original constrained problem . :,pened to have a bud-
get constraint that "hit" one of the convex-hull operating points, then, the
unconstrained and the constraincd problems have identical solutions. Math-
ematically stated, the equivalence is established in the following theorem, a
direct hierarchical extension of Theorem I of Shoham and Gersho 14):

Theorem 1 If(S:,,Q,,) is the solution to the unconstrained problem of Eq.
(11) corresponding to some fiked value cf A, then it is also the solution to the
constrained problem of Eq. (10) for the particular case of R6,,d,,, = RQ.. (S.*).

17
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Proof"

JA(S:,Q,) :_ J.%(SQ) (12)

DQ:(S:) + XARq.(S) < DQ(S) + ARQ(S) (13)
DQ.(S.,)-DQ(S) AI[RQ(S)-R...(S.,)] (14)

DQ.(S:,)- DQ(S) K A[RQ(S)- Rbe,]. (15)

Since Equation (15) holds for all S -< T and Q E Qa(S), it certainly holds
for the subsets , -< T E Q8(S) which satisfy RQ(S) _< R6,dg, . That is,

RQ(S)_ Rb.•d, for S E S Q E QE . (16)

Thus, from Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), since A > 0, we have:

DQ.(S.) )- DQ.(S.) < 0 VS E S,Q E Q, (17)

i.e.(S,, Q•) also satisfies the original constrained optimization problem of
Eq. (10) for the given budget constraint. 0

Note again that the implication of the above result, when extended to the
case of arbitrary NI, is that if we solve the unconstrained problem of Eq. (8)
for some A > 0, and if Rbudgt of the constrained problem of Eq. (1) happens
to be ZOIl RQ.(S,) of the unconstrained problem, then the solutions to both
problems are identical. The unconstrained problem lends itself to a much
easier solution than the constrained one, though of course, the latter may
have an "inaccessible" solution, since the unconstrained approach maps out
only convex hull points of the R-D curve. Figure 7 shows an example of an
inaccessible convex-hull solution, where the budget constraint line does not
pass through a convex-hull point. The excess RP,,d.ud - , RQ(S,;) bits,
which, in practice, represent a negligible fraction of the original budget, can
be allocated using "greedy" heuristics, or using a steepest descent algorithm
similar to that of 141. Bounds on the suboptimality of the unconstrained solu-
tion can be found in 17). The power of the unconstrained approach obviously
lies in its "pa:allelization" of the original problem into smaller independent
optimization problems.

Is
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5.2 "Flattening" the problem

If we define X, for each independent block 1 = 1,2,... ,A to be the set
of all admissible operating points for block i (i.e. the set comprising all
combinations of subtrees and their associated quantizers, {S3 , Qi} VS, -<
T, Qi E Q,(Si)), then we have a "flattened" version of our problem, similar
to that solved in [4). i.e. the constrained problem becomes:

rain D(,) subject toJ R(z,) R,,e (18)

Though the "flattened" version of our problem can be made uncon.
strained and solved as in [4), the hierarchical nature of our wavelet packet
tree-structured problem lends itself to a fast algorithm. Thus, it would be
computationally wasteful (for a tree. of depth n, there are 0(2") subtrees!)
to solve our problem by the exhaustive search method, which is what "flat.
tening" of our problem would entail.

However, the flattened version does have some merits, e.g. it can be
invoked to simplify notation, and it can serve as a base from which to inherit
some important unchanged features of the unconstrained problem. Some of
the key results inherited from [4], as they apply to our problem, are hence
presented as a summary:

e The convex-hull optimally allocated rate and distortion values for each
block, for a given A, are monotonic non-increasing and non-decreasing
step functions, respectively, of A.

* The monotonic step function nature of Rý(A) and D'(A) is caused due
to the discrete nature of the problem. Thus A could be interpreted as
an index of operating quality as it varies from 0 ---- oc.

e As A is swept through all positive real numbers, all the convex hull
points of the composite R-D curve are traced out. See Figure 7 for a
typical composite R-D curve.

With J,(A) = D(:;) + AR(x,) representing the customary Lagrangian
subcost for block i associated with operating point x, for quality criterion A,
let us introduce the biased Lagrangian cost IF as:

'(A) = l1V(A,{x'(A))M2 ) (19)

20
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= '(A, x'(A)) (20)
Af

= (•J(A)) - A Rb.u., (21)
i=l

= I(Zmin[D(xi) + AR(x,)])- ARb,.dsI. (22)
i X

Note that x above refers to a vector notation of the sequence Xl, x2 ,•.., %M.
Then, following the optimization theory outlined in [13], we have the follow-
ing result:

Lemma 1 1."(A) is a concave fn function of A.

Proof: See Appendix.

Now, if we find the maximum of W(A) over all positive A,

W(A')-- IV(A, x'(A*)) = max IV(A), (23)S~A>O

we have the following result for the unconstrained solution corresponding
to the given budget constraint &,d,9sg:

Theorem 2 A' and x'(A") that maximize IV in Eq. (23) are the optimal
convex hull face slope and optimal convex hull operating point, respectively,
for the unconstrained optimization problem of Eq. (8), for the given budget
constraint Rbdget .

Proof. See Appendix.

Thus, the above result gives the condition on the desired operating quality
slope which solves the flattened version of our original problem. By "unflat-
tening" the above result, we now develop the unconstrained solution to our
best wavelet packet basis and optimal quantization choice problem. The
optimal slope A' is the solution to

1'(A') = VV(A,x*(A')) (24)
M

= max ( [min minJ.A(Sj,Q,)] - ARPd,,e,,) (25)
A_>C = S. Q.

Af
= max (mi n{ZE mqin[D,(t) + AR9(t)]]) - ARI64,df). (26)

A>O S S.,

21
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This is then the unconstrained optimization formulation to our problem,
which can be dissected into independent fast individual optimizations. Thus,
Eq. (26) can be dissected into the following 3 optimizations:

e At first (innermost minimization), the best quantizer choice for every
terminal node of a fi.rcd sublree S is found (where the subtree cost
is assumed to be additive over that of its terminal nodes) for a fixed
operating slope A, independently for every block.

* Then (outer minimization), the best basis subtree is determined for
each block independently, again for the fixed operating slope A, from
amongst all permissible wavelet packet bases decompositions for the
given wavelet kernel. A fast dynamic programming based pruning op-
eration will be done to accomplish this (see Section 5.4).

e Finally (outermost maximization), the optimal slope A* that meets the
given budget criterion Rbud.t is determined as the maximum o, the
W(A). Lemma 1 facilitates the use of fast search methods for finding
the optimal A* in an iterative fashion (see Section 6.2).

5.3 Geometric interpretation

One insight to be made into the unconstrained optimization problem is that
of a geometric approach. It can be shown that the optimal operating point
on the R-D plane for each leaf node of the tree T for a given slope A is
that point in the collection of R-D points which is first "impinged upon"
by a "plane-wave" of slope -A emanating from the fourth quadrant of the

R-D plane towards the R-D curve in the first quadrant. This is because the
Lagrangian cost J associated with any admissible operating point can be in-
terpreted as the y.intercept of thle straight line of slope -A passing through
that point on the operational rate-distortion plane. See Figure s. The min-
imum Lagrangian function (minimum y-intercept) is obviously achieved for
that point which is "hit" first by the plane wave of absolute slope A imping-
ing on the rate-distortion curve. Note also from Figure 8 that the biased
Lagrangian function IV(A) can be interpreted as the intercept, on the budget
constraint line, of the straight line of slope -A tangent to the convex hull of
the R-D curve. This geometric interpretation of the problem makes a lot of
the properties itemized earlier, like monotonicity and existence of singular

22
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Figure 8: Geometric interpretation of the problem.
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slope values, as well as the concavity of 14i, and the solution to the optimal
convex-hull operating point, both intuitively pleasing and easy to show using
straight-line geometry, though a more rigorous algebraic proof is provided in
the appendix.

5.4 Finding the best basis subtree for each block

The difference between the flattened approach and the hierarchical approach
is in the search for the best basis for each block of the signal. While a flattened
approach entails an exhaustive search of the entire family of wavelet packets
in a "brute force" manner, the hierarchical approach uses a fast "pruning"
algorithm to determine the best basis.

While motivated by the "entropy" pruning criterion mentioned in 11],
our formulation is in a dynamic programming framework using a Viterbi-like
algorithm. Besides, it must be emphasized that the CMQW cost criterion
used to populate the tree nodes prior to pruning uses a one-sided function
(either rate or distortion), whereas we resort to a Lagrangian cost function,
which is optimal in a rate-distortion sense.

A Viterbi-like fast dynamic programming technique is feasible due to the
ON property of the WP basis family, that enables the signal space spanned by
an arbitrary subtree rooted at internal node t of the tree to be identical to the
space spanned by the twin subtrees rooted at the two branches emanating
from node t. To be specific, let t = n>, i.e. f is the jth node of the ith
hierarchical level (or depth) of the tree T. Its two children are t, = n41

and t2 = n'+'. See Figure 1. Then, because of the ON property, the subtrees

rooted at ii and 12 cover disjoint halves of the RN!2i signal space spanned
by their parent node t.

This allows a direct quaintitatirc one-to-one comparison between the N/2'
basis coefiicients {c;} associated with the basis subset {b;} of node t with
the (2 x (N/(2(ý+"))) coefficients { {'c•, ) a2 1 _•,c'2' )}) associated with the basis

subsets {b'-)1} and fb'+ of nodes 11 and 12 respectively. The "split/merge"
decision will be based on which option leads to a cheaper Lagrangian cost,
as spelled out in Figure 4.

Assume known the optimal subtrec from node t = n' "onwards" from
node i "onwards" to the full tree-depth log A'. \Ve could liken the subtrees to
surviving paths in the Viterbi algorithm [14]. The-, by Bellman's optimality

24
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principle [15], we know all surviving paths passing through node t = no

at depth i must invoke this same optimal "finishing" path. There are two
contenders for the "surviving path" at every node of the tree, the parent and
its children, with the winner having the lower Lagrangian cost.

Using this, we begin at the complete tree-depth n = log N and work our
way towards the root to of the tree, using the above cost criterion at each
level i to determine whether to split or merge. This decision (or "path") is
remembered and used to determine the best path when applying the same
pruning criterion on the branches, which process is repeated till the root is
encountered. At this point, the entire best path or best wavelet packet basis
is known.

6 Complete Algorithm

The stage is now set to integrate the results of the previous two sections to
formulate the optimal algorithm. This will be done in two phases. First, the
optimal algorithm for a given operating slope A will be flowcharted, followed
by a description of the hunt for the optimal operating slope A'. Note that
the algorithm is applied independently on each signal block to determine the
best wavelet packet basis corresponding to that subblock.

6.1 Initialization

Prior to the actual pruning operation, a one-time fixed cost of gathering the
statistics enlisted in Steps I and 2 below must be endured. Associated with
every, node no of T is a data structure of the form: {Rf D.,', J,' split(n I))
The first three members refer to the rate, distortion, and Lagrangian cost as-
sociated with the optimal (for the given A) subtree from n, onwards, i.e. the
optimal subtree rooted at n',, while the last member of the data structure,
split(n,), is a binary variable whose meaning (yes or no) reflects the deci-
sion of whether or not it is optimal to split the node into its children branches.

Step 1: Generate the coefficients {c;) for the entire \VP family.

Step 2: Gather the given quantizer set dependent (Rq(1), Dq(t)) values for
all the nodes t E T Vq E q.(t), to generate the R vs D points for each node.

25
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Phase I: Optirnality For A Given Operating Slope

Phase I of the algorithm is run for a given slope value A, and could be con.
sidered a subroutine called by the Phase II, described later in the section,
for the fixed budget allocation problem:

Step 3: For the A of the current iteration, populate all the nodes t of
the tree with the minimum Lagrangian cost function associated with that
node (Jt(A), or equivalently, .1(A) when referring to the j th node at scale
i) where J,(A) = minr,[Dq,(t) + ARq,(t)]

Step 4: Initialize i n, where 71 = log N is the maximum signal block
tree-depth. For t = n', if q' is the value of qt that minimizes J,(A) initialize:

kR '- (where R' =R(

D" - OD (where D" D= (t)))

j4 - ji

Step 5: - i-i1. Ifi < 0, go to Step S.

Step 6: Vj = 1,2,...,2' at the ith tree level:
if Ji(A) < •.j- II(A) + Ji I(A),

then { split(n}) NO; f , Rn; b ,- D; j'- J,}
else { split(n) 4- YES; R1 ,--- !i -I- R+ 1

D" + D` 1;+ J i l +J 1 )t*-=2)-l +-2j ,d j J2)- ÷ i
Step 7: Go to Step 5.

Step 8: Starting from the root to, and using, in a linked-list fashion, the
node data-structure element split(node), selected optimally for all the nodes
of T, carve out the optimal subtree S'(A) and its associated optimal quan-
tizer choice Q'(A) E Qa(S-(A)). Also readily available at the data-structure
for root node to are RQ.(S') = R', and DQ.(S') = DO, the rate and distortion
of the optimal subtree S'(A).

A point to be made is that it is possible to directly incorporate into
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the pruning algorithm the cost of segmentation (in terms of overhead bits
of the subtree map to be sent), if an a priori map-representation scheme
is available. For example, if the subtree structure costs one bit per merge
decision, this bit could be included in the Lagrangian cost comparison of
the children nodes with the parent node in Step 6 of the Phase I algorithm
outlined above. However, in our generalized algorithm such subtleties are
not ;ncluded (in practice, they make negligible difference anyway) as no a
prior, map-coding scheme is assumed. It is assumed that the Rbdf,i criterion
given for the problem is for pure coding expenditure without any overhead
expenses, which may be minimized using entropy coding of the tree-map
if necessary, or by coding only the locations of the non-zero coefficients, if
that is chcaper. In our application to be described later, we found that the
overhead represented a negligible proportion of the total budget.

6.2 Finding The Optimal Operating Slope

The problem of picking the optimal slope value for a given budget criterion
Rb,,. 9 ,, will be the subject of discussion in Phase II of the algorithm; the iter-
ative invocations of the Phase I subroutine in search of the optima) operating
slope .,, which satisfies the given budget constraint, will be described in
this section.

As was shown in section 5, due to the concavity of W(A) in A (see Figure
9), and since our optimal operating slope A' is max-'(W), we can find our
optimal operating point using a fast convex search algorithm like Nevton's
method or bisection methods [103. Equivalently stated, we are interested in
the zero-crossing operating slope of the derivative of l• 01V/0,A. Recall that:

1'l(A) = ( ain [D(x1 ) + AR(xi)J)- -Rb,,d

xEX,

which implies that, at non-singular values of A,

14/10&A = R,(A) - R,.dS•, (27)

where R*(A) is the rate associated with the optimal subtree/quantizer choice
for block i. Due to the discrete nature of our problem, A is singular at only
a finite numbe: of points (see Figure 9). Also, as was developed in Theorem
2 (see appendix), the optimal slope A* whicb maximizes W corresponds to
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if X, is non-singular,

5XW _ R(i)-Rbudget

if X <
(R) buRdget

Rifi X >RX'

YR 11) 1o)

•R ¢• Rbudget

Figure 9: Concavity of the biased Lagrangian functional W(A) and mathe-
matical justification for fast bisection algorithm.
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a singular value. From Equation (27), at non-singular values of A < A*, we
have •, R•(A`) > Rbud,, while for non-singular values of A > A', E, R,() _

Rb,,st. This then leads to the iterative fast convex search algorithm to be

described.
As with most iterative solutions, the choice of a good initial operating

point is the key to a fast convergence. Picking the initial A could be a

research topic all unto itself. Some heuristics are mentioned in [4). In a

predictive image coding environment, for example, a good guess would be
AP1 of the previous frame. Assume we have judiciously chosen two values of

A, A, and A,, with A, < A , which satisfy the relation:

i i

Note that failure to find any A,, A, which satisfy the above inequalities

means that the given problem is unsolvable; i.e. the Rbud.9 is inconsistent
with the given sets of quantizers. A conservative choice for a solvable problem

would be A, = 0, A,, = oc.

Phase II: Iterating towards the optimal operating point

Now the following "main" algorithm can be used to iteratively call the "sub-

routine" algorithm of the previous section:

Step 1: Pick A, <5 A. such that

I i

If the inequality above is an equality for either slope value, stop. We have
an exact solution. Otherwise, proceed to Step 2.

Step 2: A"" (,:(x1 D1 +l where c is a vanishingly small

positive number picked to ensure that the lower rate point is picked if A,,
is a singular slope value.

Step 3: Run the Phase I optimal algorilhm for ,

Sif {fT, T(nri( ) = ] R ,(A. , then stop. A' = A•.
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= else if ( J R'(A.€•t) > Rbudgei), Al -- A.ex,. Go to Step 2.

= else A, . A,,,,,. Go to Step 2.

Toy Example

See Figure 10 for a plot of the convex hull to the operational rate-distortion
curve for the given problem. Shown explicitly are the optimal quantizer and
the best basis choice for each operating point, which corresponds to singular
values of A, whose sweep from 0 to oo results in the tracing out of all convex
hull points. The budget constraint line of 21 bits is obviously an inaccessible
convex hull solution, and one has to settle for the convcx hull operating
point using 20 bits. Note also the non-monotonic nature of the sequence of
the depths of the best bases subtrees as one sweeps A through all positive
real numbers.

Let us first show an example of how the Phase I algorithm works for
A = 10 (to pick a nice number) and show how it leads to the lowest quality
convex hull point of Figure 10, which is picked for all values of A > 5.43:

i) Populate the tree with the minimum of all the Lagrangian cost func-
tionals for A = 10 as outlined in Phase I of the algorithm for each node A,
BI,B2,C1,C2,C3, and C4 to get:

JA=231 (achieved with quantizer Q3)
JBI=92.5 (Q3); JB2 =102.3 (Q3)
Jc,=46.25 (Q3); Jc 2=52.25 (Q3); Jc 3=52.25 (Q3); Jc4 =60.25 (Q2)

ii) Initialize i=2; Jcl=46.25; Jc2=52.25; Jca=52.25; Jc 4 =60.25;

iii) i=l; Since JBI < Jci + j, 2, split(B1) ,- NO;
JB2 < JC 3 + JC 4 , split(B2) -- NO;
JBI = JBI; JB2 = JB2

iv) i=O; Since JA > jBI + jB2, split(A) 4-- YES;

jA = JB I + TB32;
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34.7D !

BUDGET LINE

slopc= 5.3

Owtirnal Convex:ul olution

12.95

-2.4

3.0
sl o e -0 .2 5 <

16 2021 24 28 32 R

Figure 10: Composite R-D curve for toy example shown with best basis
and best quantizer choices for all convex-hull points, and with optimal tree
structure for the given budget constraint. Note the non-monotonicity of the
R-D charactcristics with tree depth, i.e. non-conformance with the Chou et.
al.[6] assumptions.
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We thus have our optimal basis subtree (with quantizer choice) for this

value of A, as shown as the lowest rate convex hull point of Figure 10. We

now explain in detail the search for A" for the toy problem with a coding

budget Rb,,d,,t = 21 bits. Refer to Figure 10.

I) Initialize A,°) = 0; U0) =

R(A,,) = 32; R'(l) = 16;

11) A"n.t -3. 7- + 2.17 + C;32-16

A (1) = 2.17; V) =

III) Ane 34.--3. + ±=3.96 +:
I~l) .•t = 24-16

R-()A,,CX) = 20 < Rbudget = 21;
, 2) - 2..17; A(2) = 3.96;

IV) 12.95-3.o + • = 2.4S + c;
IV)Anet -24 -20

= R-(A.)= 20;
W, have converged! ==* A' = 2.4S; D(,\) 12.95; R(A') = 20;

7 Image coding application using quadtree

segmentation

We now describe an image processing application of the optimal pruning al-

gorithm described earlier for the particular case where the tree structure is

quadtree, and the basis family is the DCT transform. The coding environ-

mcnt is a modified version of the still-image coding standard, JPEG [8].

7.1 Adaptive quantization

One of the keys to achicving good signal compression is to have the quanti-

zation process adapt dynamically to the signal's non-stationarities. One way

to accomplish this is to have classified quantizers. The concept of classifying

quantizers for VQ applications was done in 116), and the use of classification

in transform coding applications is also not new. The idea of classification is

to have an assortment of classes with each class tuned to a particular signal
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characteristic. For our image coding application, through empirical toil, we
determined that a good tradeoff between overclassification with subsequent
high side-information overhead cost and being "overstatic" by not adapting
enough was to have 4 classes, each optimized for a particular image charac-
teristic.

Our four quantizer classes were optimized for (1) a -typical" image sub-
block with low frequencies weighted much higher than the perceptually less
sensitive higher frequencies, ý )a the JPEG suggested matrix; (2) horizontal
edges; (3)vertical edges; and (4) image subblocks which are "white" in their
frequency spectrum, with no discernible favoritism towards any specific ori-
entation. A point of note when classifying transform coded images is that the
DCT transform is completely symmetric with respect to phase reversals in
the intcnsity gradients, thus requiring, for example, a single horizontal quan-
tizer matrix, as opposed to one for a light-to-dark horizontal gradient, and
another for a dark-to-light one. This cuts down the number of classification
quantizers needed, as compared to the application of [16].

The admissible classes of quantizers described above were constructed for
each of 3 hierarchical levels of the DCT basis tree: 4x4 blocks, 8x8 blocks,
and 16x16 blocks for every 16x16 subblock of the original image. As men-
tioned earlier, this constraint is in keeping with the perceptual blockiness
requirements [17], as well as the lack of usefulness of the DCT transform for
sizes that are too small.

7.2 Coding description and simulation results

The DCT tree was grown to the three hierarchical levels described for every
16x16 subblock into which the image was divided. This is equivalent to a
parallel pruning of the 16x16 subblock trees into which the original image
was divided for independent coding of the subblocks. The optimal pruning

algorithm as described earlier was invoked for each subblock tree. "Pseudo-

JPEG" coding algorithms were followed for the non SxS blocks, 4 i.e. DCT
transformation, quantization using classified quantizers, zigzag scanning, and

RL coding of the zero runs, etc. Figure 11 shows comparisons of the adap-
tive DCT-quadtree coder versus the baseline JPEG coder plotting the PSNR

(Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) defined as 10logj 0[255'/(m.s.e)] versus bpp

4The standard JPEG algorithm is applicable only to 8x8 blocks
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(bits per pixel) for some typical test images used in the image processing
community. The results are compared with a typical JPEG coder deploying
the suggested JPEG quantization matrix 18). In formulating the pseudo-
JPEG algorithm for the non-Sx8 blocks, the same default Huffman coding
table was used as outlined in the baseline JPEG specification for 8x8 blocks,
and hence is suboptimal in general. This essentially places a lower bound on
the performance of the adaptive coder, which can perform better if Huffman
codes customized to 16x16 and 4x4 blocks are created. The hierarchy of clas-
sified quantizers was tried on both original images as well as difference images.
The difference images w'ere derived from a hybrid DCT-based pyramid coding
scheme 118). See Figure 12 for performance comparisons. As can be seen, for
the hierarchy of classified quantizers picked and for the pseudo-JPEG cod-
ing scheme invoked, the adaptive DCT-based quadtree coder outperforms
the standard static JPEG coder by about 1.5-2 dB at typical bitrates, or
alternatively, by 15%-25% reduction in bitrate at typical PSNR values. For
difficult images like "Barbara," even more impressive results were obtained.
As can be seen from the plots, our adaptive scheme outperforms the static
JPEG scheme for this image by about 2-3 dB at fixed bitrate, or equivalently
about 25-35% compression advantage at fixed SNR, over an entire range of
bit rates of interest.

£d*#.& 1. Urf ~F 16ftabbl W1r

S- ia ,, .

11,.

9 . . .- 4
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@1 .. ,- ... I"16I ----.--- I

a, atr,

S 34 3•1 3 3 34 1 40 41 3 32 N, A4 36 4 42

ft.%'R . A POrM .0R

Figure 11: Comparison of adaptive depth-3 block DCT basis quadtree coding
scheme with non-adaptive JPEG coding scheme for the "Barbara" and "mit"
images.
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Figure 12: Comparison of adaptive depth-3 block DOCT basis quadtree coding
scheme wvith non-adaptive JPEG coding scheme for difference images derived
from the "table-tennis" and "mit" images.

8 Conclusion

WVe have shown, for a given hierarchy of admissible quantizers, an efficient

scheme for coding adaptive trees whose individual nodes spawn off descen-

dents forming a disjoint and comp](_te basis cover for the space spanned by
their parent nodes. The scheme presented guarantees operation on the con-

vex hull of the operational R-D curve for the admissible hierarchy of quantiz-

ers. Applications for this coding technique include the CMQWV generalized
multiresolution wavelet packet decomposition, iterative subband coders, and
quadtree structures. An application to image processing involving quadtrees
with a family of DOT bases has been demonstrated in a JPEG-like coding

environme:.t with good improvement shown over the static JPEG coding
scheme.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1:
Proof: Denoting A3 = 0A 1 + (1 - O)A2 , where 0 _< 0 < 1, and recalling

the vector notation x to represent the sequence z 1, 2, , xjf, we have:

IVW(A 3 ) W(0,A + (1 - 0)A2)

min {D(x) + 0JI, + (1 - 0)A2)R(x) -3 )
XEXM

- m , 0[D(x) + AR(x) - A) Rb) + main ( 0)mD(x) + A2R(x) - A2Rb)
xEXM XEXM

- OW(A 1 ) + (1 - 0)1V(A 2) 0

Proof of Theorem 2:

Proof: Denote by A' the slope of the convex hull face which "straddles"
the budget constraint line on the R-D plane. See Figure 7. Let us consider
the convex-hull face of slope A' as a candidate for A' = max-(WV(A)).

For A < A', invoking the "lower rate" operating point on the convex hull
of slope A', x4, we have:

W(A) - W(A') = min [D(x) + AR(x) - ARb) - [D(x() + A'R(xj) ' APb]
XEXM

< [D(x4) + AR(xt) - ARbI - ID(x() + A'R(x()- A'Rb]

S(A - A')(R(x) - Rb)
< 0

Similarly, for A > A', invoking the "higher rate" operating point on the
convex hull of slope A', x., we have:

W(A) - W(A') < (A - A')(R(x.,) - Rb) _• 0

Thus, for all positive values of A, W(A) <_ W(A').
But, by virtue of Lemma 1, we knom that W(A), being concave n, has a
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unique maximum value which occurs at a singular slope. (If it were non.
singular, then there exists an c > 0, no matter how small, for which IW(A +

- IV(A') = A'c > 0, which contradicts the definition of W(A)).
Thus, A' is indeed this unique sigular maximum, with the optimal convex

hull operating point obviously being xf. 0
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Abstract

Recent work has shown that perfect reconstruction filter banks can be used to derive
continuous-time bases of wavelets; the case of finite impulse response filters, which lead
to compactly supported wavelets, has been examined in detail. In this paper we sbow
that infinite impulse response filters lead to more general wavelets of infinite support.
We give a complete constructive method which yields all orthogonal two channel filter
banks, where the filters have rational transfer functions, and show how these can
be used to generate orthonormal wavelet bases. A family of orthonormal wavelets,
which shares with those of Daubechies the property of having a maximum number of
disappearing moments, is shown to be generated by the halfba~nd Butterworth filters.
When there is an odd number of zeros at r we show that closed forms for the filters
are available without need for factorization. A still larger class of orthonormal wavelet
bases having the same moment properties is presented, and contains the Daubechies
and Butterworth filters as the boundary cases. We then show that it is possible to have
both linear phase and orthogonality in the infinite impulse response case, and give a
constructive method. We show how compactly supported bases may be orthogonalized,
and construct bases for the spline function spaces. These are alternatives to those of
Battle and Lemari6, but have the advantage of being based on filter banks where the
filters have rational transfer functions and are thus realizable. Design examples are
presented throughout.
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1 Introduction

The subject of wavelets has been studied by applied mathematicians for a number of years,
as representing an alternative to traditional Fourier based analysis techniques. Considerable
interest has been shown by the Signal Processing community more recently owing, in large
measure, to the influence of pivotal papers by Mallat [1, 2] and Daubechies [3). These
demonstrate the strong link between the subject of Wavelets and that of multirate filter
banks. Briefly put, multirate filter banks give the structures required to generate important
cases of wavelets and the wavelet transform. Wavelets provides an elegant mathematical
basis for multirate filter banks, and that mathematical machinery has led to new results [4).

Among the most celebrated wavelet bases are those of Meyer [5] and of Battle and
Lemari [16, 71, and these can be realized using orthogonal multirate filter banks; however the
filters involved are not rational, and the corresponding wavelet cannot be computed exactly,
so they are of limited worth from a Signal Processing point of view. More interesting are
the compactly supported wavelets of Daubechies [3]. These are based on orthogonal Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filter banks, which have in fact been under study for some time
[8, 9, 10].

Our principal interest in this paper is again orthogonal filter banks and their relation to
wavelet bases. We consider Infinite Impulse Response (fIR) filter banks, which have been
less studied, and which allow much greater freedom than their FIR counterparts.

The essential contribution of the paper consists of strong new results on orthogonal fIR
filter banks which allow us to thoroughly examine the structure of possible solutions, and
present new designs. The connection with Wavelets allows us to use these designs to get
novel orthogonal wavelets, which are based on structures that are computable with finite
complexity. Thus we present filters that are of interest in their own right, but which also
allow us to generate wavelet bases which are in some senses comparable, and in others
superior to those already published.

The summary of the paper is as follows. We present a succinct review of the relation
between orthonormal wavelet bases and filter banks having orthogonality properties in sec-
tion 2. We recall that designing a certain class of orthonormal wavelet bases is related to
the simpler problem of designing orthogonal filter banks, provided that the filters satisfy
certain regularity conditions. Since this material has been reviewed in a number of papers
our treatment is limited to the essential points. Readers unfamiliar with the subject might
consult [8, 11, 12] for additional coverage of filter banks, and [13, 3, 5, 4, 14] for treatments
of the connection with wavelets.

In section 3 we present a constructive method to find all orthogonal filter banks, where
the filters have rational transfer functions. In certain cases of considerable interest, we
actually get closed form expressions for the filters; so that no factorization or approximation
is necessary. This contrasts sharply with the FIR case, and seems to be the first closed form
for a non-trivial implementable wavelet.

Section 4 demonstrates that wavelets with moment properties are derived from filter
banks where the filter frequency responses are maximally fiat. We construct the whole
family of maximally flat filters for orthogonal filter banks, and show that the Butterworth
halfband filters and the Daubechies solutions are included as special cases.

Section 5 illustrates that linear phase and orthogonality are not mutually exclusive prop-
erties for IIR filter banks, as they were in the FIR case. Filters of considerable interest can
be designed that lead to orthogonal wavelets with symmetry.

We show in section 6 that if a compactly supported basis for one of the spaces in the
multiresolution analysis structure exists, then we can always generate an orthogonal basis
from realizable IIR filters. A special case is the N-th order spline function space; so we
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construct bases which have the advantage over those of Battle and Lemarii that they are
realizable.

Certain of the results have been presented in preliminary form in [15, 16, 17].

1.1 Notation
The set of real'numbers will be represented by R, the set of integers by Z. The inner product
over the space of square-summable sequences 12(Z) is:

< a(n),b(n) > = a'(n)b(n),

where a(n),b(n) c 12(Z), and superscript "*" denotes complex conjugation. Generally we
shall deal with sequences and functions that are real. We define II a(n) 112 = a(n),a(n) >.

The z-transform of a sequence is defined by H(:) = F,,_. h(n)--". In an abuse of notation
we shall use the same symbol for the Discrete Fourier Transfrom H(el-) = H(z)=.,,,..
Similarly over the space of square-integrable functions L'(R) we have the inner product:

< f(x),g(x) > = f(x)g(x)dx,

where f(z),g(z) f L2 (R). The squared norm is given by 11 f(z) 1I2 = < f(x),f(x) >. For
continuous-time functions we will use subscripts to denote affine variable changes where the
scales are powers of 2 as follows: fik(x) = 2-j/2 . f(2 - k).

Our main interest is with filters that have z-transforms that can be written as H(z) =

zkA(z)/B(z) for some A(z) and B(z) which are polynomials in z-1. Since we deal with
both causal and anticausal filters we shall often have positive and negative powers of z- 1 . A
function that has terms in both z and z-' is not a polynomial, but we refer to it as an FIR
function provided that it has a finite number of terms. The following shorthand notation for
a causal FIR functions of length N is used: Ek01 a,,z-" = (ao, a,, a2,.. aN-.

In the following we shall refer to any symmetric or antisymmetric filter that has a central
term as having whole sample symmetry (WSS) or whole sample antisymmetry (WSA), and
one that does not have a central term as having half sample symmetry or antisymmetry
(HSS or HSA). In the case of FIR filters WS3S and WN SA correspond to filters of odd length,
and are often referred to Type I and Type III filters respectively 118]; whereas HSS and HSA
imply filters of even length of Type II and Type IV respectively. Some of the basic properties
of symmetric sequences that we will have need of are reviewed in appendix A.1.

2 Wavelets and filter banks

2.1 Multiresolution signal processing

The material of this section can also be found in 13, 1, 4, 19]. Two texts give very compre-
hensive treatments [5, 20]; a more tutorial approach is given in 121].

3
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2.1.1 Continuous-time bases for multiresolution analysis

The axiomatic description of a multiresolution analysis scheme, as introduced by Mallat and
Meyer [22, 2, 5] is that we should have:

(i) A succession of spaces: • .*.v2 c v•¢V 0 cV~ v_.. (1)

where the union of all the Vj's is L2(R), and the intersection of all of the spaces contains
only the origin,

(ii) f (x) e Vj 4, f (2x) e Vj-a,

(iii) 3 O(x) cV0 such that the set O(x - n),n c Z constitutes an orthonormal basis for Vo0 .

It follows that the set {fk(x) = 2-j,2 . 0(2-ix - k), k f Z) is an orthonormal basis for Vj.
Next, let Wj be the orthogonal complement of Vj in Vj-1; that is x c Vj, y C Wj =#.

<x, > = 0 and V1_> = V';e4D . Obviously Vi C Vji- and Wj C Vj-,, so that the
basis functions of Vj and Wj (O.k(z) and bikk(x) respectively) can be written as a linear
combination of the basis functions of V1-> ( 0j-lk(x)). This gives the relations:

00
,O(x) = 21/2•. ho(n). 4(2x- n), (2)

b (x) = 21 /2. E h,(n) . 0(2x - n), (3)

where infinitely many of the ho(n) and h,(n) may differ from zero. Since (2) relates O(z)
and 0(2x) it is called a two-scale difference equation. Note that O(x) and b(x) are called
the scaling function and wavelet respectively.

Because V1 and Wj are orthogonal we find:

< O(x),a,(x- k) > = 0 = < ho(n),h, (n- 2k) >. (4)

So the two sequences ho(n) and hI(n) must be orthogonal with respect to shifts by two.
Equally, by imposing the constraint that the bases for Vj and W4. be orthogonal:

< O(x),•( k) > = bk = < O,(x), V,(x- k) >,

we find that:
< ho(n),ho(n - 2k) > = bk = < h,(n),h,(n - 2k) >. (5)

2.2 Wavelets derived from filter banks
We have seen above that the multiresolution analysis scheme with orthogdnal basis functions
satisfying (2) and (3) implies certain restrictions on the related sequences ho(n) and hi(n);
that is (4) and (5) must hold. Also, since < 0b(2x - k), 4(x) > = 2-1/2 • ho(k), and
< 0(2x - k), O(z) > = 2-1/ 2h,(k), it is obvious that once the basis functions O(z) and
OtW(x) are known the related filters are easily found. However it is not yet obvious how
functions satisfying the desired constraints may be found.

'Actually it is sufficient to have a basis, which can then be orthogonalized.

4
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2.2.1 Limit functions of filter banks

A way to construct 0(z) and O(z) from the associated discrete sequences was first shown
by Daubechies in [3]. ssentially it entails considering the limit of a sequence of functions
f(i)(z) which are piecewise constant on intervals of length 1/2'. The value of the constant
is equal to the coefficient of an filter found by cascading i copies of the filter Ho(z) followed
by a subsampler [4].

Assuming for the moment that the limit exists, and that the filters ho(n), hi(n) satisfy
the orthogonality constraints (4) and (5), we have as i --+ 0

f(oo)(z) = 21/2. ho(m)f(00)(2z - m). (6)

Taking the Fourier transform:

F(00)(w) = 2-1/2. Ho(ejw/ 2 ) FF(0)(w/2). (7)

Now define Mo(ejw) = 2- 1/2 Ho(e)w), so that:

F(00)(w) = Mo(eJ-/ 2)F(00)(w/2) = Mo(ew/2)Mo(ejw/ 4 )F(0D)(w14)
00

= 1i Mo(ej"/2')• FP00)(0). (8)
1-1

Now also consider the related function:

G(00)(w) = 2- 1/2 Hi(ejw/ 2),

so that:
g(00)(x) = 21i/2. h:(m)f(00)(2x - m). (9)

rTn=oo

On comparing (6) and (2), (9) and (3) we now see that f(00)(x), and g(0)(x) satisfy the
two scale difference equations required of the orthonormal wavelet construction. It can be
verified that the orthogonality relations of the functions f(00)(z), and g(00)(z) follow from
the orthogonality of the filters 13, 4].

Thus the problem of finding the basis functions for the wavelet scheme is reduced to one
of finding appropriate pairs of sequences ho(n) and hi(n). For much of the rest of the paper,
we will concern ourselves with this.

2.2.2 Regularity

That the infinite product (8) converges as i - oo cannot be taken for granted. Cases where
convergence fails altogether, or where the product converges to a discontinuous function are
easily found. We would like some guarantees about the convergence of (8) and the continuity
of the functions O(x) and O(z), when they exist. Exactly such a criterion is derived in [3r,
and is reviewed below.

First factor Mo(z) into its roots at z = -1 (if there is not at least one then the infinite
product cannot converge [23, 24]) and a remainder function K(z), in the following way:

Mo(z) = [(1 + z-)/2]NK(z).

5
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Note that it can be shown that K(1) = 1 from the definitions; i.e. (5) gives H/o(1) = 2, so that
Mo(1) = 1. Now call B the supremurn of IK(:)I on the unit circle: B = suP 1 ,,O2 .J IK(e-')I.
Then the following sufficient, but not necessary, test from [3] can be used:

Proposition 2.1 (Daubechies 1988) If B < 2 Nv-1, then the piecewise constant function
f(')(x) defined, in (8) converges pointwise to a continuous function f(-)(z).

2.3 Filter banks
We now put the connection between filter banks and wavelets to work. Our interest in
this paper is orthogonal wavelet bases, hence we restrict our attention to orthogonal filter
banks. More general perfect reconstruction filter banks give rise to biorthogonal systems just
as in the FIR case [4). We assume some familiarity with the basic properties of multirate
operations; these are detailed for example in [S, 11, 12].

2.3.1 Perfect reconstruction

The structure shown in Figure 1 is a maximally decimated two channel multirate filter bank.
If j(z) = X(z) the filter bank has the perfect reconstruction property, and we refer to it as
a PRFB. We now make the following choice for the synthesis filters:

[Co(z), Gi(z)] = [Ho(z-'), -H(z-')]. (10)

and choose Hi(z) = z2k-'Ho(-z-'). It is easily shown that the output X9(z) of the overall
analysis/synthesis system is then given by:

X(z) = 1 [Go(z) Gl(z)] [Ho (z Hoiz)][X(Z) ](11)H ()H z) x(-z) j(1

= l[Ho(z)Ho(:-1 ) + Ho(-z)Ho(-z-')] X(z). (12)

So for this arrangement of the filters it is clear that we get perfect reconstruction provided:

Ho(z)Ho(z-') + Ho(-z)Ho(-z-1 ) = 2.

The importance of this construction is established by the next lemma.
We first introduce aditional notation that we will need. The 2 x 2 matrix in (11) is

called H,(z), the modulation matrix of the system. The following polyphase notation for
the filters is standard [8, 11, 12].

Hi(z) = H1Io(z 2 ) +-1H±i(Z2),

that is hio(n) contains the even-indexed coefficients of the filter hi(n), while hl(n) contains
the odd ones. Thus:

[Hoo(Z2 ) H0 1 (z2 ) 1 [ Ho(z) Ho(-z) I 1 1i 1 0] (13)

Hio(z2 ) H 11(z
2 ) I= 5 H1 (z) Hl(-z) I_ 1 -JI 0 z J

The matrix on the left hand side is called the polyphase matrix H,(z2 ).

6
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Lemma 2.2 The following are equivalent:
(a) [H.(z-') T . H.(z) = 2. 1,
(b) [Hp(z-1 )]ý H,,(z) = I,
(c) Ho(z)Ho(z- 1 ) + Ho(-z)Ho(-z-1 ) = 2 and H1(-) = z 2 k- Ho(-z-')A(Z2 ), where A(z) is
allpass,
(d) < h,(n),h,(n - 2k) > = 4k and < ho(n),hi(n - 2k) > = 0 V kf Z.

A proof can be found in [25]. It is also proved that the choice of synthesis filters (10) is
unique for the orthogonal construction.
Because of the impulse response relations in (d) we shall refer to any filter bank satisfying
the conditions of Lemma 2.2 as orthogonal; in the filter bank literature the terms orthogonal,
paraunitary and lossless are often used interchangeably 126]. Observe that in Lemma 2.2(c)
we use functions of the form Hi(z)Hi(z'-), which are called autocorrelation or positive real
functions. It deserves mention that the study of lossless systems and positive real functions
has a long history in both circuit theory and signal processing [27, 28, 29, 26). When we
wish to impose orthogonality on the filter bank to be used, we shall use whichever of the
equivalent conditions of Lemma 2.2 is most convenient.

Note also that if we define P(z) = Iio(z)Ho(z-') then (c) requires that in addition to
being an autocorrelation, P(z) satisfies

P(z) + P(-z) = 2. (14)

Since this condition plays an important role in what follows, we will refer to any function
having this property as valid. Much of the focus of the paper will be in designing auto-
correlation functions that are valid. We shall be interested only in valid functions that are
rational, so that they can be factored into rational filters Ho(z) and Ho(z-1 ). These filters
can then be implemented using recursive difference equations 118], whereas filters that do
not have rational transfer functions have no finite complexity -hysical implementation.

3 Orthogonal HR filter banks
We have already seen that constructing an orthogonal filter bank can be reduced to the task
of finding a function P(z) which is a valid autocorrelation; that is a function that satisfies
(14) and can be factored as P(z) = H(z)H(z-'). We first establish an important preliminary
result on the form of valid rational functions.

Lemma 3.1 If a valid rational function P(z) has no common factors between the numerator
and denominator, then the denominator is one of the two upsampled polyphase components
of the numerator.

Proof: We can write:
00

(-:) = Z, [p(2n) + p(2n + 1)z']z-•,
n=-oo

so the constraint gives:

P(z) + P(-z) = 2. E p(2n)z-2n = 2 = p(2 n) = b,. (15)
n-oo
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Clearly:"

P(z) = I + • p(2n + 1)Z-2 "-l = 1 + z-'F(z 2 ). (16)

If F(Z2 ) has no common factors between its numerator and denominator, then they must each
be functions of z 2, possibly multiplied by some delay zk. That is F(z 2 ) = zkN(z 2)/(zkD(z2 )).
So we have: So weha Z-k D(z2 ) + z-(k+l)N(z2 )

P(Z) = - •-AD(Z2)

Thus the denominator is the first polyphase component if k is even, and the second if k is
odd. The numerator and denominator of P(z) are coprime if and only if N(z) and D(z) are.
0

3.1 Structure of the solutions
Clearly Lemma 3.1 gives a simple method to design a rational function P(z) which is valid.
Lemma 2.2 then shows that this can be used to give an orthogonal filter bank if this function
is an autocorrelation, that is it can be factored as P(z) = Ho(z)Ho(z-'), since the essential
requirement of Lemma 2.2(c) is that Ho(z)Ho(z- 1 ) be valid. The next theorem puts these
parts together and shows how to design valid autocorrelation functions, and hence orthogonal
filter banks. It's utility is that it is constructive and complete.

Theorem 3.2 All orthogonal rational two channel filter banks can be formed as follows:
(i) Choosing an arbitrary polynomial R(z), form:

P(z) = 2. R(z)R(z-1)
R(z)R(z-1) + R(-z)R(-z-')' (17)

(ii) Factor as P(z)= H(-)g(z-'),
(iii) Form the filter Ho(z) = Ao(z)H(z), where Ao(z) is an arbitrary ailpass,
(iv) Choose Hi(z) = z 2 k-2 Ho(-z-')AI (z2 ), where Ai(z) is again an arbitrary allpass.
(v) Choose Go(z)= Ho(z-'), and G,(z) =-H,(z-).

Proof: From Lemma 2.2(c) it is necessary and sufficient to find a valid rational autocor-
relation function P(z); since once this is factored as P(z) = Ho(z)Ho(z-') then H1(z) is
specified by Lemma 2.2(c), and Go(z) and Gj(z) by (10).

We show first that (17) always gives a valid, rational autocorrelation. It is valid, since:

P(z) + P(-Z) 2. R(z)R(z- 1 ) + R(-z)R(-z- 1 )
R(z)R(z-1 ) + R(-z)R(-z-1 )

=2.

It is clearly rational, R(z) being a polynomial. The numerator of (17) is an autocorrela-
tion; so is the denominator, since it is the sum of two autocorrelations R(z)R(z- 1 ) and
R(-z)R(-z-1 ). Hence P(z) itself is an autocorrelation and can be factored:

P(z) = H(z)H(z-1 ) = Ho(z)Ho(z-) . Ao(z)Ao(z- 1 ),
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for some H(z) and an arbitrary rational allpass Ao(z).
Next we show that any valid rational autocorrelation can be written as in (i7) for some

polynomial R(z).
First, any common factors between the numerator and denominator of the given function

can be cancelled; the result is clearly still a valid rational autocorrelation. So it can be written

R(z)R(z-')
P(z) B(z)B(z-)

for some polynomials R(z) and B(z). Now we can use Lemma 3.1 to get that the denomi-

nator, B(z)B(z-'), is one of the upsampled polyphase components of the numerator:

Do(z 2) = [R(z)R(z-) + R(-z)R(-z-')]/2,

or
D,(z2 ) = [R(z)R(z-') - R(-z)R(-z-')/2.

Note that R(z)R(z- 1 ) is always of odd length and is symmetric. It follows that one of its
upsampled polyphase components, Do(z 2 ), is whole sample symmetric (WSS), while D1 (:2) is
half sample symmetric (HSS). Since half sample symmetric polynomials always have at least
one zero at z = -1 (see appendix A.1), D1 (z 2) is not a suitable choice for the denominator,
as we wish to avoid poies on the unit circle. We therefore have that:

P(Z) = 2. R(z)R(z-) (18)
R(()R(:-)) + R(-z)R(-z=Y 0

Note: The introduction of the allpass factors Ao(z) and Ai(z) affect only the phase of the
filters to be implemented, and not their magnitudes. Equally, in the factorization required by
step (ii) there is considerable choice for the phase of the filters; H(z) could be minimum phase
or maximum phase or mixed phase. The magnitude of course does not change. Irrational
orthogonal factorizations of a rational P(:) function are also possible. We give an example
in section 4.4.

The theorem shows that if R(z) ranges over the polynomials then (18) is complete for
rational P(z) functions. If R(.) is chosen to be any function, rational or not, it is clear
by inspection that (18) will still be a valid autocorrelation, but not in general rational.
Completeness is less obvious in this case.

If R(z)R(z-1) is itself valid, that ;s R(z)R(z-) + R(-z)R(-z-1 ) = 2, and Ao(z) and
Al(z) are both chosen to be delays, then all of the filters specified by Theorem 3.2 are FIR.
The synthesis filters are always time reversed versions of the analysis filters, just as in the
orthogonal FIR case [4]. All of the FIR orthogonal filter banks can be implemented in a
paraunitary lattice structure U10]; a similar result is true for IIR orthogonal filter banks [30],
so an efficient and numerically robust implementation is always available.

3.2 Closed form factorization
Theorem 3.2 establishes the importance of valid rational functions which are autocorrela-
tions. Numerical factorization poses certain difficulties however. This is certainly a problem
in the FIR case; for example even when P(z) is known exactly, the accuracy with which the

9
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coefficients of Ho(z) can be determined is dependent on the numerical robustness of the root
extraction procedure.

We now show that in the special case where R(z) is symmetric and of even length,
a closed form factorization is available. The requirement that R(z) be symmetric is very
reasonable, since the numerator has to control the stopband of the filter H(z) and typically
has all of it's zeros on the unit circle; if this is so, then R(z) is symmetric provided that
it is real. For, example all of the digital Butterworth, Chebyshev and elliptic filters have
symmetric numerators.

Consider a causal symmetric FIR function R(z) of even length N + 1. Using the re-
lationship between the polyphase components given in fact A.1 in the appendix: Ri(z) =
Ro(z-')z-(v-')/' we can simplify:

R(z) = Ro(z 2 ) + z-'Ri (: 2 ) = J.(..2) + :_ NJo(:-2). (19)

This gives:

R(z)R(:-') = [RO(Z2 ) + z-NR 0 (Z- 2 )]. [Ro(:-2 ) + :NRo(: 2 )]

= 2Ro(: 2 )RO(- 2 ) + [_- (Z-1)R(Z-2)+ :NRo(Z2)RO(Z2 )].

Clearly, since N is odd:

Do(z2 ) = [R(z)R(&-1 ) + R(-:)R(-.-')]/2 = 2Ro(: 2 )Ro(z- 2).

And hence
- (z)R(:-')

P 2Ro(: 2 )Ro(:_Y)

It is now obvious that one possible choice for factorizing P(z) is:

H(z) = R(z) (20)

Since R(z) and Ro(: 2 ) are known exactly, this is a closed form; so H(z) is directly available.
Example 4.1 below illustrates this. The importance of this result can be seen by noting that
the coefficients of the wavelet expansion can be obtained exactly, since they do not depend
on any numerical procedure to find the transfer functions Ho(z) and Hj(z). This appears to
be the first closed form for the filters used to generate a non-trivial realizablh wavelet.

Observe that H(.) can be rewritten:

H(z) = 2-'/ . (I + z-NA(z2 )), (21)

where A(z) = Ro(z-1 )/Ro(:) is an (N - 1)/2-th order allpass. The other analysis and
synthesis filters have similar expressions, and thus can be implemented very efficiently. It is
worth pointing out that the filters in this particular case are themselves valid.

10
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4 Wavelets with moment properties
According to Proposition 2.1 the limits of iterated orthogonal digital filter banks can be used
to derive wavelet bases. The sufficient condition to guarantee continuity of the wavelets was
that the iterated lowpass filter, that is Ho(z), should contain an adequate number of zeros
at z = -1. It is for this reason that in the design of compactly supported wavelet bases
[3, 31, 4] the einphasis was placed on using filters that have a maximum number of zeros at
z = -1. In addition, a zero of order N at z = -1 in Ho(z) implies N vanishing moments
for the wavelet [3]: Sxk 

tz )d x = 0 k = 0,1,... N - 1. (22)

It can be shown that having a maximum number of zeros at z = -1, implies a maximally
fiat characteristic for the filters involved [3, 25, 32]. This implies that both the wavelet and
the filter spectrum have considerable smoothness, which may be advantageous in certain
contexts.

Our procedure to design orthogonal filters amounts then to the following:

(i) Choosing B2N(Z) = (1 + z-)N(1 + z)N for some N,

(ii) Finding least degree positive real F(z) = FN(z)IFD(z) such that

P(z) = B2N(z)F() -(1 + z-')"(1 + z)NFN(z)

FD(Z)

is valid, and

(iii) Factoring P(z) = Ho(z)Ho(z-').

Of course in [3] only FIR solutions were of interest; so the solutions had FD(z) = 1.
In other words the multiplicative factor F(z) required to make B2N(z)F(z) valid had only
zeros. In the next subsection we examine the opposite extreme, where F(z) is all-pole, i.e.
FN(Z) = 1. These in fact give rise to the Butterworth halfband filters.

In section 4.2 we examine solutions intermediate between the Daubechies (F(z) all zero),
and Butterworth (F(z) all-pole); that is where F(z) is still of minimal degree, but has some
combination of poles and zeros.

4.1 Butterworth wavelets

Using Theorem 3.2, constructing regular IIR filter banks that lead to infinitely supported
wavelets is very simple. Following Daubechies and the FIR case, if we again place a maximum
number of zeros at z = -1 then we simply choose R(z) = (1 + z-1)N. This gives:

I

P(z) = (1 + z-1)N(l +-- z)N

(z-' + 2 + z)N + (-z-1 + 2 - z)N = Ho(z)Ho(z-). (23)

These filters are the IIR counterparts of the FIR filters given in [3] in that they generate
wavelets with regularity that increases linearly with the degree N of the zero at z = -1.

These are in fact the N-th order halfband digital Butterworth filters [18]. That these
particular filters satisfy the conditions for orthogonality was also pointed out in [331, and

11
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their use for the construction of wavelets in [34, 351. The Butterworth filters are known to
be the maximally flat IIR filters of a given order.

We propose these Butterworth wavelets as alternatives to the compactly supported ex-
amples of (31; they enjoy exactly the same moment properties, but achieve much better
filtering action for the same complexity, and are considerably smoother. An addit:onal ad-
vantage is that since R(z) is symmetric we can make use of the closed form factorization of
section 3.2 if we choose N to be odd. So in this case we can explicitly write:

n .o (,-)z
Ho~z) k==N, (-., 1 -_.o

and the other filters follow from Theorem 3.2.

Example 4.1 Take R(z) = (1 + z-')N as above and N = 7, so that we can use the closed
form factorization, hence:

_ (1, 14,91,364,1001,2002,3003,3432,3003,2002,1001,364,91,14, 1) . Z
14Z6 + 364Z4 + 2002z2 + 3432 + 2002z-2 + 364z-4 + 14z-6

E(z)E(z-1 )

where
E(z) (1 + 7z-' + 21z-2 + 35z -3 + 35z.-4 + 21z- 5 + 7z- 6 + z-7)

F(z) vr-. (1 + 21Z-2 + 35Z- 4 + 7z•6 )

So using the description of the filters in Theorem 3.2, with the simplest case Ao(z) =
Al(z) = 1 and k = 0 we find:

Ho (z) = (1 + 7z-' + 21Z-2 + 35z-3 + 35z- 4 + 21z-' + 7z- 6 + z-7 )
vr2• (1 + 21z-2 + 35z-4 + 7z- 6 )

H1(z) = Z- -7' + 21Z2 - 35z3 + 35- -- 21z' + 7Z6 - z7)
v2. (1 + 21z2 + 35z4 + 7.6)

Go(z) = Ho(:-') G1(z) = -Hl z-1).

The wavelet, scaling function and their spectra are shown in Figure 2.

4.2 Intermediate solutions

At the beginning of the section we pointed out that in the construction of wavelets with a
certain number of vanishing moments, the essence of the design was findini a minimal degree
F(z) = FN(z)/FD(z), such that P(z) = B2N(:)F(z) was valid. We now explore examples
between the extremes of the Daubechies (FD(z) = 1) and the Butterworth (FN(z) = 1)
cases.

First note that when P(z) is a rational autocorrelation, both numerator and denominator
will be of odd length, and symmetric. As pointed out in the proof of Theorem 3.2 the
denominator is in fact the upsampled whole sample symmetric (WSS) polyphase component
of the numerator. There are two cases:

12
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* A symmetric FIR function of length 4k + 1 has ai. upsampled WSS component of
length 4k + 1.

* A symmetric FIR function of length 4k + 3 has an upsampled WSS component of
length 4k + 1.

To find a solution where P(z) has less poles than in the Butterworth case we must find
a function FN(z)/FD(z) where FD(z) is of length 4(k - p) + 1 for some 0 < p < k and FN(z)
is of minimal degree such that:

(1 + :1)N(l + Z)NFN(z)
P =FD(:)

is valid. In the Daubechies case we fixed FD(-) = 1 and found the minimal degree FN(z),
and in the Butterworth we fixed FN(:) = 1 and found the minimal degree FD(z). For the
intermediate cases we fix the length of FD(z) as 4(k - p)+ 1 for some 0 < p < k and then find
the minimal degree FN (z). For a given binomial factor (1 + z-1 ) N( 1 + z)N the total number
of poles and zeros of F(z) will not necessarily be the same for the Daubechies, intermediate
and Butterworth solutions, although, in fact, it will never vary by more than two.

Note that FD(z) is the WSS component of (1 + z-1)N( 1 + z)NFN(z), but is to be of lower
degree than the WSS component of (1 + =-,)N(l + z)N. Thus it is apparent that some of the
terms of (I + z-1)N(1 + z)NFN(z) must be zero, and the WSS component must not contain
the endterms. This last condition implies that we must have that (1 + z-1)N(1 + z)NFN(z)
is of length 4k + 3; since otherwise, if it is of length 4k + 1, the WSS component is also of
length 4k + 1, and contains the endterms. It is convenient to treat separately the two cases
for N even and odd.

N = 2k + 1 odd: The length of the denominator is 4(k - p) + 1. If we try FN(Z) of length
4p + 1 then the length of the numerator, (1 + z-I)N(1 + z)NFN(z), is 4(k + p) + 3, and
that of its WSS component 4(k + p) + 1. The difference between the length of the WSS
component of (1 + z-,)N(l + z)N Fjv(-), and the length of FD(z) is hence 4 • 2p. Since the
WSS component of the numerator is symmetric, and a functions of z 2 , setting one pair of
its endterms to zero in fact decreases its length by 4. If this can be done 2p times then the
WSS component of the numerator, and the denominator will be of the same length. Note
that 2p is also the number of independent elements in FN(z). In fact the solution is found
by solving a 2p x 2p system of linear equations.

N = 2k even: The length of the denominator again is 4(k - p) + 1. Now if we try FN(z)
of length 4(p - 1) + 3, the length of the numerator is 4(k + p - 1) + 3, and that of its WSS
component 4(k + p - 1) + 1. The difference between the length of the WSS component of
the numerator, and the length of FD(z) is hence 4. (2p - 1). Again 2p - 1 is the number
of independent elements in FN(z). In this case the solution is found lVy solving a set of
(2p - 1) x (2p - 1) linear equations.

Example 4.2 N = 7. Note that N = 2k + 1 where k = 3. There are thus two intermediate
solutions for p = 1,2. Taking the p = 1 case first, note that FN(z) is of length 5, and we
wish to set 2 p = 2 pairs of endterms of the WSS component of the numerator to zero. The

13
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situation is illustrated below.

Z9 za z? Z6 Z5 Z4  Z3  Z2 z Z0

z2 B14 (z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 3432 3003 2002 ...
azB1i4(z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 3432 3003 ...

bB1 4 (z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 3432 ...
az-1 B1 4(z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 ..
z-2B14(z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 ...

FN(z) d x d x d x d x ...

T T

We have used "d" to indicate elements of the HSS component of the numerator, and "x"for
elements of the WSS component. Clearly if the indicaled endtf-rms of the WSS component
equal zero, then the denominator will be of length 9. It is easily seen, that the conditions to
set the endterms to zero are

14+a = 0

364+92a+14b = 0,

* (a,b) = (-14,66). Thus FN(z) = (: - 12 + :-'). The wavelet, scaling function and
spectra are shown in Figure 3.
The second intermediate solution is for p = 2, so that FN(Z) is of length 9, and we want the
WSS component of the numerator to have 2p = 4 pairs of endterms set to zero.

11 z 10 .9 8 Z7 Z6 z5  :4 3 :2

z 4B1 4(z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 3432 3003 ...
az'B14(z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 3432 ..
bz2BI4(z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 ..
cz1 B1 4(z) 1 14 91 364 1001 2002
dzB 14 (z) 1 14 91 364 1001

cz-1 B14 (z) 1 14 91 364
bz- 2B1 4(z) 1 14 91
az-'B 14(z) 1 14

z-4B1 4(z) 1
d x d x d x d x d

T IT
The conditions to set the indicated endlerms to zero now are:

14+a = 0
364+91a +14b+c = 0

2002 + 1001a + 364b + 92c+ 14d = 0
3432 + 3004a + 2016b + 1092c + 364d = 0.

The solution is (a,b,c,d) = (-14,592/7, -274,3218/7). The wavelet, scaling function and
spectra are shown in Figure 4.

14
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Note: The denominator is of length 4(k - p) + 1 in these intermediate solutions, with
0 < p < k. For p = 0 we would get the Butterworth solution, and for p = k the Daubechies'.
For k = 0, 1, that is N = 1, 2,3, there are obviously no intermediate solutions.

4.3 Tabulating the P(z) functions

A point that we would wish to emphasize is that in all of the design techniques discussed
above it was the construction of P(z) that was central. This was the case for the Daubechies'
designs of [3], and the Butterworth and intermediate designs of sections 4.1 and 4.2. Once
P(z) is determined the magnitude spectrum of Ho(z) is fixed irrespective of the allpass
factors Ao(z) and A1 (z) of Theorem 3.2, and the factorization chosen.

If we desire filters that are maximally flat, or equivalently, wavelets that have a maximum
number of vanishing moments then we design a P(z) with the maximum number of zeros
at z = -1. Those minimum degree P(-)'s with this property are easily listed, and this has
been done in Table 1 for the cases N = 1,2,... 7. The table exhausts the minimal degree
maximally fiat P(z) autocorrelation functions for these orders. A crude estimate of the
regularity of the wavelets associated with the each function is given.

For comparison purposes the graph of the N = 7 Daubechies wavelet and scaling function
are given in Figure 5.

4.4 Irrational Factorizations
Theorem 3.2 demonstrates how to calculate all valid rational autocorrelation functions. For
implementation reasons we have been interested only in orthogonal rational factorizations. It
is nonetheless possible to take an irrational factorization of a rational P(z) function and use it
to derive an orthonormal wavelet basis. For example if we take P(z) = Ho(z)Ho(z-') where
Ho(z) = ý we end up with linear phase filters. That Ho(z) is necessarily irrational,
where one of the P(z) functions designed in this section is used, is guaranteed by Lemma
5.1 below. For example if we use the Butterworth N = 7 case, as in example 4.1, we get the
wavelet and scaling function shown in Figure 6. The magnitude spectra plots are of course
identical to those in Figure 2, since these are independent of the factorization chosen. It is
worth pointing out that the wavelet is very similar to an orthonormal wavelet constructed
by Meyer, but based on irrational filters 15].

Clearly Theorem 3.2 generates all orthogonal filter banks where P(z) is rational, even if
the filters themselves are not so.

5 Linear phase orthogonal IIR solutions

In [3, 31, 4] it was pointed out that it is not possible to generate a nontrivial basis of real
finite length wavelets which are orthonormal and symmetric. In fact the only solution is the
Haar basis, which is not continuous. If we were prepared to consider complex FIR filters it
would be possible [36), but filters with complex coefficients are not generally of interest.

We have not thus far addressed the possibility of achieving linear phase with orthogonal
rational IIR filters. We first consider the possibility that one of the maximally flat P(z)
functions already derived might factor P(:) = H(z)H(z- 1 ), where H(z) is a rational linear

15
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phase filter. The next lemma proves that this is never possible for the Daubechies, interme-
diate or Butterworth P(z) functions of any order. In other words if we desire linear phase
filters the solutions presented so far will not serve.

After considering once more the structure of orthogonal IIR solutions however, we see
how the linear phase condition can be structurally imposed, and use this to generate designs.
While the filters never have as many zeros at z = -1 as those of section 4, they give wavelets
that are very smooth. This result was presented in preliminary form in [15, 161I.

5.1 Structure of linear phase orthogonal solutions
We first show that none of the particular orthogonal solutions presented so far can be used
if rational filters are required.

Lemma 5.1 The Daubechies, intermediate and Butterworth solutions to the equation:

P(z) + P(-z) = 2,

can never be factored P(z) = H(z)H(:-1 ) where Hiz) is a rational linear phase filter.

The proof is in appendix A.2.

The above result is not unexpected: all of these designs were found by merely ensuring
that Lemma 2.2(c) was satisfied. If we wish in addition to guarantee linear phase we shall
have to impose this structurally before we begin the design. We find it more convenient to
work with the equivalent condition Lemma 2.2(b). We first recall an important preliminary
result on the structure of orthogonal polyphase matrices [3, 26).

Lemma 5.2 An orthogonal polyphase matrix is necessarily of the form:

H.(z) = [ H (Z ) Ho(z)(z) ] (24)

where:
Hoo(:)Hoo(z-1 ) + Ho1(:)Iot(z-') = 1 = Ap(z)Ap(z-'), (25)

and A,(z) = detH,(-) is an allpass function.

Proof: Lemma 2.2(b) gives immediately:

Hoo(: 1-) Hio(z-') I 1 H,1 (z) - Hol (z)
Hol(z-') H,1(Z-') - A(z) I -Ho(z) Hoo(z)

which leads to:
H,,(z) = Hoo(z-)1)A(z) = Hoo(z- 1)/AP(z-1 )

from which follows that Ap(z-') = [A,(z)]-', that is, Ap(z) is an allpass filter [26). Also:

Hio(z) = -Ho, (z')),,( z).O

We have seen before that linear phase filters are of two types, those that have half sample
symmetry or antisymmetry (HSS or HSA) and those that have whole sample symmetry or
antisymmetry (WSS or WSA); again we find it convenient to treat them separately.

16
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5.2 Half sample symmetric case

If linear phase filters are half sample symmetric or antisymmetric then the polyphase com-
ponents are related as in fact A.1. We can use this to force linear phase on the polyphase
filter matrix (24).

Lemma 5.3 In an orthogonal filter bank, where the filters are half sample symmetric, it is
necessary and sufficient that the polyphase matrix be of the form:

HI(z) =[ A(z) z-'A(z-') (26)-z-"A(z) z-"A(z-1),

where A(z)A(z-') = 1.

Proof: One of the filters must be HSS while the other is HSA, since these always have at
least one zero each at z = -1 and : = 1 respectively, and, because of (25), the filters must
have no zeros in common.

Hence if Ho(z) = Hoo(z 2 ) + z- 1 Ho1 (: 2 ) is HSS then Hoo(z) = z'Ho1(z-') for some 1.
Similarly H1o(z) = -zmHji(z-) for some m. The HSS polyphase matrix is

H() P1 [ Hoo(z) z-'Hoo(z-1) ](7
P(/ HIo(z) -z-mHjo(z-1) (7

On equating (24) and (27) we get Ho(z) = z-'Hoo(z), H1 0(z) = -Hoo(z)Ap(z)z , and:

-z-'Hio(z- 1 ) = z--M1Ho(z-:)Ap(z-l) = Hoo(z- 1 )Ap(z).

Now the fact that AP(z) - 1/Ar(z-1 ) gives A2(z) = z-m-', so that Ap(z) is a delay z-",
and 2n = m + 1. This is the desired result. 0D

For example choosing 1 = n = 0, we get:

Ho(z) = A(:z2 ) + Z-1 A(Z- 2 ) (28)

H,(z) = -A(z 2) + z-1 A(z- 2) (29)

In order to force some regularity we might wish to design Ho(z) to have again the
maximum possible number of zeros at z = -1. This can be done by solving a fairly simple
set of nonlinear equations. Taking the filters in (28) and (29) and the simple allpass section:

1 + az-1 + bz-2A(:) = b + az-1 + z- 2

with a = 6, b = 15/7 we get that Ho(:) contains five zeros at 2= -1, has a reasonable
lowpass response and gives a wavelet that is very smooth. The wavelet and its spectrum are
shown in Figure 7.

17
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5.3 Whole sample symmetric case

Next suppose Ho(z is to be whole sample symmetric (WSS). In this case one of the polyphase
components must le half sample symmetric, the other whole sample symmetric, and both
must be either symmetric or antisymmetric. Since antisymmetric filters always have a zero
at z = 1 the latter case can never satisfy (25).

It is also implied by (25) that the denominators of Hoo(z) and Hoj(z) are equal, so we
must solve: Noo(z)Noo(z- 1 ) + N0 1(z)No 1(z-`) = D(z)D(z-),

where Noo(z) and No,(z) are the numerators and D(z) is the common denominator.
Since a rational IIR filter is symmetric if and only if both numerator and denominator

are, we need consider only the symmetry of Noo(z), No,(z) and D(z). There are four cases
that give that Hoo(z) and Hoi(z) have the whole/half sample symmetries described above.
One can verify that these are that D(-), Noo(z) and Noi(Z) are all symmetric and have
lengths that are respectively (odd, odd, even), (odd, even, odd), (even, even, odd) and
(even, odd, even). The last two cases, where D(z) has even length, are immediately ruled
out, since a symmetric even length FIR function implies at least one zero on the unit circle.

For example for the (odd, odd, even) case Hoo(z) has whole sample symmetry, Hoi(z)
has half sample symmetry, and the polyphase matrix is lossless and gives filters that have
whole sample symmetry.

Finding good solutions is not as easy as in ths HSS case, since the method is not construc-
tive. However examples can be constructed by solving a set of nonlinear equations. Consider
the small example: Noo(z) = a+bz-i +a:-2 , No,(Z) = c+cz-', and D(z) = a+dz-l +az- 2.
The values (a,b,c,d) = ((5 + 4V2)/14,1,(12 + 4VF2)/14,(21 + 24V'2 + 16.23/2)/49) gives
a solution such that the lowpass filter Ho(z) has two zeros at z = -1.An estimate of it's
regularity gives r > 0.5.

6 Orthogonalization of wavelet bases

One of the interesting wavelet bases is that derived by Battle and Lemarii [6, 7], which has
the property of being a basis for the spline function spaces.

The B-spline functions obviously form a basis for this space, but are not orthogonal with
respect to integer shifts; in the language of section 2.1.1 we have a basis for V0, but not an
orthogonal one. The condition for orthogonality can also be written in the Fourier domain
using the Poisson summation [20, 25]:

< O(z),4O(z-n)>-= 6. o* 14(w+27rk)l=-1. (30)
k=.-oo

Now assume that we have a non-orthogonal basis for a multiresolution analysis, given by a
function g(z) and it's integer translates. Then it is easy to see one way that the orthogonal-
ization of the non-orthogonal basis g(x - n) may be performed in the Fourier domain:

C(w)iD(W) = ~ w (31)
V/Z-k=O. IG(w + 2rk)12

Clearly 4ý(w) satisfies the Fourier domain orthogonality condition (30), and the rest of the
multiresolution analysis machinery follows; this is precisely the procedure followed by Battle
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and Lemarii [6, 7]. The sequence ho(n) associated with the two scale difference equation (2)
for O'(z) is not given by a rational function however. Hence the filter bank implementation is
not realizable, by which we mean that there is no finite complexity recursive implementation
of the filters. Often for such non-realizable filters a truncated version of the infinite impulse
response is taken, so that an approximate FIR implementation is used; see for example [1].

6.1 Orthogonalizing continuous-time bases with recursive filters
Of course there are many different orthonormal bases that span the same space; the ones
derived by Battle and Lemari6 are by no means the only ones for the spline spaces. We next
show that if there is a compactly supported wavelet basis for V0 , then it is always possible
to find an orthonormal basis, which is infinitely supported, but for which the filters involved
are rational and thus realizable. As a special case we shall construct realizable bases for the
spline spaces, which are alternatives to those of Battle and Lemari&.

Theorem 6.1 If the set {g(z - k), k c Z} forms a non-orthogonal basis for V0 , obeys a
two-scale difference equation, and g(x) is compactly supported, then it is always possible to
find an orthonormal basis {f(x - k), k f Z), where:

4(w) = J' Ho(ejw/ 2 ), (32)

and where H0 (ej-) is a rational function of ejw.

Proof: The proof is constructive. The normalizing function used in (31) (i.e. the denom-
inator of the right hand side) is 27r-periodic, and can be written as a discrete-time Fourier
transform:

E IG(w + 2rk)l' = Zce-"'" = C(eJ-). (33)
k=_aoo n

It can be shown [20, 25] that the Fourier coefficients are obtained from:/Q
= I g(z)g(x - n)dz. (34)

Since g(z) is compactly supported, it is obvious that only finitely many of the c, are non-
zero. Equally, since the c, are the Fourier coefficients of a positive real function, it is clear
that we can always factor:

C(z) = E(:)E(z-'). (35)
Note that C(z) cannot have zeros on the unit circle, because of the fact that g(x - n)'s form
a basis [20].

The choice
G(w)
E(ew,)' (36)

clearly satisfies (30); so that the O(x - k) are orthogonal. Since E(ejw) is 27r-periodic we get:

0 f9(k)g(x -
k
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where F(e"') = 1/E(eJ"). That is ;(z) is a linear combination of shifted versions of g(z);
hence the span of {4(z - k)k e Z) is also Vo.

So we now have that both the sets {g(z - k), k c Z) and {f(z - k), k e Z} form bases
for Vo. But g(x) obeys the two scale difference equation (2); so for some 1(n):

g(2)2= 2' 1(n) (,g(2-n) -* G(w)= L(d- -).(d-l). (37)

However, since the two sets span the same space, we can always write the function O(z) as
a linear combination of the functions g(x - k):

O(x) = 21/2. o(n).g(z- n), (38)
,1g -- O

so that by substituting in the expression for g(z) from (37) we get that for some sequence
ho(n):

00

2( 2 2/2. ho(n). 4 (2z - n) * 4(w) = Ho(eJw/2) . (w/2). (39)
n= -o

Thus O(x) satisfies a two scale difference equation also.
Substituting (36) into the Fourier version of (39) we get:

G(w) Ho(e u' 2) -G(w/2)
E(e w) E(ejw/ 2)

Comparing this with (37) gives the relation:

H0(e") = L(ejw) E (e-w)
E(ej2w ) (40)

Note that L(ej-) is an FIR function, since when it is iterated in (37) it gives g(x), which is
compactly supported. Equally E(ejw) is FIR, since it is one of the factors of C(e)w). Hence
Ho(e"-") is a rational function of ej", and corresponds to a filter that can be implemented
recursively. 0

Since O(z) gives an orthogonal basis for VO we see from section 2.1.1 that ho(n) and
h1 (n), (given by Hj(z) = z2k-IHo(-Z-1)), satisfy (5) and (4). In other words the conditions
of Lemma 2.2(d) hold and we have an orthogonal filter bank, with rational filters, that
generates our basis for Vo. It follows from tbeorem 3.2 that the function

P(-) = L(z)L(z-') E(z)E(z-1 )
E(z2)E(Z- 2 )

is valid.
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Note that we do not have to separately consider the convergence of the infinite product
implied in (39). Because of (40) successive numerators and denominators of the product
cancel:

00 *E(ejw/ 2 ')
t(•) = Ho(w/2') = f L(w/2'). fl2)

1=ml s=1 Eia w 2

= G(w) E(ej./2) E(ejw/4 ) _ E(e'°)
E(e-w) E(ejw/2) G(w) E(ew) (4!)

So the infinite product for Ho(ej") converges since that for L (C ) does. This also means
that we do not have to separately make regularity estimates for t(w) if the regularity of
G(w) is known, since O(x) is a linear combination of integer shifts of the function g(z), and
thus has the same regularity.

6.2 Bases for the spline spaces using recursive filter banks
An application of the above result is to find bases for the spline spaces. First note that the
N-th order B-spline function, which is defined by: g(x) = s(z) * s(z) .. , s(x), where there
are N convolutions, and s(z) is the characteristic function of the interval [0, 1), is compactly
supported. Further the set {g(z - k), k c Z} is a basis for the N-th order spline function
space. To get an orthogonal basis from this we apply theorem 6.1.

Note that the Fourier transform of the B-spline g(z) can be written [201:

G(w) = 1"(i + -,,2-,)J.
t=1

In other words L(ej") = (1 + e-jW)N.
The coefficients of E(z)E(z-') are found from (34), that is by evaluating < g(x), g(z - n) >

[20, 37]. Those of E(z) are then obtained by spectral factorization (35). So we end up with:

Ho(:) = (1 + I-')NE(z)IE(Z2 ). (42)

Successive terms in the infinite product cancel, as in (41), and we get

E( e°))
4(w) = G(e") EW). )

Hence:
46(X) f • (k)g (x - k),

where F(ejw) = l/E(e-w) is an all-pole filter, that is O(z) is a linear combination of splines.
Finding polynomial solutions E(z) such that Ho(z) in (42) gives an orthogonal filter

bank was also done by Stromberg [38]. This solution was also noted by Unser and Aldroubi
[39)]That the wavelet and scaling function are indeed splines is most easily seen for the N = 2

case where they are piecewise linear. The wavelet and scaling function are shown in Figure
8.
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The relation between the wavelet basis proposed here, and those of Battle and Lemarii
is readily seen if we consider the associated function P(z):

(1 + z-')N(I + z)N E(z)E(z-')
P(z) - E(z 2 )E(z-2 ) (43)

Observe that if we factor it as P(z) = Vf'fi•, -I'• and use Ho(z) = • in (32) the
cancellation property between successive numerators and denominators still holds, and we
end up with:

¢BL(W) = G(w).- E2(09)E(ej-)E(e--,-)'

which is the same as the form in (31) when E(e'0 ) = 1.
In words: the different orthonormal bases here correspond to different factorizations of

P~z). Note however that it is not in general true that different orthogonal factorizations of
P(z) give rise to wavelet bases that span the same space. For example the choice Ho(Z) =
(1 + z-1 )NE(z)IE(z- 2) gives an orthogonal basis, but we do not get the cancellations in the
infinite product, and the wavelets do not span the spline spaces.

It is clear that the filters that generate the Battle-Lemarii wavelets have linear phase;
however they are not rational for any order, as is proved by the next lemma.

Lemma 6.2 The Spline solutions to the equation

P(z) + P(-z) = 2,

can never be factored P(z) = H(z)H(z-) where H(z) is a rational linear phase stable filter.

The proof is in Appendix A.2. Note that in this case unstable solutions are possible, i.e.
where H(z) has poles on the unit circle, whereas no solutions at all were possible for the
cases covered in Lemma 5.1.

7 Conclusion
We have examined in detail the structure of orthogonal two channel filter banks, and their
relation with orthonormal bases of wavelets. We placed particular stress on filters that have
a maximum number of zeros at 7r; since these maximally flat filters give rise to wavelets
that have a large number of disappearing moments and are very smooth. The Daubechies,
Butterworth and intermediate solutions were of this form. The filters that were used to
realize bases for the spline spaces also had a large, but not maximum, number of zeros at 7r.

It should also be pointed out that while in this paper we have been interested exclusively
with orthogonal filter banks it is of course possible to factor any of the P(z) functions we
have presented in a non-orthogonal fashion. This was essentially the procedure followed in
31, 4], where linear phase factorizations of the Daubechies' P(z) were taken. As noted in
[40,4 4however it can be difficult in the FIR case to get filters with flat spectra when linear

phase is desired. We observe that the problem becomes even worse when IIR filters are
involved. In other words it is very difficult to factor any of the 1IR P(z)'s listed in tables 1
and 2 to obtain linear phase rational filters which still have acceptable response. Of course
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it is always possible, as we saw for the Butterworth case in section 4.4 and Battle-Lemarii
case in section 6.2, to factor any of these P(z)'s in a linear phase orthogonal fashion, but
where the filters involved are irrational.

An important consideration that is often encountered in the design of wavelets, or of the
filter banks that generate them, is the necessity of satisfying competing design constraints.
rhis makes it necessary to clearly understand whether desired properties are mutually ex-
clusive. For example in designing nontrivial linear phase wavelets it is found necessary to
abandon orthogonality [3, 4], or to use filters with complex rather than real coefficients 36],
or to abandon compact support and use rational filters (section 5 above) or irrational fil-
ters [6, 7, 5]. Table 3 attempts to clarify some of the conflicts by tabulating which of the
properties orthogonality, linear phase, FIR, real coefficients and rational transfer function
are simultaneously attainable and commenting on the solutions.

A Appendix

A.1 Filters with symmetry

Fact A.1 For symmetric discrete sequence R(z) = Ro(z 2)+z-'Ri(Z2 ) the following relations
between the polyphase components hold:
(i) R(z) WSS: Ro(z- 1 ) = Ro(z), zRj,(z'-)= R,(=),
(ii) R(z) HSS: R(z-') = Ro(z),
(iii) R(z) WSA: Ro(z-1 ) = -Ro(z), z 2R,(z-') =-R,(z),
(iv) R(z) WSS: R(z-1 ) = -Ro(z).

Proof: (i): WSS => R(z) = R(z-'). So: Ro(z 2)+z-1 Ri(z 2 ) = Ro(Z- 2 )+zRj(z-2 ). Equating
even and odd powers of z- 1 we find: Ro(z') = Ro(z), z 2Rj(z-) = R1 (z).
(ii): HSS =ý- R(z) = -- 'R(z-'). So Ro(z 2 ) + z-'R,(z 2) = z-'Ro(z- 2) + R,(z- 2 ). Equating
even and odd powers of z gives Rl(z- 1 ) = Ro(z).

The other properties follow by similar analysis. 1:1

It follows immediately that an HSS filter always has a zero at z = -1, and a HSA filter
always has one at z = 1.

Fact A.2 For a rational IJR filter that has linear phase, let N1 be the length of the numera-
tor, and N2 *the length of the denominator, then if N, - N2 is odd the filter is WSS or WSA,
and if N1 - N 2 is even it is HSS or HSA.

Proof: If H(z) = N(z)/D(z) then:

H(elw) = N(ejw) . 0O,(l)--OD(ll

where Njv(w) and OD(w) are the phases of the numerator and denominator respectively.

Clearly H((z) will have linear phase if and only if both numerator and denominator do.
Since N(z) and D(z) are linear phase FIR functions we have: N(z) = z'N(z- 1) where

I is even if the IV is odd, and l is odd if N2 is even. Also D(z) = z-D(z- 1 ), with similar
constraints for m. Hence

N(z) zj__ N(z-_)
H(z) - D - N(z-')
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Now I - m is even if N, and N2 are both even or both odd (i.e. N, - N 2 is even), and is
odd otherwise (i.e. N, - N2 is odd). Using fact A.1 I - m even implies that H(z) is WSS or
WSA, and 1 - m odd implies that it's HSS or HSA. 0

A.2 Proof of Lemmas 5.1 and 6.2

Proof: If H(z) is linear phase then:
1'C(Z)C(Z-')

H(z) = D(z 2)D(z_2 )

for some integer delay z , and:

P(z) = H(z)H(-') 1)

Hence every pole and every zero must be double.
Butterworth ease: In the Butterworth case P(z) can be written:

P(Z) (1 + z-1)N(1 + z)N (1 + -2)2

()-. + 2 + Z)N + (-Z-1 + 2 - z)N =(1 + z-1)2N + (1 - z-)2N(--)"

Note that the denominator, W(z), is a polyphase component of (1 + z-)2NV following Lemma
3.1. If all poles of P(z) are to double we must have:

W(zc) =0 dW(z) -0.
d(z-1 )

But

dW (z) = 2N . (1 + z-1)2N1 - 2N (- ( -l1)N . (1 - . )2N-,

d(z-1 )

is a polyphase component of (1 + z-1)2N-1 = Bo(z2) + z- 1(B2). So the polyphase compo-
nents of two successive binomials must share a zero. Consider:

(1 + Z-1)2N = (1 + :) . (Bo(: 2 ) + z-B,(Z2 ))
= (Bo(Z 2 ) + Z2B(Z2)) + z-'(Bo(z2) + B,()).

If the polyphase component of (1 + z-1)2N, which is (Bo(z 2 ) + z- 2B1 (z2)), and that of
(1 + z-1)2N-1 share a zero, then clearly B1 (z 2) must contain this zero' also. This would
imply that Bo(z) and Bjtz) are not coprime; this is a contradiction however, the polyphase
components of (1 + z-1) are known to be coprime for all N [4).
Intermediate cases: Here we shall make use of fact A.2 to show that the solutions have to
be half sample symmetric or antisymmetric if they are to have linear phase, and then show
that they do not satisfy the form of Lemma 5.3.
(a) Consider the N = 2k + 1 case: since the numerator and denominator of P(z) have length
4(k + p) + 3 and 4(k - p) + 1 respectively, the numerator and denominator of H(z) should
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have lengths N1 = 2(k + p) + 2 and N2 = 2(k - p) + 1. Hence N, - N2 = 4p + 1, which is
odd, and H(z) must be HSS or HSA by fact A.2. But by Lemma 5.3 for H(z) to be HSS
its polyphase components must be allpass filters. Each of the polyphase components have
numerator and denominator of lengths 2(k + p) + 1 and 2(k - p) + 1 respectively; hence they
cannot be allpass if p # 0.
(b) Consider N = 2k: here N1 = 2(k-p+l)+2 and N2 = 2(k-p)+l, so N1-N 2 = 2(2p-1)+1
which is agaiii odd. So again H(z) must be HSS or HSA, and the polyphase components
must be allpasses. As before examing the lengths of the numerator and denominator of Hoo
and Ho1 rules this out. The lengths are 2(k + p - 1) + 1 and 2(k - p) + 1 respectively.
Daubechies case: the filters are always of even length, and hence either HSS or HSA if
linear phase. Hence their polyphase components must be allpasses; but since the only FIR
allpass is a delay the only solutions are those of length two. This was already proved in [3].
0
Proof of Lemma 6.2 Again all poles and zeros of P (z) must be double if the filters have
linear phase. Recall that in this case we require the P z with the form given in (43) to be
valid. Suppose indeed that every pole and zero were double, then we could write, for some
D(z):

(1 + :-1) 2 NzN. (D(z)D(z-')) 2

(D(Z2 )D(z- 2 ))(

Since the numerator is a polyphase component of the denominator:
(1 + z-1) 2NzN . (D~z)D(z-)) 2 + (1 - z-,)2N(-z)N -- z)D(-z-)) 2 = ((z 2 )D(z- 2)) 2.

Evaluate at z = .to get- 222N(D(1)D(1)) 2 = (D(1)D(1))2 ,

which is clearly a contradiction unless D(1) 0. D.l1) = 0 however implies poles on the
unit circle; for rational solutions to exist they must be unstable. 0

Note rational linear phase solutions which are unstable do exist in the spline case. For
example when N = 2:

P(Z) =(1,4,6,4, 1)(1, -4,6, -4, 1)

(1,0, -4, 0, 6, 0, -4, 0, 1)

(1,2, 1)(1,-2, 1) 2

(1,0,-2,0, 1) J
The denominator in this case has double roots at z = 1 and z = -1, as does the numerator.
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B Figures
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Figure 1: Maximally decimated two channel multirate filter bank.
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function. (d) Spectrum of the scaling function.
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of the scaling function.
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Haar (I + z)(1 + s-') .2-' _ _ 0

Daubechies (I +)2(I + - .(14,-1).s2• r > 0.c-

Butterworth ( +) 2 (+")z
(1,0.6.0,1) ">0.5

N=3

DNubechies (1 + Z)3(1 + S-1)3 (3. -18.38, -18,3) • z22-4 r > 0.9150

Butterworth (6.0,20.0.6) F> 1.0
N'= 4

Daubechies (1 .•)4(1 + ,-)' . (-5.40. -131.208. -131,40,-5) . 32-12 r > 1.2750

Intermediate (16U.0.448,0,160) r > 1.497

Butterworth ]+:)4(1..--1)4Z-4(1.0.28.0.70.0,28.0,I) 7> 1.5

Daubechies (1 + 2)1(1 + Z-)1.
%35, -350,1520, -3650,5018, -3650, 1520, -350,35). z42-16 r > 1.5960

(1 +:)5(1 +;-1)5.(1,-1 0,34,- 10,1)
Intermediate ((1792,0,4608,0,1792) T> 1.9991

Butterworth (l+:)5(1+:.-.)s;:-4 > 2.0
(10,0.120.0.252,0.120.0,10) • >_2.0

NV = 6
Daubechies (1 + Z)(1 + Z-1 )6 • ZI20,

(-63,756, -4067, 12768, -25374,32216, -25374, 12768, -4067,756, -63) r > 1.8880

Intemedite1( 1 +..)6(1]+.-1)6.(l,_12, r). 2-.
Intermediate ] (560,0,4928,0.9504,0,4928,0,560) 7 > 2.5

(I1 + 1 )6( 1+ :-- )6 .( I,- 12,58.2,- 126.4,58.2,-12,1 ).z
Intermediate 11 (147456,0,360448,0,147456) r > 2.476

Butterworth (r+.)6(l+- )6> 25(1.0.66.0,495.0.924.0,495.0.66.0.1) r > 2.5
A'--7 IV = 7 (1 + :)-(] + :-I)' . .2-•,"-1

Daubechies (231. -3234, 20706, -79674, 203161. -356132. 430908, r > 2.158
-356132. 203161, -79674, 20706, -3234, 231)

Intermediate I 1+:(1 )7.(1,- 14,66,--14,1)':
(10752,0,79872,0,10752) • > 2.998

Intermediate (1+":)( l:-1 )7.(1 ,- 14,592/7,-274,3218/7,-274,592/7,-14,1).z
(720896/7.0,1703936/7,0,720896/7) r > 2.998

Butterworth (I +Z),( 1 7+: >)3.0But terwor t__ (14.0.364.0.2002.0.3432.0.2002.0.364.0.i4) r > 3.0

Table 1: The various P(:) solutions for a given number of zeros at z = -1. Daubechies,
intermediate and Butterworth solutions for N\ = 1,-.. 7 are shown.
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dw

Solution P(z) Regularity

N = 1 (1 + z)(1 + z-'). 2-1 r= 0

Nv = 2 (1+z)2 (1+:- 1 )2 .(1,4, 1)..1-3

N_ =2_(1.0.4.0.1) r =_1.0

N = 3 (1+z) 3 (1+z- 1 )3.(1,26,66,26, ).z225r-r2.0

3 (1.0.26.0,66,0.26,0.1) r)=_2.0

(1 +z) 4 (1 +:-z 1 )4 .(1,120.1191.2416,1191,120.1 ).:- 327

N =4 (1,0.120.0,1191.0.2416.0,1191.0.120.0.1) r = 3.0

N 5 (1+z)5(1+z-' )-(1,502,14608,8234,156190,S8234,14608.502,1).z-429
__=___I (1,0.502,0.14608,0.88234,0.156190.0,88234.0,1460S.0.502.0,1) r = 4.0

Table 2: The various P(:) solutions for a given number of zeros at : = -1. Spline solutions
for N = 1,.. .5 are shown.

Orthog. Lin. phase FIR Real Rational Solutions
1 1 1 1 1 Haar Basis (1910)
0 1 1 1 1 Biorthogonal solutions 131, 4]
1 0 1 1 1 Daubechies 13), FIR paraunitary lattice 110]

1 1 1 0 1 Complex factorizations 136]
1 1 0 1 1 Linear Phase IIR solutions section 5
1 1 0 1 0 Battle-Lemari• bases, Meyer bases
1 0 0 1 1 Characterized by theorem 3.2

Table 3: Properties which are simultaneously achievable for two-chanrel filter banks, and
comments on the solutions. A "I" in a particular box indicates that the solution necessarily
has the corresponding property.
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Multiresolution Broadcast for Digital HDTV Using Joint

Source-Channel Coding
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Abstract

The use of multiresolution joint source-channel coding in the context of digital

terrestrial broadcasting of High Definition Television (HDTV) is shown to be an

efficient alternative to traditional single resolution techniques. While the single res-

olution schemes suffer from a sharp threshold effect in the fringes of the broadcast

area, we show how a matched multiresolution approach to both source and channel

coding can provide a stepwise graceful degradation. Furthermore, this multireso-

lution approach improves the behavior, in terms of coverage and robustness of the
transmission scheme, over systems that are not specifically designed for broadcast

situations. This paper examines the alternatives available for multiresolution trans-

mission, through embedded modulation, possibly trellis-coded to increase coverage

range, and error correction codes. We present coding results and simulations of

noisy transmission. From a systems point a view, we also discuss the trade-offs

involved in the choice of coverage areas for the low and high resolution, as well as

the :nmparative costs and complexities of the different multiresolution transmission

alternatives.
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1 Introduction

General discussion of the problem

Recent advances in video compression techniques have spurred interest in the idea of dig-

ital HDTV. Even the most demanding delivery mechanism, namely terrestrial broadcast,

might turn digital. Digital broadcast differs from digital point-to-point transmission in

that different receivers have different channel capacities, i.e. channel capacity decreases

with distance from the emitter. Furthermore, in a digital environment, the transition

from reliable to unreliable reception is very abrupt, creating the so-called threshold effect.

Hence, if digital broadcast is tackled as a single resolution (SR) problem, one would in
effect be designing for the fringes of the coverage area, thus reducing the spectral effi-

ciency in areas close to the emitter, as pointed out in [1). In light of the current interest

in digital terrestrial broadcast of HDTV in the U.S., the concern for spectral efficiency

becomes even more pressing, especially given the conditions set by the FCC in terms of

bandwidth allocation.

The approach of designing for the fringes is known from information theory to be

suboptimal: when dealing with different channels, one can do better than to transmit

only for the worst one, or to perform "naive" time or frequency multiplexing between the

different channels! Cover [2] showed that one could trade capacity from the poor channels

for more capacity in the better ones, and that the trade-off can in theory be worthwhile.

These ideas point out the efficiency of using a multiresolution (MR) approach to digital

broadcast. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, no real end-to-end system

has been designed using these results.

We approach this problem as one of joint source and channel coding in a multires-

olution (MR) framework, extending our work of [3] (see Figure 1 for an example of a

two- resolution system). In the two-resolution case, the source is split into "base" infor-

mation, the coarse channel, and "refinement" information, the fine channel'. As in Figure

1, the idea is to match the different resolution levels to different channel capacities, thus

creating a MR channel coding scheme, so that the receiver closer to the emitter can de-

code the full quality signal, while the distant receiver has access to the lower resolution

quality, providing a stepwise graceful degradation. Furthermore, we show that the use

of error concealment in the source decoder of a MR system (see Figure 1) improves the

robustness of the full resolution signal, thus increasing the coverage of "indistinguishable

quality" delivery over SR schemes.

2Note that, throughout this paper, we use "coarse" synonymously with the lower resolution channel

and "detail" or "fine" with the refinement or augmentation channel of the two-resolution hierarchy

2
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Figure 1: Block diagram of a multiresolution digital broadcasting scheme shown for two
receivers with channel capacities C1 and C2 with C2 _< C,.
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We explore the available alternatives to an embedded transmission design and show

how MR modulation schemes, combined with trellis coded modulation (TCM) techniques,

can be used for this purpose, while pointing out the relative difficulty of designing efficient

Error Correction Codes (ECC) to solve the same problem. We consider, in our experi-

ments, a specific high quality MR HDTV coder[4] whose coarse to refinement channel bit

rates are in the ratio of 1:2. We assume a spectral efficiency of 6 bits/symbol for our spe-

cific example, though, depending on the available broadcast bandwidth, other scenarios

may use 3-4 bits/symbol. We evaluate the performance of the system in terms of both
coverage area and subjective quality.

Past and current work

Most proposals to the FCC for digital terrestrial broadcast in the U.S. initially approached
the problem as one of point-to-point transmission. The idea of graceful degradation, pre-
viously proposed as a natural advantage of multiresolution systems [5], has been recently

included in the AT&T/Zenith proposal[6], a change from their single resolution scheme

advocated earlier[7]. The Sarnoff/NBC/Philips/Thomson[8] proposal includes prioritiza-

tion in its coding scheme, but does not possess the "embedded" MR transmission to be

described in this paper. The idea of efficient multiplexing of the different resolutions of a

MR transmission scheme has been studied, using multidimefisional constellations, in [9],

although a joint source and channel coding design is not addressed. Schreiber has pointed

out [1, 10) the problem of spectral efficiency for broadcast, and has proposed a hybrid

analog-over-digital scheme, which, though multiresolution in nature, does not fully ex-

ploit recent advances in digital compression technology. Note that though several works

[11, 12, 13] have considered, in different contexts, the problem of joint source channel

coding of images, none has tackled the problem in a broadcast scenario.

Outline of paper

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the digital broadcast problem

and suggests a multiresolution formulation. Section 3 reviews MR video coding [14] and

summarizes the specific scheme [4] that is used in this paper for the HDTV source coding.

Section 4 discusses the idea of MR transmission for broadcast channels. It reviews the

classic idea of embedding [2] and shows how it can be applied to digital broadcast. We

introduce the concept of embedded constellations and show, through a series of examples,

how these, possibly combined with Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) and ECC's, can

provide an efficient solution. Section 5 discusses the alternatives and proposes a recipe

for the broadcast problem as posed in Section 2. Finally, Section 6 verifies the benefits

of using an embedded multiresolution design and illustrates the robustness achievable by

4
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using efficient error concealment techniques in a MR coding environment.

2 The digital broadcast problem: a MR formulation

While Shannon [15] established the theoretical optimality of the separation of source

coding, or removal of redundancy from a source, from channel coding, or insertion of re-

dundancy to combat a noisy channel, his results hold only in the limit of infinitely complex

and long codes, and, more important, for a single channel or point-to-point communication

system. For the broadcast or multichannel environment, where a source communicates

with a multitude of receivers of varying strengths, as will be explained in detail in section

4, Cover [2) established that optimal broadcast scenarios are multiresolution or embedded

in character. This justifies the choice of a multiresolution (MR) source coding scheme

to represent a source compactly in a hierarchy of resolutions, to which a "matched" MR

transmission can be designed in order to produce an efficient end-to-end design.

2.1 Matched MR source channel coding

While the problem of joint source and channel coding has been addressed previously

in various coding contexts, as stated in Section 1, in this paper, we propose the idea
of designing an end-to-end joint MR system, i.e. one which includes a MR channel

coding scheme (an analog MR constellation, possibly using a MR Trellis Coded Modulation

(TCM), and/or a digital MR ECC) that is matched to the MR' source coding scheme

outlined in section 3.

Figure 2 outlines the importance of employing a joint design. For the different re-

ceiver Carrier-to-Noise Ratios (CNR's) throughout the broadcast area, the MR digital

transmission system (see Figure 2(a)) can reliably deliver different user bit rates.

The idea is to design the MR source and channel coders so that their delivered rates are

efficiently matched. The channel rates correspond to the MR modulation scheme, while

the source rates refer to the different resolutions of the source coder, whose characteristics

are shown in Figure 2(d) 2, resulting in the broadcast characteristics of Figure 2(c).

This paper suggests an efficient way to do this matching. We exnlain ;ow the MR

channel coder curve, which we attempt to match to the MR source coder, can be designed

using the concept of embedded transmission, using a modulation parameter A. Note that
2Note that while we use SNR as a source quality measure in this discussion, we do so with the usual

disclaimer that while perceptual measures are more meaningful, they are difficult to quantify. Besides,

any meaningful measure can be used in place of SNR without cha" ng the nature of the joint source
channel coding philosophy we outline here. Also note that SNR is a -*,urce quality measure, and CNR is

a channel quality measure.
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Figure 2: Matching of MR source and channel coders for desired broadcast characteristics.

(a) MR channel coder characteristics (Rate vs. CNR). (b) Matching of threshold rates
of channel and source coders to achieve desired broadcast characteristics. (c) Achieved
broadcast characteristics. (d) MR source coder characteristics (SNR vs. Rate).

while embedded transmission for broadcast is efficient even for a single resolution source,

it is even more natural to invoke when the source coder is hierarchical in nature, as is our

case, to be described in Section 3.
To solve the matching problem of Figure 2(b), i.e. design the source and channel coders

with matched rates, one needs a broadcast performance criterion over which to optimize

the parameters. We now address this problem and suggest a tractable formulation.

2.2 The problem of choosing a cost function

The main difficulty in assessing the performance of a digital broadcast system is that of

defining a cost function. In other words, one would like to have some way of measuring
the performance of a system in terms of, say, the coverage area and the delivered quality,

for a given set of resources to be used, such as bandwidth, power, etc. When studying
a digital broadcast problem, this measure is not simple: the threshold effect mentioned

earlier, simplistically stated, boils down to a trade-off between coverage area and quality

6
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of reception in the case of a single resolution scheme. A multiresolution scheme will face

the same trade-off but in a more complex way. For example, in the two resolution case,

one can trade-off high quality (full resolution) coverage area for a lower quality (lower

resolution) coverage area, as well as the quality of each resolution for a larger coverage

area without affecting the area of the other resolution. Would it be better to cover a

wide area with relatively low quality or a small area with high quality? The answer is not

obvious and points to the lack of a clear cost function for this problem. However, making

some assumptions about both the system and the requirements helps us set the system

parameters without resorting to a cost analysis.

2.3 Setting the objectives for the system

Assume a two-resolution system. It is reasonable to expect the system to provide the
two possible grades of service (full resolution closer to the emitter and a reduced but still

acceptable quality further away) for the respective areas defined by distances of d, and df

from the enitter (d, >_ d!). The crucial point is to define what those distances represent

in terms of quality. Since different systems will deliver different qualities, it is convenient

to define those distances as the maximum distances at which each channel is received

reliably (see Figure 3). We can, for instance, equate reliability with the delivered error

rate being below a desired threshold. In summary, the system requirements can be set

up in terms of providing full-resolution and lower-resolution quality at certain specified

distances from the emitter. Now, the source and channel coding have to be chosen so as

to guarantee that the required areas are covered, while maximizing the received quality.

Before we address a way of dealing with the stated problem, we analyze the system

components, namely the source and channel coders.

3 Multiresolution source coding

Many popular and efficient source coding schemes are either directly or indirectly MR

in nature. Methods like subband and wavelet coding have a natural multiresolution

interpretation, while others, like DCT based techniques, which represent a common theme

in all the digital HDTV proposals to the FCC. have an "acquired" MR interpretation. For

a comprehensive review of multiresolution digital coding techniques, the reader is referred

to [14].

Multiresolution (MR) source coding schenmes can be seen as successive approxima-

tion methods. While they can be slightly suboptimal in terms of compression over a

single resolution (SR) scheme that achieves the same full resolution quality for point to
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Figure 3: (a) Definition of the coverage area. (b) Distances as a function of the delivered
quality

o C7

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Reconstruction of the pyramid (a) One step of coarse-to-fine scale change
(b) The reconstructed pyramid. Note that approximately one half of the frames in the
structure (shown as shaded) are spatially coded/interpolated.
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point communications, thb' can be superior in a broadcast situation, which is a multiuser

communications problem. Even for point to point communications, it has beei. shown

theoretically [16, 17] that MR source coding, using a successive refinement approach, can

be theoretically optimal under certain conditions, and recently, an efficient practical MR

source coder has been suggested [18], that compares very favorably with single resolution

approaches that achieve the same full-resolution quality. The advantage of MR based

schemes over SR schemes in a broadcast environment comes from the presence, in the

former, of a coarse channel (which comes as a "by-product") that, combined with error

concealment techniques used at the source decoder, can be used to increase robustness.

A more detailed analysis of this robustness issue will be made in section 6. A note of

interest, especially in the wake of the ongoing standards and compatibility debates, is that

a MR decomposition affords a hierarchy of resolutions that are both natural and useful

for the compatibility and broadcast problems.

A specific MR source coding scheme for HDTV

We now review the MR source coder that is an integral part of the joint MR source and

channel coding method we undertake in this paper. Our MR video coder [4] is a three-

dimensional pyramidal decomposition, based on spatiotemporal interpolation, forming a

hierarchy of video signals at increasing temporal and spatial resolutions (see Figure 4 (b)).

The structure is formed in a bottom-up manner, starting from the finest resolution, and

obtaining a hierarchy of lower resolution versions. Spatially, images are subsampled after

anti-aliasing filtering. Temporally, the reduction is achieved by simple frame skipping,

since temporal filtering would be inadequate when motion is present (it would produce

double images).

The encoding is done in a stepwise fashion, starting at the top laver and working down

the pyramia in a series of successive refinement steps. The coarse-to-fine scale change

step is illustrated in Figure 4 (a). At each step, first the spatial resolution is increased by

linear interpolation, then the temporal motion based interpolation is done based on these

new frames at the finer scale. We describe the interpolation procedure only briefly, and

refer the reader to [4] for details.

The unshaded frames shown in Figure 4 (b) are interpolated in time. For these frames,

the encoder computes a set of motion vectors that are transmitted along with the residual,

i.e. the difference between the original and the interpolated frame. The motion vectors

are computed in a MR fashion, using a hierarchical blockmatching algorithm [4]. For each

block in the interpolated frame, three different motion vector candidates for the following

interpolation modes are considered: backward interpolation: the mo; ion vector that yields

the best replacement from the previous frame; forward interpolation: the motion vector

9
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that yields the best replacement from the next frame; motion averaged interpolation: the

motion vector d that yields the best replacement by averaging the block displaced by d in
the previous frame and displaced by -d in the next frame. The mode that results in the

best interpolated block (in the MSE sense) is selected, and the mode selection information

is also encoded and transmitted to the receiver.

A discrete cosine transform (DCT) based coder is used to encode the top layer and the

subsequent bandpass difference images. Quantizer steps, and consequently bit allocation

at different levels in the hierarchy are determined to obtain good perceptual quality.

Another major consideration in the bit allocation scheme is in "matching" the subsequent
channel coding, to be described later in the paper.

It is important to note that, for the MR source coder we consider in our system, if
one resorts to a two-resolution hierarchy comprising the two coarsest layers of the spatio-
temporal pyramid in the coarse resolution source channel, and the difference layer in the

detail channel, then the bit ratio of coarse to detail information is roughly 1:2 at high

perceptual quality for typical sequences. This ratio is more accurate if one considers that
the "vital" overhead associated with motion-vectors and synchronization would have to
be carried in the lower resolution channel as well. This 1:2 ratio is a key parameter in the

development of our joint MR source channel coding system.

4 Multiresolution transmission: embedding

The problem of efficient communication of digital information from a single source to mul-

tiple receivers with various Carrier-to-Noise Ratios (CNR's) is key to digital broadcast of

HDTV. While the theory of digital broadcast has received attention in early information-

theoretical literature [2, 16, 19], there is no evidence of the application of the theoretical

maxims proffered in [2] to the design of practical digital broadcast channels. An effi-
cient end-to-end broadcast system should have its transmission constellation matched to

its source coding scheme, and this is the crux of our work, which we undertake in a

multiresolution environment.

4.1 Efficiency of using embedding for digital broadcast

Figure 5(a) depicts a typical broadcast environment, with a source wishing to convey

information {r,'s } to a stronger receiver and {r, s2) to a weaker one. Note that r repre-
sents the common message to be conveyed to both receivers. In [2], Cover establishes the

efficiency of superimposirng information. i.e. broadcasting in a multiresolution embedded

fashion, where the detailed information meant for the stronger receiver necessarily in-

cludes the coarse information meant for the noisier receiver. The efficiency of embedded

10
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broadcast, in terms of theoretically deliverable bitrate, compared to independent sharing

of the broadcast channel resources in time or frequency among the receivers is depicted in

Figure 5(b), where the superior curve is obtained by superimponing the detail information

within the coarse information. That is, the superior receiver 1, in an optimal scenario,

necessarily has access to the information {r, 82) meant for the weaker receiver 2. Note

that the plot portrays the potentially deliverable bitrates which are upper bounded by

the Shannon capacities of the channels, and has the same drawback of providing no more

than existential knowledge, as in Shannon's classical results on channel coding [151. In

this work, we show a practical way of realizing this embedding gain.

C,

MINIMAX

C-2 SUPERIMPOSING
INFORMATION

\a SHAJRING

WS

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Typical broadcast environment. (a) Single source broadcasting to receivers of

channel capacities C1 and C2 (b) Set of achievable broadcast bitrates for receivers 1,2.

4.2 Embedding in the modulation domain

Cover's concept of embedding the coarse information within the detailed information is
generic in scope, and places no restrictions on the domain in which the embedding should

be performed. To describe the effect of an analog domain embedded modulation, we refer

to Figure 6 to point out some typical MR embedded modulation constellations. The basic

idea is that each constellation consists of "clouds" of mini-constellations or "satellites,"

where the detail information is represented in the satellites, while the coarse information

is carried in the clouds. Thus. the loss of coarse information is associated with the

receiver's inability to decipher correctly which cloud was transmitted, while the 'oss of

11
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Figure 6: Some multiresolution constellations: (a) MR 16 QAM, (b) MR 16 PSK , (c)

MR 4 PAM.

refinement information occurs from the receiver's confusing one intracloud signal point for
another. The decoder first decodes the likeliest cloud (coarse information), "subtracts"
the decoded cloud value from the received point, and then decodes the likeliest satellite
within the cloud (detail information). Thus, the MR 16 QAM constellation of Figure

6(a) has 4 bits/symbol, of which 2 bits are coarse (4 clouds) and 2 bits are detail (4
satellites/cloud). Similarly, the MR 16 PSK scheme has 2 coarse bits/symbol and 2 detail
bits/symbol, while the 4 PAM constellation has I bit/symbol of each. For our specific
source coder, we consider the MR 64 QAM constellation of Figure 7.

While we present a two resolution hierarchy, the principles hold for any •uinber of
hierarchical levels desired, and would result in a "fractal" modulation constellation, al-
though at increased complexity and decreased practicality. We point out later how one
can combine an embedded ECC scheme with an embedded modulation scheme to increase
the number of broadcast resolutions in a practical manner without sacrificing efficiency

in the information-theoretical sense.

4.2.1 MR 64-QAM

Consider as Example A the constellation of Figure 7. For every 6 composite bits per
channel symbol emitted by the 1:2 source (see Section 3), 2 coarse bits select one of
the 4 clouds, while the remaining 4 detail bits select one of the 16 satellites within the

12
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Figure 7: Example A: M",- 64 QAMI system constellation with definitions of A, Ci, d',t.in,
d,"nte(i*), and the "fine" bit mapping of the constellation signal points according to the
well-known Karnaugh-map partitioning. Note that A=0 represents uniform 4 QAM, while

A=I denotes uniform 64 OAM.
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Figure 8: Typical broadcast environment. (a) MR QAM system block diagram (Example

A). Note that the modulator and demodulator are operated at transmission parameter

A (see Figure 3). (b) Achievable performance (no packet loss probabilities) for practical

system of Fig. 6(a). See analogy with theoretical curve of Fig. 4(b).

selected cloud. By "matching" the relative distances between intra-cloud constellation
points (D1 ) and inter-cloud points (D 2), whose ratio is a design parameter A, to the

relative "information contents" of the two bitstreams, one obtains an efficiently designed
joint MR source/ MR transmission system. One could determine an optimal "broadcast
A" if a meaningful cost function over the broadcast area (which would probably include

factors like population density) is available. On the other hand, due to the difficulty of

this model, as pointed out in Section 2, one may instead choose, as an operating point,

the maximum value of A that meets the full-resolution coverage range requirement, as will
be discussed in Section 5.

The appendix contains the mathematical analysis of the coarse and detail channel

performance of the MR 64 QAM of Figure 7, on which the curves shown in Figure 9
are based. Note that those curves reflect packet error rates for the two channels, where a

composite packet of length 1080 bits (with 1/3 coarse and 2/3 detail information embedded
in it) is used to prevent error propagation.

While the details are provided in the appendix, it is important to mention a few

salient features. Note that d',,•(i) and d,,ter(i) represent half the Eaclidean distances
between signal point i and its nearest coarse and detail neighbors, respectively, in the
k-direction. Also, it must be emphasized that the topology of the equivalent constellation

14
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at the broadcast receiver is a function of the CNR and A. Qualitatively, the CNR affects

the "radius" of the constellation as seen at the receiver for a fixed noise variance, while

A affects the relative distances between intercloud and intracloud points. As A goes from

0 to 1, the intracloud and intercloud thresholds decrease and increase, respectively, for

a fixed power budget, indicating the quantitative tradeoffs involved in coarse and detail

channel robustness as shown in Figure 9. Also, note that as we can always form a Gray-

code fine channel digital bit-mapping of the constellation points exactly as in Karnaugh

maps used in digital logic design 120] (see Figure 7), we can guarantee that every point

in the constellation is at Hamming distance one away from each of its intracloud nearest

neighbors. Thus, assuming that single bit errors dominate when symbol errors occur,
we can equate symbol errors with bit errors. This leads to an efficient mapping, besides

aiding in the mathematical analysis.

Due to favored protection of the coarse stream via the parameter A, it is possible
for the fine packet component to be corrupted, while the coarse packet component is

received reliably for the same composite packet. The dotted curves in Figure 9 refer to a
"naive- multiplexing of the broadcast channel between the coarse and detail information

strean;-. under conditions of equal power, bandwidth, and average spectral efficiency, as

will be explained in Section 5. The curves clearly show the superiority of embedding

over multiplexing. For example, for values of A from 0.2 to about 0.4, both coarse and

detail channel performances are better than those of the multiplexed case. The particular
multiplexing point shown in the figure is obtained when the power in the coarse and detail

constellations are made equal, though similar performance improveme tnt can be obtained

by embedding over any other multiplexing point also, corresponding to different values of
A. This is a verification of the information theoretical result that embedding outperforms

multiplexing. See Figure 8 (b).

4.3 Embedded TCM constellation

In order to increase reliability of reception over the demanding broadcast channel and

to increase coverage area, it may be necessary to add more redundancy to protect the

broadcast information. As is well known, convolutional codes deploying a Euclidean

distance metric can achieve better performance for the same complexity than the more

commonly used block ECC's, which use a "hard limiting" Hamming distance metric.

Convolutional (trellis) codes achieve coding gain by using soft decoding with the Viterbi
algorithm[21). Conventional convolutional coding, like block coding, would require an

increase in bitrate to accommodate the redundant bits, which must come at the expense

of lowered source coding quality, for a fixed total throughput. However, it is possible to

achieve almost all the coding gain theoretically possible, i.e. to approach the Shannon

15
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Figure 9: Example A: Probability of packet error vs. Receiver GNR over the entire range
of transmission parameter A for the embedded MR 64 QAM case and a composite packet
length of 1080. (a) Fine channel packet loss. (b) Coarse channel packet loss.
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limit, by expanding the 2-D modulation constellation by a factor of 2, and deploying

a redundant constellation via Trellis Coded Modulation, as established by Ungerboeck

[22]. While multi-dimensional TCM [23, 24] can provide the same gain for a smaller

expansion factor than the 2-D Ungerboeck constellations, we restrict ourselves to the

latter, in the interest of simplicity of design and analysis. The novelty here is that we

combine the concept of multiresolution with the power of TCM to propose an embedded

TCM modulation for efficient broadcast of a MR source (see Figure 11 (a)).

An Ungerboeck TCM scheme requires an expansion factor of 2 in the constellation

size. Thus, our original MR 64 QAM constellation would be expanded to 128 QAM, using

the same power as the former. Of course, this large constellation size is for our specific
example (Example B: see Figure 10): a more practical example for HDTV broadcast

might be expansion of a MR 16 QAM scheme (with a 1:1 coarse to detail bitrate ratio, as
in 125], using 2 bits/symbol for each resolution) into an embedded TCM 32 QAM, which

is certainly practical in size. The principle of operation is what is important. The idea

for the TCM 128 QAM scheme (see Figure 11 (a)) is that the coarse information retains

preferential protection through A, while the detail information gets expanded from 16

points to 32 points per cloud via a TCM coding scheme. Figure 11 (a) shows the first level

set-partitioning for each 32 point cloud into the subset marked "a" and its complement

(unmarked), each subset enjoying a 3 dB gain in squared Euclidean minimum distance

over that of its parent, as needed for an Ungerboeck code.

Figure 11 (b) shows the coding gain for the fine channel (the coarse channel remains

unchanged) for A = 0.3 for trellises with 4, 8, and 16 states. The coding gain over the

unexpanded MR-64 QAM constellation is seen to be consistent with that tabulated in

[22]. Thus, the simple 4 state trellis is seen to provide a coding gain of 3 dB/symbol in

CNR. Identical gains in detail channel protection will occur for any desired value of A.
Thus, for an efficient end-to-end MR design, one may ensure the coarse channel robustness

through A, while using a TCM code of acceptable complexity to achieve the desired full-

resolution coverage area. An important feature of our MR system is that due to inclusion

of error concealment techniques at the decoder (see Section 6.1), it is possible to obtain

indistinguishable full-resolution quality even at a fine-channel packet loss rate exceeding

10'. As seen from Figure 11(b), at this high loss rate, one gets marginal return from

using trellises over 4 states, thus making our TCNI design nearly optimal with only a

simple 4-state trellis! It is important to note that this scheme permits operation with no

decrease in source coding bit rate over that of an uncoded system.

17
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Figure 10: Example B: Block diagram of an embedded MR. TCM system using a 128

QAM constellation. Note that it consists of 4 clouds of trellis-code-modulated 32 QAM

constellations.
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4.4 Embedding in the ECC domain: UEP codes

While the effect of providing unequal degrees of robustness for the coarse and refinement

channels via the analog parameter A was discussed above, the algebraic coding expert

may argue correctly that one can achieve similar results by using digital techniques like

error correcting codes with unequal error protection (UEP) [26, 27, 28, 29, 13]. While the

TCM constellation mentioned earlier is indeed efficient, there may be practical limitations

to expanding the constellation size. Moreover, one may need ECC's to "bridge" any

mismatches in rate between the source coder and the channel modulator (see Figure 2).

It can be seen that embedding in the modulation and ECC domains are essentially

equivalent. In the EGG domain, codewords of length n in (GF(2))" are clustered into
"clouds" whose members ("satellites") are closer in Hamming distance with respect to

one another, than to members of other clouds. Codes having this behavior would then be

called Unequal Error Protection (UEP) codes.
A UEP code can be described as an (n, kj, k2,t1 ,t 2) code (where ti represents the

number of channel errors the code can with.stand for the information ks). It has to be noted

that using a UEP code is by no means the only way to provide unequal error protection.

As a first approach, one could use two different codes for each category of information,

but it is essential to note that embedding the codes can yield better (in terms of the rate:

k/n) codes than using two separate codes. In other words, combining two (nj, kj, tj) and

(n 2, k2, t 2 ) codes to obtain a (n, +n2, ki, k2, ti, t 2 ) code can potentially be outperformed by

a (n, ki, k2, t 1 , t 2 ) embedded code. As an example, consider a (63,12,24,5,3) binary cyclic

UEP code, listed in 130]. Alterr;ýtively, one can consider two smaller BCH codes, with

characteristics (31,11,5) and (31,12,3). The BCH codes can provide the same protection

but clearly their rates are worse than those obtained with the embedded code. To further

the analogy with the modulation domain, the use of d'-&rent codes for the different classes

of information (as in [11]) can be likened to the "naive multiplexing for transmission for

the two user bro.;dcast channel.

The advantar -.s, in terms of rate, of using embedded UEP codes are clear, but they

come at a high price. Indeed, UEP codes require, in their design, a comparatively much

higher effort than the usual single resolution codes. Substantial work has been done in

designing the UEP codes and, in particular, on providing bounds for the attainable rates

for codes, specially linear UEP codes (LUEP), having Iliese properties. However, no

structured method, that does not require brute force corn' -er search, has been described

to design these codes. See Lin et. al. (30] for a tabulation of all possible embedded ECC's

of odd lengths up to 65. The :odes listed in [30] are not appropriate for the application

considered in that, of those codes with ratio of coarse to detail information (k2/kl) clos,

to 2, few are efficient (i.e. with rates., (k1 + k2)/n, close enough to 1). Figure 12 (Example
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C) presents the block diagram of a scheme that uses embedded UEP codes, and Figure 13
shows the results, in terms of packet loss, for different CNR's, when several of the codes
tabulated in 130] are used.

Figure 12: Example C: Block diagram of a MR system with embedded ECC's for the
coarse and detail channels.

Thus, while UEP codes can be used instead of MR modulation schemes to perform
the MR transmission, the issue of designing good UEP codes is largely open and involves
a high degree of complexity. Following the above considerations, for our application, we
consider unequally error protected ECC's designed independently for the coarse and detail
information channels. Using the same coarse packetsize of 360 user bits (k) and various
levels of redundancy (n - k), we simulated the performance of various (n, k, t) EGC's.
(Example D). This example consists of protection of only the coarse channel to varying
degrees of robustness, while leaving the detail channel uncoded. See Figure 14 (a). Figure
14 (b) shows how using EGG's lowers the probability of coarse packet loss over the range
of CNR's of interest.

4.5 Hybrid embedded modulation/EGG scheme

It must be noted that an efficient end-to-end system might need to deploy both EGG and
MR embedded modulation in tandem to jointly "match" the source coder. For example,
one could use a non-uniform QAM scheme rather than the uniform QAM constellation in
Figure 14 (a) (Example D). Thus, the ECC scheme could be used as a "bridge" to achieve
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Figure 13: Example C: Probability of packet error vs. Receiver CNR for some known
embedded EGG codes. Note that the 5-tuple (n, k1, k2, t1,t2) listed refers to the embedded
code length, the coarse bits per block, the detail bits per block, the error-correction
capability for the coarse bits per block, and the error-correction capability for the detail
bits per block, resp. The packetsizes of the coarse and detail channels are 360 and 720
bits resp. (a) Fine channel packet loss. (b) Coarse channel packet loss.
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Figure 14: Example D: Multiplexed (non-embedded) EGG using a family of BCH codes.

Note that error correction is applied to the coarse channel only, with the detail channel

sent unprotected. Note that the 3-tuple (n, k, t) listed refers to the code length, the coarse

bits per block, and the error-correction capability for the coarse bits per block. The packet

loss rate refers to a coarse packet length of 360 bits. (a) Block diagram. (b) Simulation
of coarse channel performance.

a match between the bitrates (coar ;e and fine) required by the MR constellation and the

bitrates (source bits plus ECC bits) sent through each of the channels (see Figure 2).

Also, embedding in both the EGG domain and the MR modulation domain would lead to

an efficiently designed MR joint source-channel system with more than two resolutions,
without resorting to a complex "fractal" modulation constellation. This could be accom-

plished, for example, for a three resolution design, by having the two coarsest resolutions

being embedded in the EGG domain, and the resultant composite coarse bitstream being

embedded in the third (detail) channel bitstream in the modulation domain as a 2 layer

embedding (see Figure 15).

5 An efficient end-to-end system design

In the previous section, we have illustrated, bm way of examples, the different tools one

can employ to design an efficient broadcast system. Here, we undertake a comparison of

the tradeoffs involved in the various schemes, and then provide a general recipe to help

solve the problem, as stated in Section 2.
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(X.)

SOL~e ~q ecoer " 6 QAM

Figure 15: Example E: Block diagram of a MR system with 3 levels of resolution using
both embedded EGG's and embedded modulation to make overall design efficient and

practical.

5.1 Comparison of A-Modulation, TCM, and ECC schemes

As pointed out in the previous section through Examples A-E, a number of UEP schemes
can be invoked to ensure efficient MR transmission. Table 1 gives the coordinates of
Examples A-D of our paper.

The A-modulation scheme of Example A might be used to provide a desired coverage
range for the coarse-resolution signal, and a "basic" coverage for the fine channel, with
the MR TCM scheme of Example B used to increase the full-resolution coverage area

using an embedded TCM for the fine channel. While the EGG scheme of Example D

can be used instead to make the coarse resolution channel more robust, it comes at the

cost of reduced quality, for a fixed total bit rate budget for source and channel coding.

The TCM scheme of Example B, on the other hand, does not sacrifice source coding
quality compared to that of the uncoded system, but it requires an expanded modulation

constellation. However, as seen from Figure 11 (b), for a probability of fine channel packet
loss of 10' (reasonable to get good full resolution quality if the coarse channel is near-
perfect and error concealment is invoked: see Section 6.1 and Figure 21), one needs only a
simple 4-state Ungerboeck trellis to get most of the coding gain. Thus, Example B seems

like an attractive solution if it can meet the coverage and quality demands.

The hybrid scheme of Example E may be necessary to address a particular broadcast
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Example A B C D

Description MR QAM MR TCM Embedded EGO Multiplexed ECC

Section 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.4

Block Diagram Fig. 8 Fig. 10 Fig. 12 Fig. 14

Simulation Fig. 9 Fig. 11 Fig. 13 Fig. 14

Table 1: Summary of presented alternatives.

problem, especially if more than two grades of service are required. The scheme of Exam-

ple C (embedded ECC's), while efficient in an information theoretical sense, is unlikely

to meet the bit rate ratios of the different resolutions required of most practical HDTV

schemes, and is hence omitted from our discussion.

Table 2 gives a comparison of Examples A, B, and D for a typical problem. We fix the

coarse channel quality and coverage requirement for receiver CNR's above 20 dB/symbol
at a delivered packet error rate (PER) of less than 10-4, and compare the full resolution

quality and coverage range for the different schemes. As seen, all schemes perform well
with respect to an uncoded system. Note the benefit of error concealment used by the

MR source decoder to increase robustness. Example B, operating at A = 0.3 with an
embedded 4-state trellis is the best choice if constellation expansion is tolerable, while

Example A is a good low-complexity solution. Example D gives the same coverage as
Example B, but it requires a complicated ECC which also results in 15% reduced fine

channel bit rate, and therefore a degraded full-resolution quality.

We now compare the A-modulation scheme of Example A with the ECC scheme of

Example D. Figure 14 (b) of Example D shows how using ECCs lowers the probability of
coarse packet loss over the range of CNR's of interest. A comparison with Figure 9 shows
how we can achieve similar performances via either the channel modulation parameter A

or an appropriate ECC.

Figure 16 shows the different performances obtained with a modulation domain UEP

achieved for A=0.5 and an ECC domain UEP obtained by protecting the coarse channel
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Example Uncoded A B D

PER < 10-4 < 10-4 < 10-4 < 10-4

Coarse CNR (dB/symbol) > 27 > 20 > 20 > 20

Range

Low Same Same Same

Resolution - as as as

Quality uncoded uncoded uncoded

PER < 10-4 ( <) 10-1 < 10-' < 10-'

Fine CNR (dB/symbol) > 27 > 27 > 24 > 24

Range

High Same Same Fine channel

Resolution as as bitrate 15% less

Quality uncoded uncoded than uncoded (**)

Design parameter A = 0.3 A = 0.3 BCH(255,179,10)
4-state trellis

Same Higher Higher

Complexity order as than than

uncoded uncoded uncoded

Increase in coverage Coarse: +7dB Coarse: +7dB Coarse: +7dB

over uncoded Full: +0dB Full: +3dB Full: +3dB

Table 2: Comparison of schemes A, B and D. We require Packet Error Rate (PER) less

than 10-4 for the coarse channel at 20 dB/symbol CNR. We compare performance for

fine channel PER less than 10'.

(3) For the uncoded system, the fine channel error rate cannot be 10' as error conceal-

ment requires "perfect" coarse channel performance at that fine channel error rate. See

Section 6.1.

(*) The reduction in bitrate available for source coding is due to the use of an ECC.
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SNR(dB)

ICH(127M),4) code for cmare c&aeI

C

2LS 34 2

- CNR (dB/symbol)

Thresholding assumed at Pr(coarme packet error)=10"3

and Pr(fine packet errmr)=1-i"

Figure 16: Tradeoff between using modulation domain protection via transmission pa-

rameter A = 0.5, and ECC domain protection using a BCH(127,99,4) code applied to the

coarse channel.

with a BCH(127,99,4) code. The two UEP schemes provide identical coarse channel

performance, with CNR's below 20 dB/symbol receiving no signal, and the crossover
from coarse resolution quality (SNR= /0) to full resolution occurring at 24 dB/symbol

and 26 dB/symbol respectively for the ECC (Example D) and A-modulation (Example

A) schemes. Note however, that the parity bits needed by the EGG-protected coarse

channel must necessarily come at the expense of a lower fine channel bitrate, resulting in
degraded full resolution quality, as noted in Table 2.

Thus, if a comparison is to be made on the basis of equal bandwidth, the ECC scheme
would necessarily have lower full resolution quality (SNR=al) than the MR modulation

scheme (SNR=o 2) for all receiver CNR's better than 25.5 dB/symbol, but the full reso-

lution gain in CNR is 1.5 dB for the ECC scheme (24 dB vs. 25.5 dB). The assessment of

the tradeoff depends on the values of ol, o2, and fl, which in turn depend on the source

coding used.

The following points of comparison between the two schemes of Example A (MR

modulation) and D (ECC scheme) are worthy of note:

* The coverage tradeoff is between the modulation scheme's degradation of quality
by (o2 - 8) dB for receivers between 24 dB/symbol and 25.5 dB/symbol CNR,

versus the ECC scheme's degradation of full-resolution quality by al - 02 dB for all
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receivers with CNR better than 25.5 dB/symbol.

" Note the complexity disparity in the two schemes, with the EGG scheme resorting to

a complicated BCH code, while the MR embedded modulation QAM scheme comes

at relatively little excess cost over that of a uniform QAM scheme which must be

used for transmission anyway.

" The MR modulation parameter A, being a continuous variable, also affords any

desired operating point over the range of CNR's of interest, while the ECC scheme,

being discrete in nature, may not afford a solution at any desired operating point.

"* In an information-theoretic sense, an embedded MR coding scheme outperforms a

non-embedded one, and embedding is accomplished much more easily in the mod-
ulation domain. As the ECC scheme uses a Hamming distance metric compared to

a softer Euclidean distance criterion for the modulation scheme, the latter is more

efficient.

5.2 An efficient choice of system parameters

Assume that the chosen modulation constellation constrains the coarse and fine channels

to operate at bit rates of R, and R! (for our MR 64 QAM example, we must have

Rc : Rf=2:4). Note that R, and Rf represent the combined bit budget to be allocated
between source coding and channel coding (i.e. error correction) for the coarse and fine

channels respectively. Refer to Section 2 and Figure 3. As the coarse channel is the
"anchor" channel for the MR system, it should meet the desired coverage requirement

d, of Figure 3 at the maximum low-resolution quality that the bitrate constraint will

permit. To this end, a sensible strategy would be to allocate the coarse channel bit

budget completely for source coding, while using the embedded A-modulation scheme of

Example A to provide the needed robustness for the coarse channel. Thus, it would be

efficient to operate at the maximum value of A for which the coarse-distan.e coverage

range requirement d, is satisfied with the desired reliability. This approach is reasonable

because the coarse channel represents the fallback mode and not only provides a minimum

quality in those areas where the fine channel cannot be reliably decoded, but also allows for

better error concealment in the transition area between full resolution and lower resolution

coverage (See Section 6.1.). Moreover, the higher the low resolution quality, the higher

the full resolution quality will be, for a given modulation-fixed fine channel bit budget.

If the above approach results in an impractically low value of A, one could resort

to a hybrid scheme using ECC's and a practical A-constellation. This could be used to

"boost" the coarse channel coverage, albeit at the expense of a lower coarse-resolution
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quality, since part of the total budget must now be diverted from source coding to channel

coding.

Now, the R 1 bits of the fine channel have to be allocated between error protection

(Rf.,) and source coding (Rf,.), where Rf = Rf,, + R1 ,c. As was discussed in Section 4, an

effic;•nt strategy is to protect the fine channel with the MR TCM scheme of Example B.

If the constellation expansion is reasonable, this is efficient, as it costs no error protection

bits (although, the subtlety lies in the fact that we have an expanded constellation):

i.e. Ri., = 0. However, if the constellation is not practical in size, or if an increase in

full-resolution coverage is desired, we may need an ECC to help satisfy coverage range.

The essential point is that once the coverage distances (i.e. d, and df) have been

fixed, the joint source channel coding problem has been converted into a simpler one,

thus enabling us to determine the remaining free variables of the system, given d•, d1 , R,

and Rf.

(Step 1) Use the budget allocated to the coarse channel, Re, to maximize the quality of

the source coder for that channel. (One could for example adopt the guidelines of

the optimal source bit allocation strategy described in [31] to achieve optimality for

the pyramidal coder considered in this paper.)

(Step 2) Use a MR modulation scheme (Example A) and set A to the maximum value

for which, at distance d, from the emitter, the error rate for the coarse channel is

below the desired threshold.

(Step 3) Use a MR TCM scheme (Example B) to protect the fine channel if the con-

stellation size is reasonable. An embedded multi-dimensional TCM scheme may be

deployed [23] to reduce the expansion factor, if complexity permits. Else, and if an

additional increase in coverage (coding gain) is desired beyond that affordable by

TCM, find an efficient error correction code (convolutional or block) that satisfies

the desired fine channel error probability at distance df. This code will use Rfc bits

and therefore the remaining R1 ., = R1 - Rf, will be used for source coding. How-

ever, due to the effect of error concealment techniques feasible with an MR design,

it is unlikely that the fine channel would require additional protection (see Section

6.1). Note that if the MR TCM scheme will suffice to meet the requirements, no

extra channel bits would be needed and Rf., = Rj.

(Step 4) Finally, use the remaining R1 ., bits for the fine channel source allocation, in an

efficient manner, as in Step 1.
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6 Comparison of MR embedded, MR independent,

and SR constellations

Simulations were carried out for an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel

for the multiresolution embedded constellation, the multiresolution non-embedded con-

stellation (i.e. independently transmitted constellations for the two resolutions), and the

single resolution constellation, as shown in Figure 17. The independent case refers to

separate transmission of the coarse and fine channels using "naive multiplexing" of the

frequency spectrum. To ensure fairness of comparison, all three cases were tailored to
operate under conditions of equal average power (it can be shown that the comparison

under equal peak power constraint would be similar) and equal spectral efficiency (i.e.
throughput/bandwidth).

To compare the MR vs. independent constellations, a MR 64-QAM (of free parameter
A), and a 16/256 QAM (coarse/fine) independent constellation pair were picked. The

independent channels have a spectral efficiency of 4 bits/symbol and 8 bits/symbol, or an

average spectral efficiency (6 bits/symbol) identical to that of the MR 64-QAM. Recall the

curves of Figure 9. Also shown on these curves is the performance of the non-embedded

MR scheme for the independent constellations of 16 QAM (coarse) and 256 QAM (fine).

As was mentioned in Section 4.2, for the range of values of A from about 0.2 to 0.4, the

embedded MR scheme outperforms the multiplexed MR scheme for both coarse and fine

channels. In order to get a comprehensive picture of the situation, a plot of received
quality (SNR) vs. receiver CNR is shown in Figure 18(a), using perceptually consistent
thresholding of the curves of Figure 9 at coarse and fine packet loss probabilities of 10-

and 10-1 respectively, as justified earlier. As can be seen from Figure 18 (a) (and Figure

8(b)), the MR constellation outperforms the independent one over all ranges of CNR's

for some A values (e.g. A=0.2).

In our comparison, we assume that the SR source coder is 16% more efficient than the

MR coder. This is a "worst case" analysis from the MR point of view, as an empirical

comparison using the popular "Lenna" image even in a non-MR-friendly framework like
the still-image coding standard JPEG [32) revealed only a 16% increase in source com-

pression for the SR JPEG scheme. Under these conditions, the SR channel could afford a
32-QAM modulation scheme for the same transmitter power as the MR 64-QAM scheme

due to a source compression advantage of roughly 5/6. For fairness of comparison, the

SR scheme received the same thresholding (10-) as the coarse resolution packet stream,

as they both achieve transitions from the region of no signal (oblivion) to the region of

discernible signal.

Note that for the MR 64-Q,\M scheme, the coarse I fine packetized channels could
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Figure 17: (a) MR 64-QAM constellation of parameter k. (b) Independent modulation

constellations (16/236 QAM) for coarse and fine channels. (c) Single resolution 32-QAM
constellation. All constellations use equal power.
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be interpreted as entering virtual independent buffers .with throughputs in the ratio of

1:2, with instantaneous temporal mismatches in the input channel rates being absorbed

by the buffers and if necessary, to prevent overflow or underflow, resolved by exchange of

data between the buffers, resulting in minimal degradation for slight mismatches.

The results shown in Figure 18 indicate the tradeoffs involved. As can be seen by

comparing the SR scheme with, say, the MR embedded scheme with A = 0.5, the broad-

cast coverage area is much greater for the MR scheme, at the price of some mid-region

suboptimality.
A point to note in favor of the MR scheme is the increase in full-resolution quality

coverage area made possible by performing error concealment techniques to be described

next. The SR 'cheme loses this advantage as it has no coarse resolution channel to fall

back upon.

6.1 Error concealment

Due to the nature of the broadcast communication, it is impossible (or perhaps imprac-

tical) to achieve error-free transmission. Therefore, any real system has to be able to
function in the presence of transmission errors, which may range from occasional bit er-
rors in a satellite system to packet losses in digital networks. Communication systems also

vary in their resilience to error and speed of recovery. Bitstreams are often packetized to

speed up resynchronization in case of a channel error, but a single bit error still renders

the whole packet unusable. Recursive systems (motion-compensated hybrid DCT being

the typical example) take much longer to recover, specifically until the next restart of the

prediction loop. An error concealment scheme is often required to mask those errors and

provide a gracefully degrading picture.

The source coder we have used is based on a finite memory structure, and errors would

not accumulate but die out within a few time samples. The structure used in conjunction

with the MR modulation also allows very successful error concealment. As can be seen

in Figure 9, for typical values of A, at the same CNR's for which the fine channel packet

error rate is greater than 10', the coarse channel is almost perfect (packet error rate less

than 10-'). Concealment strategies are typically based on a much lower packet loss rate

(on the order of 10'-, as in [33]), since transmission systems based on prediction loops

are extremely fragile.

Therefore, most of the errors will occur in the fine detail and a coarse version and mo-

tion vectors will be available for concealment. The concealment strategy differs slightly
for the frames that are i:iterpolated spatially or temporally, and assumes that the infor-

mation transmitted in the coarse channel i. itact. The spatially interpolated frames of

the finest laver are called anchor frames., a- hey have no temporal dependence on any
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Figure 18: Typical broadcast environment (a) SNR vs. Receiver CNR. (b) Broadcast
ranges for the different constellations.
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Figure 21: Effect of error concealment for 15%/ fine-channel packet loss (blow up of Figure

20): (a) Corrupted spatial residual frame. (b) Reconstruction without error concealment.

(c) Reconstruction with error concealment.
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other frame.

For the temporally interpolated frames, motion vectors and the selected interpolation

mode for each block are available, but the actual interpolation error (or the residual) is

lost. In the packetized transmission we have implemented, the typical region affected by

a packet loss is a narrow strip 8 pixels in height, and 1000-2000 pixels long. Because the

encoder uses a smooth motion vector field (enforced by the hierarchical motion estimation

algorithm), and both previous and next frames are available for interpolation, errors tend

to be very small. Most artifacts show up as "blockiness" and are almost invisible, even

in a still frame. Since these frames are not used to predict any other frames, the errors

do not need to be processed further.

The errors are more visible, and potentially last longer for the spatially interpolated

(anchor) frames. The artifacts appear as blurred blocks or decreased spatial resolution,

and are clearly visible in still-frame. (See Figure 21(b).) Furthermore, since the previous

and next frames (which are temporally interpolated) are based on this frame, errors can

be annoying in real-time. The concealment is based on replacing the region affected by

the lost packet from the previous anchor frame. Since motion vectors are not available

for this frame, an approximation is computed based on the motion vectors of the previous

frame. Then, this is used to interpolate blocks from the previous anchor frame. This

works very well in practice, as motion vectors resemble the true motion.

This concealment strategy gives excellent results even in extreme cases of packet loss.

Complete loss of a frame can be tolerated, and sustained 15% packet loss rate causes

no visible loss in quality. Figure 20 shows the effect of 15% fine-packet loss (obtained

for A=0.5, CNR=25.5 dB/symbol) on the spatial residual of the sequence, with Figure

20(c) showing the reconstructed quality, while Figure 21 illustrates the power of error

concealment in a MR environment.

7 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a multiresolution (MR) joint source channel coding system, where

using a source coder matched to an embedded trellis-coded modulation constellation
(with/without error correction coding) has been shown to provide an efficient end-to-

end MR system. The threshold effect plaguing single resolution (SR) systems is softened

by a stepwise graceful degradation reminiscent of analog systems, without sacrificing the

source coding advantage of digital schemes. We show the superiority of an embedded MR

transmission scheme over independent transmissions of the MR source resolutions, and

point out the tradeoffs in robustness and broadcast area coverage of low and high resolu-

tions between embedded MR and SR digital systems for QAM constellations, highlighting
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the benefits of deploying joint MR source and channel coding.
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Appendix

Analysis of MR QAM of section 4.2.1

Let us introduce somle definitions associated with Figure 7.

9 5= {set of all constellation points in the modulation scheme).

* N = ISI is the number of signals in the constellation.
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"* D= {set of all "directions" (N,SE,W) representing the one-sided independent de-
grees of freedom for the additive Gaussian noise, with unit directional vectors
(UN, uS, uE, uw) respectively.)

"* Ci= {fjU E S and ij are in the same cloud)

i.e. the set of all points which are in the same cloud as signal i.

"* dk,,.(i)(dj,,t.(i))= half the Euclidean distance between i and its nearest "fine"

("coarse") neighbor in the (positive) uk direction. Thus, dink '.(i)) ({dike 7(i))Vk E
D, Vi E S is the minimum instantaneous noise amplitude component in the uk di-
rection that will cause the receiver to incorrectly decode the intracloud (intercloud)
information in that direction. Note also that if a signal point should have no neigh-
bor in the positive uk direction, then its corresponding nearest-neighbor distance
will be oo.

From these definitions, using the simple Gaussian error function, we can obtain closed
form solutions to the probabilities of fine and coarse channel bit errors (P'b and P&.b,

respectively). It is easy to show that the probability of fine bit error for a given A and

CNR are given by:

PCb(A, CAR) = • q(i) Z-10.5 * erfc(dk,,,,,(i)/v"2)] (1)
iES(A,CNR) kED

where erfc(x) above is the standard complementary Gaussian error function defined

as

erfc(x) = (2/v/'7r)J e-' dt (2)

and q(i) in Equation I refers to the symbol probabilities, which, if assumed to be
equal, would simplify it to:

e. 2A = erfc(d.ý 0 (i)/V¶) (3)
,ES(A.CNR) kED

Similarly, for the coarse bitstream, we have, assuming equiprobable symbols:

P,ý.(, CAR) = I E Z erfc(d',,cr(i)/vr2) (4)

2 ,A kED

In order to prevent error propagation, we packetize the streams into a composite length
of L bits/packet, comprising L/3 bits of coarse data and 2L/3 bits of fine information (as
demanded by the 1:2 ratio in coarse to fine bit rate). In the absence of ECC, we assume
that a single bit error anywhere in an entire packet corrupts that packet and causes it to
get lost. As was shown, due to the Karnaugh mapping, single bit errors will dominate.
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Defining the packet error probabilities as P•,, and Pf' respectively for the coarse and fine

channels, we have:

P4P(A, CNR) = 1 - (1 - Pf6(A, CANR))L/ 6  (5)

and,

P,',p(A, CNR) = 1 -(1 - P.c, 6(A, CNR))L/ 6  (6)

See Figure 9 for a plot of the curves for L=1080 using the MR 64 QAM constellation for
both coarse and fine packet probability of loss performance as a function of the broadcast

area CNR for a multitude of A values encompassing its region of definition from 0 to 1.
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MODELING AND ESTIMATION OF
MULTIRESOLUTION STOCHASTIC

PROCESSES

Michele Bassevillel, Albert Benveniste1 , Kenneth C. Chou 2 ,

Stuart A. Golden 2 , Ramine Nikoukhah 3 and Alan S. Willsky 2

Abstract

In this paper, we provide an overview of the several components of a research effort aimed at

the development of a theory of multiresolution stochastic modeling and associated techniques for

optimal multiscale statistical signal and image processing. As we describe, a natural framework for

developing such a theory is the study of stochastic processes indexed by nodes on lattices or trees

in which different depths in the tree or lattice correspond to different spatial scales in representing

a signal or image. In particular we will see hnw the wavelet transform directly suggests such a

modeling paradigm. This perspective the- leads directly to the investigation of several classes of

dynamic models and related notions of "multiscale stationarity" in which scale plays the role of a

time-like variable. In this paper we focus primarily on the investigation of models on homogeneous

trees. In particular we describe the elements of a dynamic system theory on trees and introduce two

notions of stationarity. One of these leads naturally to the development of a theory of multiscale

autoregressive modeling including a generalization of the celebrated Schur and Levinson algorithms

for order-recursive model building. The second, weaker notion of stationarity leads directly to a

class of state space models on homogeneous trees. We describe several of the elements of the system

theory for such models and also describe the naturai, extremely efficient algorithmic structures for

optimal estimation that these models suggest: one class of algorithms has a multigrid relaxation

structure; a second uses the scale-to-scale whitening property of wavelet transforms for our models;

and a third leads to a new class of Riccati equations involving the usual predict and update steps

and a new "fusion" step as information is propagated from fine to coarse scales. As we will see, this

framework allows us to consider in a very natural way the fusion of data from sensors with differing

resolutions. Also, thanks to the fact that wavelet transformms do an excellent job of "compressing"

large classes of covariance kernels, we will see that these modeling paradigms appear to have promise

in a far broader context than one might expect.
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1 Introduction

In recent years there has been considerable interest and activity in the signal and

image processing community in developing multi-resolution processing algorithms.

Among the reasons for this are the apparent or claimed computational advantages of

such methods and the fact that representing signals or images at multiple scales is

an evocative notion- it seems like a "natural" thing to do. One of the more recent

areas of investigation in multiscale analysis has been the emerging theory of multiscale

representations of signals and wavelet transforms [10, 21, 22, 23, 24, 28, 33, 34, 38, 49].

This theory has sparked an impressive flurry of activity in a wide variety of technical

areas, at least in part because it offers a common unifying language and perspective

and perhaps the promise of a framework in which a rational methodology can be

developed for multiscale signal processing, complete with a theoretical structure that

pinpoints when multiresolution methods might be useful and why.

It is important to realize, however, that the wavelet transform by itself is not the

only element needed to develop a methodology for signal analysis. To understand this

one need only look to another orthonormal transform, namely the Fourier transform

which decomposes signals into its frequency components rather than its components

at different resolutions. The reason that such a transfocm is useful is that its use

simplifies the description of physically .•Lea,.ingful classes of signals and important

classes of transformations of those signals. In particular stationary stochastic pro-

cesses are whitened '. y the Fourier transform so that individual frequency components

of such a process are statistically uncorrelated. Not only does this greatly simplify

their analysis, but, it also allows us to deduce that frequency-domain operations

such as Wiener or matched filtering-or their time domain realizations as linear shift-

invariant systems-aren't just convenient things to do. They are in fact the right- i.e.,

the statistically optimal- things to do. In analogy, A-,at is needed to complement

waveiet transforms for the construction of a rational framework for multi-resolution

signal analysis is the identification of a rich class of signals and phenomena whose

description is simplified by wavelet transforms. Having this, we then have the basis

for developing a methodology for scale domain filtering and signal processing, for
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deducing that such operations are indeed the right ones to use, and for developing

a new and potentially powerful set of insights and perspectives on signal and image

analysis that are complementary to those that are the heritage of Fourier.

In this pp.per we describe the several components of our research into the de-

velopment of a theory for multiresolution stochastic processes and models aimed at

achieving the objectives of describing a rich class of phenomena and of providing the

foundation for a theory of optimal multiresolution statistical signal processing. In de-

veloping this theoretical framework we have tried to keep in mind the three distinct

ways in which multi-resolution features can enter into a signal or image analysis prob-

leni. First, the phenomenon under investigation may possess features and physically

significant effects at multiple scales. For example, fractal models have often been sug-

gested for the description of natural scenes, topography, ocean wave height, textures,

etc. [5, 35, 36, 41]. Also, anomalous broadband transient events or spatially-localized

features can naturally be thought of as the superposition of finer resolution features

on a more coarsely varying background. As we will see, the modeling framework we

describe is rich enough to capture such phenomena. For example, we will see that

1/f -like stochastic processes as in [50, 51] are captured in our framework as are sur-

prisingly useful models of many other processes. Secondly, whether the underlying

phenomeiwn has multi-resolution features or not, it may be the case that the data

that has been collected is at several different resolutions. For example the resolu-

tions of remote sensing devices operating in different bands- such as IR, microwave,

and various band radars- may differ. Furthermore, even if only one sensor type is

involved, measurement geometry may lead to resolution differences (for example, if

zoomed and un-zoomed data are to be fused or if data is collected at different sensor-

to-scene distances). As we will see, the framework we describe provides a natural way

in which to design algorithms for such multisensor fusion problems.

Finally, whether the phenomenon or data have multi-resolution features or not,

the signal analysis algorithm may have such features motivated by the tw-, principal

manifestations of the at least superficially daunting complexity of many image pro-

cessing problems. The first and more well-known of these is the use of multi-resolution

algorithms to combat the computational demands of such problems by solving coarse
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(and therefore computationally simpler) versions and using these to guide (and hope-

fully speee up) their higher resolution counterparts. Multigrid relaxation algorithms

for solving partial differential equations are of this type as are a variety of computer

vision algorithms. As we will see, the stochastic models we describe lead to several

extremely efficient computational structures for signal processing.

The second and equally important issue of complexity steems from the fact that

a multi-resolution formalism allows one to exercise very direct control over "greed"

in signal and image reconstruction. In particular, many imaging problems are, in

principle, ill-posed in that they require reconstructing more degrees of freedom then

one has elements of data. In such cases one must "regularize" the problem in some

manner, thereby guaranteeing accuracy of the reconstruction at the cost of some res-

olution. Since the usual intuition is precisely that one should have higher confidence

in the reconstruction of lower resolution features, we are led directly to the idea of

reconstruction at multiple scales, allowing the resolution-accuracy tradeoff to be con-

fronted directly. As we will see the algorithms arising in our framework allow such

multi-scale reconstruction and provide the analytical tools both for assessing resolu-

tion versus accuracy and for correctly accounting for fine scale fluctuations as a source

of "noise" in coarser scale reconstructions.

While there are several ways in which to introduce and motivate our modeling

framework, one that provides a fair amount of insight begins with the wavelet tran-

forms. However, the key for modeling is not to view the transform as a method

for analyzing signals but rather as a mechanism for synthesizing or generating such

signals beginning with coarse representations and adding fine detail one scale at a

time. Specifically let us briefly recall the structure of multiscale representations as-

sociated with orthonormal wavelet transforms [22, 33]. For simplicity we do this in

the con,.xt of 1 - D signals (i.e. signals with one independent variable), but the

extension to multidimensional signals and images introduces only notational rather

than mathematical complexity.

The multiscale representation of a continuous signal f(x) consists of a sequence

of approximations of that signal at finer and finer scales where the approximations

of f(z) at the mth scale consists of a weighted sum of shifted and compressed (or
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dilated) versions of a basic scaling function O(x):

f,(x) = j f(m,rn)0(2mx - n) (1.1)
n=o

In order for the (m + 1)st approximation to be a refinement of the mth, we require

O(z) to be representable at the next scale:

O(x) = : h(n)0(2x - n) (1.2)
n

As shown in [22], h(n) must satisfy several conditions for (1.1) to be an orthonor-

real series and for several other properties of the representation to hold. In particular

h(n) must be the impulse response of a quadrature mirror filter (QMF) [22, 44]. The

simplest example of such a 4?, h pair is the Haar approximation with

OX = 1 t0_X< 1l (1.3)1)z 0 otherwise

and

h(n) 1 n ,1 (1.4)
1 0 otherwise

By considering the incremental detail added in obtaining the (m, + 1).t scale ap-

proximation from the mth, we arrive at the wavelet transform. Such a transform is

based on a single function Vl,(x) that has the property that the full set of its scaled

translates f2-/2 /,(2mx - n)} form a complete orthonormal basis for L'. In [22] it is

shown that 4 and V! are related via an equation of the form

O(x) : 9g(n),)(2x - n) (1.5)

where g(n) and h(n) form a conjugate mirror filter pair [44], and that

f"+i(Z) f(x)+ Zd(m, n),(2•x - n) (1.6)

Thus, f,(x) is simply the partial orthonormal expansion of f(x), up to scale m, with

respect to the basis defined by ýb. For example if 4 and h are as in (1.3), (1.4), then

1 0< x < 1/2

"-1 1/2 < x < 1 (1.7)

0 otherwise
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.- I fI n=0

g(n)- -1 n=1 (1.8)

0 otherwise

and {2n/2 i(2mx - n) } is the Haar basis.

One of the appealing features of the wavelet transforms for the analysis of signals is

that they can be computed recursively in scale, from fine to coarse. Specifically, if we

have the coefficients {f(m + 1, -)} of the (in + 1)st-scale representation we can "peel

off" the wavelet coefficients at this scale and at the same time carry the recursion one

complete step by calculating the coefficients {f(m, .)} at the next somewhat coarser

scale:

f(m,n) = Z h(2n - k)f(m + 1,k) (1.9)
k

d(m,n) = Eg(2n - k)f(m + 1,k) (1.10)
k

Reversing this process we obtain the synthesis form of the wavelet transform in

which we build up finer and finer representations via a coarse-to-fine scale recursion:

f(m + 1,n)= •'h(2k - n)f(m,k)+ EZg(2k-n)d(m,k) (1.11)
k

Thus we see that the synthesis form of the wavelet transform defines a dynamical

relationship between the coefficients f(m, n) at one scale and those at the next. Indeed

this relationship defines a lattice on the points (me, n), where (m + 1, k) is connected

to (in, n) if f(m, n) influences f(m. + 1, k). The simplest example of such a lattice is

the dyadic tree illustrated in Figure 1, where each node t corresponds to a particular

scale/shift pair (in, n). As with all these lattices, the scale index is indeed time-like,

with each level of the tree corresponding to a representation of signals or phenomena

at a particular scale. In this paper we focus for the most part on this tree structure

and on dynamic models and stochastic processes defined on it'. Note that this setting

has a natural association with the Haar transform in which the value at a particular

In Sections 4 and 5 we briefly describe some aspects of the more general case.
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node t = (m, n) is obtained from the average of the values at the two descendant nodes

(m + 1,2n) and (m + 1,2n + 1). However, while the Haar transform indeed plays an

important role in our analysis, the dyadic tree and the pyramidal structure it captures

should be viewed in a broader sense as providing a natural setting for capturing

representations of signals at multiple resolutions where the relationships between the

representations at different resolutions need not be constrained to the rigid equalities

in (1.9) - (1.11). Rather, if we view these multiscale representations more abstractly,

much as in the notion of state, as capturing the features of signals up to a particular

scale that are relevant for the "prediction" of finer-scale approximations, we can define

rich classes of stochastic processes and models that contain the multiscale wavelet

representations of (1.9) - (1.11) as special (and in a sense degenerate) cases.

Carrying this a bit farther, let us return to the point made earlier that for wavelet

transforms to be useful it should be the case that their application simplifies the

description or properties of signals. For example, this clearly would be the case for

a stochastic process that is whitened by (1.9), (1.10), i.e. for which the wavelet

coefficients {d(m, .)} at a particular scale are white and uncorrelated with the lower

resolution version {f(m, .)} of the signal. In this case (1.11) represents a first-order

recursion in scale that is driven by white noise. However, as we know from time series

analysis, white-noise-driven first-order systems yield a comparatively small class of

processes which can be broadened considerably if we allow higher-order dynamics.

Also, in sensor fusion problems one wishes to consider collectively an entire set of

signals or images from a suite of sensors. In this case one is immediately confronted

with the need to use higher-order models in which the actually observed signals may

represent samples from such a model at several scales, corresponding to the differing

resolutions of individual sensors.

In this paper we describe two stochastic modeling paradigms for multiresolution

processes that have as their motivation the preceding observations as well as the desire

to investigate and develop multiscale counterparts to the notions of stationarity and

rationality that have proven to be of such value in time series analysis. The first

step in doing this is the introduction of dynamics and concepts of shift-invariance on

dyadic trees, and in the next section we outline the elements of this formalism and
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in particular introduce two notions of (second-order) shift-invariance for stochastic

processes on dyadic trees. In Section 3 we the.- -,se the stronger of these two notions to

develop a theory of multiscale autoregressive modeling and in particular we describe

a generalization of the celebrated Schur and Levinson algorithms for the efficient

construction of such models. Figure 2 illustrates the output of a third-order model

of this type displaying some of the fractal-like, multi-scale characteristics that can be

captured by this class of models. An alternate modeling paradigm-coinciding with

that of Section 3 only for first-order models-is described in Section 4. This formalism,

which generalizes finite-dimensional state models to dyadic trees, also can be used

to capture fractal-like behavior and indeed includes the 1/f-like models developed

in [50, 51] as a special case. Moreover these models provide surprisingly accurate

descriptions of a broad variety of stochastic processes and also lead to extremely

efficient and highly parallelizable algorithms for optimal estimation and for the fusion

of multiresolution measurements using multiscale, scale-recursive generalizations of

Kalman filtering and smoothing. For example, Figure 3(a) illustrates the sample

path of a process with a 1/f-like spectrum and its optimal estimation based on noisy

measurements of the process collected only at the two ends of the data interval.

Figure 3(b) illustrates the use of our methodology for the estimation of the process

based on these noisy data augmented with coarser resolution measurements- i.e.

the formalism we describe allows us, with relative ease, to use coarse scale data to

optimally guide the interpolation of fine-scale but sparsely-collected data. Figures 3(c)

and 3(d) display analogous results for the case of a standard Gauss-Markov process

in which an approximate multiscale model for this process is used to design the

coarse/fine data fusion and interpolation algorithm.

Due to the limitations of space our presentation of the various topics we have

mentioned is of a summary nature. References to complete treatments are given,

and, in addition, in Section 5 we briefly discuss several important issues, current lines

of investigation, and open questions.
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2 Stochastic Processes and Dynamic Models on

Dyadic Trees

In this section we introduce the machinery needed for specifying linear models of

random processes on the dyadic tree, that is for stochastic processes yt where t is

an element of the set of nodes, T, of the tree of Figure 1. As indicated in the

introduction, we have several objectives in developing such models. Our first objective

is to introduce models that can be specified by finitely many parameters in order to

provide associated effective algorithms. That is, we would like to develop models

analogous to those specified by finite-order difference equations or finite-dinmensional

state models- i.e. those corresponding to rational system functions- which have

provided the setting for a vast array of powerful methods of signal and system analysis.

Also, recursive models of this type are naturally associated with a notion of causality.

In our context we will also seek recursive structures where the associated notion of

causality will be in scale, from coarse to fine as in the wavelet transform synthesis

equation (1.11).

Finally, another notion from time series that we will want to adapt to our context

is that of shift-invariance or stationarity. To understand what is involved in this, let

us recall the usual notion of stationarity2 for a discrete-time, zero-mean stochastic

processes yt, where in this case teZ, the integers. Such a process, with covariance

function

rt,. = E[ytyo] (2.1)

is stationary if rt+n,,+n = rt,. for all integers n. That is, shifting the time index of

the process by n leaves the statistics invariant. Since it is also obviously time that

r,,t = rt,0, 'we can immediately deduce that

r,,t = rd(,,t) (2.2)

where d(s,t) = It - s1.

2In this paper we focus completely on linear models and second-order properties, which, of course,

yield complete descriptions if the processes considered art Gaussian.
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In order to understand how we ,miight generalize these ideas to the dyadic tree, we

need to make several observations. The first is that the integers Z and our dyadic tree

are both examples of homogeneous trees. Specifically a homogeneous tree of multi-

plicity q is an infinite acyclic graph such that each node has exactly q+1 branches to

other nodes representing its neighbors. In the case of Z, q = 1, and the neighbors of

an integer t are simply t - 1 and t + 1. For the case of T, q = 2. However, Figure 1

isn't the easiest way in which to see this or to understand notions of stationarity.

Specifically, in considering the usual notion of stationarity we are compelled to con-

sider processes defined on all of Z, and the same is true in our context. Thus, we

must be able to extend our tree in all directions capturing in particular the fact that

there is neither a finest nor a coarsest scale of description. A much more convenient

representation of T that allows such extensions is depicted in Figure 4. As we will

see, both Figures 1 and 4 will prove of use to us.

An important fact about trees is that there is a natural notion of distance d(s,t)

between two nodes, s and t, namely the number of branches on the path from s to

t, which reduces to It - s. for Z. This allows us to define the notion of an isometry,

that is a one-to-one and onto map of the tree onto itself that preserves distances.

For Z the only isometries are shifts, t - t + n i.e. and reversals, i.e. t 1 i -t

(and concatenations of these), so that a useful way (for us!) in which to define the

usual notion of stationarity is that the statistics of the process are invariant under

any isometry on the index set, i.e. rt,, = r,-(t),r(,) for any isometry.

It is this type of notion that we seek to generalize to the dyadic tree. However,

the tree T has many isometries. For example consider an isometry pivoting on the

node denoted "s A t" in Figure 4, where all nodes below and to the right of this point

are left unchanged but the upper left-hand portion of the tree is "flipped" in that

the two branches extending from s A t are interchanged (so that, for example, u is

mapped into s). Obviously we can do the same thing pivoting at any node. We refer

the reader to [14] for complete treatments of the nature and structure of isomnetries.

The preceding discussion suggests a first notion of shift-invariance for a stochastic

process yt which we refer to as isotropy. Specifically y, is an isotropic process if its

statistics remain invariant under any isometry on the index set. As shown in [3, 6, 7, 8]
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yt is isotropic if any only if its covariance rt,., as defined in (2.1) (with t, .sT), satisfies

(2.2). Thus, as with a standard temporally-stationary process, an isotropic process on

T is characterized by a covariance sequence r0 , r 1 , r 2 , ... and, as in the standard case

we have two natural questions: (1) when does such a sequence of numbers correspond

to a valid covariance sequence for a process on T; and (2) how can we construct

dynamic models for the construction of an isotropic process corresponding to such a

valid sequence. A first form of the answer to the first question can actually be stated

a bit more generally. Specifically, if S is any index set, and if {yt,tES} is a zero-mean

process defined on S then its covariance r.,t must satisfy the following : select an

arbitrary finite family {ti}i=j,....j in S; then the I x I matrix whose (i,j)-element is

r,,,t, must be non-negative definite since

coy ... .... (2.3)

[VYt,

This property of r, which is necessary and sufficient for it to be the covariance of

such a process, will be referred to as positive definiteness in the sequel. For general

index sets it is not possible to find more useful criteria or characterizations of positive

definiteness. However for stationary time series, i.e. for S = Z and rt., satisfying

(2.2) much more can be said. In particular the celebrated Bochner spectral represen-

tation theorem states that a sequence r,, n = 0,1,... is the covariance function of

a stationary time series if and only if there exists a nonnegative, symmetric spectral

measure S(dw) so that

=, e iLan S(dw)

As shown in [2, 3] there is a corresponding generalized Bochner theorem for a

sequence r, to be the covariance of an isotropic process on T. Note that we can

obviously find a subset of T isomorphic to Z - i.e. a sequence of nodes extending

infinitely in both directions, and Yt restricted to such a set is essentially a temporally-

stationary process. Thus for rn to be a vilid covariance of an isotropic process on T

it must certainly be a valid covariance for a temporally-stationary process. However
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there are additional constraints for isotropic processes- for example in T we can

find three nodes which are all a distance two from one another (e.g. u,v, and 5 At

in Figure 4), and this implies an additional constraint on r,. The impact of these

additional constraints can be seen in the Bochner theorem in [2, 3] and also in the

results described in the next section.

While the Bochner theorem is a powerful characterization result for time series

and for processes on trees, it does not provide a computational procedure for test-

ing positive definiteness or for constructing models for such processes. However for

time series we do have such a method, namely the Wold representation of station-

ary processes via causal, autoregressive (AR) models. This representation and the

well-known Levinson algorithm for its construction not only provide a procedure for

testing positive-definiteness but also for constructing rational, finite-order models for
stationary processes. The subject of Section 3 of this paper is the extension of this

methodology to isotropic processes on trees. An important point in doing this is to

realize that such a construction for time series produces a model that treats time

asymmetrically (by imposing causality) in order to represent a process whose statis-

tics do not have inherent temporal asymmetry. This is not a point that is typically

highlighted since the geometry of Z is so simple. However the situation for T is decid-

edly more complex, and to carry out our program we need the following development

which in essence relates the pictorial representations of Figures 1 and 4 and provides

the basis for defining causal systems in scale.

An important concept associated with any homogeneous tree is the notion of a

boundary point [2, 3, 6, 14, 15] of a tree. Consider the set of infinite sequences of nodes

on such a tree, where any such sequence consists of a set of distinct nodes t1 ,t 2 ,...

where d(t 1,t++1 ) = 1. A boundary point is an equivalence class of such sequences

where two sequences are equivalent if they differ by a finite number of nodes. For the

case of Z there are two boundary points corresponding to paths toward +0o. For T

there are many. Let us choose one boundary point in T which we denote by -oo.

Note that from any node t there is a unique path in the equivalence class defined by

-oo (i.e. a unique path from t "towards" -oo - see Figure 4). Then if we take any

two nodes i and t, their paths to -)o must differ only by a finite number of points
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and thus must meet at some node which we denote by s A t (see Figure 4). Thus, we

can define a notion of relative distance of two nodes to -oo:

5(s,t) = d(s,s A t) - d(t,s A t) (2.4)

so that

s -< t ("s is at least as close to - oo as t") if b(s,t) < 0 (2.5)

s -< t ("s is closer to -oo than t") if 6(s, t) < 0 (2.6)

This also yields an equivalence relation on nodes of T:

I • t 4-• 
6 (s,t) = 0 (2.7)

For example, the points s, v, and v in Figure 4 are all equivalent. The equivalence

classes of such nodes are referred to as horocycles. These equivalence classes are

best visualized as in Figure 1 by redrawing the tree, in essence by picking the tree

up at -oo and letting the tree "hang" from this boundary point. In this case the

horocycles appear as points on the same horizontal level and s -< t means that a

lies on a horizontal level above or at the level of t. Note that in this way we make

explicit the dyadic structure of the tree as depicted in Figure 1 and provide the basis

for defining multiscale dynamic models.

In order to define dynamics on trees, let us again step back to take a more careful

look at the usual formalism that is used for time series. Specifically, in specifying a

temporal system in terms of a difference equation we make essential use of the notion

of shifts or moves - e.g. in an AR model we relate yt to Yt-1, Yt-2, etc. where the

backward shift z-1 t ý-b t - 1 obviously plays an essential role in expressing the

"local" dynamics, i.e. the relationship of a signal at a particular point to its values

at nearby points. Moreover, thanks to the simple structure of Z, we have the luxury

of using the symbol z- 1 for two additional purposes. In particular, the backward

shift z-1 is an isometry and in fact it and its inverse, the forward shift, generate all

translations. Furthermore,we also use the symbol z- 1 and its positive and negative

powers to code signals- i.e. we represent. the signal yt by its z-transform - and all

of these properties provides us with the powerful transform domain formalism for

analyzing stationary, i.e. translation-invariant systems.
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The situation is decidedly more complex on T. To see this let us begin by defining

moves on T that will be needed to provide a "calculus" for stochastic processes, i.e. for

specifying local dynamics. Such moves are illustrated in Figure 1 and are introduced

next :

* 0 the identity operator (no move)

* ¶" the backward shift (move one step toward -oo)

* a the left forward shift (move one step away from -oo toward the left)

* /3 the right forward shift (move one step away from -oo toward the right)

* 6 the interchange operator (move to the nearest point in the same horocycle)

Note that the richer structure of T requires a richer collection of moves. Also, unlike

its counterpart z-1, the backward shift IF is not an isometry (it is onto but not one-

to-one), and it has two forward shift counterparts, a and /3, which are one-to-one

but not onto. Also, while these shifts allow us to move up and down in scale, (i.e.

from one horocycle to the next), it is necessary to introduce another operator, 6,

in order to define purely translational shifts at a given level. Note also that 0 and

6 are isometries and that these operators satisfy the following relations (where the

convention is that the left-most operator is applied first) 3 :

aT = 3 = 0 (2.8)

" =(2.9)

62 = 0 (2.10)

/36= a (2.11)

Arbitrary moves on the tree can then be encoded via finite strings or words using

these symbols as the alphabet and the formulas (2.8)-(2.11). Specifically define the

language

£ = (T)" U (7)*6{a,3}* U {a,/3d} (2.12)

'Our convention will be to write operators on the right, e.g. ta, t6o3
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where K" denotes arbitrary sequences of symbols in K including the empty sequence

which we identify with the operator 0. Then any move on T is uniquely represented

by a word of this language. It is straightforward to define a length Iwu for each word

in C, corresponding to the number of shifts required in the move specified by w. Note

that

1I1= a = 1 l- 1

101=0 ,bI=2 (2.13)

Thus 1"7'I = n, Iv,,,3 = the number of a's and O3's in w,3 E {la,/3f*, and irw~oi=
n + 2 + Jw0,a. This notion of length will be useful in defining the order of dynamic

models on T. We will also be interested exclusively in causal models, i.e. in models in

which the output at some scale (horocycle) does not depend on finer scales. For this

reason we are most interested in moves that either involve pure ascents on the tree,

i.e. all elements of {•f', or elements T?16w= of {¶7}*6{a,/3}* in which the descent is

no longer than the ascent, i.e. Iwai3 _5 n. We use the notation w -< 0 to indicate that

w is such a causal move. Note that we include moves in this causal set that are not

strictly causal in that they shift a node to another on the same horocycle. We use

the notation w - 0 for such a move. The reasons for this will become clear when we

examine autoregres;ive models.

Also, on occasion we will find it useful to use a simplified notation for particular

moves. Specifically, we define 6 (n) recursively, starting with b(1) = b and

If t = t~a, then tb(n) = tT'b(n-1a

If t = t713, then t6(n) = t-6b(-l)'3 (2.14)

What P(') does is to map t to another point on the same horocycle in the following

manner: we move up the tree n steps and then descend n steps; the first step in the

descent is the opposite of the one taken on the ascent, while the remaining steps are

the same. That is if t = 7 ,,. then b(n)= tr- bwtw. For example, referring t.-)

Figure 1,s = u-(').

The preceding development provides us with the move structure required for the

specification of local dynamics on trees. Let us turn next to the specification of "shift-

invariant" systems and processes. The most general linear input/output relationship
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for signals defined on the tree is simply

A = (Hu), (2.15)
8ET

As with temporal systems, one would expect the requirements of various notions

of shift-invariance to impose constraints on the weighting coefficients ht,. To see this

let us first adopt an abuse of notation commonly used for time series. Specifically, if

r is an isometry of T, we use the same notation to denote an operation on signals

over T, i.e.

r(y)f = Y,(t) (2.16)

(analogous to z-lyt = yt-1). A first, rather strong notion of shift-invariance might

be that if 7r(u) is applied to the system for any isometry r, then the output is r(y),

where y is the response to u. It is not difficult to check that for this to be the case

we must have that

ht,. = h(d(s,t)) (2.17)

Note, however, that this is an exceedingly strong condition and indeed generalizes

the notion of zero-phase LTI systems, i.e. systems with impulse responses such that

h(t, a) = h(It - s1). Such systems obviously are not causal, and in fact are far too

constrained in that they require invariance to too many isometries. In particular

such an LTI system has the property that it is not only translation-invariant but also

reversal invariant (i.e. u(-t) yields y(-t)). In the case of time series we overcome this

by using the smaller group of isometries generated by the shift z-1. On T, however,

the shifts 7, a, and /3 are not isometries. For this reason it is necessary to introduce

a subgroup of isometries of T corresponding to the other role played by z- 1, that of

defining backward, causal, translations.

Specifically, let (t,),Ez denote an infinite path extending in T back toward -oo

(as n - -. oo). A (one step) translation with skeleton (t,) is an isometry of T that

has the property that
,r(t,,) = t.+, (2.18)

Since there are many such paths (t,) there obviously are many translations, and

indeed for any particular (t,) there are numerous translations (see Figure 5). Never-
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theless the class of translations represents a proper subset of all isometries, and does

allow us to define a very useful notion of shift invariance:

Definition 1 (stationary systems) A linear system H as in (2.15), acting on sig-

nals on T, is said to be a stationary system if 4

Hor = r oH (2.19)

for any translation 7.

A fundamental result proven in 191 is that H is stationary if and only if its weighting

pattern satisfies.

ht,, = h [d(t,s A t),d(s,s A t)] (2.20)

Thus a stationary system is specified by a 2-D sequence h(n,m.),n,m > 0 and,

referring to Figure 1, we see that (2.20) has an intuitively appealing interpretation.

Specifically s A t denotes the "parent" node of s and t, i.e. the finest scale node

that has both s and t as descendants, and (2.20) states that he,, depends only on the

distances in scale from this parent node to s and to t. Roughly speaking the influence

of the input at node s on the output at node t in a stationary system depends on

the differences in scale and in temporal offset of the scale/shift pairs represented by

t and s.

Obviously, a system satisfying (2.17) (and thus corresponding to a system that

commutes with all isometries) also satisfies (2.20) (this is easily seen since d(s,t) =

d(s, s A t) + d(t, s A t)). The reverse is certainly not true indicating that we have a far

larger class of stationary systems as defined in Definition 1. Similarly, we can define

a larger class of shift-invariant processes:

Definition 2 (stationary stochastic processes) A zero mean (scalar) stochastic

process y is said to be stationary if its covariance function is translation-invariant,

i.e.

r,,t = r,.(,),,-(t) (2.21)

for any translation r.

4o denotes the composition of maps.
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As shown in [9] a process is stationary if and only if

r r[d(s,s A t),d(t,s A t)] (2.22)

Thus a stationary process is specifies by a 2-D sequence r(n,m),n,m > 0. Also

isotropic processes- i.e. processes for which (2.21) is satisfied for all isometries and

for which (2.2) holds- are obviously stationary, but the reverse implication is not

true, so that stationary processes represent a richer class of processes. Furthermore

the covariance structure (2.22) in essence says that the statistical relationship between

the values of a stationary process at two nodes depends on the differences in scale

and in temporal offset of the two nodes. In particular from (2.22) it follows that

the statistical behavior of the restriction of a stationary process to any scale (i.e.

horocycle) does not depend on the scale, indicating that the concept of stationarity

on the tree appears to be a natural and convenient one for capturing a notion of

statistical self-similarity. Moreover, as we will see, the Haar transform yields the

eigenstructure of the process at any scale, providing another tie back to wavelet

transforms. In Section 4, we expand on these and related points in the context of

the investigation of a class of finite-dimensional state models on dyadic trees that,

in the constant-coefficient case, provides us with the class of rational linear systems

satisfying the notion of stationarity we have introduced.

Let us close this discussion with a few comments. First, as shown in [9], the notions

of systems and stochastic stationarity introduced in Definitions 1 and 2 are compatible

in the sense that the output of a stationary system driven by a stationary input is itself

stationary. In general, however, an isotropic process driving an arbitrary stationary

system does not. yield an isotropic output, and thus we might expect that we will have

to work harder to pinpoint the class of systems that does generate isotropic procetzses.

Furthermore, as we have indicated we are interested in constructing causal models,

i.e. systems as in (2.15) with

ht, = 0 for t -.< j (2.23)

For stationary systems this corresponds to requiring

h(d(t,s A t),d(s,s A t)) = 0 for d(t,s A t) < d(s,s A t) (2.24)
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Finally, let us make a brief comment about the generalization of the third use

of z- 1, namely to define transforms. Specifically, as discussed in [6, 7, 8, 9], natural

objects to consider in this context are noncommutative formal power series of the

form:
S = Z W (2.25)

wEE

We will use such tranforms in the next section in order to encode correlation

functions in our generalization of the Schur recursions. In addition transforms of this

type can be used to encode convolutional systems. Specifically, we can think of (2.25)

as defining the system function of a system in the following manner: if the input to

this system is ut, t E T, then the output is given by the generalized convolution:

(SU)t = • SWtt (2.26)
wEtC

Note that in this context causality corresponds to s,, = 0 for all 0 -< w. Also it is

important to realize that while (2.25), (2.26) would seem to correspond to a general

class of shift-invariant systems, both classes of systems we have described- stationary

and isotropic- require further restrictions. In particular for S in (2.25), (2.26) to be

stationary we must have that if w = "6w,,,,, then %, depends only on n and jwJ.

Similarly, S is isotropic if s,, depends only on Iwi. Finally, for future reference we use

the notation S(0) to denote the coefficient of the empty word in S. Also it will be

necessary for us to consider particular shifted versions of S:

;T[S] = E 3W -. w (2.27)

6(k)[SI = E Sw,(k) .,W (2.28)
we£~

where we use (2.8)-(2.11) and (2.14) to write wT and wu6(') as elements of C. Notice

that, because of the relations (2.8)-(2.11), the operators S - T[S] and S - 6[S]

can not be thought of as multiplication operators on formal power series.
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3 Isotropic Processes and Multiscale Autoregres-

sive Models

In this section we investigate how multiscale isotropic processes may be finitely

parametrized and how properties of processes may be checked on their associated

parametrizations. In particular, as for time series it is of considerable interest to de-

velop white-noise-driven models for processes on trees and, more specifically, models

that are in some sense of finite-order. Also, as we have discussed in the preceding

section, we are interested in developing a framework for constructing models that

possess a causal structure in scale. Motivated by the theory of AR representations

for temporally-stationary stochastic processes, we focus attention here on the class of

multiscale AR models, where the pth-order version of such a model has the form

y, = ' aIyt. + aW• (3.1)

where Wt is white noise (i.e. it is uncorrelated from node to node) with unit variance.

The form of (3.1) deserves some comment. A first question that arises is: why not

look instead at models in which Yt depends only on its "strict" past, i.e. on point

of the form tr. As shown in [6, 7, 8], the only model of this type that yields an

isotropic output is the first-order version of (3.1), i.e.

Yt = ayt7 + VWt (3.2)

Indeed higher-order versions of such a model yield stationary processes in the sense

of Definition 2.2 and as considered in the next section. Secondly. note that the

constraints placed on w in the summation of (3.1) state that yt is a Lnear combination

of the white noise Wt and the values, yte, at nodes that are both at distances at most

p from t (i.e. Iwi < p) and also on the same or previous horocycles (w -< 0). Thus

the model (3.1) is not strictly "causal" and is indeed ar implicit specification since

values of y on the same horocycle depend on each other through (3.1). For example,

consider the AR(2) process, which specializing (3.1), has the form

Yt = alyt7 + 12Ye'j -+ a3 yt + o'+Vt (3.3)
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Note first that this is indeed an implicit specification, since if we evaluate (3.3) at tb

rather than t we see that

Ytb = a1yjV + a2yt¶2 + a3yt + 0"Wt6  (3.4)

The structure of (3.3), (3.4) reveals that for a second-order model we need to consider

simultaneously the coupled propagation of pairs of values Yt, Yt6. It also suggests that

perhaps the implicit representation of (3.1) is not the most ideal one. To add further

credence to this, note that the second-order AR(2) model has four coefficients--three

a's and a, while for second-order time series there would only be two a's. Indeed

this disparity grows with increasing order as the number of coefficients a. in (3.1)

grows geometrically with p. On the other hand, as shown in [6] the constraints of

isotropy place nonlinear and rather unwieldy constraints on these coefficients. For

these reasons there is strong motivation to consider an alternate representation for

isotropic AR models. Again it is useful to contrast the situation on T with that on Z.

In particular, there are two equally useful parametrizations for pth order AR models

for stationary time series: in terms of the p lagged coefficients a,, 1 < n < p or in

terms of the p reflection or partial correlation (PARCOR) coefficients k,, 1 < n < p

used in lattice filter representation of AR models. For time series, increasing the

order by one increases the number of a's and k's by one. For multiscale AR models,

increasing the order by one doubles the number of a's, although these are subject to

a (growing!) number of nonlinear constraints. However, as we will see, if we switch

to the alternate PARCOR representation, we will again only need to add only one

new coefficient and will avoid completely the need for nonlinear constraints.

To begin, recall that the basic idea behind the Levinson algorithm for the construc-

tion of AR models of increasing order for stationary time series involves the considera-

tion of both forward and backward predictions of the series based on increasing inter-

vals of data. Specifically, consider an ordinary time series Xk and introduce the spaces

X.,-, = "W{Xk, ... , Xk_,, where 7({... } denotes the linear span of the random variables

indicated between the braces. Forward and backward prediction errors or "residu-

als" are defined as ek,n = Xk- E{JXkIXk._.,_l} and fk,, = Xkn- EJzk_,lX.,_1}
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respectively. The formulae

ekn+1 = Xk - Ef{xkIXk_.,}

= - E

+Ej-xkIXIC-l,nl-l} - E{XkIXk_1.n}

= ek,,. - Ef~rklXk..l,. E) Xkl,,-

= ekj, - ek.finj

= Ck., - kfkln (3.5)

where U e V denotes the orthogonal complement of V in U, show that the key to

the calculation of the (n + 1)st-order prediction error ek,.+l is the computation of the

prediction of the forward residual ek,n given the backward one fk-1,.. Similarly, the

prediction of the backward residual given the forward one is needed for the calculation

of backward residuals of increasing order. It is a remarkable property of stationary

time series that both prediction operators are identical, i.e. that the same coefficient

kn in (3.5) also appears in the corresponding equation for the backward residual.

This fact, which then leads to the celebrated Levinson recursions, stems from the

fact that the statistics of a stationary time series are invariant under the isometry

k - -k. The correlation coefficient k, of the two involved residuals is also known

as the PARCOR coefficient of xk and Xk-,n given Xk-l,,-1.. This is illustrated in the

following diagram :

0 00000 0

Since ek,0 = fk,o = Xk, we find that (3.5) and the associated Levinson recursion

provide us with a method for constructing models for Xn of increasing order. In

particular,if ek,n and fk,n are white, (so that all higher-order PARCOR coefficients

are 0), we obtain an nth order AR model for x,, constructed in lattice form, i.e. one

first-order section (specified by one PARCOR coefficient) at a time.

Let us now consider the extension of these ideas to the dyadic tree. As one might

expect from the preceding discussion of AR(2) and as developed in detail in [6, 7, 8],

construction of models of increasing order requires the consideration of vectors of

forward and backward residuals of dimension that increases with model order. To
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begin, let yt be an isotropic process on a tree, and define the (nth-order) past of the

node t on T :

Yt,.= 7 {yW , : -< 0, wI < n} (3.6)

In analogy with the time series case, the backward innovations or prediction error

space, which we denote by .t,n, are defined as the variables spanning the new infor-

mation in Yt,n which are orthogonal to Yt,,-i:

Yt,, = Yt,,-, E "tn (3.7)

so that .Ft,n is the orth-gonal complement of Yt.,,- in Yt,,n (i.e. t.n = Yt,,Yt.,- for

n > 0, while .t,o = Yt.o). A basis for .'t can be obtained by defining the backward

prediction errors for the "new" elements of the "past" introduced at the nth step, i.e.

for w -< 0 and Iwi = n, define

Ft,,,(w) '_= yt. - E (Yt.•Yt,,-l) (3.8)

Then

X-,. = W {F,,(,(M): IwI = n,w --< 0} (3.9)

Similarly we introduce the forward innovations or prediction error space, which

we denote by £t,n. For n = 0, £t,o = W {yt}, while for n > 0

E,.n (yt,,n_ + yt:,n_,) e Yt,n,-_ (3.10)

Note that Ytn-1 + Yvsm-1 is used here instead of Yt., ; while both spaces are equal

in the case of ordinary time series (in which 7 is replaced by z- 1 ), they differ here'.

To obtain a basis for Et,,,, we define the forward innovations

Et,,(W) '= yt. - E (ytwIYt5,n.-) (3.11)

where w ranges over a set of words such that tw is on the same horocycle as t and at

a distance at most n - 1 from t (so that Yt7,,,-I is the past of that point as well), i.e.

IuI1 < n and w 0 0. Then

,., = H {Ef,n(uW) : ui < n and w • 0} (3.12)

"For example Y9. 2 consists of yt, yT, Yv,, and yes. However, Y1,, consists of yt and ytV, while
Yc-,l consists of Ytf and Yt5'.
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Let Et,, and Ft, denote column vectors of the elements Et,,(w) and Ft,,(w), re-

spectively. As n increases the dimensions of these residual vectors grow geometrically.

Levinson recursions for isotropic processes involve the recursive computation of Ftn

and Et,,, as n increases. Since Ft,0 and Et,0 both equal yt, these recursions yield lat-

tice structures for AR models of increasing order. As developed in [6J and as the

reader may guess from the results for time series, the key to these recursions are all

PARCOR coefficients involving an arbitrary pair { 1, 0} given the space spanned by

the Q in Figure 6. Furthermore, it can be verified that suitable combinations of the

elementary isometrics shown in this figure provide isometrics

"* leaving the space YtV,3 (circles) globally invariant

"* exchanging two arbitrary El's or the two 0.

From this it follows that all pairs {0, <C,} possess the same PARCOR coefficients

given the space spanned by the circles. Hence, as for time series, we can show in

general that a single PARCOR or reflection coefficient is involved in each stage of the

Levinson recursions. Similar uses of the symmetries of the tree and the correlation

structure of isotropic processes allows us to show that only the barycenters of the

forward and backward prediction error vectors are needed to compute these reflection

coefficients. These barycenters are defined as follows

et,,n = 2-['' = Et,,(w)

IwI<nWx0
A.n = 2-121 1 Ftm(w)

wlj-n,.w-<0

In particular in [6] the following results are proven providing a generalization of

the Levinson recursions to the barycentric prediction errors for isotropic processes on

T7:

Theorem 1 (barycentric Levinson recursions) Forn even:

et,= et,-l - kf•.,,- (3.13)

f 1 (ft5-,,_, + e,,( ),,_) - ket,.-_ (3.14)
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where

= cor(e,b,._,fet,.-1)
= cor(et,,(o_,eo-,

= cor(c tb(f),f_1,ftVn_1) (3.15)

and cor (x,,y) = E(xy)/[E(x2)E(y')]1/2 .

For n odd:

et.n = 1 (t~n-. + e. + - - ft,- (3.16)

2 ( )
ft.n = ft¶,n-1 - 2 (etn-. ± e1 (-,f__ ) (3.17)

uwhere

kn = cor(l (etn..- + e - ) ft,•.,.)(3.18)

Corollary: The variances of the barycenters satisfy the following recursions.

For n even

o.!, = E (e2,n) (1 - k') a' (3.19)
f,n n) 2- n- O n- 1

," = E 2)= (1 ±k2 k,.) t(3.20

where kn must satisfy
1- 1 < kn < 1 (3.21)
2-

For n odd
01 2 2 U 2 =(I- k2)2 (3.22)Oe,n "- ,n = Yn -- .fn-1

where

- 1 < k, < 1 (3.23)

As we had indicated previously, the constraint of isotropy represents a significantly

more severe constraint on the covariance sequence r(n) of an isotropic process than

on that for a stationary time series. It is interesting to note that these additional
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constraints appear in the preceding development only in the form of the simple mod-

ification (3.21) of the constraint on k,, for n even over the form (3.23) that one also

finds in the corresponding theory for time series. Also, as with the usual Levinson

recursions for time series we can use the formulae in Theorem 1 and its corollary

to obtain explicit recursions for the computation of the k, sequence directly from

the given covariance data, r(n). These recursions also contain some differences from

the usual results reflecting the constraints of isotropy on the tree. Rather than dis-

playing these we describe here an alternative computational procedure generalizing

the so-called Schur recursions [30, 43] for the cross-spectral densities between a given

time series and its forward and backward prediction errors. In considering the gen-

eralization of these recursions to isotropic processes on trees, we must replace the

z-transform power series for cross-spectral densities by corresponding formal power

series of the type introduced in Section 2. Specifically for n > 0 define P,, and Q,, as:

P,,= cov (yj, et,, - E (yte w (3.24)
w-tO

Q.•z cov (yt, ft..) E= ":E(ytft.,,,).-w (3.25)

where we begin with P0 and Q0 specified in terms of the correlation function r, of yt:

PO = Qo = N r(jwI) • w (3.26)

Recalling the definitions (2.27), (2.28) of T[S] and 6 (k)[S] for S a formal power series

and letting S(0) denote the coefficient of w = 0, we have the following generalization

of the Schur reý7ursions, proven in [6]:

Theorem 2 (Schur recursions) The following Schur recursions on formal power

series yield the sequence of reflection coefficients.

Forn etven

P, = P,1_1 - kTL[Q,,_j (3.27)

Q, = 1 (T[Q,,_,] + 6(-)[P -1]) - (3.28)
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where

k, [Q,_,](0) + ((32)[P)](0)
2P._1 (0)

For n odd

= 2 (P,,_ + 6('•+)[P--,]) - kT[Q,-] (3.30)

Q. 7[Q-I - k2 (P7.- 1 + (3.31)

where

2"/'[0+"-j](0) (3.32)-1= ._(0) + 6-'

Theorems 1 and 2 provide us with the right way in which to parametrize isotropic

processes. Furthermore, as developed in [6, 7, 8], we can build on these results to

provide a complete generalization of the Wold decomposition of an isotropic process.

In particular, lattice structures can be constructed for whitening filters, i.e. for the

computation of the prediction error vectors Et,, -.nd Ft,,n as outputs when Yt is taken

as input. Similarly lattice forms are derived in [7] for modeling filters, i.e. systems

whose output is the isotropic process when the input is the corresponding-order pre-

diction error. Figure 2 illustrates the output, along one horocycle of a third-order

modeling filter (i.e. an AR(3)-model) driven by a white Et,3 process. We note that a

major difference between these lattice structures and the usual ones for time series is

that they involve lattice blocks of growing dimension, capturing the coupling along a

horocycle for AR processes of higher order. Also, as with time se~is, statistical prop-

erties of isotropic processes may be checked using the parametrization via reflection

coefficients. The inIn results are now listed and we again refer the reader to [7, 8]

for more precise formulations of these results and their proofs.

Theorem 3 (checking properties via reflection coefficients)

1. Characterization of AR processes : an isotropic process is AR(n) if and

only if its reflection coeficient5 of order > n are all zero.
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2. Schur criterion : if the sequence (r,) is the covariance function of an isotropic

process, then the Schur recursions must yield reflection coefficients satisfying the
inequalities

1-eulte 1 _< k,,n+1 _<+1 , -21 < k2,n _< +I1 (3.33)

3. Parametrizing AR processes conversely, a finite family of coefficients

satisfying the above strict inequalities (3.33) defines a unique isotropic AR

process.

4. Regular and singular processes : If the sequence (r,,) satisfies the strict

inequalities (3.33) and furthermore the condition

00

E 1 + Jk2nl < 00

holds true, then it is the reflection coefficient sequence of a regular (i.e. purely

nondeterministic) isotropic process.

The first three of these results represent easily understood generalizations of results

for time series. For example they imply that the nth and higher-order prediction error

vectors of an AR(n) process are white noise processes. The fourth statement concerns

itself with the issue of whether or not the value of yt can be perfectly prediction based

on data in its (infinite) past. Specifically, an isotropic process yt is regular or purely

nondeterministic if

a2 > 0 (3.34)

holcs, where

o27 inf EIWt - E ((F jLwtit) iytv. 0 0,.) 112 (3-35)

and the infimum ranges over all collections of scalars (It, )wo where only finitely many

of the It,, are nonzero and the condition 7 ;L2 = 1 is satisfied. In other words, no

nonzero linear combination of the values of Yt on any given horocycle can be predicted

exactly with the aid of knowledge of Y' in the strict past, Yt--,,r- and the associated
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predicticn error is uniformly bounded from below. It is interesting to note that the

condition for regularity for isotropic processes involves the absolute sum rather than

sum of squares of the even reflection coefficients and thus is a stronger condition. This

implies that there is apparently a far richer class of singular processes on T than on

Z. This appears to be related to the complications arising in the Bochner theorem for

isotropic processes on T and to the large size of its boundary. We refer the reader to

[6, 7, 8] for further discussions of these and other points related to isotropic processes

and their AR representations.
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4 System Theory and Estimation for Stationary

Processes and State Models

In this section we describe some of the basic concepts associated with the analysis of

stationary systems and processes on the dyadic tree. To begin, let us introduce the

following basic systems on 7 :

(Y.U)t = 1 (Ut, + ut0) (4.1)
2

(T.u)t = ut (4.2)

It is not difficult to check that each of these systems is stationary. The system 'Y

can be naturally thought of as a "backward" shift towards -oc, corresponding to the

coarse-to-fine interpolation operation in the fine-to-coarse Haar transform, whereas -Y

is a "forward-and-average" shift corresponding to the "Haar smoother". Using these

operators, it is not difficult to show that a stationary system can be represented as

H = E si,j t-yj (4.3)
ij>_o

Such a system is causal if and only if sij is nonzero only over the set {(i,j) : i >_ j},

i.e. only past inputs can influence the considered output.

The representation in (4.3) is one of two extremely useful transform-like repre-

sentations of stationary systems. This one is, in particular, of use in providing a

generalization of time series results on the effect of linear systems on power spectra

and cross-spectra. Specifically, consider two jointly stationary processes x and y, with

covariance function

E(xy,) = r" [d(s, s A t),d(t,s A t)] (4.4)

Let us define the cross-spectrum of x and y as the following power series:

R- E r~yi,j) T'-y
ij>0

Also, given a stationary transfer function as in (4.3), we introduce the following notion

of an "adjoint"
H"=I PiS7 (4.5)
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Then as shown in [91, if H and K are stationary transfer functions, the processes H.

and Ky are also jointly stationary', and we have the following generalization of a

well-known result

R(H.)(Ky) - H'RT'K (4.6)

Let us now turn to the question of internal, "state" realizations of stationary

systems. In this case an alternate representation to (4.3) is also of value. To define

this we introduce the following family of operators which perform a smoothing of data

on the same horocycle:
01[i) = 74-yi (4.7)

This operator provides an average of the values of a signal at the 2' nearest points

on the same horocycle. For example, (o.u)t = 1/0(ut + ut6) where ar = ui'J and

(o&[2].u)t = (Ut + Ut6 + Utb(2) + Utb(2) 6 ). Note also that each 4lfl is an idempotent

operator. As shown in [9] operators may be used to encode any stationary causal

system via a representation of the form :

H = E hj ;'] (4.8)
ij>0

In order to develop a realization theory for stationary systems, let us note that

both formulae (4.3) and (4.8) are strikingly similar to the forms of system functions

studied in standard 2-D system theory. While there are obvious differences - e.g.

we have the relation -y7 = 1 between the two variables in (4.3) and the symbol

a[12] is not simply interpretable as the square of a- it is indeed possible to build on

standard 2-D realization theories. Note in particular that even though (4.3) includes

noncausal multiscale systems, it has the appearance of a 2-D quadrant-causal system,

as does (4.8) since the summations are restricted to i,j > 0. Let us begin with, (4.3).

Building on the 2-D analogy, if we interpret -t as the row operator and 7 as the

column generator, then it is natural to consider row-by-row scanning to define a

total ordering on the 2D index space. This corresponds to decomposing the transfer

function H according to the following two steps:

'This of course, is true only if Hz and Ky are well-defined, i.e. if they are finite-variance
processes. As one might expect, this requires some notion of stability for the systems. We return to
this point later in this section in the context of state models.
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1. a bottom-up (i.e. fine-to-coarse) smoothing, followed by

2. a top-down (i.e. coarse-to-fine) propagation.

2D-system theory for systems having separable denominator [4, 32] may be applied

here. Rational transfer functions in this latter case are of the following form:

H = C (I - 7A7)-' P (I - yA,)-' B (4.9)

which yields the following state space form

vt= Ay (2) + But

=t P 2vt

Xta = Avxt + Pjzt. (4.10)

Zt'6 = A'x t + P1 ztc

Yt =Ct

where P = P1P 2. The first two equations define a purely "anticausal" process,
whereas the last three equations define a causal zero depth process. Later in this

section we describe an optimal multiscale estimation algorithm that has precisely

this structure.

Now let us turn to the representation of multiscale causal systems in (4.8). Here
we interpret the sequence or[i] as the powers of the row operator and IF as the column

operator. Then again we consider row-by-row scanning to define a total ordering

of the 2D index space. This corresponds to decomposing the transfer function H

according to the following two steps:

1. a smoothing along the considered horocycle (i.e. constant scale smoothing),

followed by

2. a top-down (i.e. coarse-to-fine) propagation.

2D-system theory for systems having separable denominator [4, 32] may again be

applied here. Rational transfer functions in this latter case are of the following form:

H = C (I - TA7)- P (I - aA,)-' B (4.11)
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where it is understood that, in expanding such a formula into a power series, ai

should be replaced by 0 *i]. This latter unusual feature has as a consequence the fact

that no simple "time domain" translation of the "frequency domain" formula (4.11)

is available. However, if A, is nilpotent so that (I - oA,)-' is a finite series, we do

obtain the following explicit representation for what we refer to as the finite depth

case

xt,= Axt + D (1, 0,...,.lil) uto (4.12)

Yt =CX

where D (1, ', ... , O"I]) is a linear combination of the listed operators.

The dynamics (4.12) represent a finite-extent smoothing along each horocycle and

a generalized coarse-to-fine interpolation. For example, as discussed in Section 1, the

synthesis form of the Haar transform can be placed exactly in this form. It can also

be shown that stationary finite depth scalar transfer functions may be equivalently

expressed in the following ARMA form

H = A-1D (4.13)

where A is a causal function of finite support and D = D (1, o',..,"[k) ) is as in (4.12).

This ARMA form includes as a special case the AR modeling filters for "isotropic"

processes introduced in Section 3.

The preceding development, as well as the interpretation of the synthesis form of

the wavelet transform provides ample motivation for the studies in [16, 17, 18, 19,

20, 48, 52] of properties and estimation algorithms for multiscale state models of the

form:

x(t) = A(t)x(tT) + B(t)w(t) (4.14)

y(t) = C(t)X(t) + v(t) (4.15)

where w(t) and v(t) are independent vector white noise processes with covariances

I and R(t), respectively. The model class described in (4.14),(4.15) represents a

noise-driven generalization of the zero-depth, causal, stationary model (4.12). Specif-

ically we obtain such a stationary model if all of the parameters, A, B, C, and R are
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constant. There are, however, important reasons to consider the more general case

(and, in addition, its consideration does not complicate our analysis). First of all,

one important intermediate case is that in which the system parameters are constant

at each scale but may vary from scale to scale. If we let m(t) denote the scale, i.e.

the horocycle, on which the node t lies, we abuse notation in this case by writing

A(t) = A(m(t)), etc. Such a model is useful for capturing the fact that data may be

available at only particular scales (i.e. C(m) -# 0 only for particular values of m);

for example in the original context of wavelet analysis, we actually have only one

measurement set, corresponding to C(m) being nonzero only at the finest scale in our

representation. Also, by varying A(m), B(m), and R(m) with m we can capture

a variety of scale-dependent effects. For example, dominant scales might correspond

to scales with larger values of B(m). Also, by building a geometric decay in scale

into B(m) it is possible to capture 1/f-like, fractal behavior as shown and studied

in [16, 47, 50]. Finally, the general case of t-varying parameters has a number of

potential uses. For example such form for C(t) is clearly required to capture the

situation depicted in Figure 3 in which fine scale measurements are not available at

all locations. Also, it is our belief that such models will prove useful in modeling

transient events localized in scale and time or space and to capture changing signal

or image characteristics.

As with standard temporal state models, the second-order statistics of x(t) are

easily computed. In particular the covariance P.(t) = E[x(t)xT (t)] evolves according

to a Lyapunov equation on the tree:

P.(t) = A(t)P.(tl)AT (t) + B(t)Br(t) (4.16)

Specializing to the case in which A(t) = A(m(t)) and B(t) = B(m(t)), we can obtain

a covariance that allows dependence only on scale, i.e. P.(t) = P,(m(t)), and indeed

in this case we have a standard Lyapunov equation in scale

P,(m + 1) = A(m)P2 (m)A T (m) + B(m)BT(7n) (4.17)

71t is important to emphasize here that the wavelet transform of this fine scale measurement-
which we use as well as in the sequel- does not correspond to measurements as in (4.15) at several
scales. Rather (4.15) corresponds to independent measurements at various nodes.
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Also, as shown in [16, 19] the full covariance function in this case is given by

K-..(t, s) = 1(m(t), m(s A t))P.(m(s A t))tT(m(s), m(s A t)) (4.18)

where r(m, n) is the state transition matrix associated with A(m). Specializing

further to the constant coefficient case we have the following [16, 19]: if A is stable

and if P. is the unique solution to the algebraic Lyapunov equation

P, = APZAT + BBT (4.19)

then our state model generates the stationary covariance

K 2 2(t, s) = Ad(t'°At)Pr(ArT)d(asAt) (4.20)

Note that in the scalar case our constant coefficient model is exactly the AR(1) model

introduced in the preceding section and indeed (4.19)-(4.20) reduce to

K t 1 } A d(Ct) (4.21)

In the vector case (4.20) is stationary but not, in general, isotropic. However, it is

interesting to note that we do obtain an isotropic model if AP. = PAT, precisely

the condition arising in the study of temporally-reversible vector stochastic models

[1]. Let us turn now to the problems of estimating the state of (4.14) based on the

measurements (4.15). Note that this framework allows us to consider not only the

fusion of measurements at multiple resolutions but also the reconstruction of processes

at multiple scales. Indeed in this way we can consider the resolution-accuracy tradeoff

directly and can also assess the impact of fine-scalt fluctuations on the accuracy of

coarser scale reconstructions, a problem of some importance in applications such as

the fusion of satellite IR measurement of ocean temperature variations with point

measurements from ships in order to produce temperature maps at an intermediate

scale. To be specific in the following development we consider the problem of optimal

estimation on a finite portion of T. This corresponds to estimation of a temporal

process on a compact interval so that there is a coarsest scale (and hence a top to

our subtree) denoted by m = 0, and a finest scale, denoted by m = M, at which
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measurements may be available and/or reconstructions desired. As developed in

[16, 17, 18, 52], the model structure (4.14), (4.15) leads to three efficient, highly

parallefizable algorithmic structures for optimal multiscale estimation. A first of these

is an iterative algorithm taking advantage of the fact that (4.14) defines a Markov

random field structure on T. Specifically, let Y denote the full set of measurements

at all scales. Then, thanks to Markovianity we have that

E[x(t)IY] = E{E[x(t)lx(tlyx(ta),x(tj3),Y']lY}

= E {E[x(t)lx(tT),z(ta),x(t/3),y(t)IlY} (4.22)

where the second equality in (4.22) states that given x(t71), x(ta), x(tfl), only the

measurement at node t provides additional useful information about x(t). From

(4.22) we can then obtain an explicit representation for the optimal estimate of X(t)

in terms of the optimal estimates at its parent node, tV, at its immediate descendant

nodes, tca and tfl, and the single measurement at node t. This implicit specification

is then perfectly set up for solution via Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi iteration which can

be organized to have exactly the same structure as multigrid relaxation algorithms,

with coarse-to-fine and fine-to-coarse sweeps that in multigrid terminology [11, 12,

26, 29, 37, 39] lead to so-called V- and W-cycle iterations. Furthermore, in such

iterations all of the calculations at any particular scale can be carried out in parallel.

In addition this methodology carries over completely not only to the case of nonzero

depth models as in (4.12), with the additional inter-node connectivity implied by the

coupling introduced by the horocycle-smoothing operator D, but also to state models

on more general lattices corresponding to the interpretation of (1.11) as defining a

scale-to-scale dynamic relationship for any finitely-supported QMF pair h(n), g(n)

and thus for any compactly-supported wavelet transform. We refer the reader to

[16, 19] for details and further development of this multigrid estimation methodology.

A second estimation structure applies to the case in which all system parameters

depend only on scale (i.e. A(t) = A(m(t)), etc.). In this case, as shown in [16,

17, 19], the Haar transform, applied to each scale of the state process z(t) and the

measurement data y(t) yields a decoupled set of estimation problems for each of the

scale components. Specifically, let x(m) denote the vector of all 2 n values of T(t)
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at the mth scale, and let y(m), w(m), and v(m) similarly. Then in this case (4.14),

(4.15) can be rewritten in scale-to-scale form:

x(m• 1) = A,+,x(m) + B13+w(m + 1) (4.23)

y(m) = C,,.X(m) + v(m) (4.24)

where

A(m+1) 0 0 .-. 0

A(m+ 1) 0 0 ... 0

0 A(m+1) 0 ... 0

A = 0 A(m+1) 0 ... 0 (4.25)

0 0 0 ... A(rn+1)

0 0 0 ... A(m + 1)

S,.+i = diaq(Bm+l,...,Bm+,) (4.26)

C, = diag(C(m),...,C(m)) (4.27)

Note that z(m) has half as many elements as x(m + 1 ), reflecting the fine-to-coarse

decimation that occurs in multiscale representations. As shown in [16, 19], the covari-

ances of x(m) and y(m) as well as the cross-covariance between x at different scales

have (block-) eigenstructures specified by the Haar transform. For example if x(t) is

a scalar process and we look at z(3), which is 8-dimensional, we find that the covari-

ance of this vector has as its eigenvectors the columns of the following orthonormal

matrix, corresponding to the (8-dimensional) discrete Haar basis consisting of vectors
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representing "dilated, translated, and scaled" versions of the vector [1, 1 ]T

1 0 0 0 0 1 1
2'2 _272 -2, 2

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
2"2 272'i 2 2o 0 0 1 0 1

722 2,72 2,'2

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 (

V=•7 2 2 272 2-1 (4.28)
010 1 1 1

S 1 1 1

7222 0217
0Q 0 01 - 1 1

o 0 0 v' 0 2 j - I -"

Analogous bases can be defined for any dimension that is a power of two, and

when x(t) is a vector each of the elements of matrices as in (4.28) is replaced by a

correspondingly-scaled version of the identity matrix of dimension equal to that of

x(t) (e.g. the (1, 1) block of such a matrix would be (1/v/2)I).

As a consequence of these observations, one would expect considerable simiplifica-

tion if we consider the Haar-transformed version of our estimation problem. Specifi-

cally, define the transformed variables

s(m) = V 2 (m)z(m), z(m) = Vf(,n)y(rn) (4.29)

where V,(m) (V1,(m)) is the block-Haar transform matrix of block-size equal to the

dimension of x(t) (y(t)). In this transformed representation the system and mea-

suremnent equations block-decouple completely. Specifically, the vector s(m) can be

decomposed into 2" subvectors each of the same dimension as x(t), and we index

these as soo(m), so,(m), and sij(m) for 1 < i < m- 1, 1 < j < 2'. Here soo(m)

is the component corresponding to the right-most (block) basis component in 1(m)

(refer to (4.28))- i.e. it is the average of the x(t) at the mth horocycle (scaled by

2--/2); soi(m) is then the coarsest resolution first difference coefficient (see the next-

to-last column in (4.28)), while for i > 1, the si, correspond to the ith resolution

first difference coefficients (note in (4.28) that there are four such coefficients at the

finest resolution and two at the next, coarser scale). In a similar fashion we define the

components of z(m). With these definitions we find that we have a set of completely
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decoupled standard dynamic systems in the time-like variable m:

sai(m + 1) = A(m + 1)sir(m) + B(m + 1)wi(m + 1), 0 < i < m - 1 (4.30)

S,,j(?n + 1) = B(m + 1)wj(m + 1) (4.31)

zij(m) = C(m)sij(7n) + vij(m) (4.32)

Here wij(m) and vj(m) are white in all three indices, with covariances I and R(m),

respectively.

Recall that the dimension of r(mn) increases with m, indicative of the increasing

detail available at finer scales. In the transformed basis this is made absolutely

explicit in that we see that the dynamics (4.30), (4.31) consists of two parts: the

interpolation of coarse features to finer scales (4.30) and the initiation, at each scale,

of new components (4.31) representing levels of detail that can be captured at this (but

not at any coarser) scale. Thus for any pair of indices i, j we have a dynamic system

in m, initiated at scale m = i, and thus we can use standard state space smoothing

techniques independently for each such system, leading to a highly parallel algorithm

in which (a) we transform the available measurement data y(m) to obtain z(n) as in

(4.29); (b) we then use standard smoothing techniques on the individual components;

and (c) we inverse transform the resulting estimates of s(m) to obtain the optimal

estimates of z(t) at all nodes. Note that the fact that each si, is initiated only at

the ith scale implies that the corresponding smoother works on data only from this

and finer scales, leading to a set of smoothing algorithms of different (scale) length.

This is consistent with the intuition that data at any particular scale provides useful

information at that scale and at coarser scales (by averaging) but not at finer scales.

We refer the reader to [16, 17] for details of this procedure and for its generalization

to the case of nonzero-depth models and to arbitrary lattices associated with other

wavelet transforms-i.e. to dynamic system as in (1.11) (and a significant extension of

these) with other choices for the QMF's h(n) and g(n) than the Haar pair. Again one

finds that the wavelet transformed - modified appropriately to deal with the window-

ing effect of smoothing multiscale measurements over a compact interval - yields a set

of decoupled smoothing problems in scale. Since the wavelet transform can be com-

puted quite quickly, this leads to an extremely efficient overall procedure. We note
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also that by specializing our model to the case in which process noise variances de-

crease exponentially in scale we obtain a generalization of the procedure developed in

[51] for the estimation of 1/f-like processes. In particular, what we have just described

provides a procedure for fusing multiresolution measurements of such processes. Fi-

nally, we note that the interpretation of our models as scale-to-scale Markov processes

and the dual viewpoint that the wavelet transform for such a model whitens the data

in scale suggest the problems of (a) optimizing wavelet transforms in order to achieve

maximal scale-to-scale decorrelation; and (b) approximating stochastic processes by

such scale-to-scale Markov models. The former of these problems is discussed in [27]

and the latter is touched upon in [16, 17, 27]. In particular in [17, 27] we construct

approximate models of this type for a standard first-order Gauss-Markov process (i.e.

with temporal correlation function of the form 0,2e-aitl) and demonstrate their fi-

delity in several ways including their use as the basis for the fusion and smoothing

of multiresolution measurements of Gauss-Markov processes. In Figure 7 we depict

the correlation function of such a unit-variance first-order Gauss-Markov process - i.e.

viewing a set of 2 ' samples of this process as the values of z(m), Figure 7 displays the

matrix of correlat;ý,., coefficients of the elements of this vector. In contrast in Figure 8

we display the correlation coefficients of the elements of s(m) obtained as in (4.29),

but using an 8-tap QMF h(n) rather than the 2-tap h(n) - i.e. first the corresponding

orthogonal matrix for this h(n) is applied to x(m), and then the resulting covariance

of s(m) is modified by dividing its (i,j) element by the square-root of the product

of the (i, i) and (j,j) elements, yielding the matrix of correlation coefficients. As one

would expect from the work on transforming kernels of integral operators in [10], the

result is an almost-diagonal matrix, implying nearly perfect scale-to-scale whitening.

This is further substantiated in [16, 17] (see also Figure 3) by demonstration of the

high quality estimates produced if such remaining inter-scale correlation is neglected.

While the preceding algorithm provides a very efficient procedure for multiscale

fusion, its use does require that all model parameters vary only with scale and thus are

constant on each horocycle. For example this implies that if any measurement is avail-

able at any particular scale, than a full set of measurements is available at that scale.

In contrast, the result shown in Figure 3 (a),(b) corresponds to a situation in which we
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have only sparse, fine scale measurements from a 1/f-like model of the type described

in [50, 51], together with full-coverage, but coarser-resolution measurements, while

Figure 3 (c) and (d) correspond to the analogous situation for a first-order Gauss-

Markov process. In particular in each case 16 fine scale measurements are taken at

each end of the 64-point signal, together with coarse measurements of 4-point averages

of this signal. While the wavelet-transform-based smoothing algorithm does not apply

to this case, the multigrid method described previously does (using in the case of (c)

and (d) an approximate model of the form oi (4.14), (4.15) for the Gauss-Markov pro-

cess), as does the following approach which not only provides an extremely efficient

algorithm for multiscale fusion but also illuminates several system-theoretic issues on

dyadic trees. Specifically, as developed in detail in [16, 18, 19], there is a nontrivial

generalization of the so-called Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoothing algorithm for

causal state models [42]. Recall that the standard RTS algorithm involves a forward

Kalman filtering sweep followed by a backward sweep to compute the smoothed esti-

mates. The generalization to our models on trees has the same structure, with several

important differences. First for the standard RTS algorithm the procedure is cor,-

pletely symmetric with respect to time - i.e. we can start with a reverse-time Kalman

filtering sweep followed by a forward smoothing sweep. For processes on trees, the

Kalman filtering sweep must proceed from fine-to-coarse followed by a coarse-to-fine

smoothing sweep 8 .

Furthermore the Kalman filtering sweep, is somewhat more complex for processes

on trees. In particular one full step of the Kalman filter recursion involves a mea-

surement update, two parallel backward predictions (corresponding to backward pre-

diction along both of the paths descending from a node), and the fusion of these

predicted estimates. Specifically, as depicted in Figure 9, the fine-to-coarse Kalman

filter step has as its goal the recursive computation of /:(tit), the best estimate of

x(t) based on ciata in the descendant subtree with root node t. As in usual Kalman

filtering if ;(tlt+) denotes the best estimate based on all of the same data except the

"aThe reason for this is not very complex. To allow the measurement on the tree at one point to
contribute to the estimate at another point on the same level of the tree, one must use a recursion
that first moves up and then down the tree.
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measurement at node t, we obtain a straightforward update step to produce +(tit):

;i(tjt) = +-(tit+) + K(t)[y(t) - C(t)i(tjt+)] (4.33)

K(t) = P(tlt+)CT(t)V-1 (t) (4.34)

V(t) = C(t)P(tlt+)CT (t) + R(t) (4.35)

and

P(tlt) = [I - K(t)C(t)]P(tlt+) (4.36)

Here P(tlt) and P(tlt+) are the error covariances associated with i(tjt) and ;E(tjt+),

respectively. Working back one-step, we see that i(tjt+) represents the fusion of infor-

mation in the subtree under ta and under tfl. Thus we might expect that E(tlt+) could

be computed from the one-step-backward-predicted estimates +(tita) and i(tjta) of

x(t) based separately on the information in the subtrees with root to and root to,

respectively. Indeed as shown in [16, 19]

i(tit) = P(tjt+)[P-'(tjta);i(tjta) + P-1(tjtf)3);(tjt,3)] (4.37)

P(tlt+) = [P-1 (tlta) + P-'(tjtP3) - P;'(t)]-' (4.38)

Finally to complete the recursion, ;i(tjto) and :(tjtfl) are computed from i(talta)

and i(tflIt/3), respectively, in identical fashions. Specifically, each of these calculations

represents a one-step-backward prediction. It is not surprising, then that a backward

version of the model (4.14) plays a role here. Indeed, as shown in (16)

I;(tlta) = F(ta):(talta) (4.39)

P(tlta) = F(ta)P(tolta)FT (ta) + Q(ta) (4.40)

where

F(t) = A-'(t)[I - B(t)B T (t)P.-'(t)j (4.41)

Q(t) = A-1 (t)B(t)Q(t)BT (t)A- T (t) (4.42)

Q(t) = 1- BT(t)P.-I(t)B(t) (4.43)

The prediction (4.39-4.43) and update (4.33-4.36) steps correspond to the analogous

steps in the usual Kalman filter (although here we must use the backward model in
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the prediction step), while the fusion step (4.37)-(4.38) has no counterpart in usual

Kalman filtering. The interpretation of (4.37)-(4.38) is that we are fusing together

two estimates each of which incorporates one set of information that is independent

of that used in the other-i.e. the measurements in the ta and t)3 subtrees- and one

common information source, namely the prior statistics of x(t). Eq. (4.38) ensures

that this common information is accounted for only once in the fused estimate. Once

the top of the overall tree is reached we, of course, have the optimal smoothed estimate

at that node. As shown in [16, 18, 19], it is inen possible to compute the optimal

smoothed estimated in a recursive fashion moving down the tree, from coarse to fine.

This recursion combines the smoothed estimate E,(t7) with the filtered estimates

from the upward sweep to produce i.(t):

•:,(t) = ai(tit) + P(tjt)FT(t)P-I(tTjt)[:.o(tT) - •:(t,71t)] (4.44)

Note that this algorithm also has a highly parallel, and in this case pyramidal, struc-

ture, since all calculations, on either the fine-to-coarse or coarse-to-fine sweep can be

computed in parallel.

Equations (4.34-4.36), (4.38), and (4.40-4.43) define, in essence a Riccati equation

on the dyadic tree. As for standard Riccati equations, it is possible to relate properties

of the solution of this equation to system-theoretic properties. For example, one can

show that suitably defined notions of uniform complete reachability and uniform

complete observability imply upper and lower positive-definite bounds on the error

covariance. Here since the Riccati equation propagates up the tree, the analysis

of reachability and observability relate to systems defined recursively from fine-to-

coarse scale-i.e. noncausal systems as in the first two equations of (4.10). One

might also expect that one could obtain results on the stability of the error dynamics

and asymptotic behavior in the constant parameter case. This is indeed the case, but

there are several issues that complicate the analysis. Specifically, in standard Kalman

filtering analysis the Riccati equation for the error covariance can be viewed simply as

the covariance of the error equation, which can be analyzed directly without explicitly

examining the state dynamics, since the error evolves as a state process itself. This is

not the case here in general. First, while the process z(t) is defined recursively moving
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down the tree, the filtered estimate :(tjt) is defined by a recursion in the opposite

direction. This difficulty cannot be overcome in general simply by reversing one of

these processes, as the reversal process does not, in general, produce a system driven

by white noise.9 Also, unlike the standard situation, our Riccati equation explicitly

involves the prior state covariance P,(t), arising as we've seen to prevent the double

counting of prior information.

There is, however, a way in which these difficulties can be avoided, essentially by

setting P.j 1 to zero. In particular, as discussed in [16, 18] if we do this in (4.33)-

(4.43), the estimates produced have the interpretation as maximum likelihood (ML)

estimates. A variation of the RTS algorithm we have described here uses this ML

procedure to propagate to the top of the tree, at which point prior information is then

incorporated, followed by the coarse-to-fine sweep (4.44). To see what happens to the

Riccati equation and error dynamics in this case, let us focus on the scale-varying

case, i.e. the case in which all parameters depend only on m(t). In this case the same

is true of the error covariances, yielding the following Riccati equation in scale:

PML(mlm + 1) = A-'(m + 1)PML(m + lm + 1)A-T(m + 1)

+ G(m + 1)Q(m + 1)GT(m + 1) (4.45)

PJý(mlm) = 2Pjk(nlm + 1) + Cr(m)R-1 (rm)C(m) (4.46)

where

G(m) = -A-'(m)B(m) (4.47)

This Riccati equation differs from the usual equation only in the presence of the factor

of 2 in (4.46), representing the doubling of information arising in the fusion step. In

this case w! can also write a direct fine-to-coarse state form for the ML estimation

error iML(tlt) = X(t) - XML(t1t):

1

iML(t t) = -(I - KML(m(t))C(m(t)))A-1(m(t) + 1)(iML(atlat) + iML(OtI/t))
2

'In particular the backward models used in [16, 18, 19] to write x(t) in terms of z(ta) and in
terms of r(tO) yield driving noises which are martingale differences with respect to the partial order
defined on the tree.
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- (I - KML(m(t))C(m(t)))G(m(t) + 1)(w(at) + w(3t)) - KML(m(t))V(t)

(4.48)

KML(m) = P(mlm)CT(m)R-1 (m) (4.49)

In [16, 18] we provide a detailed analysis of (4.45)-(4.49). In particular the sta-

bility of the error dynamics (4.48) under reachability and observability conditions is

established. The notion of stability, however, deserves further comment. Intuitively

what we would like stability to mean is that the state of the recursion up the tree

decays to 0 as we propagate farther and farther away from the initial level of the

tree. Note, however, that as we move up the tree the state at any node is influenced

by a geometrically increasing number of nodes at the initial level. Thus in order to

study asymptotic stability it is necessary to consider an infinite dyadic tree, with an

infinite set of initial conditions corresponding to all nodes at the initial level. The

implications of this are most easily seen in the constant parameter case. In this case

we have that if (A, B) is a reachable pair and (C, A) observable, then

1 A-1ic, ,A-T+ 1 GQGT

1 i 1
K CA- 1.A-TCT +CGQGTCT + R)KT (4.50)

where

K = -iCT R- 1  (4.51)

Moreover, the autonomous dynamics of the steady-state ML filter, i.e.

e(t) = 1(1 - g ,C)A-'(e(at) + e(Ot)) (4.52)
2

is exponentially 12 stable, i.e. the 12 norm of all values of e(t) along an entire horocycle

converges exponentially to zero as m(t) -- 0. As shown in [16, 18] this is equivalent

to all eigenvalues of the Kalman filter error dynamics matrix

I(I - It 00C)A` (4.53)
2

having magnitude less than 12
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5 Conclusions

In this paper we have outlined a mathematical framework for the multiresolution

modeling and analysis of stochastic processes. As we have discussed, the theory of

multiscale signal analysis and wavelet transforms leads naturally to the investigation

of multiscale statistical representations and dynamic models on dyadic trees and

lattices. The rich structure of the dyadic tree requires that we take some care in the

specification of such models and in the generalization of standard time series notions.

In particular, we have seen that in this context there are two natural concepts of shift

invariance which provide new ways in which to capture notions of scale-invariant

statistical descriptions. In addition, the observation that the scale variable is time-

like in nature leads to a natural notion of "causal" dynamics in scale: from fine to

coarse; however the tree provides only a partial ordering of points, requiring that we

take some care in defining the "past".

In part of our work we have described the multiscale autoregressive modeling of

isotropic processes, i.e. processes satisfying our stronger notion of statistical shift-

invariance. As we have seen, the usual AR representation of time series is not a

particularly convenient one thanks both to the geometric explosion of points in the

"past" as we increase system order and to the nonlinear constraints isotropy imposes

on the AR coefficients. In contrast, we have seen that it is possible to construct a

generalization of tunt reflection-coefficient-based lattice representation for such models,

including generalized Levinson and Schur recursions. As we have illustrated such

models can be used to generate fractal-like signals.

The other part of our work was motivated by our weaker notion of stationarity

which in essence says that the correlation between two values in our multiscale rep-

resentation depends on the difference in scale and location of the two points. As we

have seen, this framework leads to state models evolving from coarse-to-fine scales on

dyadic trees. We have described some of our work on a basic system theory for such

models and have also discussed an estimation framework that allows us to capture

the fusion of measurements at differing resolutions. In addition the structure of these

models leads to several extremely efficient and highly parallel estimation structures:
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a multiscale iterative algorithm that can be arranged so as to have the same form

as well-known multigrid algorithms for solving partial differential equations; an al-

gorithln using wavelet transforms to decouple the estimation procedure into a large

set of far simpler parallel estimation algorithms; and a pyramidal algorithm that

introducxs a generalization of the Kalman filter and the associated Riccati equation.

As we have discussed and illustrated, these models appear to be useful for a rich

variety of processes including the 1/f-like models as introduced in [50, 51] and stan-

dard first-order Gauss-Markov processes. Much, of course, remains to be done in

developing this theory, in investigating the processes that can be conveniently and

accurately represented within this framework, and in applying these results to prob-

lemns of practical importance such as sensor fusion, noise rejection, multisensor or

multiframe data registration and mapping, and segmentation. Among the theoret-

ical topics under investigation are the development of model fitting and likelihood

function-based methods for parameter estimation and segmentation and the develop-

ment of a detailed theory of approximation of stochastic processes including a spec-

ification of those processes that can be "well"-approximated by models of the type

we have introduced. Of particular interest is the dynamic interpretation of so-called

wave packet transforms [211 in which the wavelet coefficients are subjected to further

decomposition through the same filter pair used in the wavelet transform. Viewing

this from our dynamic synthesis perspective, this would appear to correspond to a

class of higher-order models. Identifying and analyzing this model class, however,

remains for the future.
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"to coarser scales to finer scales
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translational shift

Figure 1: The dyadic tree, in which each level of the tree corresponds to
a single scale in a multiscale representation. The nodes here correspond to

scale/shift pairs (m,n).
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Figure 2: A signal generated by a third-order multiscale autoregressive
model, as described in Section 3.
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Figure 3: Illustrating multiscale data fusion using the t,'chniques described
in Section 4. In (a) and (b) a signal with a 1/f-like spectrum (as described
in [501), shown as r, solid line in both plots, is reconstructed based on inea-
surements. In (a) data is available only at the two ends of the interval,
while in (b) wuarse scale (i.e. locally averaged) measurements are fused to
improve signal interpolation. In (c) and (d) analogous results are shown for
the multiscale data fusion and interpolation of a Gauss-Markov process.
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2 successive horocycles: 0

Figure 4: A more symmetric depiction of the dyadic tree, illustrating the
notion of a boundary point -oo, horocycles, and the "parent" s A t of nodes
s and t (see the text for explanations).
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• .. .. '4"

Figure 5: Illustrating (in bold) the skeleton of a translation. As indicated in
the figure, any translation with this skeleton must map the subtree extending
away from any node on the skeleton onto the corresponding subtree of the
next node. There are, however, many ways in which this can be done (e.g.
by "pivoting" isometries within any of these subtrees).
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Figure 6: Illustrating the nature of the construction required in developing
recursions for Et,, and Ft,,,. Here if t is the node in the lower left-hand corner,
then the elements of Et,4 are the prediction errors at the two points indicated
by diamonds given the data Y,5,3 spanned by the circles. The elements of
Ftj,4 are the prediction errors at the four points indicated by squares given
again the data in Y1•, 3. The elementary "pivoting" isometries indicated in
the figure allow us to obtain the result on PARCOR coefficients described in
the text.
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: ......................

... . . . . .....

Figure 7: Illustrating the covariance matrix of a set of samples of a first-order

Gauss-Markov process with covariance of the form expattI' Black corre-

sponds to a value of 1 with lighter shades representing smaller values. The

covariance of this process decays exponentially as we move away from the

main diagonal.
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Figure 8: The matrix of correlation coeffcients (i.e. covariance divided by
the square root of the product of variances) for the wavelet- transform of the
Gauss-Markov process of Figure 7 using an 8-tap QMF.
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Wavelet-Based Representations for a Class of Self-Similar
Signals with Application to Fractal Modulation
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Abstract

A potentially important family of self-similar signals is introdu.ed based upon a deterministic

scale-invariance characterization. These signals, which we refer to as "dy-homogeneous" signals be-

cause they generalize the well-known homogeneous functions, have highly convenient representations

in terms of orthonormal wavelet bases. In particular, wavelet representations can be exploited to

construct orthonormal "self-similar" bases for these signals. The spectral and fractal characteristics

of dy-homogeneous signals make them appealing candidates for use in a number of applications.

As one potential example, we consider their use in a communications-based context. Specifically,
we develop a strategy for embedding information into a dy-homogeneous waveform on multiple

time-scales. This multirate modulation strategy, which we term "fractal modulation," is potentially

well-suited for use with noisy channels of simultaneously unknown duration and bandwidth. Com-

putationally efficient modulators and demodulators are suggested for the scheme, and the results of
a preliminary performance evaluation are presented. Although not yet a fully developed protocol,

fractal modulation reprosents a potentially viable paradigm for communication.

Index Terms- fractals, wavelets, modulation theory, spread spectrum

1 Introduction

Signals with self-similar properties, i.e., signals which retain many of their essential char-

acteristics under time scaling arise frequently in physical processes and also are potentially

important in signal generation for communications, remote sensing, and many other ap-

plications. The most extensively studied class of such signals are those random processes

which exhibit statistical self-similarity, e.g., processes whose autocorrelation functions re-

main invariant to within an amplitude factor under arbitrary scalings of the time axis. An

This work has been supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency monitored by ONR
under Contract No. N00014-89-J-1489, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant No.
AFOSR-91-0034.

The authors are with the Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, MA 02139.
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important family of such random processes are typically referred to as 1/f processes. These

processes are often used in modeling natural landscapes, the distribution of earthquakes,

ocean waves, turbulent flow, the pattern of errors on communication channels, a•ud many

other natural phenomena.

In this paper we consider signals that exhibit deterministic self-similarity, whereby the

signal itself remains invariant to within an amplitude factor under arbitrary scaling of the

time axis. This class of signals, referred to as homogeneous signals [1], is fairly restricted.

However. by generalizing the class of homogeneous signals to require self-similarity only

under time scaling by integer powers of two, a family of signals results with potential use as

waveforms in a range of engineeing applications. As an example of one promising direction

for applications, we consider the use of homogeneous signal sets in a communications-based

context. Specifically, we develop an approach for embedding information into homogeneous

waveforms which we term "fractal modulation." Because the resulting waveforms have the

property that the information is contained within multiple time scales and frequency bands,

we are able to show that such signals are well-suited for transmission over noisy channels

of simultaneously unknown duration and bandwidth. This a reasonable model not only for

many physical channels, but also for the receiver constraints inherent in many point-to-

point and broadcast communication scenarios. While this proposed modulation scheme is

very preliminary and there are many unresolved issues to be explored, it is suggestive of

potential ways in which homogeneous signals can perhaps be exploited.

Our approach to the analysis and representation of homogeneous signals is based on

the use of orthonormal wavelet bases. These bases, which have the property that all basis

functions are dilations and translations of some prototype function, are in many respects

ideally suited for use with self-similar signals [2]. Furthermore, because wavelet transfor-

mations can be implemented in a computationally efficient manner, the wavelet transform

is not only a theoretically important tool, but a practical one as well.

In Section 2. we briefly summarize the notation and properties of wavelet bases to be

used in the remainder of the paper. Section 3 introduces and develops the generalized

family of homogeneous signals defined in terms of a dyadic scale-invariance property. We

distinguish between two classes: energy-dominated and power-dominated, and develop their

2
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spectral properties. We show that orthonormal self-similar bases can be constructed for ho-

mogeneous signals using wavelets. Using these representations, we then derive efficient

discrete-time algorithms for synthesizing and analyzing homogeneous signals. Section 4 de-

velops the concept of fractal modulation. In particular, we use the orthonormal self-similar

basis expansions derived in Section 3 to develop an approach for modulating information

sequences onto homogeneous signals. After developing the corresponding optimal receiver,

we evaluate the performance of the resulting scheme in the context of a particular channel

model and make comparisons to more traditional forms of modulation. Finally, Section 5

summarizes the principal contributions of the paper and suggests some interesting and

potentially important directions for future research.

2 Wavelet Notation

In this section, we establish the notational conventions and terminology for the aspects of

wavelet theory we shall exploit in this paper. For a more general review of the theory of

orthonormal wavelet bases, see, e.g., the classic references 13] [4].

An orthonormal wavelet transformation of a signal x(t) is described in terms of the

synthesis/analysis equations1

X(i) = nZ-" .(t Ca)
m n

"n = Tx(t) ¢'(t dt (1b)

and has the special property that the orthogonal basis functions are all dilations and trans-

lations of a single function referred to as the basic wavelet O(t). In particular,

ýt,(t) = 2-/2 0(2-t - n) (2)

where m and n are the dilation and translation indices, respectively.

The Fourier transform of the basic wavelet, denoted T(w), often has a bandpass charac-

'We shall assume throughout that all summations over m amd n extend from -oo to oo unless othel vise

noted.

3
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ter, at least roughly. As a consequence, wavelet decompositions may be interpreted rather

naturally in terms of a critically sampled generalized constant-Q or octave-band filter bank.

In fact, an example of a wavelet basis, and one which will play an important role in this

paper, is the ideal bandpass wavelet basis. In this specific case, the Fourier transform of

the wavelet, which we denote by if(w), is

.) , < Iw < 2,1r

0 otherwise

In many applications, it is useful to impose some degree of regularity on the wavelet

basis. As is well-known [4], a sufficient condition for a wavelet basis to possess Rth-order

regularity

W - 0 (;W -i), WI - 00

where R is some positive integer, is that the wavelet have R vanishing moments, i.e.,

f 0r(t)dt = (j)rTir)(0) -0, r = 0,1,...,R- 1.

Many examples of wavelets with such regularity have been developed in the literature; see,

e.g., [4].

A broad class of orthonormal wavelet bases may also be conveniently interpreted in terms

of multiresolution signal analysis. Associated with each such wavelet basis is a corresponding

scaling function 0(t) having a Fourier transform 4(w) that is at least roughly lowpass. The

scaling function associated with the ideal bandpass wavelet basis, in fact, has an ideal

lowpass Fourier transform
6(•) = 1 I I•I _<7

0 otherwise

A resolution-limited approximation Amx(t) to a signal z(t) in which details on scales

2m and finer are discarded is obtained via the orthonormal expansion

Amz(t) = 0 a '(t) (4)

4
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where the 0'(t) are also all dilations and translations of one another, viz.,

on(t) = 21/2 0(2"t - n),

and where the coefficients aln are obtained by projection:

a (t)dt. (5)

For these signal approximations, the detail signal DmZ(i) capturing the information in z(t)

between scales 2"' and 2"+' has the orthonormal expansion

DmZx(t) = Am+iZx(t) - Amx(i) = EZ z' '(t).
n

The multiresolution signal analysis interpretation of wavelet bases also leads to efficient

discrete-time algorithms for implementing wavelet transformations. In particular, associ-

ated with every wavelet-based multiresolution analysis is a quadrature mirror filter (QMF)

pair whose unit-sample responses hjn] and g[n] have at least roughly lowpass and highpass

discrete-time Fourier transforms H(w) and G(w), respectively. These filters are exploited

in the following fllter-downsample analysis algorithm

an = h[i - 2n) a'+' (6a)
In

X = : gg[- 2n] a;+' (6b)

which may be applied recursively to extract the wavelet coefficients xT at successively

coarser scales. In a complementary manner, the following upsample-filter-merge synthesis

algorithm

an+1 :Z{h[n- 21] a' + g[n- 21) 1 '} (6c)

may be applied recursively to reconstruct the coefficients am of an increasingly fine-scale

approximation to a signal x(t). Collectively eqs. (6) constitute what has become known as

the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).

5
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3 Deterministically Self-Similar Signals

Signals z(t) satisfying the deterministic scale-invariance property

z(t) = a-Hx(at) (7)

for all a > 0, are generally referred to in mathematics as homogeneous functions of degree

B. As shown by Gel'fand 11], homogeneous functions can be paxrameterized with only a few

constants. As such, they constitute a rather limited class of signal models in many contexts.

A comparatively richer class of signal models is obtained by considering waveforms which

are required to satisfy (7) only for values of a that are integer powers of two, i.e., signals

that satisfy the dyadic self-similarity property

z(t) = 2-kHz( 2kt) (8)

for all integers k. While we shall use the generic term "homogeneous signal" to refer to

signals satisfying (8), when there is risk of confusion in our subsequent development we will

specifically refer to signals satisfying (8) as dy-homogeneous.

Homogeneous signals have spectral characteristics very much like those of 1/f processes

and, in fact, have fractal properties as well. Specifically, although all non-trivial homo-

geneous signals have infinite energy and many have infinite power, there are nevertheless

some such signals with which one can associate a generalized i/f-like Fourier transform,

and others with which one can associate a generalized 1/f-like power spectrum. We dis-

tinguish between these two classes of homogeneous signals in our subsequent treatment,

denoting them energy-dominated and power-dominated homogeneous signals, respectively.

As we develop in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, orthonormal wavelet basis expansions constitute

particularly convenient and efficient representations for these two classes of signals.

3.1 Energy-Dominated Homogeneous Signals

Definition 1 A dy-homogeneous signal x(t) is said to be energy-dominated if when x(t) is

6
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filtered by an ideal bandpass filter with frequency response

Bo(w) = { Itherwis (9)
0 otherwise

the resulting signal io(t) has finite-energy, i.e.,

J20(t) (t <00.

The choice of passband edges at 7r and 27r in our definition is, in fact, somewhat arbitrary.

1n particular, substituting in the definition any passband that includes one entire frequency

octave but does not include w = 0 or w = 00 leads to precisely the same class of signals.

However, our particular choice is sufficient and is made in anticipation of the representation

of this class of signals in terms of a wavelet basis.

The class Of energy-dominated homogeneous signals includes both reasonably regular

functions, such as the constant x(t) = 1, the ramp z(t) = t, the time-warped sinusoid

x(t) = cos[2wr log2 t], and the unit step function x(t) = u(t), as well as singular functions,

such as x(t) = 6(t) and its derivatives. We denote by EH the collection of all energy-

dominated homogeneous signals of degree H. The following theorem allows us to interpret

the notion of spectra for such signals. A straightforward but detailed proof is provi.>•,d in

Appendix A.

Theorem 2 When an energy-dominated homogeneous signal z(t) of degree H is filtered by

an ideal bandpass filter with frequency response

B(w) = -th<rWIse (10)
0 other'wise

for arbitrary 0 < WL < wU < 00, the resulting signal y(t) has finite energy and a Fourier

transform of the form

Y(W) X(11) WI:5w

0 otherwise

where X(w) is some function that is independent of wL and wu and has octave-spaced ripple,

.7
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i.e., for all integers k,

Ik~l+IX~ J~w~Y~1X(2 w).(12)

Since in this theorem X(w) does not depend on wL or wu, this funition may be in-

terpreted as the generalized Fourier transform of z(t). Furthermore, (12) implies that the

generalized Fourier transform of signals in EH obeys a 1/f-like (power-law) relationship,

viz.,
1

We note that because (11) excludes w = 0 and w = co, the mapping

t) .--- x(W)

is Lot one to one. As an example, z(t) = 1 and x(t) = 2 are both in ER for H = 0, yet

both have X(w) = 0 for w > 0. In order to accommodate this behavior in our subsequent

theoretical development, all signals having a common X(w) will be combined into an equiv-

alence class. For example, two homogeneuus functions f(t) and g(t) are equivalent if they

differ by a homogeneous function whose frequency content is concentrated at the origin, for

example tH in the case that H is an integer.

Because the dyadic self-similarity property (8) of dy-Lomogeneous signa: is very sim-

Bar tc the dvadic scaling relationship between basis fncLions in an orthonormal wavelet

basis, wavelets provide a particularly nice representation for this family of signals. Specif-

ically, with z(t) denoting an energy-dominated homogeneous signal, the expansion in an

orthonormal wavelet basis is

)z(t) (13a)

n ni

00
=T n fJ_ to X (13b)

Since z(l) satisfies (8) and since ;'•(t) satisfies (2), it easily follows from (13b) that for

homogeneous signals
Xm --m/2_,

=• = • /n (14)

8
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where

-= 2 -2/+= 2". (15)

Denoting xI by q[n), (13a) then becomes

z(t) = _ (16)

from which we see that z(i) is completely specified in terms of q[n]. We term q[n] a

generating sequence for x(t) since, as we shall see, this representation leads to techniques

for synthesizing useful approximations to homogeneous signals in practice.

Let us now specifically choose the ideal bandpass wavelet basis, whose basis functions

we denote by

jbm(t) = 2m/2 t(2t t - n)

where 0(t) is the ideal bandpass wavelet whose Fourier transform is given by (3). If we

sample the output EO(t) of the filter in Definition 1 at unit rate, we obtain the sequence

4[n] = io, where i, denotes the coefficients of expansion of z(t) in terms of the ideal

bandpass wavelet basis. Since io(t) in Definition I has the orthonormal expansion

io(t) = qmiqn}C°(i) (17)
n

we have

i2 (t) dt = 2 [n]. (18)

Consequently, a homogeneous function is energy-dominated if and only if its generating

sequence in terms of the ideal bandpass wavelet basis has finite energy, i.e.,

Z 4'[] < oo.

A convenient inner product between two energy-dominated homogeneous signals f(t)

and g(t) can be defined as

(f, g)4 = fo(t) go(t) dt

9
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where the signals fo(t) and go(t) are the responses of the bandpass filter (9) to f(t) and g(t),

respectively. Exploiting (17) we may more conveniently express this inner product in terms

of af[nJ and bin], the respective generating sequences of f(t) and g(t) under the bandpass

wavelet basis, as

(f, g)- = a [n]. (19)

With this inner product, EM constitutes a Hilbert space and the induced norm on EH is

Sf 0 J (t)dt = (20)

One can readily construct "self-similar" bases for EH. Indeed, the ideal bandpass

wavelet (16) immediately provides an orthonormal basis for EH. In particular, for any

z(t) E EH, we have the synthesis/analysis pafir

x(t) = 4[n] i'(t) (21a)

4[n] = (z,' i, (21b)

where one can easily verify that the basis functions

Oý'(t) = Zfi-m/ 2 ý4.Yn(t) (22)

are self-similar, orthogonal, and have unit norm.

The fact that the ideal bandpass basis is unrealizable means that (21a) is not a practical

mechanism for synthesizing or analyzing homogeneous signals. However, more practical

wavelet bases are equally suitable for defining an inner product for the Hilbert space EH.

In fact, we shall show that a broad class of wavelet bases can be used to construct such inner

products, and that, as a consequence, some highly efficient algorithms arise for processing

homogeneous signals.

Not every orthonormal wavelet basis can be used to define inner products for EH. In

order to determine which orthonormal wavelet bases can be used to define inner products

10
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for EH, we must determine for which wavelets 0f(t)

qjn] = J (t) 00 (t)dt E 12(Z) * z(t)= , #-"l/2 q[n]v b(t ) E EM.

That is, we seek conditions on a wavelet basis such that the sequence

qjn) z Jx(t) t~b(t) dt

has finite energy whenever the homogeneous signal x(t) is energy-dominated, and simulta-

neously such that the homogeneous signal

.T(t) = E p,2ql)'t
m n

is energy-dominated whenever the sequence q[n] has finite energy. Our main result is pre-

sented in terms of the following theorem. A proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix B.

Theorem 3 Consider an orthonormal wavelet basis such that 0(t) has R vanishing mo-

ments for some integer R > 1, i.e.,

%(r)(0) =, r = 0,1,...,R- 1 (23)

and let
x(t) E F #B--/2q[n]•bn(t)

in n

be a dy-homogeneous signal whose degree H is such that -y = log2 /3 = 2H + 1 satisfies

0 < -y < 2R - 1. Then x(t) is energy-dominated if and only if qjn] has finite energy.

This theorem implies that we may choose for our Hilbert space EH from among a large

number of inner products whose induced norms are all equivalent. In particular, for any

wavelet 0(t) with sufficiently many vanishing moments, we may define the inner product

between two functions f(t) and g(t) in EH whose generating sequences are a[n] and b[n],

respectively, as

( F= Za[nib[n). (24)

11
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Of course, this collection of inner products is almost surely not exhaustive. Even for wavelet-

based inner products, Theorem 3 asserts only that the vanishing moment condition is suffi-

cient to ensure that the inner product generates an equivalent norm. It seems unlikely that

the vanishing moment condition is a necessa-y condition.

The wavelet-based norms for EH constitute a highly convenient and practical collection

from which to choose in applications involving the use of homogeneous signals. Indeed, each

associated wavelet-based inner product leads immediately to an orthonormal self-similar

basis for EH: if x(f) E ER, then

T(t) = jq[n]e-'(t) (25a)

q[n] = (z, 8' (25b)

where, again, the basis functions

,H(t) = Zf-'/' m t(t) (26)
n n

are all self-similar, mutually orthogonal, and have unit norm.

Finally, we remark that wavelet-based characterizations also give rise to a convenient

expression for the generalized Fourier transform of an energy-dominated homogeneous sig-

nal, x(t). In particular, if we take the Fourier transform of (16) we get, via some routine

algebra,

X(W) = 2-(H+l)m P(2-. w)Q(2-"•w) (27)

where Q(w) is the discrete-time Fourier transform of q[n]. This spectrum is to be interpreted

in the sense of Theorem 2, i.e., X(w) defines the spectral content of the output of a bandpass

filter at every frequency w within the passband.

3.2 Power-Dominated Homogeneous Signals

Energy-dominated homogeneous signals have infinite energy. In fact, most have infinite

power as well. However, there are other infinite power homogeneous signals that are not

energy-dominated. In this section, we consider a more general class of infinite-power homo-

12
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geneous signals referred to as power-dominated homogeneous signals which will find applica-

tion in Section 4. The definition and properties closely parallel those for energy-dominated

homogeneous signals.

Definition 4 A dy-homogeneous signal z(t) is said to be power-dominated if when x(t) is

filtered by an ideal bandpass filter with frequency response (9) the resulting signal io(t) has

finite power, i.e.,

lim T- " 2(t)dt < o.

The notation pH will be used to designate the class of power-dominated homoge-

neous signals of degree H. Moreover, while our definition necessarily includes the energy-

dominated signals, which have zero power, insofax as our discussion is concerned they con-

stitute a degenerate case.

Analogous to Theorem 2 for the energy-dominated case, we can establish the following

theorem describing the spectral properties of power-dominated homogeneous signals.

Theorem 5 W~hen a power-dominated homogeneous signal x(t) is filtered by an ideal band-

pass filter with frequency response (10), the resulting signal y(t) has finite power and a

power spectrum of the form

S1 (W) = lim (t)e-j dt S(w) IwI (28)T-oo 2T dt0 otherwise

where S(w) is some function that is independent of WL. and WU and has octave-spaced ripple,

i.e., for all integers k,

IW12H+1S=(w) = 12 kL2H+I sx( 2kw). (29)

The details of the proof of this theorem are contained in Appendix C, although it is

identical in style to the proof of its counterpart, Theorem 2. Note that since S,,() in the

theorem does not depend on WL or wuj, this function may be interpreted as the generalized

power spectrum of x(t). Furthermore, the relation (29) implies that signals in PH have a

generalized time-averaged power spectrum that is I/f-like, i.e.,

I

=(W) ~ i1- (30)

13
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where, via (15), -f = 2H + 1.

Theorem 5 directly implies that a homogeneous signal z(t) is power-dominated if and

only if its generating sequence ijn] in the ideal bandpass wavelet basis has finite power, i.e.,

L
lim I E q n o

L-.ýo 2L + 1

Similarly we can readily deduce from the results of Section 3.1 that, in fact, for any ortho-

normal wavelet basis with sufficiently many vanishing moments R so that 0 < -7 < 2R - 1,

the generating sequence for a homogeneous signal of degree H in that basis has finite power

if and only if the signal is power-dominated. This implies that when we use (25a) with such

wavelets to synthesize a homogeneous signal x(t) using an arbitrary finite power sequence

q[n], we are assured that z(t) E pH. Likewise, when we use (25b) to analyze any signal

x(t) E pH, we are assured that q[n] has finite power.

Remarks

Energy-dominated homogeneous signals of arbitrary degree H can be highly regular, at

least away from t = 0. In contrast, power-dominated homogeneous signals typically have

a fractal structure similar to the statistically self-similar 1/f processes of corresponding

degree E, whose power spectra are also of the form (30) with -y = 2H + 1. One might

reasonably conjecture that power-dominated homogeneous signals and 1/f processes of the

same degree also have identical Hausdorff-Besicovitcb dimensions [5], when defined. Indeed,

despite their obvious structural differences, power-dominated homogeneous signals and 1/f

processes "look" remarkably similar in a qualitative sense. This is apparent in Fig. 1, where

we depict the sample path of a 1/f process along side a power-dominated homogeneous

signal of the same degree whose generating sequence has been taken from a white random

process. We stress that in Fig. 1(a), the self-similarity of the 1/f process is statistical,

i.e., it does not satisfy (8) but its autocorrelation function does. In Fig. 1(b), the self-

similarity of the homogeneous signal is deterministic. In fact, while the wavelet coefficients

14
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of homogeneous signals are identical from scale to scale to within am amplitude factor, i.e.,

S=p-in/2 qj]

the wavelet coefficients of 11f processes have only the same second-order statistics from

scale to scale to within an amplitude factor, i.e.,

£ 'z') = #-'pin - ]

for some function p[n] that is independent of m [2] [6].

Finally, we remark that not all power-dominated homogeneous signals have spectra that

are bounded on r 5 w < 2,r. An interesting subclass of power-dominated homogeneous

signals with such unbounded spectra will, in fact, arise in our development of fractal mod-

ulation. For these signals, i(t) as defined in Definition 4 is perinic, so we refer to this class

of power-dominated homogeneous signals as periodicity-dominated. It is straightforward to

establish that these homogeneous signals have the property that when passed through an

arbitrary bandpass filter of the form (10) the output is periodic as well. Furthermore, their

power spectra consist of impulses whose areas decay according to a 1/jwl" relationship. An

important class of periodicity-dominated homogeneous signals can be generated through a

wavelet-based synthesis of the form (16) in which the generating sequence q[n] is periodic.

3.3 Discrete-Time Algorithms for Processing Homogeneous Signals

Orthonormal wavelet representations provide some useful insights into homogeneous signals.

For instance, because the sequence q[n] is replicated at each scale in the representation (16)

of a homogeneous signal x(t), the detail signals

DZ(t) = ,3-- q[n]'(

representing q[n) modulated into a particular octave band are simply time-dilated versions

of one another, to within an amplitude factor. The corresponding time-frequency portrait of

a homogeneous signal is depicted in Fig. 2, from which the scaling properties are apparent.

15
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0 200 400 600 800 1000

(a) A sample function of a 1/f proces.

0 200 400 600 800 1000

(b) A power-dominated homogenedus sinal.

Figure 1: Comparison between the sample path of a 1/f process and a power-dominated
homogeneous signal. Both correspond to -t = (i.e., H 0).

16
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Q)

q[O] q[1] q[2] q[3] q[4] q[5] q[6] q[7] q[81 q[9] q[1O] q[111

q[O] q[1) q[2] q[31 q[41 q[51

-- - q[O.J q[.1] q[2] .

- -;r 0 4- _

Figure 2: The time-frequency portrait of a homogeneous signal of degree H = -1/2.

For purposes of illustration, the signal in this figure has degree H = -1/2 (i.e., P = 1),

which corresponds to the case in which qjn] is scaled by the same amplitude factor in each

octave band. Clearly, the partitioning in such time-frequency portraits is idealized: in

general, there is both spectral and temporal overlap between cells.

Wavelet representations also lead to some highly efficient algorithms for synthesizing,

analyzing, and processing homogeneous signals just as they do for 1/f processes as discussed

in [7]. The signal processing structures we develop in this section are a consequence of

applying the DWT algorithm to the highly structured form of the wavelet coefficients of

homogeneous signals.

WVe have already encountered one discrete-time representation for a homogeneous signal

z(t), namely that in terms of a generating sequence q[n] which corresponds to the coefficients

17
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of the expansion of z(t) in an orthonormal basis {fM(t)} for EH. When the V0 (t) are derived

from a wavelet basis according to (26), another useful discrete-time representation for x(t)

is available, which we now discuss.

Consider the coefficients a' characterizing the resolution-limited approximation AmZ(t)

of a homogeneous signal x(t) with respect to a particular wavelet-based multiresolution

signal analysis. Since these coefficients are the projections of z(t) onto dilations and trans-

lations of the scaling function 0(t) according to (5), it is straightforward to verify that they,

too, are identical at all scales to within an amplitude factor, i.e.,

fn -m/2an. = o,, (31)

Consequently, the sequence a' is an alternative discrete-time characterization of x(t), since

knowledge of it is sufficient to reconstruct z(f) to arbitrary accuracy. For convenience,

we refer to a. as the characteristic sequence and denote it as pjn]. As is true for the

generating sequence, the characteristic sequence associated with x(t) depends upon the

particular multiresolution analysis used; distinct multiresolution signal analyses generally

yield different characteristic sequences for any given homogenous signal. We shall require

that the wavelet associated with any multiresolution analysis we consider have sufficiently

many vanishing moments that it meets the conditions of Theorem 3.

The characteristic sequence pfn] is associated with a resolution-limited approximation to

the corresponding homogeneous signal x(t). Specifically, pin] represents unit-rate samples

of the output of the filter, driven by x(t), whose frequency response is the complex conjugate

of 4-(w). Because frequencies in the neighborhood of the spectral origin, where the spectrum

of z(t) diverges, are passed by such a filter, pin] will often have infinite energy or, worse,

infinite power, even when the generating sequence q[n] has finite energy.

The characteristic sequence can, in fact, be viewed as a discrete-time homogeneous

signal, and a theory can be developed following an approach directly analogous to that

used in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for the case of continuous-time homogeneous signals. The
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p[nJ fn] 2 p~n]

Figure 3: The discrete-time self-similarity identity for a characteristic sequence pin].

characteristic sequence satisfies the discrete-time self-similarity relation 2

1/ 2p~n) = E h[k - 2npik] (32)
k

which is readily obtained by substituting for a' in the DWT analysis equation (6a) using

(31). Indeed, as depicted in Fig. 3, (32) is a statement that when pyn] is lowpass filtered with

the conjugate filter whose unit-sample response is hi-n] and then downsampled, we recover

an amplitude-scaled version of pin]. Although characteristic sequences are, in an appropriate

sense, "generalized sequences," when highpass filtered with the corresponding conjugate

highpass filter whose unit-sample response is g[-n], the output is a finite energy or finite

power sequence, depending on whether p[n) corresponds to a homogeneous signal z(t) that

is energy-dominated or power-dominated, respectively. Consequently, we can analogously

classify the sequence pin) as energy-dominated in the former case, and power-dominated in

the latter case. In fact, when the output of such a highpass filter is downsampled at rate

two, we recover the characteristic sequence q[n) associated with the expansion of x(t) in the

corresponding wavelet basis, i.e.,

Sa/2qfn) = k - 2n)plkJ. (33)
k

This can be readily verified by substituting for a,' and x' in the DWT analysis equation

(6b) using (31) and (14), and by recognizing that a•' = p[n] and z- = q[n].

From a different perspective, (33) provides a convenient mechanism for obtaining the

representation for a homogeneous signal z(t) in terms of its generating sequence qjnJ from

'Relations of this type may be considered discrete-time counterparts of the dilation equations considered
by Strang in [8].
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one in terms of its corresponding characteristic sequence p[n], i.e.,

pn]--' q[n).

To obtain the reverse mapping

q[n] -- p[n]

is less straightforward. For an arbitrary sequence q[n], the associated characteristic sequence

p[n] is the solution to the linear equation

I-Y' 1 pin] - h hin - 2k)ptk] = g[n - 2k]q~k], (34)
k k

as can be verified by specializing the DWT synthesis equation (6c) to the case of homoge-

neous signals. There ap'peas to be no direct method for solving this equation. However,

the DWT synthesis algorithm suggests a convenient and efficient iterative algorithm for

constructing pLn) from q[nJ. In particular, denoting the estimate of p[n] on the ith iteration

by p[ [n], the algorithm is

P101[ = 0 (35a)

p['+'I[n] = #1/2 Z {h[n - 2k)pI'[k] + g[n - 2k)qlk]}. (35b)
k

This recursive upsample-filter-merge algorithm, depicted in Fig. 4, can be interpreted as

repeatedly modulating q[n) with the appropriate gain into successively lower octave bands

of the frequency interval 0 < I[w <5 r. Note that the precomputable quantity

q.[n] = g[n - 2k]q[k]

represents the sequence q[n] modulated into essentially the upper half band of frequencies.

Any real application of homogeneous signals can ultimately exploit scaling properties

over only a finite range of scales, so that it suffices in practice to modulate q[n] into a finite

range of contiguous octave bands. Consequently, only a finite number of iterations of the

algorithm (35) are be required. More generally, this also means that many of the theoretical
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...... . .. . ............... . . ......-.................. ...... . . . . . . . . . ............... . . . . . ..

i' + P1/2

Figure 4: Iterative algorithm for the synthesis of the characteristic sequence p[n] of a ho-
mogeneous signal x(t) from its generating sequence q[n]. The notation pW')[n] denotes the
value of pin] at the ith iteration.

issues associated with homogeneous signals concerning singularities and convergence do not

present practical difficulties in the application of these signals, as will be apparent in our

developments of Section 4.

Before turning to a potential application of homogeneous signal sets, we mention that

there would appear to be important connections to be explored between the theory of

self-similai signals described here and the work of Barnsley, et al., [9] on deterministically

self-affine signals. Interestingly, the recent work of Malassenet and Mersereau [10] has

shown that these signals, which are conveniently generated using so-called "iterated function

systems" have efficient representations in terms of wavelet bases as well.

4 Fractal Modulation

In this section, we consider the use of homogeneous signals as modulating waveforms in a

communications-based context as an example of the direction that some applications may

take. Beginning with an idealized but fairly general channel model, we demonstrate that the

use of homogeneous waveforms in such channels is at least natural, if not optimal, and leads

to a multirate modulation strategy in which data is transmitted simultaneously at multiple

rates. While it is a preliminary proposal, the modulation has a number of properties that

seem appealing.

Our problem involves the design of a communication system for transmitting a contin-
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t=T

x T) " r(t)
-2nW 27tW l

z(t)

Figure 5: The channel model for a tjpical communications scenario.

nous- or discrete-%aluee data sequence over a noisy and unreliable continuous-amplitude,

c•-ntinuous-time channel. We must therefore design a modulator at the transmitter that

embeds the data sequence qfn] into a signal x(t) to be sent over the channel. At the receiver,

a demodulator must be designed for processing the distorted signal r(t) from the channel

to extract an optimal estimate of the data sequence 4[n).

In a typical communication scenario, the channel would be "open" for some time interval

T, during which it has a particular bandwidth W and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Such a

channel model can be used to capture both characteristics of the transmission medium. and

constraints inherent in one or more receivers. When the noise characteristics are additive,

the overall channel model is as depicted in Fig. 5, where z(t) represents the noise process.

When either the bandwidth or duration parameters of the channel axe known a priori,

.herc are many well-established methodologies for designing an efficient and reliable com-

munication system. However, we shall restrict our attention to the case in which both the

bandwidth and duration parameters are either unknown or not available to the transmitter.

This case, by contrast, has received comparatively less attention in the communications

literature, although it encompasses a range of both point-to-point and broadcast commu-

nication scenarios involving, for example, jammed and fading channels, multiple access

channels, covert and low probability of intercept (LPI) communication, and broadcast com-

munication to disparate receivers.

We shall require the communication system we design for such channels to satisfy the
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following performance characteristics:

1. Given a duration-bandwidth product T x W that exceeds some threshold, we must

be able to transmit q[n] without error in the absence of noise, i.e., z(t) = 0.

2. Given increasing duration-bandwidth product in excess of this threshold, we must be

able to transmit q[n] with increasing fidelity in the presence of noise. Furthermore,

in the limit of infinite duration-bandwidth product, perfect transmission should be

achievable at any finite SNRI

The first of these requirements implies that, at least in principle, we ought to be able to

recover q[n] using arbitrarily narrow receiver bandwidth given sufficient duration, or, alter-

natively, from an arbitrarily short duration segment given sufficient bandwidth. The second

requirement implies that we ought to be able to obtain better estimates of q[n) the longer

a receiver is able to listen, or the greater the bandwidth it has available. Consequently, the

modulation must contain redundancy of a type that can be exploited for the purposes of

error correction. As we shall demonstrate, the use of homogeneous signals for transmission

appears to be rather naturally suited to fulfilling both these system requirements.

The minimum achievable duration-bandwidth threshold in such a system is a measure

of the efficiency of the modulation. Actually, because the duration-bandwidth threshold

T x W is a function of the length L of the data sequence, it is more convenient to transform

the duration constraint T into a symbol rate constraint R = LIT and phrase the discussion

in terms of a rate-bandwidth threshold R11W that is independent of sequence length. Then,

the maximum achievable rate-bandwidth threshold constitutes the spectral efficiency of the

modulation, which we shall denote by 17. The spectral efficienc) of a transmission scheme

using bandwidth W is, in fact, defined as

t7 =R./W

where R is the maximum rate at which perfect communication is possible in the absence

of noise. Hence, the higher the spectral efficiency of a scheme, the higher the rate that

can be achieved for a given bandwidth, or, equivalently, the smaller the bandwidth that is

required to support a given rate.
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When the available channel bandwidth is known a priori, a reasonably spectrally effi-

cient, if impractical, modulation of a data sequence q[n] involves expanding the sequence

in terms of an ideally bandlimited orthonormal basis. Specifically, with W0 denoting the

channel bandwidth, a transmitter produces

x(t) = qjn] VFo sinc (Wot - n)

where
sinc(t)={ i ti=

-si c sin otherwise

In the absence of noise, a receiver may recover q~n] from the projections

q[n] = z(t) vfW00 sinc (Wot - n) dt

which can be implemented as a sequence of filter-and-sample operations. Since this scheme

achieves a rate of R = WO symbols/sec using the double-sided bandwidth of W = WO Hz,

it is characterized by a spectral efficiency of

r)o = 1 symbol/sec/Hz. (36)

However, because the transmitter is assumed to have perfect knowledge of the rate-

bandwidth characteristics of the channel, this modulation does not constitute a viable so-

lution to our communications problem. Indeed, in order to accommodate a decrease in

available channel bandwidth, the transmitter would have to be accordingly reconfigured by

decreasing the parameter Wo. Similarly, for the system to maintain a spectral efficiency of

S= 1 when the available channel bandwidth increases, the transm itter m ust be reconfig-

ured by correspondingly increasing the parameter W0. Nevertheless, while not a solution

to our communications problem, this benchmark modulation provides a useful performance

baseline in evaluating the fractal modulation strategy we develop.

We now turn our attention to the problem of designing a modulation strategy that

maintains its spectral efficiency over a broad range of rate-bandwidth combinatioi,, using
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a fixed transmitter configuration. A rather natural solution to this problem arises out of

the concept of embedding the data to be transmitted into a homogeneous signal. Due to

the fractal properties of the transmitted signals, we refer to the resulting scheme as "fractal

modulation."

4.1 Transmitter Design: Modulation

To embed a finite-power sequence qjn] into a dy-homogeneous waveform x(t) of degree E, it

suffices to consider using q[n] as the coefficients of an expansion in terms of a wavelet-based

orthonormal self-similar basis of degree E/, i.e.,

x(t) = q[n)OHG (t)

where the basis functions OH(t) are constructed according to (26). When the basis is derived

from the ideal bandpass wavelet, as we shall generally assume in our analysis, the resulting

waveform x(t) is a power-dominated homogeneous signal whose idealized time-frequency

portrait has the form depicted in Fig. 2. Consequently, we may view this as a multirate

modulation of q[n] where in the mth frequency band q[n] is modulated at rate 2"1 using a

double-sided bandwidth of 2 m Hz. Furthermore, the energy per symbol used in successively

higher bands scales by 03 = 2 2H+1. Using a suitably designed receiver, q[n] can, in principle,

be recovered from x(t) at an arbitrary rate 2 m using a baseband bandwidth of 2m+1 Hz.

Consequently, this modulation has a spectra] efficiency of

iF = (1/2) symbol/sec/Hz.

We emphasize that in accordance with our channel model of Fig. 5, it is the baseband

bandwidth that is important in defining the spectral efficiency since it defines the highest

frequency available at the receiver.

While the spectral efficiency of this modulation is half that of the benchmark scheme

(36), this loss in efficiency is, in effect, the price paid to enable a receiver to use any of

a range of rate-bandwidth combinations in demodulating the data. Fig. 6 illustrates the

rate-bandwidth tradeoffs available to the receiver. In the absence of noise the receiver can,
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in principle, perfectly recover q[n) using rate-bandwidth combinations lying on or below the

solid curve. The stepped character of this curve reflects the fact that only rates of the form

21n can be accommodated, and that full octave increases in bandwidth are required to enable

q[n] to be demodulated at successively higher rates. For reference, the performance of our

benchmark modulation is superimposed on this plot using a dashed line. We emphasize

that in contrast to fractal modulation, the transmitter in the benchmark scheme requires

perfect knowledge of the rate-bandwidth characteristics of the channel.

Although it considerably simplifies our analysis, the use of the ideal bandpass wavelet

to synthesize the ortbonormal self-similar basis in our modulation strategy is impractical

due to the poor temporal localization in this wavelet. However, we may, in practice, re-

place the ideal bandpass wavelet with one having not only comparable frequency domain

characteristics and better temporal localization, but sufficiently many vanishing moments

to ensure that the transmitted waveform is power-dominated as well. Fortunately, there are

many suitable wavelets from which to choose, among which are those due to Daubechies [4).

When such wavelets are used, the exact spectral efficiency of the modulation depends on the

particular definition of bandwidth employed. Nevertheless, using any reasonable definition

of bandwidth, we would expect to be able to achieve, in practice, a spectral efficiency close

to (1/2) symbols/sec/Hz with this modulation, and, as a result, we shall assume i7" - 1/2

in subsequent analysis.

Another apparent problem with fractal modulation as initially proposed is that it re-

quires infinite transmitter power. Indeed, as Fig. 2 illustrates, q[n] is modulated into an

infinite number of octave-width frequency bands. However, in a practical implementation,

only a finite collection of contiguous bands M would, in fact, be used by the transmitter.

As a result, the transmitted waveform

x(t)= q[n] • f-m/2 bn(t) (37)
n mEM

would exhibit self-similarity only over a r,-uge of scales, and demodulation of the data would

be possible at one of only a finite number of rates. In terms of Fig. 6, the rate-bandwidth

characteristic of the modulation would extend over a finite range of bandwidths chosen to
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10-2 100 102

Bandwidth W (Hz)
Figure 6: Spectral efficiency of fractal modulation. At each bandwidth B, the solid curve
indicates the maximum rate at which transmitted data can be perfectly recovered in the ab-
sence of noise. The dashed curve indicates the corresponding performance of the benchmark
scheme.
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cover extremes anticipated for the system.

The fractal modulation transmitter can be implemented in a computationally highly

efficient manner, since much of the processing can be performed using the discrete-time

algorithms of Section 3.3. For example, synthesizing the waveform x(t) given by (37) for

M = {0, 1, ... , M - 1) involves two stages. In the first stage, which involves only discrete-

time processing, q[n] is mapped into M consecutive octave-width frequency bands to obtain

the sequence pIM)[n]. This sequence is obtained using M iterations of the synthesis algorithm

(35) with the QMF filter pair h[n], g[n] appropriate to the wavelet basis. The second stage

then consists of a discrete- to continouous-time transformation in which pIM][n] is modulated

into the continuous-time frequency spectrum via the appropriate scaling function according

to

xpt) = ) = -[n 2 C2Mt - n).

It is important to point out that because a batch-iterative algorithm is employed, potentially

large amounts of data buffering may be required. Hence, while the algorithm may be

computationally efficient, it may be considerably less so in terms of storage requirements.

However, in the event that q[n) is finite length, it is conceivable that the algorithm may be

modified so as to be memory-efficient as well. Such potential remains to be explored.

The transmission of finite length sequences using fractal modulation more generally

raises a variety of issues and, therefore, requires some special consideration. In fact, as

initially proposed, fractal modulation is rather inefficient in this case, in essence because

successively higher frequency bands are increasingly underutilized. In particular, we note

from the time-frequency portrait in Fig. 2 that if q[n] has finite length, e.g.,

q[n] = 0, n<O, n>L-1,

then the mth band will complete its transmission of q[n] and go idle in half the time it takes

the (m - I)st band, and so forth. However, finite length messages may be accommodated

rather naturally and efficiently by modulating their periodic extensions q[n mod L] thereby
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generating a transmitted waveform

S(t)= On mod L] eO(W)

which constitutes a periodicity-dominated homogeneous signal of the type discussed in

Section 3.2. If we let

q = {q[0] q[1] ... q[L- 1])

denote the data vector, then the time-frequency portrait associated with this signal is shown

in Fig. 7. Using this enhancement of fractal modulation, we not only maintain our ability to

make .arious rate-bandwidth tradeoffs at the receiver, but we acquire a certain flexibility in

our choice of time origin as well. Specifically, as is apparent from Fig. 7, the receiver need

not begin demodulating the data at t = 0, but may more generally choose a time-origin

that is some multiple of LR when operating at rate R. Additionally, this strategy can, in

principle, be extended to accommodate data transmission on a block-by-block basis.

The final aspect of fractal modulation that remains to be considered in this section

concerns the specification of the parameter H. While H has no effect on the spectral

efficiency of fracta] modulation, it does affect the power efficiency of the scheme. Indeed,

it controls the relative power distribution between frequency bands and, hence, the overall

transmitted power spectrum, which takes the form (30) where 7 = 2H + 1. Consequently,

the selection of H is important when we consider the presence of additive noise in the

channel.

For traditional additive stationary Gaussian noise channels of known bandwidth, the

appropriate spectral shaping of the transmitted signal is governed by a "water-filling" pro-

cedure [11) [12] which is also the method by which the capacity of such channels is computed

[131. Using this procedure, the available signal power is distributed in such a way that pro-

portionally more power is located at frequencies where the noise power is smaller.

When there is uncertainty in the available bandwidth, the water-filling approach leads

to poor worst-case performance. As an example, for a channel in which the noise power is

very small only in some fixed frequency band 0 < wL < wu < oo, the water-filling recipe

will locate the signal power predominantly within this band. As a result, the overall SNR
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Figure 7: A portion of the time-frequency portrait of the transmitted signal for fractal
modulation of a finite-length data vector q. The case H = -1/2 is shown for convenience.
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in the channel will strongly depend on whether the channel bandwidth is such that these

frequencies are passed. By contrast, the distribution of power according to a spectral-

matching rule that maintains an SNR that is independent of frequency leads to a system

whose performance is uniform with variations in bandwidth and, in addition, is potentially

well-suited for LPI communication. Since power-dominated homogeneous signals have a

power spectrum of the form of (30), the spectral-matching rule suggests that fractal mod-

ulation may be naturally suited to channels with additive 1/f noise whose degree H is the

same as that of the transmitted signal. This rather broad class of statistically self-similar

processes includes not only classical white Gaussian noise (H = -1/2) and Brownian mo-

tion (H = 1/2), but, more generally, a range of rather prevalent nonstationary noises which

exhibit strong long-term statistical dependence [14].

In this section, we have developed a modulation strategy that satisfies the first of the

two system requirements described at the outset of Section 4. In the next section, where

we turn our attention to the problem of designing optimal receivers for fractal modulation,

we shall see that fractal modulation also satisfies the second of our system requirements.

4.2 Receiver Design: Demodulation

Consider the problem of recovering a finite length message q[n] from band-limited, time-

limited, and noisy observations r(t) of the transmitted waveform x(t) consistent with our

channel model of Fig. 5. We shall assume that the noise z(t) is a Gaussian Ilf process of

degree H, = H, and that the degree HE of the homogeneous signal x(t) has been chosen

according to our spectral-matching rule, i.e.,

H = H= . (38)

We remark that if it is necessary that the transmitter measure H. in order to perform

this spectral matching, the robust and efficient parameter estimation algorithms for 1/f

processes developed in [7] may be exploited.

Depending on the nature of the message being transmitted, there are a variety of dif-

ferent optimization criteria from which to choose in designing a suitable receiver. As a
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representative example, we consider the case in which the transmitted message is a random

bit stream of length L represented by a binary-valued sequence

q[n] E

where E0 is the energy per bit. For this data, we develop a receiver that demodulates q[n)

so as to minimi e the probability of a bit-error. Demodulation of non-binary discrete-valued

sequences is achieved using a straightforward extension of our results, and demodulation of

continuous-valued sequences under a minimum mean-square error criterion is described in

[2].

An efficient implementation of the optimum receiver processes the observations r(t) in

the wavelet domain by first extracting the wavelet coefficients r' using the DWT (6). These

coefficients take the form

n= q-m/2 mr mod L] + zm, (39)

where the z' axe the wavelet coefficients of the noise process, and where we have assumed

that in accordance with our discussion in Section 4.1 the periodic replication of the finite

length sequence q[n) has been modulated. To simplify our analysis, we shall further assume

that the ideal bandpass wavelet is used in the transmitter and receiver, although we reiterate

that comparable performance can be achieved when more practical wavelets are used.

The duration-bandwidth characteristics of the channel will in general affect which obser-

v-ation coefficients r' may be accessed. In particular, if the channel is bandlimited to 2 Mu

Hz for some integer Mu, this precludes access to the coefficients at scales corresponding

to m > Mu. Simultaneously, the duration-constraint in the channel results in a minimum

allowable decoding rate of 2 MI symbols/sec for some integer ML, which precludes access to

the coefficients at scales corresponding to m < ML. As a result, the collection of coefficients

available at the receiver is

r = {rK,m E M,n E Ar(m)}

where

M {ML,ML+1,...,MU}
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A1(m) ={-, -11.

This means that we have available

My

K = = 2 m-ML = 2 Mu-ML+1 - (40)
ve=ML

noisy measurements of each of the L non-zero samples of the sequence qjn]. The specific

relationship between decoding rate R, bandwidth W, and redundancy K can, therefore, be

expressed in terms of the spectral efficiency of the modulation 'wF as

R 217F (41)

W K+I'

where, as discussed earlier, i/,F ; 1/2. Note that MU = ML when K = 1, and (41) attains

its maximum value, i7 F.

The optimal decoding of each bit can be described in terms of a binary hypothesis

tes on the set of available observation coefficients r. Denoting by HI tbe hypothesis in

which q[n] = +V/'E, and by H0 the hypothesis in which q[n] = -Vtir, we may construct

the likelihood ratio test for the optimal decoding of each symbol q[n). The derivation

is particularly straightforward because of the fact that, in accordance with the wavelet-

based models for 1/f processes developed in [15] 17] [2], the z, in (39) may be modeled as

independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variances

Var z' = a. (42)

for some variance parameter a2 > 0. Consequently, the likelihood ratio test reduces to the

test
H1MU 2m-'•rU,-1 r K.Vr#-2H

vT >~I 0.,, = • l o r• fi - = <
vnI=ML, 1=0 2H H0

under the assumption of equally likely hypotheses, i.e., a random bit stream. The bit-error
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probability associated with this optimal receiver is readily derived, and can be expressed as

Pr(r) = Pr(e > OHo) = Q (43)

where Q(-) is defined by

Q - e0 -12 dv.

and where a. is the SNR in the channel, i.e.

2 EO
(7c -" 2

Cz

Substituting for K in (43) via (41) we can rewrite this error probability in terms of the

channel rate-bandwidth ratio as

Pr( = Q (2 a'XW(4

where, again, 77F : 1/2. Note that the performance of fractal modulation is independent of

the spectral exponent of the noise process when we use spectral matching.

To establish a performance baseline, we shall also evaluate a modified version of our

benchmark modulation in which we incorporate repetition-coding, i.e., in which we add

redundancy by transmitting each sample of the message sequence K times in succession.

This comparison scheme is not particularly power efficient both because signal power is

distributed uniformly over the available bandwidth irrespective of the noise spectrum, and

because much more effective redundancy schemes can be used with channels of known

bandwidth (see, e.g., [16]). Nevertheless, with these caveats in mind, such comparisons do

lend some insight into the relative power efficiency of fractal modulation.

In our modified benchmark modulation, incorporating redundancy reduces the effective

decoding rate per unit bandwidth by a factor of K, i.e.,

R i1o (45)
W K'

where 770 is the efficiency of the modulation without coding, i.e., unity. When the channel
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adds stationary white Gaussian noise, for which E = -1/2, the optimum receiver for this

scheme demodulates the received data and averages- together the K symbols associated with

the transmitted bit, thereby generating a sufficient statistic. When this statistic is positive,

the receiver decodes a 1-bit, and a 0-bit otherwise. The corresponding performance is,

therefore, given by

Pr(c)- K) (46) •

where the last equality results from substituting for K via (45).

Comparing (46) with (44), we note that since 'fo z 2 1?F, the asymptotic bit-error per-

formances of fractal modulation and the benchmark scheme are effectively equivalent for

R/W '4 <iF, as is illustrated in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8(a), Pr(c) is shown as a function of R/W

at a fixed SNR of 0 dB (cc = 1), while in Fig. 8(b), Pr(e) is shown as a function of SNR

at a fixed RIW = 0.1 bits/sec/Hz. Both these plots reveal strong thresholding behavior

whereby the error probability falls off dramatically at high SNR and low R/W. We empha-

size that comparisons between the two schemes are appropriate only for the case in which

the noise has parameter H = -1/2, corresponding to the case of stationary white Gaussian

noise. For other values of H, the performance of the benchmark modulation is not only

difficult to evaluate, but necessarily poor as well because of inefficient distribution of power

among frequencies.

5 Concluding Comments

We have developed convenient, efficient, and robust wavelet-based representatioub for a

generalized class of homogeneous signals, and explored their properties. Furthermore, we

have explored their potential for use as modulating waveforms in a communications-based

application, and demonstrated that fractal modulation would appear to be well-suited for

use with noisy channels of simultaneously uncertain duration and bandwidth.

While our development of fractal modulation considered many issues, many others, such

as synchronization and buffering, remain to be investigated. Furthermore, there axe many

potential refinements to be explored. One might involve the incorporation of block or trellis
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Figure 8: Bit-error rate performance of fractal modulation. Solid lines indicate the perfor-
mance of fractal modulation, v dile dashed lines indicate the performance of the benchmark
modulation with repetition coding.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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coding techniques to improve the power efficiency of the modulation. It would seem that

coding of this type cannot be incorporated without sacrificing properties of the transmission

scheme. In particular, the simple redundancy scheme apparent in Fig. 7 enables the recovery

of a message q from observations corresponding to any single cell of the time-frequency

plane. Nevertheless, it would be important to identify the tradeoffs involved.

The potential of fractal modulation in LPI applications also remains to be explored.

While we have argued that the second-order statistics of homogeneous signals are effectively

indistinguishable from those of 1/f noises, a more comprehensive study of the detectability

of homogeneous signals is warranted. In the process, some potentially useful extensions to

fractal modulation may arise. As an example, drawing from the notions underlying direct-

sequence spread spectrum, one technique for more effectively concealing the modulation

from unintended receivers might involve premultiplying the entire wavelet coefficient field

Xn of the signal x(t) prior to transmission by a pseudorandom bit field known to both

transmitter and receiver.

Finally, we remark that there would appear to be many additional applications for the

self-similar signals we have introduced in this paper. In many respects, identifying and

exploring other potentially promising applications represents perhaps the most exciting

direction for future research.
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A Proof of Theorem 2

To show that y(t) has finite energy, we exploit an equivalent synthesis for y(t) as the output

of a cascade of filters driven by .(t), the first of which is an ideal bandpass filter whose

passband includes w< < Iwi< wV, and the second of which is the filter given by (10).
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Let b,,(t) b, the impulse response of a filter whose frequency response is given by

1 2m- < I`, <5 2-+7rEm (,) = -,(47){0 otherwise

and let b(t) be the impulse response corresponding to (10). Furthermore, choose finite

integers ML and MU such that 2 Mul-r < w. and wu < 2Mfv+l r. Then, using to denote

convolution,

y(t) = b(t) * b" •L_ b(I)],X(t)

= b(i), j •m(t) (48)
"=M.L

where

Zm(t) = x(t) * bm(t) = 2 -- HHo( 2mt), (49)

and where the last equality in (49) results from an application of the self-similarity relation

(8) and the identity

bm(t) = 2m bo(2 mt).

Because z(t) is energy-dominated, i 0 (t) has finite energy. Hence, (49) implies that every

i,(t) has finite energy. Exploiting this fact in (48) allows us to conclude that y(t) must

have finite energy as well.

To verify the spectrum relation (11), we express (48) in the Fourier domain. Exploiting

the fact that we may arbitrarily extend the limits in the summation in (48), we get

00 x(`,) WL < I`,[ < WU,
Y(w) = B(w) Z X ({.. (,) =

,_-- 1 0 otherwise

where Xm(W) denotes the Fourier transform of im(t), and where

(W) (). (50)
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The right-hand side of (50) is, of course, pointwise convergent because for each w at most

one term in the sum is non-zero. Finally, exploiting (49) in (50) gives

X(w)= 2-H )9o2 w,

which, as one can readily verify, satisfies (12) v

B Proof of Theorem 3

To prove the "only if" statement, we suppose x(t) E EH and begin by expressing z(f) in

terms of the ideal bandpass wavelet basis. In particular, we let

X (t) Z

where

and where 4[n], the generating sequence in this basis, has energy £ < oc. The new gener-

ating sequence q[n] can then be expressed as

q[n] = , qnn] (51)

where

qmln] Ymn(t)l*=n

and

Yn(i) = m(t) * 0(-t)-

For each m, since i,(t) is bandlimited, ym(t) and qm[n] each have finite energy and Fourier

transforms Y (w) and Qm(w) respectively. Hence,

1:~1'm(w& - 27rk-) (52)
k
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where
Sf (•)-••'()•(-•)217r < IwI < 2'+'7r

0 otherwise

with O•(w) denoting the Fourier transform of 4[n], and l'(w) the complex conjugate of

In deriving bounds on "he energy Em in each sequence 9m)n] for a fixed rm, it is convenient

to consider the cases m 5 -1 and m > 0 separately. When m < -1, the sampling by which

q,[n] is obtained involves no abiasing. Since on IwI < 7r we then have

Qm (w) = Ym(w)

we may deduce that q,[n] has energy

Em,, Zlqmfflh2  (21 )-m •2"•irEm =q.n1 - 1P(,,)1•1 (2-",,,)12 d. (53)

Because 0(t) has R vanishing moments, there exists a 0 < co < oo such that

IT(W)l <5 EoIWI' (54)

for all w. Exploiting this in (53) we obtain

Em,5 <C 0 2(2R--y)m, (55)

for some 0 < Co < oo.

Consider, next, the case corresponding to m > 0. Since 0(t) has R vanishing moments,

there also exists a 0 < i1 < oc such that

I < I-WR (56)

for all w. Hence, on 2m-r < JwI < 2"+7,-

lY-,(,)I S (I 7r-,R 2-(-Y+ +2Rm•/2 IQ(2-'•w)J. (57)
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From (52), we obtain

2"-1

IQ.(W)I <SI 7r-R 2 -(-+1+2R)m/2 E I0(2-w + 2,rk2-w)I (58)
k--0

by exploiting, in order, the triangle inequality, the bound (57), the fact that only 2'1 terms

in the summation in (52) axe non-zero since yn(i) is bandlimited, and the fact that QO(w)

is 27r-periodic. In turn, we may use, in order, (58), the Schwarz inequality, and again the

periodicity of Q(w) to conclude that

E,,, 2 -2R 2 -(-('+1+2R)m (~J I(--w + 27rk2-')12 dj

< C 12- -(- 2+wR)m_ (59)

for some 0 < Ci < 00.

Using (51), the triangle inequality, and the Schwaxz inequality, we obtain the following

bound on the energy in qgnJ

E = F q[n]12 < [zv]
which, from (59) and (55) is finite provided 0 < - < 2R and A 1> 1.

Let us now show the converse. Suppose q[n] has energy E < oo, and express x(t) as

x(t) = ZX (t)

where
Xn(t) = -m/2F qln] '(i).

If we let

ý.(t) = b0o() * -(t)

where bo(f) is the impulse response of the ideal bandpass filter in Definition 1, it suffices to
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show that

(t) = • •((60)

has finite energy.

For each m, we begin by bounding the energy in jn(f), which is finite because Zm(t)

has finite energy. Since ý,m(t) has Fourier transform

(2,6)-12Q2-nw)T(2- w)7 <<< 27r
0 { otherwise

where Q(w) is the discrete-time Fourier transform of q[n], we get that

S= �2 _,2,YIW IQ(W)I2 11(2-"&)I2d#.

Again, it is convenient to consider the cases corresponding to m < -1 and m > 0 separately.

For m < -1, most of the energy in xn(t) is at frequencies below the passband of the

bandpass filter. Hence, using the bound (56) and exploiting the periodicity of Q(w) we

obtain

Em, <5 o2(2R-l-'-)mE. (61)

for some 0 5 Co < oo. For m > 0, most of the energy in xm(t) is at frequencies higher than

the passband of the bandpass filter. Hence, using the bound (54) we obtain

fin _< C 12-(-+2 R+l)mE. (62)

for some 0 < C1 < o0.

Finally, using (60), the triangle inequality, and the Schwarz inequality, we obtain the

following bound on the energy in ý(t)

.g-/"1(j)12 dt < E_

which, from (62) and (61) is finite provided 0 < -y < 2R - 1 since R I a.
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C Proof of Theorem 5

Following an approach analogous to the proof of Theorem 2, let b..(t) be the impulse

response of a filter whose frequency response is given by (47), and let b(t) be the impulse

response corresponding to (10). By choosing finite integers ML and Mu such that 2MLT <

wL and w < 2 Mu+1,r, we can again express v(t) in the form of eq. (48). Because z(t) is

power-dominated, io(t) has finite power. Bence, (49) implies that every im(t) has finite

power. Exploiting this fact in (48) allows us to conclude that y(t) must have finite power

as well.

To verify the spectrum relation (28), we use (48) together with the fact that the im(t)

are uncorrelated for different m to obtain

S,(w) = IB(w)]2  • S.,(W)=
in=-= 0 otherwise

where Si,, (w) denotes the power spectrum of i,,,(t), and where

s.(W) S CEO s(). (63)

Again we have exploited the fact that the upper and lower limits on the summation in

(48) may be extended to oo and -oo, respectively. The right-hand side of (63) is, again,

pointwise convergent because for each w at most one term in the sum is non-zero. Finally,

exploiting (49) in (63) gives

5.(w) 2"~ 2~Sj (2-'W)

which, as one can readily verify, satisfies (29) .
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